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Abstract
The advent and the continuous development of airborne and spaceborne remote sensing has revolu-
tionised traditional glaciology in the last decades by enabling the monitoring of hardly accessible re-
gions at a much larger spatial and temporal scale than field surveys. Among the large variety of sensors,
each having different benefits and drawbacks, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is one of the most cap-
able. SAR systems can produce high resolution, wide-coverage images under any illumination and
weather condition and, particularly at longer wavelengths, have the ability to “perceive” features even
in the sub-surface of dry ice and snow, which are otherwise invisible to optical systems.
Glaciers and ice sheets are fundamental components of the global climate system and are par-
ticularly sensitive to climate change. Significant and progressive ice mass loss has been registered
worldwide in the last decades. To improve the currently uncertain global glacier loss projections and
the related climate change models, a good understanding of the driving mechanisms governing mass
balance and glacier flow is necessary. To this end, this dissertation aims at improving the estimation
of both glacier mass balance and surface velocity by means of high resolution SAR data and simultan-
eously provide valuable results to the glaciological and climatological scientific communities.
Up-to-date and accurate mass balance estimates and temporal trends for a wide pool of glaciers is
fundamental, but of difficult derivation. In the traditional input-output method models are often used
to retrieve the surface mass balance, while the calving flux is estimated from ice flow velocity, a para-
meter derivable on a large scale only by remote sensing. Gravimetry offers good temporal resolution
but coarse spatial resolution and necessitates models to isolate other sources of mass change leading
to large uncertainties. In this thesis the high resolution Raw DEMs produced by the recent TanDEM-X
mission were combined with the SRTM C-band DEM of year 2000. Together they constitute a powerful
and reliable multitemporal dataset based on bistatic SAR interferometry (InSAR) for the retrieval of
detailed elevation change maps of vast regions and the corresponding glacier mass balance thorough
the geodetic method. Particular emphasis was set on the definition of a generalizable framework for
the estimation of the uncertainty of the geodetic mass balance by quantifying all relevant sources of
error. Among these, signal penetration into dry ice and snow can affect considerably radar elevation
measurements. To this end the backscattering coefficient of the SAR acquisitions were analysed in
order to evaluate the snow condition with respect to liquid water content.
The geodetic mass balance was derived for the Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields (NPI
& SPI), the largest mid-latitude ice masses in the Southern Hemisphere with a surface of about 16700
km2. The icefields are known to be very dynamic, displaying strong ice downwasting since the Little Ice
Age maximum, causing the highest rate of isostatic rebound ever recorded worldwide. Total ice mass
change rates of−3.96±0.14 Gt a−1 and−13.14±0.42 Gt a−1 have been obtained for NPI (2000 - 2014)
and SPI (2000 - 2011/’12), respectively, these values do not include subaqueous changes which were
separately estimated. These results appear to correct estimates obtained in the literature for similar
observation periods with both the geodetic and the gravimetric methods, furthermore reducing their
uncertainty. The Jorge Montt Glacier (SPI), featuring the highest thinning rate, was further analysed
during the period 2011 - 2014 finding a mass change rate of −2.59 Gt a−1 (+50% with respect to the
2000 - 2011 period).
Glacier surface velocities are important in assessing the stability of icefields and ice sheets and
their response to climate change. They are fundamental to the study of ice dynamics allowing to map
ice transport from accumulation to ablation regions and to estimate strain rates and other geophysical
parameters. SAR is particularly suited to the derivation of velocity maps: the high spatial resolution,
good radiometric accuracy, short repeat cycle, left-looking capabilities and precise geolocalization of
TerraSAR-X have been exploited in this thesis. A processing chain was developed for the derivation
of detailed velocity maps by means of offset tracking based on incoherent cross-correlation. Several
scientifically relevant glaciers worldwide have been monitored with particular focus on remote regions
such as the interior of Antarctica where measurements are still scarce (e.g. Recovery, Thwaites and
several Ross Ice Shelf glaciers).
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Zusammenfassung
Das Aufkommen und die kontinuierliche Entwicklung der Satellitenfernerkundung hat die traditionelle
Glaziologie in den letzten Jahrzehnten revolutioniert. Schwer zugängliche Regionen können jetzt mit
viel besserer räumlicher und zeitlicher Auflösung, überwacht werden. Eine Vielfalt von Sensoren, jeder
mit unterschiedlichen Vor- und Nachteilen, hat sich mittlerweile etabliert. Radar mit synthetischer
Apertur (SAR) ist davon einer der Leistungsfähigsten. SAR-Systeme liefern Bilder mit höher Auflösung,
großer Abdeckung und können die Eigenschaften der Erdoberfläche systematisch bei Tag und Nacht
zu jeder Jahreszeit und Wetterlage erfassen. Dazu besitzen SAR-Sensoren bei längeren Wellenlängen
die Eigenschaft, bis zu mehrere Meter in trockenen Schnee einzudringen und somit Beiträge aus dem
Volumen und tiefer liegenden Grenzflächen, welche für optische Systeme unsichtbar sind, zu liefern.
Gletscher und die Eisschilde der Antarktis und Grönlands sind grundlegende Bestandteile des glo-
balen Klimasystems und reagieren besonders empfindlich auf den Wandel des Klimas. Weltweit regis-
trierte man in den letzten Jahrzehnten einen signifikanten und zunehmenden Eismassenverlust. Um
die derzeit unsicheren Abschätzungen und Vorhersagen zum globalen Gletscherverlust und die damit
verbundenen Modelle zum Klimawandel zu verbessern, ist ein gutes Verständnis der Mechanismen,
welche die Massenbilanz und den Gletscherfluss beeinflussen, erforderlich. Die vorliegende Disserta-
tion hat deshalb das Ziel, durch die Analyse hochauflösender SAR-Daten sowohl Massenbilanz und
Oberflächengeschwindigkeit von Gletschern verbessert abzuschätzen. Die erzielten Ergebnisse sind
sowohl für die glaziologische als auch die klimatologische Wissenschaftsgemeinde von besonderem
Interesse.
Aktuelle und genaue Massenbilanzschätzungen sowie zeitliche Tendenzen für eine große Auswahl
von Gletschern sind von grundlegender Bedeutung, aber aufwändig abzuleiten. Die traditionelle gla-
ziologische (Input-Output)-Methode beruht auf Feldmessungen und Modellen, aus der sich Oberflä-
chenmassenbilanzen ergeben. Um den Massenverlust durch Kalben abzuschätzen, sind weiterhin Mes-
sungen der Gletschergeschwindigkeit nötig, ein Parameter, der im großen Umfang nur durch Ferner-
kundung abzuleiten ist. Zwar erlaubt auch die Gravimetrie aus dem erdnahen Orbit die Bestimmung
von Massenänderungen des Eises mit hohen zeitlichen Wiederholungsraten, jedoch nur mit grober
räumlicher Auflösung. Außerdem benötigt sie Modelle, um andere Ursachen von Massenänderungen
zu isolieren, was zu einer großen Unsicherheit führt. In dieser Dissertation wurden hochauflösende
digitale Höhenmodelle (DHM) der aktuelle TanDEM-X Mission mit dem SRTM C-Band DHM aus dem
Jahr 2000 kombiniert. Zusammen bilden sie einen leistungsfähigen und zuverlässigen multitempora-
len, auf bistatischer SAR-Interferometrie (InSAR) basierenden Datensatz. Dieser dient der Erstellung
von detaillierten Höhenänderungskarten über ausgedehnten Regionen und daraus abgeleitet, der ent-
sprechenden Gletschermassenbilanz mittels des geodätischen Verfahrens. Besondere Beachtung fand
die Schätzung der Unsicherheit der geodätischen Massenbilanzen durch die Quantifizierung aller re-
levanter Fehlerquellen. Insbesondere das Eindringen des Radarsignals in trockenen Schnee kann die
Radarhöhenmessungen erheblich beeinflussen. Zu diesem Zweck wurde der Rückstreukoeffizient der
SAR-Akquisitionen analysiert, um die Schneelage in Bezug auf ihren Wassergehalt zu untersuchen.
Die geodätische Massenbilanz der nördlichen und südlichen patagonischen Eisfelder (NPI & SPI)
wurde abgeleitet. Mit einer Gesamtfläche von etwa 16700 km2 repräsentieren sie die größten Eis-
massen in mittleren Breiten der südlichen Hemisphäre. Diese Eisfelder verhalten sich sehr dynamisch
und zeigen starke Verluste seit dem Maximum der Kleinen Eiszeit, was die höchste Rate postglazia-
ler Landhebung weltweit ausgelöste. Gesamte Eismassenänderungsraten von −3.96±0.14 Gta−1 und
−13.14±0.42 Gta−1 wurden für NPI (Zeitraum 2000 - 2014) bzw. SPI (Zeitraum 2000 - 2011/2012)
abgeleitet, jeweils ohne Berücksichtigung des Unterwasseranteils. Dieser wurde getrennt geschätzt.
Die vorliegenden Ergebnisse korrigieren die publizierten Schätzungen basierend auf die geodätischen
und gravimetrischen Methoden für ähnliche Beobachtungsperioden. Außerdem verringern sie deren
Unsicherheit. Der Jorge Montt Gletscher (SPI) weist die höchste Ausdünnungsrate beider Eisfelder auf.
Er wurde deshalb für den Zeitraum 2011 - 2014 eingehender analysiert. Diese Untersuchung führte
zu einer Eismassenänderungsrate von −2.59 Gt a−1, was einer 50%-igen Zunahme gegenüber dem
Zeitraum 2000 - 2011 entspricht.
Die Kenntnis der Oberflächengeschwindigkeiten der Gletscher ist wichtig, um die Stabilität der
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Eisfelder und des Inlandeises sowie ihre Reaktion auf den Klimawandel beurteilen zu können. Sie sind
von grundlegender Bedeutung für Studien zur Eisdynamik. Damit wird die Kartierung des Eistransports
vom Akkumulations- zum Ablationsgebiet, die Schätzung von Verformungsraten und anderer geophy-
sikalischen Parameter ermöglicht. Weltraumgestützte SAR-Sensoren sind besonders geeignet für die
Ableitung derartiger Geschwindigkeitskarten. Ihre hohe räumliche Auflösung, die gute radiometrische
Genauigkeit, der kurze Wiederholungszyklus, die Aufnahmerichtung nach rechts und links der Sa-
tellitenbodenspur sowie die präzise Geolokalisierung von TerraSAR-X wurden in dieser Dissertation
genutzt. Es wurde eine Verarbeitungskette zur Ableitung von detaillierten Fließgeschwindigkeitskar-
ten mittels inkohärenter Kreuzkorrelationsverfahrens entwickelt. Mehrere wissenschaftlich relevante
Gletscher wurden weltweit überwacht. Besonderes Augenmerk wurde dabei auf abgelegene Regio-
nen wie das Innere der Antarktis gelegt, wo Messungen aufgrund ihrer Abgeschiedenheit nur selten
möglich sind (beispielsweise die Gletscher Recovery, Thwaites sowie mehrere Ausflussgletscher des
Ross-Schelfeises).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Scientific motivation
Snow and ice cover about a sixth of the Earth’s surface in a multitude of forms: snow cover, glaciers,
including ice caps and the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica, sea ice, lake and river ice, icebergs
and permafrost. Together they form the cryosphere of our planet. The cryosphere and particularly gla-
ciers and ice sheets play a fundamental role in the global climate system and are strongly influenced
by changes in the system itself. Glaciers are furthermore a key component of the water cycle, and
as such have a decisive impact on different ecological and societal aspects, among which: natural re-
source management, economic activities, agriculture, risk management, etc. Extending our knowledge
of glaciers and ice sheets, understanding their properties, monitoring their temporal changes, model-
ling their role in the climate system and their response to its changes are matters of crucial scientific
importance.
Traditional glaciology is based on in situ measurements obtained with different techniques such as
ablation stakes, snow pits, ice cores, photography and geodetic surveys. Field campaigns are unique
in enabling to describe the glacier surface and subsurface in great detail but their spatial and temporal
coverage is very limited and costly, even more so because of the inaccessibility and the harsh weather
of glaciated regions.
In the last decades remote sensing has revolutionised the spatial and temporal scale of cryospheric
observations by means of airborne and spaceborne sensors offering insights even on previously inac-
cessible regions. The development of remote sensing sensors has been continuous and avails itself of
different physical acquisition principles allowing to study different aspects of the cryosphere. These
include: aerial photography, multispectral spaceborne optical sensors, passive microwave radiomet-
ers and active scatterometers, laser and radar altimeters, gravimeters, and synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imaging systems. Naturally, different sensors allow to measure different parameters but also
have technical and intrinsic limitations and cannot substitute completely in situ measurements (Rees
& Squire, 1989; Davis, 1991; Bindschadler, 1998). Optical observations are hindered in glaciated re-
gions because of the long polar winters and the frequent cloud cover, they cannot offer any insight into
the glacier subsurface and suffer from low contrast on smooth snow. Radiometers and scatterometers
measure the emission and the backscatter at low resolution (~25 km) allowing to detect melting onset
and distinguish glacier zones. Gravimetry can be used to measure mass changes at scales of hundreds
of kilometres. Radar and laser altimetry allow to precisely measure the surface elevation and to track
its changes. Laser altimeters (for instance on board the ICESat satellite) do not suffer from penetration
of the microwave pulses into ice and snow and offer higher resolution compared to radar altimeters
at the cost of a sparse spatial coverage.
Synthetic aperture radar represents one of the greatest advances in remote sensing, particularly
for the cryosphere. SAR systems can acquire a two-dimensional complex representation of the backs-
cattering of the scene by means of microwave pulses transmitted by a side-looking antenna. High
resolution imaging is achieved by exploiting the platform motion to synthesize a larger “synthetic”
antenna aperture in the along-track direction and by means of pulse compression in the across-track
direction. Being it an active device emitting pulses in the microwave spectrum it can operate independ-
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ently of solar illumination and nearly in any weather condition. Moreover it is sensitive to both surface
and near-surface features, with penetration capabilities increasing with wavelength. The wavelengths
commonly used for SAR range between between 3 cm and 75 cm. The retrieval of a high resolution
backscattering image bearing amplitude and phase information allows to develop different techniques
relevant to cryosphere monitoring: interferometry (InSAR) allows to produce precise digital elevation
models, measure ice movement and small elevation changes with wavelength precision, polarimetry
exploits the sensitivity of different electromagnetic polarizations to shape, orientation and dielectric
properties of the surface and sub-surface scatterers.
Seasat was the first spaceborne SAR system, launched in 1978, it operated at L-band for a brief
lifetime of about 110 days. The first glaciological studies based on SAR, and particularly on the analysis
of its backscattering, have been published in the eighties (Rott, 1984; Bindschadler et al., 1987; Rott
& Mätzler, 1987). The SIR-C/X-SAR sensors flown in 1994 (L, C, X-band) with dedicated Shuttle
missions provided the first polarimetric data from space (Mätzler et al., 1997; Floricioiu & Rott, 2001).
A significant impulse to SAR remote sensing was given by the launch of ESA’s satellites ERS-1 (1991 -
2000, C-band) and ERS-2 (1995 - 2003, C-band), which also operated in tandem formation, and finally
provided continuous temporal coverage. Other notable missions are the Canadian RADARSAT-1 (1995
- 2013, C-band), the ASAR on board of ENVISAT (2002 - 2012, C-band), JAXA’s ALOS/PALSAR (2006 -
2011, L-band) and RADARSAT-2 (2007, C-band). Newer missions increased significantly the resolution
and decreased the repeat pass time widening the applicability of interferometric techniques to the
cryosphere by reducing the temporal decorrelation of the backscattered signal between acquisitions
caused by precipitation, melting, refreezing and winds. These missions, operating in X-band, are DLR’s
TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X (2007 and 2010) and ASI’s COSMO-SkyMed (2007 to 2010) constellation
of four satellites. ESA’s newest satellite formation is composed by Sentinel-1A/B (2014/2016) with
two possible additional satellites planned, all operating at C-band. JAXA’s new ALOS-2 features an
improved PALSAR-2 instrument working in L-band. Future missions like Tandem-L, operating at L-
band with two satellites will further extend the range of scientific applications in the cryosphere by
offering continuous and wide coverage at a frequency able to “look” for several meters below the ice
and snow surface.
A warming trend of the climate system has been unequivocally observed during the last century,
causing changes unprecedented over decades to millennia. Among these, global increase of average
atmospheric and oceanic temperatures, widespread melting of permanent ice, average global sea level
rise and increase of greenhouse gases concentration (IPCC, 2013). A progressive loss of land ice
volume and mass was registered at a worldwide level during the last decades mostly with the use of
satellite altimetry and gravimetry, for instance by Jacob et al. (2012); Gardner et al. (2013); Zemp
et al. (2015). This trend was also reported in the fifth Assessment Report on Climate Change by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Vaughan et al., 2013). Figure 1.1 shows the
global distributions of glaciers and their subdivision in macro regions according to the Randolph Glacier
Inventory (RGI). The total area of glaciers is globally approximately 726 ·103 km2, distributed among
168 · 103 basins according to the the RGI version 2.0 (Arendt et al., 2012). The global percentage of
area calving into tidewater is 38.5% (Gardner et al., 2013).
Future global glacier volume loss projections for the 21st century are affected by a very large un-
certainty, in the order of several tens of percentage points, caused by substantial variations linked to
the model approach used to estimate surface mass balance, the dynamic response of glaciers, and
ice/ocean interactions under current and future climate conditions (Giesen & Oerlemans, 2013). In
order to produce realistic projections, an accurate knowledge of the processes governing ice-climate
interactions is needed, achievable through understanding of the driving mechanisms governing glacier
flow and mass balance. To this end precise measurements of key glacier parameters such as total net
mass balance, surface velocity, accumulation, calving rates, ice thickness, subsurface and subglacial
conditions and their evolution in time are fundamental.
Volume and mass changes and their temporal trends are essential for assessing the response of the
glaciers to changing boundary conditions, identifying processes controlling the ice flux and estimating
their current and future contributions to sea level rise (Barrand et al., 2013; Rott et al., 2014b). To cal-
ibrate and validate mass balance models driven by regional and global climate models it is fundamental
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Figure 1.1 – Global distribution of glaciers (yellow, area increased for visibility) and area covered
(diameter of the circle), subdivided into the 19 RGI regions. The fraction of the area belonging to
tidewater glaciers is plotted in blue. Image from Vaughan et al. (2013). The glacier areas are derived
from the RGI 2.0 (Arendt et al., 2012) and the tidewater fraction is derived from Gardner et al. (2013).
The RGI regions are the following: 1) Alaska, 2) Western Canada and USA, 3) Arctic Canada North,
4) Arctic Canada South, 5) Greenland, 6) Iceland, 7) Svalbard, 8) Scandinavia, 9) Russian Arctic, 10)
North Asia, 11) Central Europe, 12) Caucasus, 13) Central Asia, 14) South Asia (West), 15) South Asia
(East), 16) Low Latitudes, 17) Southern Andes, 18) New Zealand, 19) Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic.
to obtain spatially detailed information on the parameters involved in mass balance calculations, one of
them being the surface elevation change. Further requirements include the widening of the currently
limited pool of well-observed glaciers as well as repeated observations to track trends.
Another issue is the accuracy of the mass balance. Gardner et al. (2013) showed how estimates
of global ice volume loss achieved by means of altimetry and GRACE gravimetry are significantly
lower than extrapolations from in-situ measurements on a limited number of well-studied glaciers.
Nevertheless gravimetric mass balance estimates remain affected by considerable uncertainty (10 -
20% globally) due to the coarse spatial resolution (about 300 km) and the difficulties of separating
other mass change signals such as hydrological storage and glacial isostatic adjustment (Vaughan et al.,
2013; Jacob et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013).
The total net mass balance of glaciers can also be indirectly retrieved from repeated elevation ob-
servations, with the geodetic method. The geodetic mass balance is the variation of ice mass obtained
integrating the surface elevation change over the glacier area and multiplying it by the ice density.
This approach allows to isolate the ice volume change and to achieve better spatial detail compared to
the gravimetric method. The main intrinsic uncertainty of this method is linked to the assumption of a
certain snow density when not available from field measurements. The application of this method on
a larger scale has been limited by the lack of spatially extended multitemporal elevation datasets with
sufficient spatial resolution and accuracy. Geodetic mass balance studies have been mostly carried
out on limited areas often by combining elevation datasets produced with different techniques: di-
gitised cartographic maps (usually obtained from aerial photographs), airborne and spaceborne laser
and radar altimetry, optical satellite DEMs (for instance from the ASTER mission), and the bistatic
InSAR SRTM DEM acquired in February 2000. Moreover many geodetic mass balance results found
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in the literature are characterized by relatively high errors. Cartographic maps suffer from low spatial
resolution and accuracy, altimetry is precise but has limited coverage, optical images do not work on
featureless smooth snow surface. Spaceborne InSAR in its bistatic configuration, allowing to eliminate
temporal decorrelation and atmospheric disturbances, can produce DEMs with large spatial coverage
and good accuracy particularly on glaciated terrain.
The TanDEM-X mission was initiated in 2010 by coupling two identical satellites in close formation
with the objective of achieving a global DEM with the best accuracy to date by means of bistatic InSAR.
The final global TanDEM-X DEM has not yet been released, and is of limited use on rapidly varying
surfaces since it relies on averaging of acquisitions performed over a period of five years. However the
single bistatic acquisitions can be processed in so-called “Raw DEMs” measuring the glacier height at
a specific moment of the mission.
The combination of the SRTM C-band DEM and of TanDEM-X Raw DEMs leads to a powerful multi-
temporal elevation dataset for the retrieval of the geodetic mass balance of large glaciated regions such
as the Patagonian Icefields (NPI and SPI). The dataset offers extensive coverage: the SRTM is a final
product obtained by mosaicking several ascending and descending acquisitions, these are particularly
numerous at higher latitudes, contributing to reduce both relative and absolute error as well as voids.
The 90 m posting of SRTM is relatively good for vast icefields such as the NPI and SPI, while the spa-
tial resolution of the TanDEM-X is plentifully sufficient for this task. Both datasets are generated with
single-pass bistatic InSAR at C and X-band, featuring the same basic advantages and suffering from
the same problems, hence allowing for a better modelling of the error sources. Besides difficulties
in unwrapping the interferometric phase on mountainous terrains, the main issue of InSAR DEMs on
glaciated terrain is the signal penetration into dry snow and ice, inducing height biases in the DEMs.
An analysis of the SAR backscattering of the active channel, recently released for all SRTM acquisitions
and available for TanDEM-X acquisitions allows to detect dry and smooth snow areas susceptible to
this issue, but a precise quantification of the elevation bias remains problematic. Finally the temporal
baseline between the two datasets, approximately ranging from 11 to 15 years is particularly suited
for the retrieval of the geodetic mass balance. It is large enough to allow to detect elevation change
signals even on areas located at higher altitudes and characterized by smaller variations, at the same
time providing a decent temporal resolution, fundamental to capture an up-to-date figure of thinning
and mass loss given the accelerating trends previously discussed.
The error budget estimation of the geodetic mass balance often lacks a consistent approach in
the literature, where even relevant error sources are sometimes ignored. A generalised framework
applicable to different datasets is necessary to supply not only precise mass balance results but also
reliable error budgets to the climate models.
The glacier surface velocity is a fundamental parameter for analyses and models in several gla-
ciological, geological, hydrological and geophysical applications. This parameter plays a critical role
in assessing the stability of icefields and ice sheets and their response to climate change. It allows to
define the rates of ice transportation from regions of accumulation to regions of ablation and through
which channels this occurs. Moreover it is important for computing the glacier mass balance with the
input-output method allowing to estimate the calving flux. Remote sensing provides maps of ice flow
velocity with wide spatial coverage, good spatial resolution and high accuracy. These are essential to
ice dynamics. The flow of glaciers is a complicated process involving different driving and resisting
forces. High resolution ice velocity fields allow to understand the balance of forces and ice mechan-
ics processes. Monitoring glacier velocities with sufficient temporal resolution is also fundamental for
safety and economic reasons is many regions of the Earth (for instance in the Himalayas) where glacial
lake outbursts due to glacier stagnation (linked to reduced flow) pose a great danger for the popula-
tion and the infrastructures (Luckman et al., 2007). Furthermore melt water from glaciers represents
often the main supply on which many inhabitants rely on and an energy source for hydroelectric power
plants.
With the first available SAR instruments glacier surface velocities could be obtained by means of
InSAR, offering very high precision, but relative measurements and limited robustness to temporal
decorrelation of the phase signature. Offset tracking, was applied to both optical and SAR images,
with SAR offering a much clearer signature and better localization properties. SAR coherent and
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incoherent offset tracking tackles the limitations of InSAR at the cost of lower precision. The high
spatial resolution, good radiometric properties, and short repeat pass cycle of newer SAR missions
such as TerraSAR-X are particularly well suited for the retrieval of glacier surface velocities. At X-band
the wavelength allows to generate a distinctive speckle pattern even on relatively smooth snow and
firn which maintains good coherence even after several repeat pass cycles on stable regions such as
the ice sheets. The high-resolution and the high geolocalization accuracy of TerraSAR-X allow tracking
the speckle pattern and retrieving the relative displacements on the ground. For crevassed and fast
glaciers, where speckle coherence is lost, the features of the surface can be tracked exploiting the
spatial resolution of the sensor.
1.2 Research objectives
The research leading to this dissertation focused on the exploitation of large TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-
X datasets and their combination with other remote sensing and in situ datasets for the retrieval of
glacier parameters and for other glacier related applications. A major focus was set on the retrieval of
the elevation change rates and the geodetic mass balance from SRTM and TanDEM-X data, with the
following objectives.
• Take advantage of the unique multitemporal dataset constituted by the combination of two bi-
static InSAR DEMs with a temporal baseline of 11 - 15 years, offering significant advantages
in terms of accuracy compared to optical DEMs and in terms of coverage compared to laser
altimetry.
• Develop a framework for the accuracy estimation of the geodetic mass balance by investigating
and quantifying all possible error sources and criticalities with the goal of obtaining a more
reliable error estimate compared to the studies found in the literature.
• Investigate the response of the backscattering coefficient of ice and snow with respect to liquid
water content in order to assess possible signal penetration and consequent elevation biases, in
turn affecting the volume change estimate.
• Derive detailed elevation change rate maps and the geodetic mass balance for the Northern
and Southern Patagonian icefields with a low error and a reliable accuracy estimation. These
icefields are the largest mid-latitude ice masses in the southern hemisphere. They are known to
be very sensitive to climate changes, displaying highly dynamic processes and effects, such as
strong ice downwasting since the Little Ice Age maximum, which triggered the highest rate of
isostatic rebound ever recorded. A previous geodetic mass balance of the icefields was provided
by Rignot et al. (2003) but it might be outdated (observation period 1968/’75 - 2000), it relied
on cartographic maps obtained from aerial photography involving significant extrapolation on
higher altitudes, hampering its reliability. A more recent result by Willis et al. (2012b,a) based on
ASTER and SRTM DEMs corresponds to the observation period used in this thesis, but it appears
to be overestimated.
A second relevant application consists in exploiting the advantageous properties of the TerraSAR-X
sensor for the derivation of high resolution glacier surface velocity maps with the following objectives.
• Develop a processing chain to derive the glacier surface velocity from high resolution amplitude
images by means of offset tracking based on the normalized cross-correlation function. The
processing chain should allow for fast processing of a large number of data pairs with limited
operator intervention and provide reliable results under different glacier scenarios.
• Obtain high resolution velocity maps for scientifically relevant glaciers, with wide coverage and
multitemporal observations. Moreover interpret the obtained surface velocity results and derive
additional parameters such as acceleration and strain rates.
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1.3 Thesis outline
The investigation of glaciers by means of high resolution SAR products demands an interdisciplinary
approach, requiring knowledge in the fields of glaciology, natural sciences, remote sensing, electro-
magnetism, signal processing, etc. The background necessary to the developed research, and a broad
selection of references for further study are hence included in this dissertation for the sake of com-
pleteness. The rationale of the manuscript is to make the discussed aspects of SAR remote sensing of
snow accessible by a multidisciplinary readership. The chapter structure gives readers the freedom to
focus on the topics of greater interest and to skip those they are already familiar with.
Chapter 2 provides the basics of SAR and SAR interferometry, the radar equation and the backs-
cattering coefficient are here defined, the latter playing a fundamental role in the interpretation of the
surface conditions of glaciers. The working principle of across-track InSAR is provided here, as well
as the concept of coherence and the sources of decorrelation.
A basic description of the main glaciological concepts of interest to the remote sensing of snow is
given in Chapter 3. Starting from the physical properties of snow, which generates glaciers, the focus
is moved to the physical parameters describing the surface of snow and glaciers at different scales. The
glacier zones and the transformation process from snow to glacier ice are then described. A section
is dedicated to the complex topic of glacier motion, explaining the driving and resisting forces. The
definition of glacier mass balance and the different methods to estimate it are finally presented.
Chapter 4 outlines the basic theory of electromagnetic propagation and scattering within the ice
volume and at the interface with air and ground. A broad section is dedicated to the dielectric prop-
erties of snow, models and experimental measurements from the literature are reported for ice, water,
dry and wet snow. Particular focus is posed on the properties of the backscattering coefficient of snow
with respect to different system and snow parameters, a collection of experimental results from the
literature are here reported and commented. The main objective is the understanding of the behaviour
of the backscattering coefficient at varying liquid water content and the effect of the latter on radar
signal penetration in this medium, in order to evaluate possible elevation biases in the InSAR DEMs
influencing the geodetic mass balance.
The investigated regions of the Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields are presented in Chapter
5. A wide selection of publications regarding all the multi-faceted aspects of the icefields and their tem-
poral evolution, including in situ and remote sensing results, are here reported.
The data used to compute the elevation change maps and the geodetic mass balance is discussed
in Chapter 6. The main focus in on SRTM and TanDEM-X DEM data, the chapter outlines the various
aspects of the missions and the processing of the DEMs. Finally, larger space is given to the investigation
of the accuracy of these datasets: the different aspects involved and the published studies are reported.
The data used in thesis is listed, including additional data, such as glacier outlines.
The procedures followed for the derivation of the elevation change maps, and particularly the DEM
coregistration and its accuracy, are described in Chapter 7. The obtained elevation change rate maps
of NPI and SPI are reported here.
A critical aspect of the reliability of the InSAR DEMs for the retrieval of the geodetic mass balance
is the possible penetration of the radar signal into the ice and snow surface leading to an elevation
bias. To assess this error source the backscattering coefficient of the SAR data used have been analysed
in Chapter 8. The recent availability of the SRTM C-band backscattering of all datatakes was exploited
and meteorological data from a network of nearby station has been used to further support the analysis.
Chapter 9 deals with the geodetic mass balance. The state of the art of the method is firstly presen-
ted, the results relevant to the Patagonian icefields are reported and a wide part is dedicated to the
various aspects of the error estimation and how it is performed in the literature. The method and
the connected experiments used in this thesis to estimate the mass balance and its uncertainty are
presented in detail. The estimation of the subaqueous ice loss is performed for completeness. Finally
the mass balance results of NPI and SPI are presented and discussed also by comparing them to values
and procedures found in the literature.
Chapter 10 reports briefly the elevation change rate and geodetic mass balance results obtained
on the Jorge Montt Glacier, the most dynamic in Patagonia. Here an additional TanDEM-X DEM was
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used to obtain a second more recent mass balance, giving insights on the accelerated thinning and ice
volume and mass loss trend of this glacier.
Chapter 11 focuses on a different glaciological application of SAR: the retrieval of detailed glacier
surface velocity fields using TerraSAR-X data. The state of the art of this application is briefly reported.
The developed processing chain is described and the aspects affecting the accuracy are defined. Finally
a selection of results restricted to the Patagonian Icefields and Antarctica are discussed.
The conclusion of the thesis discussing the scientific contributions to the field of SAR remote sensing
of glaciers is given in Chapter 12, followed by an outlook containing recommendations for future
developments and investigations.
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SAR and InSAR basics
The radar (RAdio Detection And Ranging) is an active system developed before and during World War
II with the purpose of detecting military targets. In its simplest form, the antenna transmits pulses
in the radiowave or microwave spectrum and receives the energy reflected by the target (allowing its
detection). The distance to the target (range) is determined be the travelling time of the pulses. The
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) principle was first proposed by Wiley (1954) with the main purpose
of improving the azimuth resolution. In the following decades many SAR airborne and spaceborne
systems have been used for different remote sensing applications (Ulaby et al., 1981). Being an act-
ive system operating in the microwave region (generally between P and Ku band) it provides its own
illumination and can operate day and night and in almost any weather condition. This is particularly
useful for cryosphere monitoring, as the study areas are affected by polar night and frequent cloud cov-
erage. In Section 2.1 the SAR acquisition geometry and basic imaging principles, its spatial resolution
and finally the backscattering coefficient are briefly presented. For a comprehensive discussion of the
SAR system and the processing of its signal the reader is referred to Cumming & Wong (2005); Cur-
lander & McDonough (1991). In Section 2.2 the basic principles of SAR interferometry are presented,
the reader is referred to Bamler & Hartl (1998) for an extensive explanation of the topic.
2.1 Synthetic aperture radar
A monostatic SAR system transmits and receives pulses through the same antenna. It is mounted on
a moving platform (aircraft or satellite) and operates in a side-looking geometry. Figure 2.1 depicts
the SAR acquisition geometry. The platform moves along the azimuth or along-track direction. The
antenna beam points to the ground perpendicular to the flight direction, along the so-called range or
across-track direction.
The antenna beam defines on the ground a certain footprint illuminated by each pulse, its width
along the ground range is defined swath. As the platform moves, pulses are transmitted with a certain
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and their echoes are received and recorded. These are processed
to generate a two-dimensional SAR image of the scene reflectivity in the azimuth and slant-range
plane. Because of the ranging principle, the third dimension, constituted by the topography, cannot
be resolved by a single SAR antenna. At a fixed azimuth all points lying on the equi-range arc are
projected on the same pixel of the SAR image.
The acquisition geometry causes some topography-related geometric effects in SAR images. Fore-
shortening defines the compression in the SAR image of terrain slopes tilted towards the SAR (slope
s < θl , otherwise in layover) and the stretching of slopes tilted away from the SAR (s < 90° − θl ,
otherwise in shadow). Layover appears for slopes s ≥ θl towards the sensor, in this case the projection
becomes ambiguous, more than one point are mapped on the same pixel on the SAR image, higher
points (e.g. a mountain peak) with a shorter range are mapped before lower points (e.g. a valley)
with a longer range. These areas appear bright because of the overlay of different scattering contri-
butions and because of the tilt, which increases backscattering. Shadowing affects areas which are not
illuminated by the radar pulses because of an obstacle or a steep slope (s > 90°− θl) away from the
17
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Figure 2.1 – SAR acquisition geometry.
sensor. These areas appear dark in the SAR image because of the lack of returned signal (Bamler &
Hartl, 1998).
Two different scanning mechanisms are applied in range and in azimuth. In range the scanning
happens through the transmitted pulses travelling at the speed of light c, its reflected energy is digitized
by the receiver at a range sampling frequency frg. In azimuth the scene is scanned at the platform speed
vp and sampled at the PRF fPRF. Across-track the range R of a target is proportional to the time delay
∆t between transmission and reception of the pulse hitting the target, according to ∆t = 2R/c. The
resolution in slant range depends on the pulse duration τ and is given by ρrg = cτ/2. To improve the
range resolution avoiding sending short pulses with very high transmit peak power, longer pulses with
a linear (increasing or decreasing) frequency modulation (chirps) are used, thus increasing the pulse
bandwidth B. The slant range resolution is given by:
ρrg =
c
2B
(2.1)
The received energy of the chirp is compressed again into a pulse by a cross-correlation operation with
a replica of the chirp (range or pulse compression through a matched filter).
In azimuth the resolution is given by the width of the antenna footprint on the ground: ρaz =
λR/Lant, the physical length of the antenna Lant must hence be increased to improve resolution with
obvious limitations. The synthetic aperture concept exploits the fact that different targets falling within
the antenna footprint display different Doppler frequency shifts. As the platform advances, each target
is illuminated by many subsequent pulses within the same footprint: a much longer synthetic aperture
can be generated by coherently combining the received pulses taking into account their Doppler his-
tory. The Doppler resolution depends on the “length” of the synthetic aperture which depends on the
exposure time of each target and the platform velocity vp. The azimuth resolution becomes hence:
ρaz =
Lant
2
(2.2)
and does not depend on the range, the wavelength or the platform velocity, allowing to acquire very
high spatial resolution SAR images even from space.
The pixel sizes in range and azimuth are given by:
δrg =
c
2 frg
(2.3)
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δaz =
vp
fPRF
(2.4)
The pixel spacing is usually smaller than the resolution in order to avoid undersampling and aliasing,
meaning that a certain degree of spatial correlation exists between nearby pixels.
2.1.1 Backscattering coefficient
The radar equation relates the characteristics of the radar, the target and the received signal. For a
bistatic radar working in a lossless medium it can be written as (Ulaby et al., 1982b):
Pr =
Pt GtArσ
(4pi)2 R2t R2r
(2.5)
which for a monostatic radar can be simplified to:
Pr =
Pt GtArσ
(4pi)2 R4
=
Pt G
2λ2σ
(4pi)3 R4
=
PtA
2σ
4piλ2R4
(2.6)
where
• Pr is the received power and Pt is the transmitted power
• G is the antenna gain, for a monostatic system Gt = Gr = G
• A is the effective aperture of the antenna equal to A= λ
2G
4pi , for a monostatic system At = Ar = A
• R is the range between antenna and target, for a monostatic system Rt = Rr = R. The spreading
loss is given by 1
(4pi)2R4
• λ is the radar wavelength
• σ is the radar cross section of the target
It must be noted that for a synthetic aperture radar the received power is inversely proportional to
the third power of the range due to the coherent integration on the synthetic aperture length, for the
formula see Curlander & McDonough (1991).
The radar cross section (RCS) measures the capacity of the target to scatter the electromagnetic
waves in the direction of the receiving antenna (Cumming & Wong, 2005). It depends on factors
which are usually difficult to measure individually and it is a function of the frequency, polarization
and directions of the incident and scattered waves, and of the shape, size and dielectric properties of
the scatterer. The RCS is expressed in m2 and corresponds to the projected cross sectional area of a
perfectly conducting sphere returning an equal power to the radar as the target.
The RCS is suitable to describe point targets, but natural environments, particularly those linked
to the cryosphere consist generally of distributed targets, areas containing many randomly distributed
point targets among which no one dominates in amplitude. The received electric field is given by the
coherent sum of the scattering contributions of each point target within a resolution cell. In order to
extend the radar equation to distributed scatterers the radar backscattering coefficient σ0 (also known
as normalized radar cross section) is defined as the average value of the RCS per unit of area. (Ulaby
et al., 1982b):
σ0 =
〈σ〉
Ag
(2.7)
where Ag defines a unit of area where Pt , G, R are nearly constant and which contains enough scattering
centres to obtain a sensible average value. In the common definition of σ0, the unit of area Ag is the
illuminated area projected onto the ground. This area is normally assumed to be the pixel area, hence
(Freeman, 1992; Van Zyl et al., 1993):
Ag =
δazδrg
sinθloc
(2.8)
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where δaz and δrg are the pixel spacings in azimuth and slant range, respectively, and θloc is the local
incidence angle. It is worth noting that the unit of area is here defined by the sampling of the radar
signals rather than the actual radar resolution, which is typically larger. The local incidence angle is the
angle between the incident radar beam and the local surface normal. As suggested by Ulander (1996)
assuming the actual local surface normal would lead to large σ0 errors when a significant azimuthal
surface tilt is present. For this reason the projection of the local surface normal on the zero-Doppler
plane must be used, hence:
θloc = θi −αzdloc (2.9)
where θi is the radar incidence angle or look angle and α
zd
loc is the local slope in the range direction
rather than along the aspect direction (direction of maximum slope).
Another useful measure often used when the local slope is not available or as natural intermediate
measure is the radar brightness β0 , defined as (Raney et al., 1994):
β0 =
〈σ〉
δazδrg
(2.10)
hence the relationship between backscattering coefficient σ0 and radar brightness β0 is:
σ0 = β0 sinθloc (2.11)
Radiometric calibration is the process of relating the pixel value to the RCSσ of a point target or the
backscattering coefficientσ0 of a distributed target from the radar amplitude (Ulander, 1996). Internal
calibration involves estimating the overall radar gain by means of pre-flight and in-flight measure-
ments, and compensate it during processing in order to obtain the best estimate of σ or σ0 (Freeman,
1992). This leads to the definition of two overall gain terms Ks(x , y) and Kn(x , y), of the signal and
of the noise components, respectively. Besides the terms included in the radar equation (Eq. (2.6)),
Ks includes the electronic gain at the receiver, loss terms due to the systems and the atmosphere and
the compensation gain at the processor which should lead to Ks = 1 for a calibrated image. Kn is the
processor gain in the presence of noise only. Noise sources are the microwave background radiation
of the Earth, thermal noise of the the antenna and receiver, and quantization noise of the analogue to
digital converter (ADC). External calibration allows to assess and complement internal calibration, it
is performed by placing on ground different calibration devices of known RCS, for example a trihedral
corner reflector, characterized by a peak RCS of σtri =
4pia4
3λ2 , where a is the leg length of the trihedral.
The overall gain of the radar system can be obtained by measuring the energy of the point target of
known RCS.
2.1.2 SAR images
The SAR is a coherent instrument, meaning that it records both the amplitude and the phase of the
received signal. The SAR image is hence a 2D matrix composed of complex values, usually known as
single look complex (SLC). For each resolution cell the total scattered field is the coherent sum of the
contributions given by each elementary scatterer:
Ae jϕ =
N∑
k=1
Ake
jϕk (2.12)
where A and ϕ represent the amplitude and the phase of a certain resolution cell (approximated by a
pixel), Ak and ϕk are the amplitude and the phase of the individual elementary scatterers while N is
the total number of elementary scatterers in the resolution cell.
The amplitude A is strictly related to the RCS in case of point targets. In case of distributed targets
the N scatterers are randomly positioned within the resolution cell and their phase ϕk (which depends
on the distance between the radar and the target) will be randomly distributed. Given the coherent
sum, the amplitude A and phase ϕ will also feature a certain randomness which manifests itself as a
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Figure 2.2 – Uncalibrated TerraSAR-X SSC amplitude image in radar geometry of the Drygalski Glacier
(Antarctic Peninsula) acquired on 01.04.2008 in ascending right looking Stripmap mode (beam 10).
Typical SAR effects of shadowing, foreshortening and layover are visible.
fast variability between neighbouring pixels, creating an effect known as speckle. Speckle is typical of
coherent imaging operating at wavelengths smaller than the spatial resolution.
For a distributed target featuring a large number N of elementary scatterers the central limit the-
orem can be applied, according to which the recorded complex signal will have a real (in-phase) com-
ponent Acosϕ and an imaginary (quadrature) component Asinϕ which are zero-mean, independent
and identically Gaussian distributed. The corresponding SAR image will have an amplitude A featuring
a Rayleigh distribution and a phase ϕ with uniform distribution over [−pi;pi[. The intensity or power
image is obtained as I = A2 and has a negative exponential distribution with equal standard deviation
and mean.
Speckle is stable given the same acquisition and target configuration. This property is exploited
in speckle tracking, where the movement of smooth slow glacier surface is estimated by means of
coherent or incoherent cross-correlation. In fact within short observation periods the speckle pattern
of the glacier surface remains stable displaying only very small shifts which allow retrieving a good
level of coherence from a repeat pass image pair.
Nevertheless speckle is a multiplicative noise and can be limiting for certain applications, particu-
larly when σ0 must be estimated precisely. A common practice to reduce speckle consists in applying
an averaging known as multilooking, at the cost of spatial resolution. It can be applied as spatial aver-
aging of adjacent pixels or by splitting the synthetic aperture in segments (looks), generating separate
images and averaging them into an L-look image. Averaging with L looks reduces the standard devi-
ation by a factor
p
L (Goodman, 1976). Since adjacent pixels are partially correlated the effective or
equivalent number of looks L will be smaller than the number of averaged pixels N (nominal looks),
their relationship is given by (Zebker et al., 1994):
L =
δrgδaz
ρrgρaz
N (2.13)
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Figure 2.3 – InSAR acquisition geometry.
2.2 SAR interferometry
SAR interferometry (InSAR) includes all methods exploiting the phase of two or more complex-valued
SAR images in order to derive additional information about a scene. The two images can be acquired
in two ways: in repeat-pass the same antenna acquires the scene at different times; in single-pass two
antennas are used, they can both transmit and receive independently within a short time (monostatic)
or one can transmit and both receive (bistatic). In across-track interferometry the across-track separ-
ation (baseline) in the acquisition geometry of two images is exploited to retrieve a digital elevation
model (DEM) (Zebker & Goldstein, 1986; Bamler & Hartl, 1998; Rosen et al., 2000). Surface de-
formation in the line of sight can be retrieved through differential interferometry (D-InSAR). More
advanced techniques based on stacking of many images allow extracting non-linear subsidence rates
through permanent scatterer interferometry (PSI) (Ferretti et al., 2000). In along-track interferometry
(ATI) the along-track separation between the sensors flying on the same path is exploited to measure
movement in the radar line of sight such as ocean currents (Goldstein & Zebker, 1987) and moving
targets (Raney, 1971). This section focuses on across-track interferometry, with particular focus on
the bistatic configuration, the one adopted to generate the SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs used in this
work.
2.2.1 Interferometric phase
The across-track acquisition geometry is depicted in Figure 2.3. The two antennas are separated by a
baseline B, its perpendicular component, called effective baseline B⊥, defines the sensitivity to height.
Following largely the notation of Bamler & Hartl (1998), let the single complex-valued SAR image
be ui = |ui| e jφi , where |ui| is the amplitude, φi is the phase and the subscript i indicates the master
(i = 1) or the slave channel (i = 2). The observed phase of a point scatterer is:
φi = −2piRtot,i
λ
+φscat,i +φN ,i (2.14)
where λ is the radar wavelength, Rtot,i is the sum of the transmission and reception range distance
(for a bistatic system Rtot,1 = 2R1 and Rtot,2 = R1 + R2, for a monostatic system Rtot,1 = 2R1 and
Rtot,2 = 2R2), φscat,i is the scattering phase and φN ,i is the noise phase. After coregistration of the two
images the interferogram is formed by:
v = u1u
∗
2 = |u1| |u2| e j(φ1−φ2) = |u1| |u2| e jφ (2.15)
where ∗ indicates the complex conjugate operator. Assuming constant scattering phases due to the
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small look angle difference, the interferometric phase φ = φ1−φ2 of a bistatic configuration becomes:
φ =
2pi∆R
λ
+φN = φT +φN (2.16)
with ∆R = R2−R1, φT is called topographic phase and the expression reported above must be doubled
for a monostatic system. φN is an additive phase noise term assuming values in the range [−pi;pi[ (Just
& Bamler, 1994). φ is the non-ambiguous absolute interferometric phase, which describes the slant
range phase difference with accuracy of a fraction of a wavelength. Unfortunately given its nature only
its modulo 2pi principal value can be measured (i.e. in the interval [−pi;pi[). This is called measured,
observed or wrapped phase ψ, which is ambiguous (its image displays the so-called fringe pattern). It
can be hence defined as ψ = W {φ}, where W {} is an operator wrapping the phase in the range
[−pi;pi[. To retrieve the absolute topographic phase, in a first step the relative phase between pixels
are determined through a phase unwrapping procedure. This, when successful, allows to estimate the
unwrapped phase:
φunw =ψ+ 2pik (2.17)
where k is a spatially variable integer. Since the phase unwrapping algorithm determines k for the
whole interferogram starting from a reference point to which it assigns k = 0, φunw is not yet absolute,
a residual called absolute phase offset φoff is missing to retrieve the absolute topographic phase:
φ = φunw +φoff = φunw + 2piq +φN (2.18)
where q is an integer constant over the whole interferogram in the absence of phase unwrapping errors.
The phase unwrapping procedure is not trivial and will not be explained here, many different
procedures have been developed as summarized in Bamler & Hartl (1998). A common approach is the
Minimum Cost Flow (Costantini, 1998). A dual baseline phase unwrapping approach for the TanDEM-
X mission is described in detail in Lachaise (2015), which also provides an up-to-date review of the
state of the art. The absolute phase offset determination often relied on external height information
sources, for the TanDEM-X mission a method not requiring any external a priori height information is
used and described in Rossi et al. (2012).
The phase trend in range due to the flat earth is usually subtracted from the interferogram before
further processing. The height sensitivity can be derived from the previous equations and for a bistatic
system is equal to:
δφ
δh
=
2pi
λ
B⊥
R1 sinθ1
=
2pi
hamb
(2.19)
a monostatic system has double the sensitivity. The height of ambiguity hamb is defined as the height
resulting from a phase change of one fringe (δφ = 2pi), in other words one ambiguity cycle:
hamb =
λR1 sinθ1
B⊥
(2.20)
A larger baseline leads to fast phase variations hence higher precision but also higher unwrapping
difficulty, smaller baseline leads to higher level of noise in the DEM but easier unwrapping.
2.2.2 Coherence
The complex correlation coefficient or complex coherence quantifies the similarity of the two SAR images
and is given by (Bamler & Hartl, 1998):
γ=
E

u1u
∗
2
	q
E
|u1|2	 · E|u2|2	 = E {v}I = |γ|exp( jφ0) (2.21)
where I =
q
E
|u1|2	 · E|u2|2	 is the geometric mean of the expectations of the two pixel intensities.
The phase of γ is the expected interferometric phase φ0 of the specific pixel and its amplitude |γ|,
the interferometric coherence, is related to the phase noise term φN and quantifies disturbances. This
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parameter varies between |γ| = 1 meaning total correlation and |γ| = 0 meaning total decorrelation
of the two signals. There are different sources of signal decorrelation summarized by the following
equation (Zebker & Villasenor, 1992; Just & Bamler, 1994):
|γ|= γthermal · γgeom · γdoppl · γvol · γtemp · γproc (2.22)
• γthermal accounts for the thermal noise in the receiver affecting independently the master and the
slave signals and hence not correlating. It is strictly related to the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
• γgeom accounts for baseline and geometric decorrelation for flat surfaces due the spectral mis-
alignment caused by different look angles. Decorrelation increases with baseline, reaching total
decorrelation for a critical baseline. It can be reduced applying spectral shift filtering (Gatelli
et al., 1994).
• γdoppl is caused by differences in the Doppler centroids of the two acquisitions.
• γvol is the volume decorrelation caused by different interactions within the scattering medium
caused by distribution, orientation and material of the scatterers due to the different incidence
angles. This term is particularly relevant for dry snow, forests and deserts.
• γtemp is the temporal decorrelation due to temporal changes in the target properties and config-
uration, it is particularly critical for repeat-pass interferometry.
• γproc includes all decorrelation contributions due to the processing, particularly relevant is de-
correlation arising from inaccurate coregistration of the two images.
In practice coherence is estimated by spatially averaging the considered pixel and its neighbours. The
operation can be critical since enough pixels (looks) must be used in order to have a robust estimate
but at the same time the spatial stationarity and ergodicity properties within the estimation window
must not be be lost. Properties of the signal and the imaging system lead to a biased estimation of |γ|
particularly at lower |γ| values and with small number of looks (Zebker & Chen, 2005; Touzi et al.,
1999).
2.2.3 Interferometric phase statistics
As reported in Section 2.1.2, many scatterers contribute coherently to the response of a resolution
cell. A distributed, Gaussian or Rayleigh scatterer is composed of a sufficiently high number of random
subscatterers of which no one dominates: the central theory limit can be applied allowing to model
the pixel as a zero-mean complex circular Gaussian random variable (Goodman, 1963; Bamler & Hartl,
1998). For low and medium resolution SAR the assumption of Gaussian scattering holds for natural
surfaces such as soil, forest, rocks, agricultural fields, glacier ice, snow and rough water. It does not
necessarily hold for high resolution SAR systems and when few scatterers dominate, for instance for
man-made objects and urban areas.
For distributed targets the processes u1 and u2 can be assumed to be jointly circular Gaussian,
their joint probability density function (pdf) is (Just & Bamler, 1994; Lee et al., 1994; Bamler & Hartl,
1998):
p (w) =
1
pi2 |C| exp
−w∗T C−1w	 (2.23)
where w = (u1, u2)
T and |C| is the determinant of the complex covariance matrix:
C = E

ww∗T
	
=

I1 γI
γ∗ I I2

(2.24)
with I =
q
I1 + I2 =
p
E {I1}+ E {I2}=
q
E
|u1|2	 · E|u2|2	.
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The marginal probability density function of the interferometric phase φ can be derived from Eq.
(2.23) and written as (Just & Bamler, 1994; Bamler & Hartl, 1998):
p (φ) =
1− |γ|2
2pi
1
1− |γ|2 cos2 (φ −φ0) ·
(
1+
|γ| cos (φ −φ0)arccos [−|γ| cos (φ −φ0)]
1− |γ|2 cos2 (φ −φ0)
1/2
)
(2.25)
The two parameters characterizing the pdf are the noise-free phase φ0 used for topographic recon-
struction and the interferometric coherence |γ| describing the phase noise. The support of the phase
pdf is ambiguous, it is hence often referenced to the base interval [φ0 −pi;φ0 +pi[. By doing so and
assuming ergodicity, the expectation and variance of the interferometric phase become (Just & Bamler,
1994; Bamler & Hartl, 1998):
E {φ}= φ0 = arg {γ} (2.26)
σ2φ = E

(φ −φ0)2
	
=
∫ φ0+pi
φ0−pi
(φ −φ0)2 p (φ) dφ =
∫ +pi
−pi
φ2p (φ +φ0) dφ (2.27)
It follows from Eq. (2.25) that p (φ +φ0) is independent of φ0. The pdf is uniform p (φ) = 1/ (2pi)
for completely decorrelated signals (coherence |γ| = 0) and approaches a Dirac’s delta for complete
correlation (|γ|= 1).
Multilooking is usually applied to reduce noise and statistical variation, in this case the pdf p (φ)
depends also on the number of independent looks L used, its shape becoming narrower as L increases.
The expression is not reported here, it can be found in Eq. (18) of Lee et al. (1994).
The phase standard deviation σφ (or phase error) is an important parameter in InSAR since it
defines the interferometric accuracy and consequently the height accuracy. σφ decreases with increas-
ing interferometric coherence |γ| and with increasing number of independent looks L, approaching
the Cramer Rao Lower Bound (CRLB):
σφ,CRLB =
√√√1− |γ|2
2 |γ|2 L (2.28)
By exploiting the height sensitivity in Eq. (2.19) the interferometric error for a pixel σφ (x , y) can
be converted into a height error which for bistatic systems is equal to:
"h (x , y) = σφ (x , y)
|hamb|
2pi
(2.29)
This error is annotated in the so-called height error map (HEM) usually provided along the digital
elevation model (DEM).
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Chapter 3
Glaciology basics
This chapter provides an overview of some glaciology basics useful to the microwave remote sensing
of the cryosphere. The first three sections start by introducing the parameters describing a snowpack
(Section 3.1), and its surface, from a small to a large scale (Section 3.2). The focus is then shifted to
glaciers, their different zones are described as well as the transformation from fresh snow to glacier
ice (Section 3.3). The movement of a glacier and the concept of grounding line are shortly presented
in Section 3.4. Finally the glacier mass balance, its parameters and the methods used to derive it are
described in Section 3.5.
3.1 Physical properties of snow
Snow is a two or three phase mixture of ice crystals, air and liquid water. A fundamental parameter
describing a snowpack is its density ρs which generally lies between 200 and 600 kg m
−3. Fresh (or
new) snow has a density ranging from 50 to 100 kg m−3, increasing to 200 kgm−3 when damp. Snow
density increases with time, for settled snow ρs ranges between 200 and 300 kg m
−3 (Cuffey & Pater-
son, 2010). The main parameter describing the internal structure of the snowpack is the grain size,
usually defined as the mean radius of the ice crystals. Typically grain size ranges from 0.1 to 3 mm,
with values as low as 0.01 mm for fresh snow. The porosity of snow is the fraction of the total volume
occupied by air (Rees, 2005).
When the snowpack temperature is below 0°C it does not contain water in liquid form, this condi-
tion is defined dry snow. If temperatures are at or above 0°C the snowpack incorporates liquid water.
This is quantified by the volumetric liquid water content (LWC) which is the volume fraction of liquid
water in the snowpack (Vw), sometimes expressed as volume percentage (cf. Section 4.3). Volumetric
liquid water content mv can range from 0 to 10%. A unit volume of wet snow contains a mass Vwρw
of liquid water and a mass ρs − Vwρw of ice, where ρw is the density of water (Rees, 2005).
The total amount of water contained in a snowpack is quantified by the snow water equivalent
(SWE), which is defined as the depth of the water that would be produced if all the ice in the snowpack
were melted. It hence measures the mass of water contained per unit area in the snowpack and is
computed as:
SWE =
1
ρw
∫ d
0
ρsdz (3.1)
where z represents the vertical direction and d is the total depth of the snowpack (Rees, 2005). If the
density is constant it simplifies to:
SWE =
ρs
ρw
d (3.2)
The electromagnetic properties of snow in the microwave region are described in detail in Chapter 4.
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3.2 Surface characteristics
The surface of glaciers presents a vast variability of features and structures. For instance smooth
surface is generally found on the accumulation area covered in newer snow and firn. On the ablation
area, particularly where ice flows on steeper slopes, crevasses are a generally found. The geometry
of the surface is particularly important for microwave remote sensing of the cryosphere as it plays a
fundamental role in the electromagnetic interaction mechanism between signal and target and hence
on the backscattering coefficient. In this regard the short scale surface properties (compared to the
wavelength) are more relevant and are referred to as surface roughness. At larger scales the surface
is characterized by its topography. The surface roughness is measured by the root mean square (RMS)
height deviation σh (Rees, 2005):
σ2h = E

[h (x , y)− E {h (x , y)}]2	= E[h (x , y)]2	− E {h (x , y)}2 (3.3)
where E {} is the expected value, h (x , y) is the snow surface height at the position (x , y). Typical
values of σh measured on spatial scales of tens of centimetres to a meter range from 0.3 mm to 3 cm
(Rott & Davis, 1993; Rott, 1984; Floricioiu & Rott, 2001; Rees, 2005; Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
The horizontal scale of the surface variation is usually measured through the autocorrelation func-
tion (ACF), for a one-dimensional surface profile it is given by (Rees, 2005):
ρsurf (ξ) =
1
σ2h
E {[h (x + ξ)− E {h (x)}] [h (x)− E {h (x)}]} (3.4)
where σh is the RMS height deviation of the surface height profile. The ACF is a measure of similarity
between height on the profile points x and x+ξ. The ACF is usually modelled as a negative exponential
or a Gaussian function. The 2-D ACF or more 1-D ACF on different directions can be used to detect
anisotropies. The surface correlation length lc is defined as the displacement ξ for which ρsurf (ξ) = 1/e
and defines the scale of the variation of the surface height. At distances greater than lc , heights can
be considered approximately statistically independent. Typical values range between 3 cm and 30 cm
(Rott & Davis, 1993; Rott, 1984; Floricioiu & Rott, 2001; Rees, 2005).
The slope of a surface is another important topographic property (for all kinds of terrain). Its two
dimensional vector is:
s =

∂ h (x , y)
∂ x
,
∂ h (x , y)
∂ y
T
(3.5)
Often the term slope refers to the magnitude s of the vector s and the term aspect to its direction.
Another useful way of characterizing the surface is through the semivariogram. This is defined in one
dimension as:
γ (ξ) =
1
2
E

(h (x + ξ)− h (x))2	 (3.6)
and contains information about both the horizontal and vertical scale of surface variation. Where the
ACF can be defined, it relates to the semivariogram according to:
γ (ξ) = σ2h (1−ρsurf (ξ)) (3.7)
Semivariograms are used in this study to measure correlation distances of DEM differences, their theory
is described in detail in Section 9.1.1.2.
3.3 Glacier zones
A glacier is broadly defined as any ice body generated through the accumulation of snowfall. Among
these are mountain glaciers and icefields, ice caps, continental ice sheets and floating ice shelves
(Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). The ice mass constituting the glacier usually moves forward, mainly be-
cause of gravity. The surface of a glacier can be divided into different zones, or facies, which are
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Zones do not typically show an abrupt transition and are categorized as
follows (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
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Figure 3.1 – Glacier zones. From Cuffey & Paterson (2010).
• Dry snow zone: where no melting occurs throughout the year, typically found only in the interior
of Greenland and Antarctica (or on the highest mountain glaciers). The snowpack has low
densities and small grain sizes.
• Percolation zone: localized melting occurs during summer with water percolating a certain dis-
tance into the snow and firn at temperatures below 0°C before refreezing. It may encounter
impermeable layers and spread horizontally. This process forms subsurface ice lenses and ice lay-
ers. The vertical water channels also refreeze forming pipe-like structures known as ice glands.
This zone is separated from the upper zone by the dry snow line.
• Wet snow zone: in summer it is subject to enough melt to saturate the entire snowpack with
water, which might percolate into deeper layers deposited in previous years. Inclusions such as
ice pipes and layers form. This zone is separated from the upper zone by the wet snow line.
• Superimposed ice zone: it occurs at lower elevations where considerable meltwater is produced on
relatively flat areas where it refreezes forming a continuous thick ice layer, which might emerge
from beneath the snow and firn and become exposed. Many superimposed layers with varying
characteristics may form in different seasons. This zone is separated from the previous by the
snow line (or the firn line).
• Ablation zone: the snow cover completely melts at the end of the summer leaving exposed un-
derlying ice and forming ponds of water.
The lower boundary of the superimposed ice zone is called equilibrium line, above it is the accumulation
area, where glacier has a net mass gain over the year, below it is the ablation area, where the glacier
has a net mass loss over the year. The equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is the altitude of the equilibrium
line spatially averaged over the entire glacier. The snow line altitude (SLA) is equivalently defined. The
accumulation area ratio (AAR) is the ratio of accumulation area and total area of the glacier.
Not all the zones are always present. Only the coldest glaciers have a dry snow zone, in fact the
whole sequence can be found in parts of Greenland and Antarctica. Antarctic ice shelves have only dry
snow and percolation zones, hence all mass loss is due to calving and melting at the base. In temperate
glaciers ice is at melting point throughout the year except on the surface layer (~10 m) where it can
fall below 0°C for parts of the year. In temperate glaciers the superimposed ice is usually limited or
non existent, hence equilibrium line and snowline coincide in average (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
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3.3.1 Snow to ice transformation and density variation with depth
Snow transforms into ice through different mechanisms. When snow is dry the sintering process is the
dominant metamorphism mechanism at first: pressure and temperature tend to increase with depth
causing particles to bond and grow larger, at the same time air space between them is reduced and
density increases. Different processes prevail as density increases with depth. In the initial phases
settling dominates: particles slide past one another, particularly as they get rounder, in fact changes
of crystal size and shape also occur in the first stages. In a subsequent phase (with density of ~400
kg m−3) particles start to form bonds, particularly by sublimation. Firn starts to form at this point, it is
still porous since it contains interconnected air channels. As the density increases porosity is reduced
and the processes of recrystallization and deformation (“creep”) dominate: both due to molecular
diffusion and ice flow (where present, flow causes deformations due to stretching and compression,
accelerating the densification). Once density reaches about 830 kg m−3 the air spaces between the
grains close off completely, glacier ice is thus created in which air bubbles are still trapped. Glacier
ice can reach a density up to 917 kgm−3. Grain size generally increase with depth, from 0.5 to 1 mm
near the surface to a few millimetres at greater depths (Rees, 2005; Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
A different transformation process of dry snow generates large faceted crystals in the shape of
prisms and pyramids. This is the most coarse-grained firn and is called hoar. It forms by a combination
of sublimation and vapour deposition in unconsolidated snow when a large temperature gradient
exists. The average grain size of hoar layers (they can be in depth or on surface) ranges from 2 to 5
mm, with low density (100 to 300 kg m−3) and high porosity.
The presence of meltwater in the snowpack introduces additional transformation mechanisms. At
the first stages melting accelerates the rounding of ice crystals and their movement (through lubrica-
tion) favouring the grain packing process, which can lead to a higher density compared to dry snow.
Refreezing of meltwater accelerates the subsequent stages of transformation. Air spaces are rapidly
filled this way. Refreezing rapidly produces ice layers and lenses. A superimposed ice zone represents
the extreme case in which snow transforms into ice in a single summer. Melting and refreezing reduce
the density of firn causing a certain reduction of the surface elevation (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
3.4 Glacier flow
A glacier can be broadly thought as a river of ice moving slowly downslope under the pull of gravity.
The accumulation area presents a surplus of ice which is compensated by outflow to the ablation area,
where it is then lost mainly through melting and calving. This transfer of ice should theoretically lead
to a steady-state glacier profile: the balance flux. The corresponding velocity is the balance velocity and
depends on mass balance and glacier geometry. Glacier flow responds with delay to fluctuations in
mass balance, with response time depending on glacier type and size, meaning that measured velocities
can be much lower or higher than balance velocities (Jiskoot, 2011). The velocity of glaciers depends
on several factors, among which:
• ice geometry (thickness, surface slope),
• ice physical properties (temperature, impurities, density),
• shape of the valley (or lack of lateral walls for instance on ice sheets),
• conditions of the bed (frozen or thawed, hard bedrock or soft substrate, subglacial drainage),
• amount of floating ice at the terminus (for floating tongues or ice shelves)
• surface mass balance.
Most glaciers display seasonal velocity fluctuations, with faster flow in the early melt season. Some
glaciers have quasi-periodic short surges of velocity (10 - 1000 times faster) interleaving longer periods
of slower velocity (Jiskoot, 2011).
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In response to the gravitational driving stress, glaciers move due to three possible independent
flow mechanisms: (1) internal deformation (creep), (2) basal sliding, and (3) soft bed deformation.
Internal deformation happens on all glaciers due to the fact that ice is polycrystalline and behaves like
a visco-plastic material particularly in the lower layer where pressure is higher. When larger stresses
are applied rapidly, ice can break in a brittle fashion opening crevasses in the upper layer.
Basal sliding is the mechanisms where the glacier slides on the underlying bed lubricated by the
presence of water. This forms because ice melts at very high pressure. The mechanism is enhanced
on rough glacier beds, as ice melts on the upstream side of bumps and freezes on their leeside (regel-
ation), furthermore if the water pressure is high enough cavities can form on the leeside of obstacles
leading to bed separation and drastically reducing friction. Basal sliding dominates in temperate and
in polythermal glaciers.
Soft bed deformation happens when the bed features a layer of subglacial till: a mixture of uncon-
solidated sediments ranging in size from boulders to clay. The thickness of this layer ranges between
1 and 20 m. The finer sediments are not cohesive and almost frictionless, when filled with water at
high pressure they deform under the gravitational driving stress (Jiskoot, 2011).
The mechanisms of sliding and bed deformation (together defining basal motion), where present,
can contribute to more than 50% of the measured surface velocity of a glacier. Where internal deform-
ation dominates, velocity decreases as a fourth order polynomial with depth, reaching almost zero at
the base. For this type of glacier the transverse velocity profile has a parabolic shape, with higher velo-
city at the centre and lower velocity at the sides. Where basal motion prevails the transverse velocity
profile is more flat, plug-like in extreme cases. Plug flow is common in tidewater and surging glaciers
(Jiskoot, 2011).
Gravity pulls a glacier vertically causing a primarily horizontal flow because it generates a vertical
pressure gradient in the glacier and, in some cases, because the glacier rests on a sloping bed. The
gravitational driving stress τd depends on the gravitational acceleration g, the average ice density ρi ,
the ice thickness H and the surface slope αs, according to:
τd ≈ ρi gHαs (3.8)
for slopes below 20°, which is true for most of the glaciers (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). This means that
glaciers flow even on beds with slopes oriented in the direction opposite to the flow. Changes in surface
mass balance can affect the thickness and surface slope influencing glacier flow. The gravitational
driving stress is balanced by resistive stresses: the main component is the basal shear stress τb (basal
drag), in absence of other resistive stresses it holds that
τb ≈ f τd (3.9)
where f is a dimensionless shape factor related to the glacier profile and valley shape (assumes values
between 0 and 1 but ranges between 0.7 and 0.9 for valley glaciers). τb is ~100 kPa for valley glaciers
and ~10 kPa for ice streams (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
Strain is the deformation in response to a stress (Van der Veen, 2013). The ice deformation rate
(or shear strain rate) under a constant shear stress τ is high at the application point and it decreases
to a constant value with distance (secondary strain rate "˙). The relationship between shear stress and
secondary strain rate is expressed by the empirical Glen’s flow law:
"˙ = Aτn (3.10)
where A is the ice softness parameter depending on ice temperature, crystal orientation, debris content
and other factors, n is a constant depending on the applied stress (n∼ 3 for temperate glaciers).
Another resistive stress is the lateral drag τs at the valley walls or at the shear margins of ice
streams. Its contribution to the resisting stress can range significantly according to the geometry of
the glacier (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
Gradients of longitudinal stress τl may also act on the glacier, when present, they enhance or resist
the basal shear stress, making Eq. (3.9) invalid. Ice acceleration creates extensional (tensile) stresses
and deceleration creates compressional stresses (Jiskoot, 2011). Faster flow occurs over bumps on the
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during this time. King et al. (2009) show that, while there
have been fluctuations in elevation change rate of order
0.1m a-1 over the period 1968–2007, the long-term trend
for that period was near zero. These studies suggest that the
AIS has been in overall steady state for at least several
decades.
In this paper, we present a new map of the grounding
zone (GZ) of the AIS. The GZ is the region of the ice sheet
straddling the GL, encompassing the transition from fully
grounded ice to ice in hydrostatic equilibrium with the
underlying ocean. We use datasets acquired by a variety
of remote sensing techniques in the epoch 1995–2007
(Table I). The different datasets are not contemporaneous,
and each data type identifies distinct features of the GZ as
shown in Table I and explained further below. Since there is
no evidence of change in either velocity or elevation over this
13–year period, we assume that the ice shelf dynamics (and
hence the GZ) have remained in steady state during this
epoch, and use the datasets to develop a benchmark map of
the GZ against which future change can be monitored. The
new GZ map updates previous work of Fricker et al. (2002a)
and includes several regions of grounding that have not
previously been documented, including several ice rises.
These ice rises are pinning points that tend to stabilize the ice
shelf upstream of the ice rise but may weaken the shelf
downstream. We also identify specific features of the GZ that
provide insight into how the grounded and floating ice is
coupled across the GZ. Accurate knowledge of the GZ and
sub-ice shelf cavity geometry, including ice rises, pinning
points, ephemeral grounding points and basal channels, is
required for models of the ice shelf and ice-ocean interactions.
Here, we concentrate primarily on mapping the GZ: recent
Fig. 1. Location map of Amery Ice Shelf in East Antarctica,
showing some of the geographical features discussed in the
text. Overlain are ERS SAR amplitude swath images along
orbits used for constructing differential SAR interferograms.
Locations of ground control points used for image
geolocation are shown as red triangles (NMS1385Landing
Bluff, NMS 1375Ham Peak, NSM1425Corry Rocks,
NMS485Cruise Nunataks, NMS1845Harbour Head,
ID 2173 [Australian Gazetteer]5 Patrick Point on Cumpston
Massif, ID 13095Cumpston Massif). GZ and ice front
outlines are from Fricker et al. (2002a, 2002b).
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of features of the GZ: F is the
landward limit of ice flexure from tidal movement, G is the
limit of ice flotation, i.e. the grounding line, Ib is the break-
in-slope, Im is the local elevation minimum; and H is the
landward limit of the hydrostatic zone of free-floating ice
shelf, or the seaward limit of ice flexure. Vertical scale is
greatly exaggerated. We define the region between F and H
as the GZ, which is typically several kilometres wide. The
exact distances between F, G, H, Ib and Im depend on local
ice thickness and properties, and local bedrock topography
and properties. Adapted from Vaughan (1994) and Fricker &
Padman (2006).
Table I. Techniques used to detect AIS GZ features in this study, with
epochs and coverage.
Technique GZ feature detected Epoch Coverage
InSAR F and H 1996 ,55% of F; ,30% of H
ICESat F, H, Im, and Ib 2003–2008 discrete locations
MOA Ib 2003–04 continuous
GPS Profile F–H if GPS 2000–2001 one location
points cover GZ region 2002–2003 two locations
2 HELEN A. FRICKER et al.
Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of a grounding zone of an ice shelf. F: landward limit of tidal
ice flexture , G: grounding line, Ib: break-in slope, I : local elevation minimum, H: seaward limit of
ice flexture. From Fricker et al. (2009).
bed where ice is thinner, hence surface slope and driving stresses are higher, while slower flow occurs
over bed depressions where i e thicker. Thus on a mountain glacier long-wavelength variations of
surface slope reflect variations of the bed slope. Differences in basal motion can also cause variations
of velocity along a flow line.
Crevasses are fractures which open in the direction of maximum tension. In an idealized valley
glacier the accumulation area is dominated by tensile stresses causing concave transverse crevasses to
open and ice to thin. Downstream the flow lines tend to converge as the valley narrows, here the shear
stress against the valley walls may cause marginal crevass s to ope . In the ablation area compressive
stress prevails causing ice thickening but late al expansion may also be present at the terminus, inclined
crevasses are hence formed. After formation crevasses are displaced, bent and rotated by the ice flow.
Other phenomena ca nevertheless complicate such a scena io, particularly for calving and espe-
cially tidewater glaciers. In tidewater glaciers even small changes in mass balance can lead to very
large self-sustaining retreat because of feedback processes regarding the balance of forces, the flow
and the calving (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). A phenomenon which is not yet completely understood is
dynamic thinning. It consists in a strong and rapid thinning signal interesting the lower part of calving
glaciers, often tidewater ones. The increased calving, possibly caused by increased water temperature,
when not compensated by incre sed accumulation causes the glacier flow to accelerate and hence to
thin, the strong longitudinal xtension favours in turn fracturing which sustains large calving rates.
Strong dynamic thinning with an accelerating trend was measured on the outlet glaciers of Greenland
and Antarctica by Pritchard et al. (2009) between 2003 and 2007.
Dynamic thinning is often associated with retreat of the grounding line, which in turn reduces the
resisting force from basal and side drags. The grounding line (GL), is the position where the glacier
detaches from the ground (G in Figur 3.2). The ice thickness at the grounding line changes with
its position influencing the ice flux through the gate: a fundamental parameter for the computation
of the mass balance with the input-output method (cf. Section 3.5). The grounding line position
is particularly important for the outlet gl ciers of Antarctica terminating into ice shelves, where it
influences ice sheet - ocean interactions. Particularly when ice shelves are present, a grounding zone,
often more kilometres wide is usually defined between the point where ice starts to flex in response
to tidal movements and the point where ice is floating freely (F and H in Figure 3.2, respectively).
The grounding line is not directly observable and satellite data are used to derive its position through
proxies using different techniques. Optical data are used to map the slope break (Ib), while D-InSAR
maps the upper limit of the tidal flexure (F) (Rignot et al., 2011b). Repeat track laser altimetry can
detect H and F, from single profiles Im and Ib can be determined (Fricker et al., 2009; Bindschadler
et al., 2011).
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3.5 Glacier mass balance
The mass of ice of an entire glacier can change through processes which transfer mass between the
glacier and its surrounding or between ice and water within the glacier. The common mass exchanges
are snowfall, avalanche deposition, melt, refreezing of water, sublimation, wind deposition and calv-
ing. Calving is the separation of ice blocks at the margins and occurs mostly at the front terminating in
water, but can also have the form of ice avalanches on mountain slopes. The rates of these processes,
summed over the glacier and over time, determine the glacier mass balance, which is the change in
the total mass of ice (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). The mass balance also depends on ice flow, directly,
since it determines the calving rate and indirectly because it causes mass exchanges within the basin.
The specific mass balance (denoted with b) represents change of mass per unit of area in

kgm−2

over a generic time period. It is traditionally computed over one hydrological year and denoted as
annual (or net) mass balance (bn). If this is not the case, it is conventionally expressed a as a specific
mass balance rate b˙, often expressed on a yearly basis in

kg m−2 a−1

. The specific mass balance at
any point is given by:
b = ba + bc =
∫ t2
t1
 
b˙a + b˙c

d t (3.11)
where the subscripts a and c denote are the accumulation and ablation contributions. The first repres-
ents all processes adding mass, the second all processes removing mass. t1 and t2 denote the times of
two successive surface elevation minima, they generally correspond to the end of the ablation season
of successive years, hence including one entire hydrological cycle. The actual duration can vary from
year to year, but for practical purposes the cycle is assumed to be as long as a solar year and the end of
the ablation season is assumed to be on a fixed date (30 September in the Alps, 31 March in Patago-
nia). This convention, which is used in this work, is referred to as the fixed-date system, as opposed to
the stratigraphic system, which uses the actual minima times of each year.
The surface balance of mountain glaciers often varies significantly over seasons. A typical idealized
cycle over one balance year (t1 to t2) is shown in Figure 3.3. The mass added to the glacier surface
generally increases over the winter reaching a maximum at tm from mid-spring or early summer (de-
fining the “end of winter”). During summer mass is lost leading to a minimum in late summer (t2).
The balance year can be divided into a winter season (t1 to tm) and a summer season (tm to t2) with
their own specific mass balances bw and bs, hence the annual mass balance is equal to:
bn = bw + bs (3.12)
While the net mass balance is useful to observe long-term trends, the seasonal mass balances can give
more insight on the causes of mass changes (e.g. variations in temperature or precipitation).
Another seasonal parameter is the annual mass balance amplitude or turnover. It is computed as
the average of the absolute values of the two seasonal mass balances (Meier, 1984):
α= (|bw|+ |bs|)/2 (3.13)
This parameter measures the flux of water through the glacier system and reflects the intensity of
the hydrological cycle through that system. Large mass turnovers are typical of coastal maritime gla-
ciers where accumulation is abundant and which often extend to lower elevation hence being subject
to strong ablation as well. Glaciers located in a drier, more continental climate display lower mass
turnover (Josberger et al., 2007).
Integrating the specific mass balance or its rate over the total plan-view (projected on a horizontal
plane) area of the glacier A gives the glacier-wide mass balance (sometimes defined as cumulative or
just glacier mass balance) in [kg] and the glacier-wide mass balance rate in

kg a−1

(Cuffey & Paterson,
2010):
B =
∫
A
bdA or B˙ =
∫
A
b˙dA (3.14)
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Figure 3.3 – Seasonal variation of specific mass balance over one hydrological year with accumulation
and ablation contributions. From Cuffey & Paterson (2010).
The average specific mass balance (or its rate) is an important measure as it allows comparisons between
glaciers of different sizes and is defined as:
b =
B
A
or b˙ =
B˙
A
(3.15)
The specific mass balance can be divided in its components along the vertical column as:
b˙ = b˙s + b˙e + b˙b (3.16)
where b˙b is the basal balance, b˙e is the englacial (internal) balance and b˙s is the surface balance.
Usually this term dominates and it is assumed that b˙ = b˙s, thus the glacier mass balance rate is
obtained as:
B˙ = B˙s − B˙cv =
∫
A
b˙sdA− B˙cv (3.17)
where B˙cv is the ice mass lost per unit of time by calving (or exported through the grounding line onto
a floating ice shelf), which can be estimated as:
B˙cv = ρi
∫
y
vcv (y)h (y) d y (3.18)
where ρi is the ice density, y is the coordinate parallel to the calving front/grounding line, vcv (y)
is the flow velocity normal to the calving front (an assumption is made regarding its variation with
depth) and h (y) is the ice thickness, both at position y .
The specific and the glacier-wide mass balances are often stated in water equivalent (w.e.). Often
the water equivalent is used to express an (average) ice height change (ice equivalent) as the cor-
responding water height change, and indicated as [m w.e.]. In fact, the specific mass balance (or its
average value) is almost always stated as a height change, either as ice equivalent in [m] or water
equivalent in [mw.e.] (correspondingly for the rates) by dividing the value in

kg m−2

by the density
of ice ρi or the one of water ρw, respectively. It holds that 1 kg m
−2 of ice is equal to 1 m w.e., the
two units are hence often interchanged, but the latter is more common. Sometimes the glacier-wide
mass change is stated as corresponding volume of water: 1 Gt of ice is equal to 1 km3 w.e. (corres-
pondingly for the rates). To obtain the contribution to sea level change (SLC) or sea level rise (SLR),
the glacier-wide mass balance in

km3 w.e.

is divided by minus the total area of the ocean of 362 ·106
km2 (correspondingly for the rates), and expressed in [mm] or [µm].
On most mountain glaciers the surface balance varies with altitude. The glacier-wide average thus
depends on two important geographical variables: the variation of the specific balance with the altitude
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and the distribution of glacier surface area as a function of altitude. The latter is called area-elevation
(or altitude) distribution (AAD) or hypsometry and can be thought as a histogram of glacier area with
respect to elevation. The behaviour of these two variables is usually represented in form of a plot. It
is practice to divide the whole range of elevations of the glaciers in J bands (or elevation bins, with
reference to histograms). Let b j be the specific balance for bin j and A j its area. The glacier-wide mass
balance rate can be obtained as:
B˙ =
J∑
j=1
b˙ j · A j (3.19)
If the glacier calves, the corresponding rate B˙cv must be subtracted from the right-hand side of the
equation above.
The area and thickness of a glacier changes in time in reaction to climate and flow variations,
leading to modification of the AAD. With the “traditional” glaciological method the annual glacier
mass balance Bn is obtained at the end of the ablation season and the specific surface mass balance is
computed punctually, the corresponding altitude (hence AAD) is obtained at the same time. Accord-
ing to Elsberg et al. (2001) this temporal correspondence defines the “conventional balance” which
represents the actual change of a glacier over some specified time interval (not necessarily 1 year),
often expressed as a rate. A time series of Bn will reflect both changes in AAD (A j) and in the specific
mass balances bn with respect to elevation (bn j). To isolate the variations of the latter, which are more
strictly related to climate, Elsberg et al. (2001) introduces the “reference-surface balance”, which is the
mass balance that would have been observed if the glacier surface topography had not changed since
a reference date. The reference surface can be for instance the one at the beginning of the observation
program or the one with the best accuracy. The annual glacier balance rate is obtained in this case as
B˙′ =
∑J
j=1 b˙ j ·A′j where A′j is the AAD of the reference surface. In this work the geodetic mass balance
is obtained using as reference surface the one corresponding to the older DEM.
3.5.1 Methods to estimate the glacier mass balance
Diverse methods have been exploited to determine the mass balance. An overview given by Cuffey &
Paterson (2010) is summarized here. The change of ice mass B of a glacier of area A in a time interval
∆t can be written in three ways:∫
B︸︷︷︸
term a
=∆
∫
A
ρ (hsurf − hbed) dA︸ ︷︷ ︸
term b
=∆t ·
∫
A
 
b˙s + b˙e + b˙b

dA− B˙cv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
term c
(3.20)
where the mass at any coordinate is the product of the vertically averaged ice density ρ and the
ice thickness h = hsurf − hbed, where hsurf and hbed indicate the elevations of the surface and bed,
respectively. Let the three terms be defined (a), (b) and (c).
Glaciological method This is the classical approach where field measurements of annual snow
accumulation (with snow pits) and surface wastage (with ablation stakes) are obtained at a network
of points on the glacier. Spatial interpolation gives term (c) in Eq. (3.20) with the exception of the
calving contribution B˙cv which must be estimated separately. Internal and basal balances are generally
neglected, except for refreezing of percolated water within near-surface firn (internal accumulation).
The accuracy is difficult to assess and limited by the sampling, it can be affected by considerable
systematic errors. Moreover this method is applicable to a few glaciers due the intensive fieldwork
involved and the difficult accessibility.
Process-model method Regional atmospheric circulation models with special parametrization for
surface-atmosphere exchange processes are used for the calculation of the single terms of surface mass
exchanges: snowfall, melt, sublimation, allowing to reach an estimate for term (c) in Eq. (3.20) with
the exception of the calving contribution B˙cv . Internal and basal balances are generally neglected,
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except for refreezing in the snowpack. No reliable model for calving is available. The models can
calibrated with in-situ data from the glacier for improved accuracy.
Hydrological method It computes mass balance from measured water inflow (precipitation, run-
off from hillslopes) and outflow (runoff in the glacier foreland), independently of the surface mass
balance. It implicitly includes surface, englacial and basal terms which is advantageous but it is now
always reliable in obtaining the annual mass balance, because of the different timing of water storage
and release.
Geological methods The past extent and height of the glacier surface are estimated through the geo-
morphological signature of ice-edge deposits and scours. These features can be dated with lichenometry,
radiocarbon, etc. It is well suited to estimate long-term mass loss estimates, although detailed time
series and ice advances cannot be reconstructed.
Input-output method (IOM) Also known as budgeting or flux-gate method. The ice flux flowing
through a chosen cross-section of the glacier, generally at the grounding line, is measured and balanced
with the surface mass balance. The ice flux is computed from measurements of surface velocity and
ice thickness at the so called flux gate, along with an assumption about the velocity variation with
depth. The surface velocity can be obtained reliably through remote sensing methods. Ice thickness
measurement at the flux gate are critical for this method but are seldom available. The surface mass
balance is generally obtained through the classical glaciological method or the process-model method.
The input-output method allows understanding the link between glacier behaviour and external forcing
parameters. On the other hand it requires different sources of information which are often estimated
with significant uncertainty.
Gravimetric method This method allows to measure mass changes by means of small changes in
the gravity vector provided as temporal solutions by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiments
(GRACE)1 tandem satellite mission, launched in 2002 and still operational. In order to isolate the ice
mass change (term (a) in Eq. (3.20)), other sources of mass change, such as glacial isostatic adjustment
(GIA), continental hydrology and tectonics must be estimated with models and subtracted. The gravity
solutions and the models applied lead to significant uncertainty of the mass balance. Furthermore the
spatial resolution is limited, in the order of hundreds of kilometres. An advantage is the good temporal
resolutions in the order of months, allowing to investigate linear trends, seasonal signals and inter-
annual changes.
Geodetic methods These methods measure changes in the glacier surface elevation hsurf over a time
span in order to obtain term (b) in Eq. (3.20). Various techniques can be applied to obtain surface
elevation, among which: InSAR, photogrammetry, ground surveys, airborne or spaceborne laser or
radar altimetry. The multitemporal elevation information is used to compute an ice volume change
which is then converted to a mass change. These methods are hence often referred to as altimetric
or volumetric. A critical aspect is given by the term ρ, this is usually unknown as many studies are
based on remotely sensed data. On the accumulation area variation of firn density can occur during
multiyear observation periods in response to changes of temperature and snowfall rate. This leads to
uncertainty in the volume to mass conversion. Some authors correct this effect using a model of firn
densification (Reeh, 2008; Helsen et al., 2008). Other uncertainty sources are linked to the type of
data used and the procedure applied, these are described in depth along with the approaches used to
estimate them in the literature in Section 9.1. Over large time scales corrections for the variation of
the bed elevation hbed, for instance caused by isostatic adjustment or tectonic activity, are needed.
Time series of ICESat laser altimetric data were used by Pritchard et al. (2009) to detect strong
dynamic thinning on the margins of Antarctica and Greenland. Thomas et al. (2001) and Krabill
et al. (2004) obtain mass balance estimates in Greenland based on radar and laser altimetry. Similar
1A joint mission of NASA and DLR. A follow on mission is planned for launch in 2017.
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results have been obtained over Antarctica by Davis et al. (2005) and Helsen et al. (2008) using radar
altimetry. Discrepancies between results obtained with the glaciological and geodetic methods have
been reported in the literature. A comparison of the two approaches, their uncertainties and their
results on the same study area is given in Cogley (2009) and Zemp et al. (2010). An assessment of many
mass balance results from gravimetry and IOM is given by Zwally & Giovinetto (2011) for Antarctica,
where strong variability of results emerged. A review of the different methods with particular focus on
Patagonia is found in Bamber & Rivera (2007). A formalization of the nomenclature and mathematical
formulation pertaining the glacier mass balance was done in Cogley et al. (2011).
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Microwave properties of snow and ice
In this theoretical chapter the properties of snow and partially of ice in the microwave region are
presented. Firstly the main concepts of electromagnetic wave propagation (Section 4.1) and scattering
(Section 4.2) are provided. The dielectric properties of snow are described in Section 4.3 along with
the main models and measurements found in the literature. The concept of extinction coefficient
and penetration depth and their application to snow are provided in Section 4.4. Finally Section 4.5
deals with the backscattering of snow. Remote sensing applications, backscattering models and a large
collection of experiential measurements from the literature are reported to describe the behaviour of
σ0 with respect to different snow and radar parameters. This section is particularly useful to interpret
the backscattering of SAR data in order to assess the wetness of the snowpack and consequently the
possibility of signal penetration.
4.1 Electromagnetic waves basics
The electromagnetic fields in a source-free region satisfy Maxwell’s equations in the form (Ulaby et al.,
1981; Orfanidis, 1999):
∇× ~E = −µ∂ ~H
∂ t
(4.1)
∇× ~H = σ~E + " ∂ ~E
∂ t
(4.2)
∇ · ~E = 0 (4.3)
∇ · ~H = 0 (4.4)
where the electromagnetic properties of the medium are described by its permeability µ, permittiv-
ity " and conductivity σ. These quantities can be considered scalars for a medium which is linear,
homogeneous and isotropic. From Maxwell’s equations the wave equation is derived:
∇2 ~E = µσ∂ ~E
∂ t
+µ"
∂ 2 ~E
∂ t2
(4.5)
A solution to Eq. (4.5) is obtained by assuming a monochromatic wave sinusoidal time dependence:
~E(~r, t) = Re

~E(~r)e jωt
	
(4.6)
where ω = 2pi f = 2pi/T is the angular frequency, f is the frequency and T is the time period of the
wave. Analogously in space k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber, while λ is the space period or wavelength.
Hence the phasor or complex electric field ~E(~r) satisfies:
∇2 ~E(~r) = −ω2µ

" − jσ
ω

~E(~r) = −ω2µ"c ~E(~r) = −k2c ~E(~r) (4.7)
where "c is the complex permittivity or dielectric constant, defined as (Ulaby et al., 1981):
"c = " − jσ
ω
=ˆ"′ − j"′′ (4.8)
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Permeability and permittivity are often expressed as dimensionless quantities relatively to their values
in free-space: the relative permeability µr =
µ
µ0
and the relative dielectric constant "r =
"c
"0
= "′r − j"′r ,
where µ0 = 4pi · 10−7 Henry/m and "0 = 8.854 · 10−12 Farad/m. In the microwave region µr ∼= 1 for
most materials found in nature (Ulaby et al., 1981; Stiles & Ulaby, 1981). The term kc = ω
p
µ"c is
called complex wavenumber. For a lossless medium σ = 0, hence "c = "′ and kc = k =ω
p
µ"′ are the
real valued permittivity and wavenumber.
A solution to Eq. (4.7) has the form:
~E(~r) = ~E0e
− j~k·~r (4.9)
~E0 is a constant complex vector, ~r is the displacement vector, ~k = kcbk is the propagation vector, bk is
the unit vector defining the propagation direction of the wave.
For a lossy medium it is useful to express the complex wavenumber as kc =ω
p
µ"c = β− jα, where
α= Im {kc} is the attenuation constant characterizing absorption in the medium and β = Re {kc} is the
phase constant which represents change in phase per unit length along the path travelled by the wave
at any instant. Another commonly used notation is the complex propagation constant γ= jkc = α+ jβ .
Since kc = k0
p
µr"r , in a generic lossy medium, α and β can be expressed as:
α= k0 |Im {pµr"r}|= k
1
2
√√√
1+

"′′
"′
2
− 1
1/2 (4.10)
β = k0 |Re {pµr"r}|= k
1
2
√√√
1+

"′′
"′
2
+ 1
1/2 (4.11)
where k0 = ω
p
µ0"0 is the wavenumber in free space and k = ω
p
µ"′ = k0
p
µr"′r . A conducting or
high loss medium is characterized byσω" ("′′ "′), in this case the former quantities approximate
to β ' α 'qωµσ2 . For a low loss medium characterized by σ ω" ("′′  "′) they approximate to
β 'ωpµ"′ and α' 12q µ"′σ = 12 k "′′"′ .
By substituting (4.9) into (4.6) the electric field becomes:
~E(~r, t) = ~E0 cos
 
ωt − ~k · ~r (4.12)
which represents a wave propagating along the bk direction with time phase ωt and space phase ~k · ~r.
For the case of a lossless medium a surface on which the phase of the electric field is constant is defined
by:
ωt − ~k · ~r = constant (4.13)
At any given time, this surface coincides with the plane orthogonal to bk with ~k · ~r = constant. For this
reason (4.12) is said to represent a plane wave. In this case the plane of constant phase is also a plane
of constant amplitude, (4.12) hence represents a uniform plane wave. The velocity of propagation of
this constant phase plane, called phase velocity is:
v =
ω
k
=
1p
µ"′
=
cp
µr"′r
(4.14)
where c = 1/pµ0"0 is the speed of light in vacuum. Plane waves are a useful and common simplific-
ation since they approximate well the wavefronts in the far-field of an antenna.
For a uniform plane wave the electric field vector lies on the plane orthogonal to the direction
of propagation and it is a function of time for any fixed point in space. As the time changes the tip
of the electric field vector designs a curve on the aforementioned plane. This curve defines the wave
polarization. If the curve is a straight line the plane wave is linearly polarized, if it is a circle it is
circularly polarized and if it is an ellipse it is elliptically polarized. The last two can be right-hand or
left-hand polarized based on the rotation direction (Ulaby et al., 1981).
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Figure 4.1 – Reflection and transmission scheme for a horizontally polarized wave.
4.2 Scattering
4.2.1 Reflection and transmission
A uniform plane wave hitting a plane interface (boundary) between two homogeneous media with
different dielectric properties is divided into two waves: the reflected wave which propagates back
into the first medium and a transmitted wave which propagates through the second medium. The
plane of incidence is the one containing the normal vector to the interface and the propagation vector
of the plane wave. When the incident ~E vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence it is said to be
perpendicularly or horizontally polarized (or a TE wave), when it is parallel to the plane of incidence it
is said to be parallel or vertically polarized (or a TM wave). Both transmitted and reflected wave also
lie on the plane of incidence. Reflection is a special case of scattering occurring when the boundary
is smooth with respect to the wavelength, the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection
θi = θr . Refraction occurs at the transmitted wave, consisting in a change of the phase velocity and
hence of the direction of propagation. The incident wave with incidence angle θ1 will be refracted
with an angle θ2 according to Snell’s law, reported here with all dependencies:
sinθ1
sinθ2
=
v1
v2
=
λ1
λ2
=
k2
k1
=
n2
n1
(4.15)
where n = kck0 is the complex refractive index. For a non-magnetic medium (µr = 1) it holds that
n =
Ç
"c
"0
= p"r . Given that v = λT , the wavelength is equal to λ = λ0n , with λ0 the wavelength in
vacuum.
The Fresnel equations define the reflection and transmission coefficients for the horizontally po-
larized (Rh and Th) and vertically polarized (Rv and Tv) wave, for non-magnetic media they can be
expressed as:
Rh =
n1 cosθ1 − n2 cosθ2
n1 cosθ1 + n2 cosθ2
Th =
2n1 cosθ1
n1 cosθ1 + n2 cosθ2
(4.16)
Rv =
n2 cosθ1 − n1 cosθ2
n2 cosθ1 + n1 cosθ2
Tv =
2n1 cosθ1
n2 cosθ1 + n1 cosθ2
(4.17)
from which it is possible to define the power reflection coefficient, or reflectivity Γ and the power
transmission coefficient, or transmissivity Υ :
Γh,v =
Rh,v2 Υh = Re {n2 cosθ2}Re {n1 cosθ1} |Th|2 Υv = Re {cosθ2/n2}Re {cosθ1/n1} |Tv|2 (4.18)
It is worth noting that the field coefficients satisfy Th − Rh = 1 and the power coefficients satisfy
Γh + Υh = 1.
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4.2.2 Surface and volume scattering
The backscattering coefficient σ0 of a distributed target depends on its dielectric properties. Another
factor having a great impact on σ0 is the surface roughness of the target. In fact a radar with a mono-
static configuration would not be able to capture any of the energy reflected in the specular direction
by a smooth interface, except for normal incidence. In practice natural surfaces are seldom perfectly
smooth, causing the reflection mechanism to turn into scattering. In particular if the semiinfinite
medium below the boundary is homogeneous the phenomenon is called surface scattering as it takes
place exclusively at the surface boundary (Ulaby et al., 1982b). A wave incident upon a rough surface
boundary is reflected with two components: a coherent one in the specular direction and a diffuse or
noncoherent one consisting of power scattered in all directions. As the roughness increases the power
of the diffuse component increases while the coherent decreases, for very rough surfaces the radiation
pattern approaches that of a Lambertian surface which consist of only diffuse scattering and σ0 varies
with cos2 θi . A monostatic radar captures the energy scattered in the backscattering direction, that of
the receiving antenna (according to the antenna pattern). The degree of roughness is defined by stat-
istical parameters which depend on the wavelength λ, namely the standard deviation of the surface
height variation (RMS height) and the surface correlation length (see also Section 3.2) (Ulaby et al.,
1982b). A surface is considered smooth if the following criterion is true:
h<
λ
a cosθi
(4.19)
where h is the vertical relief of the surface roughness and can be replaced with the RMS height. A
general purpose criterion is known as Rayleigh criterion, obtained with a = 8. For natural surfaces
in the microwave regions the stricter Fraunhofer criterion, obtained with a = 32 is considered more
appropriate by Ulaby et al. (1982b). Contrary to smooth surfaces the scattering problem cannot be
solved in closed form, however two main models are commonly used: the Kirchhoff scattering model
for undulating surfaces and the small perturbation model for slightly rough surfaces.
If the medium below the main surface boundary is inhomogeneous a portion of the transmitted
wave is scattered back by the inhomogeneities and may cross the boundary with the upper medium
and be detected by the receiver. This phenomenon is known as volume scattering. In fact intuitively the
transmitted wave hitting inhomogeneities which position is random (inclusions with different dielec-
tric properties) scatters in multiple directions. The scattered wave may in turn hit other boundaries
causing multiple scattering mechanisms. Hence modelling of volume scattering is not an easy task,
typical approaches include the wave approach, the radiative transfer method (Ulaby et al., 1986) or
the discrete scatter approach.
4.3 Dielectric properties of snow
The dielectric properties of snow and firn have been well studied theoretically and experimentally by
many authors with a peak activity in the mid eighties. Snow and firn are a heterogeneous mixture of air,
ice and possibly liquid water. They are generally treated as homogeneous media, their electromagnetic
behaviour is hence described by an effective, complex relative dielectric constant "r = "′r − j"′′r , which
is a weighted average of the dielectric constants of its constituents.
Air Air is generally be described by the dielectric constant in vacuum "0.
Liquid water Since the water molecule (H2O) has a large dipole moment, the dielectric constant
is dominated by the reorientation of the molecule. Liquid water and ice have a similar dielectric
behaviour which follows the relaxation spectrum expressed by the Debye equation (Debye, 1929):
"r = "r∞ +
"rs − "r∞
1+ j2pi f τ
(4.20)
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where "rs = lim
f→0"r is the static (low frequency) dielectric constant (around 90 at 0°C for both liquid
water and ice) and "r∞ = lim
f→∞"r is the optical limit of the dielectric constant (approximately 4.9 for
pure water), τ is the relaxation time of the material (around 18 psec for pure water). An electromag-
netic field tends to align the dipole against the thermal forces which induce disorder, or “relaxation”,
and which depend on the temperature and viscosity of the material. The relaxation time is the average
time required for the dielectric polarization to reach a new equilibrium in response to a change of the
applied electromagnetic field. For liquid water (a high loss medium) the expression for τ derived by
Debye for spherical polar molecules is a good approximation (Stiles & Ulaby, 1981): τ= 4piηa
3
kT , where
η is the viscosity, a is the molecular radius, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. For
liquid water the relaxation frequency f0 = 1/2piτ lies in the microwave region ( f0 ≈ 8.5 - 10 GHz at
T = 0°C) (Mätzler, 1987). "′′r has a symmetric behaviour with a maximum at f = f0. "′r decreases
with increasing frequency.
Ice The relaxation frequency of ice is located in the kilohertz region because of the higher viscosity
compared to water, it hence has a weaker influence on the microwave spectrum (conventionally as-
sumed to extend from around 0.3 to 300 GHz, or from 1 m to 1 mm wavelength). Ice is a low loss,
non-magnetic medium, the real part of its dielectric constant for frquencies between 0.1 GHz - 1 THz
falls in the range "′r = "r∞ ∈ [3.14; 3.19] for pure ice according to several studies (Mätzler, 1987;
Stiles & Ulaby, 1981). Slight variations are caused by impurities. The imaginary part of the relative
dielectric constant, often referred to as dielectric loss because of its influence on the attenuation con-
stant α (Eq. (4.10)), assumes very low and difficult to measure values in the microwave region. Here
the loss is caused by the high frequency tail of the dipole relaxation spectrum (Stiles & Ulaby, 1981;
Mätzler, 1987) and by the low frequency tail of the infrared absorption bands (Evans, 1965; Mätzler,
1987). This leads to a gentle minimum located between 1 and 3 GHz ("′′r ≈ 0.5 · 10−3 at T = −5°C)
and relatively linear behaviour outside this frequency range (Mätzler, 1987; Warren & Brandt, 2008).
This behaviour is well approximated by "′′r = A/ f + B f C , where A, B and C are empirical constants
which depend on temperature and purity. Values in the literature are not always consistent. Mätzler
(1987) reports that pure ice at T = −5°C has A = 6 · 10−4 GHz, B = 6.5 · 10−5 GHz−1, C = 1.07. "′′r
increases when ionic impurities are present and decreases at lower temperatures. Tiuri et al. (1984)
proposed a formula which includes the temperature dependency:
"′′r = 1.59 · 106

1
f
+ 1.23 · 10−14p f  e0.036T (4.21)
Snow A heterogeneous medium like snow is assumed to act electromagnetically like a homogeneous
medium characterized by an effective dielectric constant described by mixing formulae encompassing
the dielectric properties of its constituents (air, ice, liquid water). Different theoretical and empirical
mixing formulae are present in the literature (Stiles & Ulaby, 1981; Hallikainen et al., 1986; Mätzler,
1987). The complex dielectric constant of snow depends in general on frequency, temperature, volu-
metric water content, snow density, ice-particle shape and size and the shape of the water inclusions
(Hallikainen et al., 1986). While the first terms are strictly related to the dielectric properties of the
constituents the last three are linked to the microstructure of snow. In this respect an important mech-
anism is represented by the metamorphism caused by melting and refreezing which causes the grains
to become rounded and larger.
Dry snow Being a mixture of ice and air, dry snow has a "′r which, like ice, is independent of tem-
perature and frequency in the microwave region (Evans, 1965) and is only dependent on the snow
density. This varies between 0.2 and 0.5 gcm−3 for a natural snowpack, causing "′r to be roughly in the
range 1.4 - 2 (Ulaby et al., 1982b). No difference was found between different types of snow, such as
old coarse grained snow or new fine grained snow. Some traditional models which describe well "r for
dry snow are the Polder-Van Santen and the Tinga mixing formulae (not reported here). A generally
used formula is
"′r = 1+ 1.7ρds + cρ2ds (4.22)
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Figure 4.2 – Real "′rws (a) and imaginary "′′rws (b) part of the relative dielectric constant of wet snow
according to the Debye-like model as a function of frequency with liquid water content as a parameter.
"′rds is also plotted in (a). An dry snow density ρds = 0.24 g cm−3 was used in the model, corresponding
to the average density value of the experimental samples when dry. From Hallikainen et al. (1986).
where ρds is the relative density of dry snow (compared to water) with c equal to 0.7 for many authors
(Tiuri et al., 1984; Kovacs et al., 1995; Kendra et al., 1998). A practical approximation often used is the
linear model "′r = 1+ bρds, with b ≈ 2 for many studies (Tiuri et al., 1984; Hallikainen et al., 1986).
The imaginary part of the dielectric constant of dry snow is, like ice, several degrees of magnitude
smaller than the real part ("′′r /"′r  1) and depends on frequency, temperature and density of snow.
Measurements present in the literature display a certain variability due to difficulty of measuring such
small values in the microwave region. A formulation which includes temperature and fits relatively
well to published data is given by Tiuri et al. (1984):
"′′rds = "′′ri · (0.52ρds + 0.62ρ2ds) (4.23)
They obtain the best fit at varying snow density assuming "′′ri at 2 GHz and −20°C to be 8 · 10−4.
Wet snow According to the studies of Colbeck (1982), when the temperature approaches 0°C liquid
water appears between the ice crystals which tend to become larger more rounded and with diameters
of around 1 mm. The “wetness” of snow is measured by the volumetric liquid water content mv , defined
as the volume percentage of liquid water contained in a unit volume of snow. This parameter is occa-
sionally expressed in the literature as the volume fraction of water, Vw = mv/100. Wet snow has two
regimes of liquid saturation: the pendular regime where air is continuous throughout the pore space
and water inclusions are isolated, and the funicular regime where the liquid is continuous throughout
the snow and air is present in distinct bubbles trapped in the pores. The transition between the two
regimes is abrupt and occurs at a liquid saturation (i.e. the volumetric liquid content relative to the
pore space between the ice grains) of 11 to 15%. In experimental results reported in Stiles & Ulaby
(1981); Hallikainen et al. (1986), the transition happens when the mv exceeds 3 to 6% depending on
density of the snow sample. Typical values of mv are between 0 and 10% by volume, only during rain
higher values are expected (Mätzler, 1987). Plots of "′rws and "′′rws based respectively on experimental
measurements and model fitting found in Mätzler (1987) and Hallikainen et al. (1986) (Figure 4.2)
present good agreement between each other. "′rws is not very sensitive to mv with values rarely ex-
ceeding 4 and usually not exceeding 3. On the other hand "′′rws is extremely sensitive to mv , with the
greatest relative change occurring as mv passes from 0 to 0.5 (Ulaby et al., 1982b). Many mixing for-
mulae are reported for wet snow, Hallikainen et al. (1986) analyse six of them, finding the two-phase
(dry snow + water) and the three phase (ice + air + water) Polder-van Santen models, as well as the
Debye-like model to fit well to the empirical data with some discrepancies at frequencies above 15 GHz
(the formulae are not reported here). A common procedure is to describe the real part of the dielectric
constant of wet snow as that of dry snow (see above) plus an increment depending on liquid water
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content (LWC): "′rws = "′rds +∆"′rws. The increment ∆"′rws appears to be almost linear with values
between 0 and 1.6 as mv ranges between 0 and 12%. Kendra et al. (1998) computes this incremental
term as:
∆"′rws = 0.02m1.015v +
0.073m1.31v
1+ ( f / f0)
2 (4.24)
where f0 is the relaxation frequency of water (they use f0 ' 9.07 GHz at 0°C). The loss factor "′′rws of
wet snow is dominated by the behaviour of water, hence no incremental term is necessary. According
to experiments by Hallikainen et al. (1986) it has a nearly linear behaviour with values between 0 and
0.9 as mv ranges between 0 and 12%. At varying frequency (see Figure 4.2b) it reaches a maximum
around 9 - 10 GHz, the relaxation frequency of water at 0°C, the dynamic range is stronger as the
liquid water content increases. As a general rule of thumb the dielectric loss of wet snow is 2 - 3
orders of magnitude higher than the dielectric loss of dry snow. Further modelling of the dielectric
constant of wet snow, including its frequency dependence, is found in Tiuri et al. (1984); Sihvola et al.
(1985). A review of several mixing formulae for dry and wet snow is given in Stiles & Ulaby (1981).
Finally Mätzler (1987) proposes a simplified formula for the relative dielectric constant of wet snow
for frequencies between 1 and 30 GHz:
"′rws = "′rds +
23Vw f
2
0
f 20 + f 2
(4.25)
"′′rws = "′′rds +
23Vw f0 f
f 20 + f 2
(4.26)
4.4 Extinction coefficient and penetration depth
Volume scattering causes a redistribution of energy of the transmitted wave in other directions which
results in losses. Naturally a wave propagating into a lossy medium is also subject to absorption
(transformation in other forms of energy, for example as heat). The total loss due to both mechanisms
is usually called extinction and its value per unit of length is the extinction coefficient:
κe = κa +κs (4.27)
where κs is the scattering coefficient and κa is the power absorption coefficient defined as:
κa = 2α (4.28)
The attenuation constant α is defined in Eq. (4.10). For a low loss medium ("′′ "′) the approximated
expression α ' 12
q
µ
"′σ =
1
2 k
"′′
"′ can be used, which assuming also µr = 1, leads to (Stiles & Ulaby,
1981):
κa
∼= 2pi"
′′
r
λ0
p
"′r
(4.29)
which is valid for ice, dry snow, and wet snow with liquid water content mv < 2% (Stiles & Ulaby,
1981). κa is strongly frequency dependent with a rapid increase above 2 GHz for dry snow and ice.
Naturally κa is strongly dependent on liquid water content, with the increase of the latter, absorption
becomes rapidly the dominant extinction mechanism.
Scattering is due to inhomogeneities constituting a boundary with a variation of the dielectric
constant. In firn and ice these are usually constituted by elements of different density such as lenses,
pipes, air bubbles or layers of thicker ice which cause scattering even at lower frequencies. Snow is
more homogeneous, with scattering elements constituted by ice crystals, and water inclusions in case
of slightly wet snow in the pendular regime. Given the variability of the size of such inhomogeneities
as well as their different dielectric properties the scattering coefficient is difficult to model. A common
and simple approach is assuming Rayleigh scattering by modelling the snow crystals as uniformly
distributed spheres of ice immersed in air.
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The penetration depth δp is defined as the depth at which the average power of a wave travelling
downward within a medium (the transmitted component of the wave incident on a boundary) atten-
uates to 1/e (37%) of the power at a point just below the surface. The penetration depth is related to
the extinction coefficient by (Ulaby et al., 1982b):
δp =
1
κe
(4.30)
For a wave travelling off nadir, as in the case of a synthetic aperture radar, the one-way vertical pen-
etration depth also depends on the transmission angle θt according to the more general expression
δp =
cosθt
κe
. Accordingly, the two-way penetration depth, is defined as half the one way-penetration
depth (Dall, 2007).
Absorption prevails at lower microwave frequencies, where snow particle size is much smaller than
the wavelength. Scattering prevails at higher microwave frequencies and at mm wavelengths, where
snow particle size is in the same order of magnitude of the wavelength. For instance for typical dry
snow particles with diameter of 1 mm, scattering dominates for frequencies above 15 GHz according
to the theory of Mie (Hallikainen, 1989).
Since the scattering coefficient is difficult to model, especially when the subsurface properties of
the target are unknown, a rough approximation consists in assuming that κs ' 0 (κe ' κa). This
approximation applies to wet snow in the microwave region under most conditions since absorption
prevails. It also holds for dry, fine-grained snow at lower frequencies (below 5 GHz) since particles
are significantly smaller than the wavelength. But above 10 GHz κa and κs may have comparable
magnitude for large particle sizes (Stiles & Ulaby, 1981), besides the natural snowpack may have
inclusions which enhance κs. For such cases the approximation δp = 1/κa represents an upper limit
since the scattering losses are not accounted for. Dry snow and wet snow with mv < 2% can be
considered low loss media ("′′ "′) thus making Eq. (4.29) applicable.
A recent summary of extinction coefficient found in the literature, with both laboratory and in situ
measurements is reported by Sharma (2010). Based on models presented in this section the behaviour
of "′rs and "′′rs and of the penetration depth δp with respect to LWC has been computed for different
snow parameters and radar frequencies and is shown in Figure 8.1 and 8.2.
4.5 Microwave backscattering of snow
The power transmission coefficient Υ of the air-snow boundary depends on the relative permittivity of
snow "′r , the angle of incidence θi and the polarization, as stated in Equation (4.18). Since for dry snow
the relative permittivity "′r is less than 2 and for wet snow usually less than 3, significant transmission
takes place across the boundary for a wide range of incidence angles for both linear polarizations. At
nadir (θi = 0°) transmissivity values of Υ ∼= 0.98 for dry snow with density ρds = 0.4 g cm−3 and
Υ ∼= 0.9 for wet snow with liquid water content mv of 5% are reported by Ulaby et al. (1982b).
For dry snow the backscattering can be determined by both surface and volume scattering mech-
anisms, the wavelength and the incidence angle play a role in the dominance of one over the other.
Surface scattering is stronger near nadir (from the air-snow boundary and possibly from the ground),
while volume scattering increases as the incidence angle increases. Volume scattering is primarily
governed by the size of the ice particles relative to the wavelength (Ulaby et al., 1986). As the liquid
water content increases, absorption start to dominate over scattering as principal loss factor and δp
decreases. When the snow is very wet, penetration and consequently volume scattering are negligible.
4.5.1 Remote sensing applications based on snow backscattering
Because the scattering mechanisms are dependent on different physical properties of snow and ice,
many remote sensing applications have arisen based on measurements from both synthetic aperture
radar and radar scatterometers. Much effort has been invested in the the retrieval of accumulation
rates through the estimation of the snow water equivalent (SWE) of snowpacks, which is the the
height of water which would result if the snow melted completely. Naturally these techniques are
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only applicable to dry snow. Among others an empirical analysis of the relation between σ0 and SWE
is found in Ulaby & Stiles (1980), an algorithm for SWE estimation was developed by Shi & Dozier
(2000a,b). Drinkwater et al. (2001) uses scatterometer and in situ data to derive empirical relations
for SWE estimation. A satellite mission to monitor snow, including SWE was proposed in Rott et al.
(2010), based on a dual frequency and dual polarisation SAR technique demonstrated in Rott et al.
(2014a).
Another application consists in the classification of glacier zones or facies (see Section 3.3), which
are areas characterized by different melting regimes which reflect in distinct backscattering signatures.
Facies classification was performed among others by Drinkwater et al. (2001) and Schneider et al.
(1997).
The detection of snowmelt is another application which exploits the strong sensitivity of σ0 to the
presence of liquid water. The results are relevant in hydrology as well as in glaciology since percolating
water reaching the the bed of the glacier contributes to its acceleration due to a lubrication effect.
Among others it was applied by Wismann (2000) and by Nagler & Rott (2000). Long term observation
of backscattering from scatterometers in Antarctica have been presented by Bingham & Drinkwater
(2000).
4.5.2 Models of backscattering coefficient
Although theoretical models of backscattering have been presented, they tend to be difficult to apply
because of lack of knowledge of the statistical properties of the upper and lower snow boundaries and
of the particle size, hence in Ulaby & Stiles (1981); Ulaby et al. (1984) an empirical model is proposed
based on experiments with a single layer of snow over ground. As a first step the terms contributing
to the backscattering coefficient are defined as: 1) the air-snow interface, 2) the snow volume, 3)
the underlying ground. These terms contribute to σ0 of a snowpack according to the following be
expression:
σ0 (θi) = σ
0
sa (θi) + Υ
2(θi)

σ0s (θt) +
σ0g (θt)
L2 (θt)

(4.31)
where σ0sa (θi) is the backscattering at the snow-air interface depending on snow surface roughness
and dielectric properties of the snow surface layer. This can be neglected for dry snow (except at
normal incidence) both because of the small dielectric mismatch ("′r < 2) causing Υ 2(θi) ≈ 1 and
because surface roughness has been proven to have no influence over a wide range of frequencies
(1 - 35.6 GHz). On the other hand σ0sa (θi) must be considered for wet snow since the dielectric
mismatch increases slightly ("′r < 4) and a strong dependence on surface roughness was empirically
demonstrated (Ulaby et al., 1982b). σ0s (θt) represents scattering from the snow volume and can be
modelled as:
σ0s (θt) =
σv cosθt
2κe

1− 1
L2 (θt)

(4.32)
L (θt) = exp (κed secθt) (4.33)
where σv is the volume scattering coefficient and d is the depth of the snow layer. The last term is
σ0g (θt) which represents surface scattering from the underlying ground boundary, which influence
decreases as d increases, up to the point where it can be neglected.
For wet snow σ0sa cannot be neglected, based on experimental observations Ulaby & Stiles (1981)
included the liquid water content dependency using to the following model:
σ0 (W, mv) = σ
0
sa + A0 exp (−amv)−

A0 exp (−amv)− Υ 2σ0g

exp [−(C0 + cmv)W secθt] (4.34)
where a and c are constants at a given frequency and Υ 2 ≈ 1 can still be assumed. W is the snow
water equivalent (SWE), see Section 3.1. Ulaby & Stiles (1981) determined the values of the constants
involved in the previous equation using empirical observations. σ0g was measured directly (for both
grass and asphalt). σ0sa is the most difficult to estimate, Ulaby & Stiles (1981) measured it with high
mv , when it dominates the backscattering and it its dependence on mv becomes weaker. Still this term
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might vary for different snow conditions, as its function of surface roughness and wetness. The values
obtained at 8.6 GHz are C0 = 0.0344, c = 0.143, a = 0.802, A0 = 0.63, σ0sa = 0.02 with θi = 20° and
C0 = 0.0198, c = 0.0932, a = 0.910, A0 = 0.2, σ0sa = 0.002 with θi = 50°. The model fits very well
the observations.
Ulaby et al. (1984) further shows how the impact of the ground on the total backscattering de-
creases rapidly with the snow depth. At 8.6 GHz (HH polarization) and θi = 50° when mv = 1%, as W
exceeds 10 cm (ca. 25 cm for snow with typical density of ρs = 0.4 gcm−3) the contribution from the
ground becomes irrelevant and σ0 saturates to −11 dB. When mv = 3% W = 3 cm is enough to mask
the ground contribution for concrete and asphalt (given their smoothness). For dry snow the ground
starts to be irrelevant for W > 60 cm.
4.5.3 Experimental observations of backscattering
For this work the dependence of the backscattering coefficient on the wetness of the snowpack is of
particular interest since it enables to assess the possibility of signal penetration into the snowpack,
which would lead to an height bias in the InSAR DEM. In Chapter 8 the backscattering coefficient of
the used acquisitions will be analysed and interpreted based on the theory reported in this chapter and
on the experimental observations found in the literature and reported in this section.
A wide spectrum of experimental observations of backscattering of dry and wet snow and its de-
pendence on different system and snow parameters are presented in Ulaby et al. (1986); Stiles & Ulaby
(1980); Ulaby & Stiles (1981) and in Mätzler (1987), helping the validation of models and interpret-
ation of real case scenarios.
Mätzler (1987) observed how the HH and VV polarizations show an almost identical angular pat-
tern on dry snow, while the HV response is weaker. He further reports averaged observations at 10.4
GHz of snow-free soil, dry snow and wet snow at varying incidence angle showing a close behaviour
in the first two cases (with slightly lower σ0 for dry snow) and a significantly lower values of σ0 for
wet snow (up to 10 times lower). The difference ranges between 6 dB at θi = 80° and 8.6 dB between
30° and 50°, there is almost no difference at nadir. His measurements show also a large variability of
wet snow σ0 due to varying snow wetness and partially roughness, but even the higher bound (1-σ)
is distinctively below the lower bound of dry snow, which variability is mainly linked to grain size.
This confirms the applicability of the backscattering as a parameter for discerning between dry and
wet snow.
The measured response of the backscattering of dry snow at varying incidence angle for different
frequencies was measured by Ulaby et al. (1982b) and is shown in Figure 4.3. Ulaby & Stiles (1981)
measured the angular response of dry and wet snow (early morning and afternoon) for a 27 cm deep
snowpack at different frequencies, their plots are reported in Figure 4.4. The sensitivity to liquid
water content for a relatively shallow snowpack is practically null at 2.6 GHz, because the underlying
ground dominates the response. The different response is visible at higher frequencies, where the
ground contribution is still present (to a lesser degree) when the snow is dry.
The spectral response extracted during experiments by Ulaby & Stiles (1981) is reported in Figure
4.5 and illustrates the effect of the frequency on the the sensitivity of σ0 to liquid water. Even low
levels of wetness (1.26%) cause the response to diverge significantly already at lower frequencies and
much more at very high frequencies. A difference of around 4 dB is found between 5 and 12 GHz.
The response to snow wetness was extensively studied by Ulaby et al. using truck-mounted scat-
terometers between the end of the seventies and the beginning of the eighties. Some of their results
are reported in Figure 4.6. They show that the sensitivity of σ0 to mv generally tends to increase with
increasing frequency (Figure 4.5 and 4.6a). In Stiles & Ulaby (1980) for instance, a sensitivity of −2
dB/1% of mv is found above 7 GHz, decreasing at lower frequencies (θi = 50°). Relating directly σ0
and mv is difficult since σ
0 has contributions from the entire depth of the snowpack (which may have
inhomogeneous wetness) and possibly from the underlying medium. Profiles of mv with cm depth
resolution would be needed at least for the top 10 - 20 cm layer (Stiles & Ulaby, 1980). The exper-
iments in Figure 4.6 were preformed under different snow conditions and the measured values are
often scarce, the results are hence not always matching, but the plots help building a general idea of
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Figure 4.3 – Angular pattern of measured backscattering coefficient of dry snow for different frequen-
cies. From Ulaby et al. (1982b).
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Figure 4.4 – Angular response of σ0 for dry and wet snow at (a) 2.6 GHz, (b) 8.6 GHz, and (c) 17.0
GHz. The underlying soil has an impact on the σ0 response given the shallow snow depth (26 - 27
cm). From Ulaby & Stiles (1981).
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to wet and dry snow.
this experiment was fresh, dry snow that had fallen the day before. The micro-
wave data were measured at a = 570 using the 37 GHz and 94 GHz radiometers and
the 8-18 GHz scatterometer. Similar experiments also were conducted at other
angles and frequency combinations. The results of these experiments are sum-
marized in Figures 6 and 7.
Using Equations (4) and (9), the emissivity c(0) may be written in the abbrevi-
ated form:
= A1(e) + B1(e) exp(_C(0) w) (10)
where
A1(e) = Tsa(0)(l — w) (11)
B1(e) = Tsa(0) Tgs(0~) — A1(e) (12)
C(e) = K~ sece (13)
Figure 4.5 – Spectral response of σ0 for dry and wet snow at θi = 50°. From Ulaby & Stiles (1981).
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FIGURE 4.22 Variation of o"^ with liquid water content of the snow 5 cm surface layer,
based on the 1980 data. The linear correlation between the curves shown and the mea-
sured values of aj4 are indicated by r. From Ulaby et al. (1982). Note Eq. (3.3) for the
relationship between CT° and yu.
increase with increasing frequency. This situation is represented in
Figure 4.22 and 4.23.
The opposite behaviour at 4.9 GHz of Figure 4.23 is due to the
enhancement of surface reflection by the wet snow surface at horizontal
polarization. This reflection is quite strong, because the liquid water
formed in the top layer cannot percolate through the fine-grained
winter snow below being still at subfreezing temperatures. Rather, a
layer of ice is forming at the interface between the wet and the dry snow,
giving rise to an increase of specular reflection.
That the effect of a single melt cycle on the scattering of the refrozen
snow is negligible during Spring condition is shown by the reversible
behaviour in Figure 4.23. Noticeable changes occur after several con-
secutive cyles.
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Fig. 11. Microwave response tomy at 50 ø angle of incidence (a) o ø and (b) Tap. 
tO melt and rcfrccze respectively. In Figur• 10b, Tap exhibits a 
hysteresislike pattern consistent with the behavior observed 
with o ø in Figure 9. Because Tap responds to variations my and 
To (the physic l temper ture of the snowpack), Tan at 37 GHz 
continues to decrease after 2400 hours in response to To of the 
surface layer of the snowpack. The 10.7-GHz radiometer re- 
sponds to a thicker snow layer than the 37-GHz radiometer, 
and consequently, because temperature variations near the 
soil surface were small, the 10.7-GHz response was approxi- 
mately constant as the snow surface cooled. 
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Fig. 12. Correlation coef•cient and sensitivity of o ø to rnv at 50 ø 
angle of incidence for the third diurnal experiment. 
WETNESS RESPONSE 
In the general case, o ø (and similarly, E) represents backscat- 
ter (emission) contributions integrated over the snowpack 
depth, as well as backscatter (emission) by the underlying soil 
medium. And because in general, m• and To are not necessar- 
ily uniform with depth, it is not possible to formulate a simple 
direct relationship between o ø (or E) and m•. Such a formula- 
tion requires the availability of detailed information on the rn• 
and To profiles with a vertical resolution of about 1 cm, partic- 
ularly for the top 10-cm layer. Nonetheless, as a first step to- 
ward understanding the microwave response to snow wetness, 
the responses ofo ø and Tap to m• of the top 5-cm layer are pre- 
sented. 
Active Microwave 
The curves of Figures 8 and 9 indicate that a linear regres- 
sion of o ø on my would provide a good fit if the hysteresis ef- 
fect is ignored. Linear regression fits were performed on each 
diurnal; however, the small number of pairs of points limit the 
significance of the sensitivity and correlation coe•cient val- 
ues. The third diurnal experiment provided the best combina- 
tion of high sampling rates and frequency coverage. Figure 1 la 
illustrates o ø response to m• for four frequencies at 0 = 50 ø. 
For this diurnal experiment the sensitivity to wetness is ap- 
proximately constant at -2 dB/1% m• for frequencies above 7 
GHz. Figure 12 illustrates this fact and also illustrates high 
correlation coe•cients above 4.6 GHz. The peak correlation 
around 8.0 GHz is apparently a coincidental result of the 5- 
cm sample layer and is not necessarily significant. The low 
sensitivity to snow wetness in the I- to 2-GHz region indicates 
that o ø is approximately independent of snow wetness of the 
top 5-cm layer due to greater depth of penetration in that fre- 
quency range. 
Results from linear regressions to the data obtained during 
the first diurnal experiment indicate a decrease in the sensitiv- 
ity and correlation coe•cient with decreasing angle of in- 
cidence. At nadir the sensitivity to wetness is nearly zero. 
Obviously, this analysis has its shortcomings, because the 
(b)
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Figure 4.6 – Response of σ0 to liquid water content for various experiments with truck-mounted scat-
terometer performed by Ulaby et al. in the winter seasons between 1977 and 1980. When available
parameters are reported on the plot. (a) Curves fitted to 1980 data, r is the linear correlation between
data and fit. From Ulaby et al. (1982a) as reported by Mätzler (1987). (b) Data from diurnal experi-
m nt, here the sens iv ty is around −2 dB/1% mv f r frequencies above 7 GHz. From Stiles & Ulaby
(1980). (c) Measurements at 17 GHz for different i cidence angles showing n arly linear response up
to a certain value of mv after which sensitivity is lost, as expected particularly at higher frequencies.
From Ulaby & Stil s (1981). For both results in (b) and (c) snow wetness refers unfortunately only to
the upper 5 cm layer.
th expected relationship between backscattering and liquid water content at a typical i cidence angle
of 50°.
Further experiments involved prolonged observation over a 24-hour diurnal cycle (Figure 4.7). The
response to a peak in liquid water content from 0 to 1.26% at (16:00) and back to 0% consisted in a dip
of σ0 for all frequencies. The magnitude of the dip becomes larger as the frequency increases, around
2 dB at 4.6 GHz, 4 dB at 8.6 GHz and 15 dB at 35.6 GHz. Seasonal variability was also monitored
by Ulaby & Stiles (1981) at 8.6 GHz and θi = 50° at a test site in Colora o during 6 weeks in 1980.
Results are reported in Figure 4.8 where snow water equivalent W , liquid water content mv of the top
5 cm layer and backscattering coefficient σ0 are plotted. It can be observed that increased wetness
of the top layer reduces backscattering to an almost constant value σ0min of a ound −22 dB making
it essentially independent of W . When the snow is dry σ0 increases with increasing W causing the
envelope marked as σ0max in the plot ranging between −15 dB and −9 dB in response to an increase
in W of 7 cm (corresponding to a snow depth of 25 cm).
Mätzler (1987) performed several observations on natural snowpacks illustrating different possible
snow conditions, these are important to consider when interpreting the backscattering of glaciers. In
Section 4.8 of Mätzler (1987) he shows with experimental measurements (performed in the Swiss Al s)
how the formation of a refrozen crust during summer affects the backscattering. In summer snow
is usually older and metamorphism has created larger grains which are efficient scatterers. During
daytime the melted water drives σ0 down, but after sunset as temperature decrease the upp r layer
of snow refreezes (at higher elevations) causing an increase of σ0. The peak of σ0 is just before
sunrise when the temperature is at its lowest, afterwards σ0 plunges again. In this scenario possible
penetration of the signal is limited to the upper crust, as the lower layer remains wet and suppresses
any interaction from the snowpack and snow-ground interface. In Section 4.7 of Mätzler (1987) he
details a typical spring scenario where the snowpack starts to become wet for a few hours during
daytime and then refreezes completely. The effect of the wet layer is to attenuate or mask the signal
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The 10.7 GHz and 37 GHz diurnal patterns of lap are shown in Figure 8b. In res-
ponse to the my variation, the 10.7 GHz radiometer exhibited a total change of
about 15K; in contrast, the 37 GHz radiometer recorded a variation of about 120K.
A similar behavior was observed at other angles of incidence.
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Fig. 8 Diurnal variation of snow wetness and (a) a0 and
(b)
Tap at 50°angle of i cidence.
We conclude this section with Figures 9 and 10, which present the measured varia-
tions to Tap and o0 with my. As noted earlier, the 10.7 GHz radiometer exhibits
a weak sensitivity to my (Figure 9). The 37 GHz radiometer is very sensitive to
my but Tap essentially saturates as mX exceeds 1% by volume. A similar behavior
was observed at a = 0°(nadir) and 20
At 17 GHz, cnc(dB) exhibits an approximately linear response to my up to about 5%
by volume (Figure 10). Measurements made at 8 GHz indicate that the response is
linear over an even wider range of my. This linearity provides a useful tool for
measuring my with radar for relatively shallow snowpacks. The radiometric beha-
vior, on the other hand, shows a small change in magnitude at 10.7 GHz and an
almost binary behavior at 37 GHz (dry versus my ~ 1%). For deep snowpacks, Tap
of dry snow at 10.7 GHz is lower than that shown in Figure 9, and therefore it
would show stronger sensitivity to changes in my.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Experimental evidence obtained to date indicates that among the various snow
parameters, snow wetness and water equivalent (or depth) exercise the greatest
influence on the apparent ten~eratureTap and the backscattering coefficient 1,0.
Figure 4.7 – Diurnal patterns of li-
quid water content (m asured in
the top 5 cm layer) and backs-
cattering at different frequencies.
From Stiles & Ulaby (1980).
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The temporal behavior shown in Figure 11 illustrates the dependence of ~0 on both
my and W. The rapid variations between the upper (4ax) and lower (a~jjn) valuesof the envelope are in response to my variations. The cz~j~is approximately
constant throughout the measurement period, which indicates that when the top
layer of the snow is wet it masks the contributions from the lower layers, and
hence a~?iin is essentially independent of W. For dry snow, on the other hand,
aO increases with W, and therefore ~~iaxexhibits the slowly increasing behavior
shown in Figure 11.
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Fig. 11 Temporal variation of ~0 value over the experiment
duration at 8.6 GHz an 50° angle of incidence.
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Figure 4.8 – Temporal variation of snow water equival-
ent W , liquid water content mv of the top 5 cm layer
and backscattering coefficient σ0during the six week ex-
periment at 8.6 GHz and θi = 50°. From Ulaby & Stiles
(1981).
from un erlying snow and snow-ground interface leading to a decrease of σ0. Furthermore, Mätzler
(1987) shows how in some specific situations σ0 can increase or at least remain stable although the
temperature is rising. This can happen, especially during spring when only the superior layer of snow
starts to melt. The liquid water does not percolate into the fine grained snow below which is still at
subfreezing temperature, it refreezes instead forming a thin layer of ice at the interface between wet
and dry s ow which builds up surface scattering mechanisms.
A similar behaviour was found in one of the experiments performed by Kendra et al. (1998). They
perform very well controlled experiments with artificial and natural snow together with ample ground
truth in order to validate theoretical models. The first experiment concerns the measurement of the
angular r sponse of differ nt depths of uniform artificial dry sn w and of the underlying bare soil. In
the second experiment depth profiles of liquid water content were recorded together with the backs-
cattering at 40° during a diurnal cycle. Both co- and cross-polarized responses at C and X-band were
recorded averaging 60 independent spatial measurements on a 18 × 30 m area. The co-polarized
responses display a small dynamic range at varying incidence angle, σ0V V for 60 cm of snow ranges
between −12 and −17 dB in C-band and between −11 and −14 dB in X-band for θi ∈ [20°;60°]. Plots
for snow depth of 102 cm are similar, meaning a condition of half-space is reached. Cross-polarized
σ0V H are between 14 and 11 dB lower for both frequencies. They argue that the existing models for
dry snow fail to give reasonable predictions compared to the measured data. The second experiment
was executed on two test sites with very different snow conditions with sub-freezing temperatures in
the morning and late evening and warmer temperatures during the day (up to 6°C and 12°C at 15:00
respectively at the two test sites). The first test site was characterized by 90 cm of snow, of which
the bottom layer was ice and the top layer fresh snow. Here wetness increased in the warmer hours
in the upper 30 cm layer of snow up to 5%, while in the lower 30 cm reached values up to 12% at
evening due to percolation. The backscattering reacted with a typical diurnal curve. Morning values
of co-polarized σ0 were around −14 dB for C-band and −6 dB for X-band, minima are reached around
16:00 (−21 dB in C-band, −19 dB in X-band), later backscattering increased as temperature and liquid
water in the upper snow layer decreased. The second test site had only 20 cm of snow with low values
of liquid water in the lower part throughout the day and higher values (up to 15%) in the upper layer
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Fig. 8. Incidence angle dependence of VV- and HV-polarized backscattering coefficients at X-, C-, and L-band for different surface types derived from SRL-1
DT 46.1 (April 12, 1994). The class “rocks” includes all unvegetated ice-free surfaces. All surfaces were covered by seasonal snow in April 1994.
angles the return is dominated by scattering at the air/snow inter-
face at C- and X-band. At larger angles, the curve becomes less
steep due to the increasing volume scattering contribution. The
cross-polarized backscattering coefficients are higher at L-band
than at C-band because of larger penetration and volume scat-
tering contribution. Between SRL-1 and SRL-2, the largest sea-
sonal change is observed for , about 12 dB on average, while
decreases by about 5 dB.
In October 1994, the glacier ice and the unglaciated areas
were free of snow. Glacier ice exhibits higher co- and cross-po-
larized backscattering coefficients and weaker angular depen-
dence than the accumulation area. For glacier ice, is de-
termined mainly by the surface roughness and by the dielec-
tric properties. In October the ice surfaces were rougher than in
April and wet, resulting in a higher surface scattering contribu-
tion. Nevertheless, they show less difference between April and
October than the accumulation areas. The largest differences (5
dB) are observed for at C-band, indicating that volume scat-
tering was more important in spring. The backscattering
coefficients are less sensitive to seasonal changes than .
The angular patterns for vegetated and unvegetated surfaces
are very similar in the two seasons. On the unvegetated surfaces
has almost no seasonal variation, , , and are
1 to 2 dB higher in October than in April, while shows a
decrease of about 2 dB. For snow-covered versus snow-free veg-
etation, and are up to 4 dB higher in October than in
April, is about 2 to 3 dB higher in October and , and
show almost no seasonal changes. For the ice-free surfaces,
assuming approximately constant roughness, seasonal differ-
ences are due to variations in the permittivity of bare soil, to
changes in the vegetation state, and to the presence/disappear-
ance of the snow pack.
B. Backscattering Coefficients From AIRSAR Data
Wet snow with a smooth surface was observed during the
AIRSAR overflights in June 1991. The main differences com-
pared to SRL-2 were the higher content of liquid water and the
absence of frozen layers in the snow pack. Fig. 10 shows the sig-
natures at C-, P-, and L-band. The standard deviation of for
these signatures is less than 3.5 dB. At co-polarization, the C-
and L-band backscattering coefficients differ by less than 2 dB
and decrease from 12 to 21 dB for incidence angles between
20 and 65 . The P-band is lower by 5 to 10 dB, depending
on the incidence angle. The cross-polarized backscattering coef-
ficients are lower than 27 dB at C- and P-band. As for SRL-2
SIR-C data, is higher than because the volume scat-
tering term increases with the penetration depth. The increase
of for incidence angles larger than 45 is probably an arti-
fact of the increasing noise level at far range [33]. Compared to
the values predicted by the model, the SAR backscattering co-
efficients are in good agreement at C-band VV polarization for
(a)
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Fig. 9. Incidence angle dependenc of VV- and HV-polarized backscattering coefficients at X-, C-, and L-band for different types of natural surfaces derived
from SRL-2 DT 46.0 (October 3, 1994).
incidence angles up to 40 . Ground-based signature measure-
ments carried out over smooth wet sn w in Switzer and [26]
at C-ba d show similar b ckscatter as the AIRSAR signatures
at 20 with dB ( ), but decrease to
30 dB at 60 , and s ows almost no incide ce ngle e-
pendence, with values betwe n 38 a d 39 dB.
C. Correlation Coefficients
Fig. 11 shows the angular dependence of at C- and
L-band for the four surface classes derived from DT 46.1 SRL-1
and DT 46.0 SRL-2. The standard deviations of the correlation
coefficient are less than 0.16 for the curves shown.
In April the correlation coefficient at C-band was in general
lo er than at L-band, the difference being more pronounced
for the glaciated areas. The behavior of the correlation coef-
ficient is influenced by the ratio of coherent to noncoherent
scattering. According to first-order surface scattering models,
increases with the wavelength. A first-order Rayleigh
volume scattering model does not predict a significant change
of with the frequency if the snow is dry. However,
multiple scattering effects in the snow cover and scattering
at rough internal interfaces also contribute to decorrelation.
Glacier ice areas show larger correlation coefficients than
accumulation areas. For glacier ice the interface between the
transparent, dry snow, and the rough ice surface is the main
source of the backscattered signal during SRL-1, whereas in
Fig. 10. Incidence angle dependence of VV- and HV-polarized backscattering
coefficients an HHVV correlation coefficients for wet snow on the glaciers at
C-, L-, and P-band derived from AIRSAR data acquired on June 29, 1991. For
the modeled  , the following snow parameters were used:  = 5 mm,
L = 130 mm, V = 5% , " = 3:04-i0:378, snow density 440 kgm ,
nd ice grain dia eter 1 mm.
the accumulation area, the firn causes a significant volume
contribution. On ice-free surfaces is larger than on the
glaciers because the volume scattering contribution is smaller.
The correlation coefficient of the vegetated surfaces is slightly
(b)
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Fig. 12. Incidence angle dependence of  and  on the glaciers during SRL-2 from 1 (DT 18) to October 5, 1994 (DT 78), derived from X-SAR and SIR-C
data.
ratios for the snow covered and snow-free areas, using snow
measurements in the field as control data. The layover and
shadow zones for each data take were masked out.
Fig. 3(a) shows a significant decrease of the number of pixels
having X-band backscattering ratio below 7 dB from DT 14.2
to DT 78.1. Fig. 3(b) shows the same for the C-band ra-
tios with a threshold of 10 dB. This means that, due to re-
freezing of the snow pack, the seasonal differences become less
pronounced from one data take to the other. If the thresholds
of 7 dB and 10 dB, respectively, are used to separate wet
snow and snow with refrozen crust, the colors from red to green
and blue in Fig. 3 can be interpreted as indicators for the re-
treat of the wet snow cover between October 1 and 5. C-band
is less sensitive to short term variations of snow conditions than
X-band because scattering in the frozen crust is more effective
at the shorter wavelength. In the SRL-1 and SRL-2 data sea-
sonal variations of the order of 7 dB at X-band and 10 dB
at C-band are observed almost solely o the accumulation areas
of the glaciers. The multitemporal backscattering ratios can b
used to classify different snow types on glaciers.
B. Implications for the Classification of Gl c er Surfaces
Short-term changes of backscattering have significant impli-
cations for the glaciological interpretation of SAR images. To
assess these effects, we used field data on the annual mass bal-
ance and the extent of the accumulation area, , at the end of
the mass balance year (September 30) for three main glaciers
in the test site: HEF, KWF, and VF (Table VII) [34], [35]. The
ratio , where is the total glacier area, is related to the spe-
cific mass balance of a glacier. This ratio can be estimated from
satellite images if the signatures of accumulation areas and ice
areas are distinctly different [36], [37]. This provides a means to
infer the mass balance of glaciers that are not covered by field
observations.
For estimating the ratio from SIR-C and X-SAR data,
we assumed that radar shadow and layover, covering only a few
percent of the image, are equally distributed on the accumula-
tion and ablation areas. was inferred from the SAR classifi-
cation, assuming that the snow area in early October 1994 corre-
sponded to the accumulation area. This was approximately valid
for the glaciers HEF and VF, but not for KWF, the main part of
which is located at higher altitude. Therefore, part of its ablation
ar a was covered by snow from the September snowfall.
and multitemporal backscattering ratios between
October and April were used to estimate (Table VII). The
comparison with the field measurements shows that the SAR
classification greatly overestimates for KWF because of the
September snow. For HEF and VF, we adjusted the threshold of
the ratios so that the SAR-derived of the two glaciers HEF
(c)
Figure 4.9 – Angular dependence of the mean backscattering coefficient computed on the accumula-
tion areas. From Floricioiu & Rott (2001). Datatake acquisition times (CET=UTC+1h) were: 46.1:
12.4.1994 06:55; 46.0: 3.10.1994 07:02; 18: 1.10.1994 13:50; 34: 2.10.1994 13:32; 78: 5.10.1994
06:23. Snow conditions: 46.1: dry, 18, 34: wet; 46, 78: frozen top layer above wet firn.
after midday, because of an ice lens which impeded percolation. σ0 decreased with values ranging
between −18 dB and −24 dB in C-band and between −9 dB and −23 dB between 10:00 and 16:00.
The presence of the lens caused a slight increase of σ0 around midday because of an increase in sur-
face scattering due to a higher dielectric constant, but it can be considered a very specific scenario.
They use this extensive collection of data to validate the wetness inversion algorithm of Shi & Dozier
(1995), finding a good agreement between model and measurements.
The algorithm by Shi & Dozier (1995) consists of a comprehensive polarimetric model for snow
wetness retrieval from SAR (based on SIR-C/X-SAR data). The authors report an absolute accuracy of
2.5% at the 95% co fide c level by comparison with ground m asurements.
Arsla et al. (2005) present a tw -p ase backscatteri g mod l of volume scattering in wet snow.
Wet snow is modelled as dry snow with asymmetrical water inclusions. The model provides a good fit
to the experimental data, σ0 at 8.6 GHz and θi = 50° is −14 dB at mv = 0.25% and decreases to −22
dB for mv = 5.5%.
Floricioi & Rott (2001) analyse SAR signatures (AIRSAR in C, L, P-band and SRL-1/2 in C, L, X-
band) of glaciated areas in the Austrian Alps under different snow conditions and system parameters,
such as frequency and incidence angle. Extensive field data regarding snow and ice parameters was
concurrently collected, allowing to establish a link betwee signatures and conditions on the ground.
The test site was located in Ötztal (46.7° N, 10.8° E) and the accumulation areas c nsist of relativ ly
large plateaus with gentle topography with altitudes betwe n 3000 m and 3400 m. Plots of the meas-
ured mean backscat ering angular r sponses on the accumulation area are reported in Figure 4.9 for
five SRL-1 and SRL-2 d tatakes at different frequencies and polarizations. Backscattering mean values
on glacier ice, bare rock and vegetation are also provided in the paper.
During the SRL-1 46.1 datatake (Figure 4.9a) the snow was completely dry, meaning that the main
b ckscattering contri utors are reflection from the snow-firn/ice interface and volume scattering from
the firn and ice volume. During SRL-1 air temperature at 3000 m was below−10°C, and all the glaciers
were covered with a smooth, dry, fine grained snow layer of 2 to 3 m of depth. On the Hintereisferner
Glacier at 2900 m the upper 20 cm layer of snow was characterized by ρs = 0.193 g cm−3, grain size
GS = 0.5 mm and temperature Ts = −4.4°C. The lower layers were increasingly denser: ρs = 0.350
gcm−3 and GS = 1.0 mm up to 1 m of depth and ρs = 0.435 g cm−3 and GS = 1.5 mm fro 1 to 3 m
of depth. in Figure 4.9a σ0V V shows a mi ar a ular response at X and C-band with values ranging
between 0 and −10 dB. Lower values are recorded at L-band and for the HV polarization.
During SRL-2 (Figure 4.9b and 4.9c) meteorological and snow conditions were complex and vari-
able. In September first heavy snowfalls and cold temperatures occurred, followed by a warm period
at the end of the month, creating an intermediate layer of dry, frozen snow of 20 - 50 cm of depth.
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During DT 18 and 34 air temperature was well above 0°C and concurrent field observations at about
3250 m revealed 130 - 200 cm of snow with density above 0.400 g cm−3 and mv between 3 and 4% at
5 cm of depth. These snow conditions are reflected in the two lower σ0V V X-band signatures of Figure
4.9c. On the night of 2/3 October temperatures plunged below 0°C at 3000 m and 2 cm of dry snow
fell. During DT 46.0 the top layer of the snowpack was frozen (at higher altitudes) while the old firn
below was wet, leading to the backscattering angular responses in Figure 4.9b with similar behaviour
of σ0V V at the L, C, and X-band. Comparable conditions with even lower temperatures (−6°C at 3000
m) were present during DT 78, causing the upper frozen crust to extend at lower altitudes and be
thicker at higher altitudes, hence rising the mean σ0V V angular response in Figure 4.9c.
The glacier ice was snow free and wet during the whole SRL-2 mission, hence σ0 depends on
roughness and dielectric properties of the surface. An almost identical σ0V V signature is measured for
all three frequencies as well as for all datatakes: a weaker angular dependence is highlighted compared
to the accumulation area, ranging between −4 and −13 dB for θi ∈ [20°; 70°] (not shown). During
the AIRSAR DT 270-1 (25.6.1991 10:30 CET) all glaciers were covered with recent snow, the upper
20 cm snow was wet with mv ∈ [4%;6%], and air temperature was above 0°C at 3000 m. The C and
L-band σ0V V angular responses are similar and range between −17 dB and −21 dB for θi ∈ [30°;60°]
(not shown).
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Chapter 5
The Northern and Southern Patagonian
icefields
This chapter discusses different aspects of the Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields, for which
the geodetic mass balance is derived in this thesis. The chapter starts describing the geographical
setting (Section 5.1), the structure of the icefields (Section 5.2) and the climate of the region (Section
5.3). The following sections report different glaciological studies investigating different aspects of
the icefields. Areal and local ice thickness changes are discussed in Section 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
Section 5.6 deals with remote sensing studies focusing on the entire icefields. Other relevant studies
are grouped in Section 5.7.
5.1 Geographical setting
The Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields (NPI and SPI) represent the largest mid-latitude ice
masses in the Southern Hemisphere (see Figure 5.1). The NPI (Figure 5.2) extends north to south for
approximately 120 km, between 46°25’S and 47°37’S, it is relatively compact in shape with an average
width of approximately 45 km, located at an average longitude of 73°30’W. The SPI (Figure 5.3) is
longer and irregular, with a north to south extension of 370 km between 48°15’S and 51°30’S and a
width ranging between 85 km to 7 km around the mid longitude of 73°30’W.
The topography of the NPI and SPI, which are separated by a distance of approximately 90 km, is
relatively similar. The accumulation area is mostly located on a relatively flat plateau, which is crossed
longitudinally by mountain ranges. Elevation ranges from sea level to the 3607 m a.s.l. of the active
Volcan Lautaro in SPI and to the 4058 m a.s.l. of Monte San Valentin in NPI. The topography and
shape of the icefields and surrounding regions are qualitatively visible in the photographies in Figure
5.2 and 5.3 and the elevation is quantitatively described by the SRTM DEM reported in Figure 7.5 and
7.7 for NPI and SPI, respectively.
The glaciers of SPI, flowing from the Patagonian Andes are mostly calving into freshwater proglacial
lakes on the eastern margin, and tidewater oceanic fjords on the western margin, only two terminate
on land. The lakes are mostly large and split into different intricate and deep fjords into which the
glaciers calve. The main lakes are Lago O’Higgins (San Martin), Lago Viedma, Lago Argentino (with its
two branches periodically dammed by the Perito Moreno Glacier). On the other hand NPI has most of
its glaciers terminating on land or calving into small and shallow proglacial lakes of newer formation.
The only tidewater glacier is San Rafael (the one at the lowest latitude in the world) which calves into
a well protected lagoon. A review of glaciological studies of this region was presented by Warren &
Sugden (1993) and an updated review focusing on SPI by Casassa et al. (2002).
5.2 Glacier inventory
The first complete and detailed glacier inventory of the NPI was provided by Aniya (1988) who re-
gistered a total area of 4202 km2 based on cartographic maps from 1974/’75, vertical aerial photo-
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Figure 5.1 – Map of southern South America. The glaciated areas are shown in white with a blue
outline.
graphs and additional oblique aerial photographs from 1986. A new inventory was provided by Rivera
et al. (2007) using a Landsat ETM+ image of 2001. They found a total of 70 glaciers with a total area
of 3953 km2.
The first inventory of SPI was given by Aniya et al. (1996) based on Landsat TM images of 1986,
they reported 48 major outlet glaciers and over 100 small cirque and valley glaciers, for a total ice
area of 12772 km2. A new inventory was compiled by Casassa et al. (2014) based on Landsat images
of 1986 and for 2000, finding an area of 13003 km2 and 12514 km2, respectively.
The equilibrium line altitude (ELA) might vary significantly between glacier basins, ranging ap-
proximately between 900 m and 1350 m in NPI (1150 m a.s.l. in average) (Rivera et al., 2007) and
between 650 m and 1300 m in SPI (Aniya et al., 1996). The average accumulation area ratio (AAR) in
2000 was 0.68 for NPI (Rivera et al., 2007) and 0.71 for SPI (Casassa et al., 2014). The hypsometry
of the icefields in February 2000 is shown in Figure 9.16a and 9.17a, for NPI and SPI respectively.
5.3 Climate
The Patagonian icefields are strongly invested by mid-latitude westerlies and frontal (and cyclonic) sys-
tems all year round, leading to cloudy conditions during more than 77% of the year with precipitation
on more than 290 days recorded at the northern end of SPI (Carrasco et al., 2002). The overall an-
nual behaviour indicated weaker SW winds during winter and stronger NNW winds during summer.
Topography plays a very important role in the climatic regime of the region: the continuous winds
coming from the ocean collide with the rapidly increasing western slopes of the Andes, generating a
strong orographic effect which leads to a highly varying spatial distribution of precipitation. On the
western side (windward) a high amount of annual precipitation is recorded, exceeding 7000 mm on
the coast and 10000 mm on the icefield. Precipitation rapidly decreases on the eastern side (leeward)
in the Argentinian Patagonia where average of 400 mm are recorded (Carrasco et al., 2002; Ibarza-
bal y Donangelo et al., 1996). The maritime climate on the western side and the drier climate on the
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N
Figure 5.2 – Photography of the NPI from the west taken from the ISS (date unknown). Credits:
NASA.
N
Figure 5.3 – Photography of the SPI from the east taken from the ISS on 13 February 2014. Credits:
NASA.
eastern side (Warren & Sugden, 1993) also reflect on the vegetation coverage and type, as partially
appreciable in Figure 5.3.
The mean annual temperature measured at stations nearby is around 7°C with higher seasonal vari-
ation on the eastern side. The ice is hence temperate on the ablation area and part of the accumulation
area (Casassa et al., 2002). A general warming trend between 1.3 and 2.0°C per century was recorded
south of 45°S at meteorological stations near the icefields between 1933 and 1992 (Rosenblüth et al.,
1997), warming of 1.4°C per century was measured by Ibarzabal y Donangelo et al. (1996) at Rio
Gallegos between 1938 and 1988. Villalba et al. (2003) also found a clear warming trend intensifying
at higher latitudes. Rasmussen et al. (2007) used upper air conditions from the NCEP/NCAR1 reana-
lysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996) to derive variations in precipitation and temperature between 1960
and 1999. They found a non-definitive temperature increase of 0.5°C both in winter and in summer
at 850 hPa, corresponding to an altitude level of ~1400 m a.s.l, close to the average of the Patagonian
icefields. If true, such an increase would lead to a shift from snow to rain of ~5% of the precipitation
(with small change of the total) and to an increase by ~0.5 m w.e. in melt of the ablation areas.
Precipitation historical records are somehow scarce in the region and lead to uncertain conclusions.
Nevertheless a negative trend has been measured during 1900 - 1990 particularly in northern Patagonia
(41 - 47°S). On the other hand a positive trend has possibly been detected in southern Patagonia from
the mid-80s at the Faro Evangelistas and Punta Arena stations (Carrasco et al., 2002; Casassa et al.,
2014). Escobar (1992) derived annual precipitation of 6.7 m w.e. averaged on the plateau of NPI.
1National Centers for Environmental Prediction / National Center of Atmospheric Research
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5.4. Areal changes
Seasonal variation is limited and snowfall events can occur all year round. A deeper overview of
the climatic conditions of the Patagonian icefields is provided by Bippus (2007), where the climate
sensitivity of three major glaciers of SPI is studied.
5.4 Areal changes
A huge Patagonian Ice Sheet with average thickness of 1130 m covered the southern Andes during
the Last Glacial Maximum, approximately 20k years ago. In a recent study Boex et al. (2013) apply
geomorphological mapping of moraines, trimlines and glacial surfaces along with cosmogenic isotope
dating to map the extent and the thickness of the ice sheet. They report that the ice sheet started to
retreat rapidly ~19k years ago in response to climatic changes, and particularly to the migration of
the Southern Westerlies towards the south, which caused reduced precipitation and increased temper-
atures. They hence sustain the high sensitivity to climate changes of the Patagonian Ice Sheet during
the late Pleistocene.
Most of the glaciers of the Patagonian icefields underwent a general retreat from their maximum
position held during the Little Ice Age (LIA), a period ranging loosely between AD 1600 and AD 1900.
A general trend of areal loss might be detected from the end of the LIA (approximately AD 1870) until
the 1940s, followed by an accelerated loss from then until the present days (Casassa et al., 2014).
The first systematic mapping of the major glaciers was performed through aerial and satellite im-
agery in the period 1945 - 1985 by Aniya (1988) for NPI (updated to 1995 in Aniya (1999) and to
2005 in Aniya (2007)) and by Aniya et al. (1997) for SPI. On NPI they register an average annual re-
treat of 68 ma−1 between 1945 and 1985, with only two glaciers stable or slightly advancing (Reicher
Glacier). The frontal recession was 64 km2 between 1945 and 1995. On SPI for the same period the
authors found that 39 glaciers had retreated, 8 were mostly stable and Pio XI was advancing, stronger
retreat rates were registered at the northern and eastern margins. The total area lost at the fronts was
200 km2. The volume loss due to frontal recession in NPI and SPI is estimated in Aniya (1999), while
special focus on the behaviour of calving glaciers in the region is offered in Warren & Aniya (1999).
Glacier retreats for NPI, SPI and CDI have also been assessed through aerial photographs of 1945
and 2005 ASTER and Landsat images by Lopez et al. (2010). The strongest retreats affected the San
Rafael Glacier in NPI (5.7 km) and the O’Higgins Glacier in SPI (12.2 km)
Using dendrochronology, lichenometry and aerial photographs, different periods of major retreat,
interleaved by stability or advance periods, were identified around the 1870s, 1920s and 1960s for
the San Rafael, S. Quintin, Gualas, Reicher, Colonia and Arco glaciers (NPI) (Winchester & Harrison,
1996; Harrison & Winchester, 1998, 2000).
Neoglacial advances until the LIA and subsequent retreat after AD 1870 were identified for the
Ameghino Glacier by Aniya (1996). A retreat of 8 ma−1 occurred between 1928 and 1967 (Warren,
1994) and was followed by a fast retreat of 3.5 km (152 m a−1) until 1993, which formed a large
proglacial lake, Laguna Ameghino. Aniya (1996) also measured at the snout a surface elevation de-
crease of roughly 100 m (−2.3 ma−1) between 1949 and 1993.
A very contrasting behaviour is found at the nearby Perito Moreno Glacier which was generally
stable with periodic damming events recorded from the 1940s Naruse et al. (1995); Warren (1994);
Aniya (1996, 1999).
Recent aerial variations were also analysed for the S. Rafael Glacier by Warren (1993), where
fluctuating behaviour was found, often in contrast with the general trend of the NPI. A retreat of 3 km
was recorded in the 1980s.
The Pio XI Glacier advanced at a rate of 1.45 km2 a−1 between 1945 and 1985 (Aniya et al., 1997).
Small frontal fluctuations were recorded between 1920s and 1945 when the glacier presented only
one main front and did not dam the frontal fjord. After 1945 a very fast advance was recorded up to
1969, followed by slower advance (Warren & Sugden, 1993; Rivera et al., 1997).
The strongest retreat until the mid-80s was registered at the O’Higgins Glacier and began in year
~1896 from its LIA maximum, when it occupied the entire fjord up to the Isla Chica. A frontal retreat of
~12 km occurred until 1986, major areal lossess were recorded between 1945 and 1975 (1.5 km2 a−1)
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and between 1986 and 1995 (1.7 km2 a−1). Approximate frontal thinning rates of −3.2 m a−1 (1914
- 1933) and −6.7 ma−1 (1933 - 1960) are reported (Aniya et al., 1997; Casassa et al., 1997).
Jorge Montt Glacier retreated a total of 18.5 km between 1898 (its maximum extent) and 2011 as
documented by Rivera et al. (2012). Until 1945 a 6.7 km frontal retreat was recorded (146 m a−1).
The phenomenon accelerated abruptly and dramatically after 1990 making it the fastest retreating
glacier of the Patagonian icefields: 6.6 km were lost until 1997 (943 ma−1). Afterwards the retreat
rates were 609 ma−1 (1997 - 2000), 124 m a−1 (2000 - 2008), finally a new phase of strong retreat has
been recorded after 2008 with peak of 716 m a−1 (2010 - 2011). Rivera et al. (2012) further measured
the bathymetry of the 19.5 km fjord which was formed from the LIA maximum, presenting depths up
to 390 m. These measurements are useful to assess subaqueous ice loss as described in Section 9.4.
The large Upsala Glacier underwent a significant retreat of about 5 km from 1980 to 2000, ba-
thymetric surveys revealed a deep channel (up to 600 m) with the presence of bedrock rises which
sustained the front between 1978 and 1990 slowing down its retreat. Afterwards the glacier front
became floating and faster retreat rates were recorded until 1998 (Naruse & Skvarca, 2000). Relative
frontal stability with seasonal fluctuations was observed until 2001 by Skvarca et al. (2002, 2003),
who also provide new bathymetric data of Brazo Upsala of Lago Argentino along with calving rates
and ice flow velocities of the glacier.
Glasser et al. (2011); Davies & Glasser (2012) use field determination of trimlines and terminal
moraine location to derive the extent of the Patagonian icefields (NPI, SPI and Cordillera Darwin) at
their LIA maximum, for the first time for all the former 640 glaciers (now 628). By comparing with
recent Landsat multispectral images of years 1986, 2001 and 2011 they estimate the retreat rates for
the last ~140 years. The area reduction between 1870 and 2011 amounts to 660 km2 (14.2%) for
NPI and 1643 km2 (11.4%) for SPI. Annual rates of area loss increased dramatically after 2001: −9.4
km2 a−1 (−0.23%) for NPI and −20.5 km2 a−1 (−0.15%) for SPI. Glasser et al. (2011) finally estimate
a volume loss of 103±20.7 km3 in NPI from its Holocene peak extent in AD 1870 and 530±101.1 km3
in SPI from its Holocene peak in AD 1650. The corresponding sea level contributions are respectively
1.8± 0.4 µm a−1 and 3.4± 0.7 µm a−1.
5.5 Local ice thickness changes
Ice thickness change measurements have been mostly obtained through field studies usually limited
to the ablation area of the most accessible glaciers and hence suffer from reduced coverage. Other
techniques involved the use of cartographic maps, often generated from aerial photographs. The two
methods are sometimes combined and historical data such as maps and photographs are often used
for older periods. Unfortunately the accumulation areas remained mostly uncharted due to difficulty
of access and lack of contrast on white smooth snow in aerial photographs (a problem still affecting
optical DEMs). The increasing availability of optical satellite remote sensing data from the second
half of the 80s allowed wide-scale measurements of glacier area, while large coverage elevation data
started to be available in 2000 with the SRTM and ASTER missions.
A collection of elevation change field measurements found in the literature is given in Casassa
et al. (2002). The most surveyed glacier with regards to thickness changes is probably Tyndall in SPI,
where thinning of −2.0 m a−1 in the period 1945 - 1993 is reported by Aniya et al. (1997). New
field measurements of ice thickness from 1999 to 2002, including bathymetry of the Lago Geikie (in
front of Tyndall Glacier) are reported by Raymond et al. (2005). They highlight an acceleration of the
thinning trend and retreat of the main front of Tyndall Glacier. They relate this effect to a combination
of climate and feedback processes, particularly melting due to lowering of the glacier surface (elevation
feedback). Ice elevation changes from 1975 to 2003 on the glaciers of the Torres del Paine National
Park (Tyndall, Grey, etc.) are provided by Rivera & Casassa (2004). Average thinning rates between
−1.4 and −3.4 ma−1 were detected on the ablation areas, while thinning rates on the accumulation
areas were not reliable enough.
Thinning of the front of Upsala Glacier amounted to a rate of −3.6 ma−1 between 1968 and 1990
(Aniya et al., 1997). In a more recent study Sakakibara et al. (2013) offer a comprehensive study of the
dynamics of this glacier from 2000 to 2011. They report a transition from a relatively stable phase to
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a rapidly retreating and fast-flowing condition in 2008: frontal retreat of 2.9 km and velocity increase
of 20 - 50% are measured between 2008 and 2011. An elevation change map for the period 2006 -
2010 was produced on the ablation area from DEMs obtained from ALOS panchromatic stereo pairs.
They report change rates peaking at −39.1 m a−1 at 1200 m from the 2010 front, while a much slower
peak rate of −12 m a−1 for the period 2000 - 2006 is derived using SRTM as elevation reference.
Elevation changes of Pio XI Glacier on a 5% surface fraction near the front was obtained by Rivera &
Casassa (1999) from maps extracted from aerial photography from 1975 and 1995 where a thickening
rate of +2.2 ma−1 was found.
Elevation changes of Chico Glacier obtained through field data, aerial photography and an ASTER
DEM amounted to a maximum of −5.4 ± 0.55 ma−1 at the front between 1975 - 1997. A thinning
rate of −1.9± 0.14 ma−1 (1998 - 2001) in the accumulation area was inferred through GPS. A mass
balance of−0.29±0.1 km3 w.e. a−1 was finally derived for the period 1975 - 2001 (Rivera et al., 2005).
5.6 Large-scale remote sensing studies
Due to the difficulty of , the higher altitude areas of the Patagonian icefields have been surveyed only
by few field campaigns. Furthermore optical data on the plateau are often not reliable for elevation
derivation due to lack of contrast and presence of clouds. Large-scale studies covering the entire
icefields, with particular focus on elevation changes were initiated with the availability of remotely
sensed data. Rivera et al. (2007) compared cartographic maps based on 1974/1975 aerial photographs
with an ASTER DEM of 2001 over most of the NPI obtaining thinning rates up to −4.0± 0.97 ma−1.
They updated the glacier outlines, particularly of the accumulation areas. Unfortunately significant
parts of the smooth plateau could not be covered.
A geodetic mass balance of the NPI and SPI was first obtained by Rignot et al. (2003) by comparing
the SRTM C-band DEM to cartography obtained with photogrammetry of the year 1968/1975 and
1995, although the elevation change maps are not reported. Recently the geodetic mass balance of
NPI and SPI, along with the elevation change map, was derived using SRTM and ASTER DEMs by
Willis et al. (2012b) and Willis et al. (2012a), respectively. These geodetic mass balance studies are
presented in depth in Section 9.1. Their results are finally compared to those obtained in this study in
Section 9.5.
Some gravimetric mass balances have been published for the Patagonian icefields. Jacob et al.
(2012) obtained globally a mass loss rate of −148 ± 30 Gta−1 excluding Greenland and Antarctica,
contributing 0.41±0.08 mma−1 to sea level rise. They report for Patagonia a mass loss rate of −23±9
Gt a−1, although the exact geographical area included the estimate is not clear. This result is in good
agreement with the −25.1 ± 9.9 Gta−1 (~−1.6 ma−1 average ice thinning) previously obtained on
NPI+SPI for the period April 2001 - December 2006 by Chen et al. (2007) from GRACE data after cor-
rections for postglacial rebound and hydrological effects. Similarly an ice loss of −26± 6 Gt a−1 was
obtained for NPI+SPI between 2003 and 2009 by Ivins et al. (2011). Particular focus was put on the
correction of the contribution of the solid Earth glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) to LIA cryospheric
loading, which are particularly strong in this region. Gardner et al. (2013) provide a global estim-
ate of ice mass loss from gravimetry and altimetry measurements. Their main finding is that global
extrapolations of local measurements (from field surveys) led to an overestimation of global melting
rates. They report a global mass loss excluding Greenland and Antarctica of −215 ± 26 Gt a−1, The
contribution of the southern Andes area of 29400 km2 is very significant with respect to its surface
and amounts to −29± 10 Gt a−1 (from gravimetry).
The Patagonian icefields and particularly SPI are subject to the fastest present-day crustal uplift
rates due to glacial isostatic adjustment as measured by Ivins & James (2004) and Dietrich et al.
(2010) with GPS observations. This is due to the combination of rapid ice melting and a unique low
viscosity of the underlying mantle caused by slab-window tectonics. Uplift rates up to 40 mm a−1 are
measured near the plateau of SPI decreasing to 25 mm a−1 at a distance of approximately 120 km.
These results are presented in more detail in Section 9.3.8.
Schaefer et al. (2013) and Schaefer et al. (2015) used a combined modelling approach based on
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data to simulate the annual surface mass balance of NPI and SPI, respectively.
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The model was calibrated with geodetic mass balance data of three non-calving glaciers and point mass
balance measurements preformed in NPI. They subtract geodetic mass balance results in order to derive
the calving fluxes for the main glaciers finding a strong increase in the period ~2000 - 2010 compared
to the period 1975 - 2000. They validate the model with a few punctual in situ measurements of
mass balance finding there good agreement. Unfortunately the Patagonian icefields (particularly SPI)
present strong spatial (horizontal and vertical) gradients of accumulation as well as significant annual
variations, making unreliable the validation of the model based on a few punctual measurements of
mass balance.
5.7 Other relevant studies
Ice thickness measurements were performed along some profiles on a few glaciers using radio-echo
sounding and radar systems, their coverage is nevertheless limited. For instance an ice depth of up to
650 m was measured on the ablation area of Tyndall (Casassa et al., 2002).
Ice velocity measurements have been carried out on the ablation area of some of the main glaciers
with traditional surveying methods. With the availability of SAR images mainly from the SIR-C/X-SAR
Shuttle Mission of 1994, the first flow velocity fields covering larger regions could be derived from
interferometry and amplitude tracking. A collection of published ice flow velocity results until 2002 is
reported by Casassa et al. (2002).
Rott et al. (1998); Stuefer (1999) initiated in 1995 a comprehensive field program supplemented
by spaceborne radar data on the Perito Moreno Glacier in order to describe its accumulation, ablation,
calving and flow dynamics. Ice velocity and ablation were measured using stakes at three profiles.
Ice thickness of 440 m in average and up to 720 m was measured by seismic reflection along two of
the profiles. The bathymetry of the lake in front of the glacier was surveyed. Field velocities were
obtained from SIR-C/X-SAR images through InSAR and amplitude tracking supporting the derivation
of the calving rate. Because of the difficulty of access, direct measurements of accumulation rates
could not be done but were deduced from other measurements. A weather station was deployed close
to the glacier front. An average annual net accumulation of 5.54 ± 0.5 m w.e. is one of the highest
worldwide. Contrary to its neighbouring glaciers, the Perito Moreno is in a stable state thanks to the
high calving flux to net accumulation ratio and the particular topography of the frontal peninsula and
the bathymetry of the lake. The investigations were carried on during the seven successive years with
further field measurements and with the estimation of the climate sensitivity of the mass balance de-
rived using a degree-day model. This revealed comparable relevance of temperature and precipitation
(Stuefer et al., 2007). The derived net mass balances range from −18 mw.e. a−1 at the terminus to
+7.6 mw.e. a−1 in the upper section of the accumulation area. Cumulative mass balance was slightly
negative in the period 1988 - 1998, it then turned slightly positive, suggesting that the damming events
in 2003/04 and 2005/06 were triggered by minor mass-balance fluctuations.
Koppes et al. (2011) analysed mass balance variations at the San Rafael Glacier over the period
1950 - 2005 using NCEP/NCAR reanalysis climate data together with local historical observations
of climate, accumulation, ablation thinning, calving and retreat. The glacier underwent retreat and
thinning since 1959 but not at the faster rates as other glaciers. The calving mechanisms and driving
factors are well studied in this publication, suggesting that calving rates are inversely proportional to
retreat rates and mainly controlled by terminus geometry.
Barcaza et al. (2009) derived oscillations of the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) of the entire NPI
using Landsat images spanning from 1979 to 2003 and an ASTER DEM. The average ELA ranges
between 870 m and 1529 m with lower altitudes on the western side.
A review of remote sensing based methods for glacier mass balance estimation, with particular
focus on the Patagonian icefields is given by Bamber & Rivera (2007). They stress how remote sensing
is the only viable approach to deriving wide area glacier mass balances and discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of the different methods. Among those are: observation of elevation changes, estimation
of ice flux, repeat measurements of areal changes, estimation of the snow line altitude and of the
accumulation-ablation area ratio (AAR).
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Observations of melting and refreezing timing of the glacier surfaces are possible using passive
microwaves thanks to the high sensitivity to the smallest amounts of moisture of the brightness tem-
perature Tb in the 18 - 19 and 36 - 37 Ghz bands (Ulaby et al., 1986). The AMSR-E
2 sensor (Kawanishi
et al., 2003) features a 36.5 GHz vertically polarized channel with 8× 14 km resolution. Mapping Tb
with high temporal frequency, allows to determine the spatial and temporal extents characterized by
frozen, wet, or transition-state snow. Such a mapping was performed on the entire SPI for the period
2002 - 2008 by Monahan & Ramage (2010). They determine the onset and the duration of the spring
melt-refreeze period allowing to identify melt regimes and seasonal signals. They find that spring
melt-refreeze period underwent a shortening rate between 10 and 16 d a−1 between 2002 and 2008.
Willis et al. (2012b) use multiple daily observations from AMSR-E to extract surface melt parameters
such as intra-day fluctuations and diurnal amplitude variations over NPI. These are used to interpret
the ice elevation change and velocity results obtained from ASTER data. They confirm the temperate
nature of the NPI with melting from October to March even at the highest altitudes (see Section 5.3).
They report that the eastern margin has a continental climate with wet surface half of the summer
days and frozen snow during 80% of winter days: the lower temperatures are due to the higher elev-
ations and the lower precipitation is due to the orographic barrier. The western side has a maritime
climate with wet snow half of the year, particularly in the southeastern margin where elevations are
lower. The glaciers Acodado, Benito and HPN 1 are wet during the entire summer. They suggest a
link between the wetness of the accumulation area and the acceleration of the glaciers, and indicate
a possible cause in the rise of sub-glacial water pressure (originating from melt or rainwater on the
surface and sub-surface) making its way to the glacier bed and reducing basal friction. During the 8
years of observation they did not detect a clear trend of surface wetness behaviour but observe how
areas of strongest thinning also have the largest duration of wet surface.
First glacier elevation change maps based on TanDEM-X DEMs and older SRTM DEM were obtained
over some glaciers of SPI (Abdel Jaber et al., 2012) and NPI (Abdel Jaber et al., 2014) along with
glacier ice flow velocities through amplitude tracking applied to TerraSAR-X repeat pass images. The
Upsala Glacier displayed strong thinning rates between 2000 and 2011. A significant frontal retreat
was detected between January 2008 and October 2009 in conjunction with a very strong acceleration
phase, with frontal velocities increasing from 4.7 m d−1 to 10 md−1. The main front reached the
Bertacchi tributary and underwent slight deceleration in October 2011 reaching 9 m d−1. The Perito
Moreno Glacier confirmed its stable state with peak velocities of 6 m d−1 at the narrow upstream
channels. The Ameghino Glacier displayed significant thinning at its terminus with velocities around
0.9 md−1. A significant thinning signal was detected on the western side of NPI, particularly in the
southwestern glacier termini (led by HPN 1 and Steffen Glacier) but also on the plateau. The San
Rafael Glacier confirmed to be extremely fast (>15 md−1 at the snout) while the S. Quintin Glacier
moved at around 2 m d−1 at the main front and 2.5 m d−1 at the upstream bend. The ice elevation
change of the entire SPI, published in this thesis was previously shown in Abdel Jaber et al. (2013).
2Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS on board of the Aqua satellite
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Chapter 6
Elevation and other datasets
This chapter describes the remote sensing data used to compute the geodetic mass balance of NPI and
SPI. The focus is set on the two remote sensing missions dedicated to the generation of a global DEM
by means of bistatic InSAR: SRTM (Section 6.1) and TanDEM-X (Section 6.2). Different aspects of
these complex mission are described in order to understand the main issues affecting the generated
DEMs. Significant space is dedicated to the literature dealing with the DEM accuracy for both missions.
Finally the data used in this work are summarized. In Section 6.3 the glacier outline defining the area
of the icefields is described, with particular attention to its uncertainty. Supplementary remote sensing
data exploited in this study are also listed in this section.
6.1 SRTM
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (Farr et al., 2007; Rabus et al., 2003) produced the
most complete and highest resolution DEM of the Earth at its time. Such a dataset is fundamental for
practically any geoscientific application. Up to this mission no global elevation dataset was available,
instead many national datasets characterized by different accuracy, datums were available in most
developed countries. Most of the remote regions of the Earth, such as Patagonia were covered by
low quality elevation data. The objective of a global and consistent coverage with quantified accuracy
could only be met by shifting the observation point to space and by relying on the relatively new InSAR
technique allowing to surpass the insurmountable limitations of optical stereo mapping (cloud cover,
matching on low contrast areas such as snow and poor positional control).
The SRTM was a joint project of NASA, DLR and ASI. It was flown on board of Space Shuttle
Endeavour during the 11-day mission STS-99, with launch 11 February 2000 17:44 UTC and landing
22 February 2000, 23:22 UTC. Mapping operations took place during approximately 9 days (begin at
MET 00/11:47 and at MET 09/18:10) (Seal & Rogez, 2000).
The mission built upon previous Space Shuttle radar imaging missions and particularly on the SRL-
1 and SRL-2 (April and October 1994) which tested the SIR-C/X-SAR payload (Evans et al., 1997), a
fully polarimetric SAR system at L-band and C-band with electronic scanning capabilities coupled with
an X-band single polarization VV mechanically steered radar developed by DLR and ASI.
The SRTM mission objective was to produce a DEM of all land between 60°N and 56°S (80% of the
Earth’s land surface) with 1×1 arcsec (~30×30 m) sampling, with linear vertical absolute height error
of less than 16 m, linear vertical relative height error of less than 10 m, circular absolute geolocation
error of less than 20 m, and circular relative geolocation error of less than 15 m. The relative height
error of the X-band DEM was to be less than 6 m. All errors are quoted at 90% confidence level (Farr
et al., 2007).
The only viable way to achieve such accuracies, besides the global coverage within a short time span
and automatic processing of large amounts of data, was to rely on single-pass bistatic interferometry
as opposed to repeat-pass acquisitions. This is mainly for two reasons: (1) avoid variability of the
target surface, leading to decorrelation, and of the atmospheric screen, causing phase delays; (2) to
have a precise knowledge of the baseline and other systematic effects at all times.
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The SRTM payload consisted of a radar system based on the SIR-C/X-SAR system, the JPL was
responsible of the C-band subsystem while DLR for the X-band one, while the L-band was not activated.
The antenna/mechanical system (AMS) had to be updated: most notably, to achieve the single-pass
capabilities two receive-only C and X-band outboard antennas were mounted at the end of a retractable
60-m-long mast, constituting the baseline needed for interferometry. A newly developed attitude and
orbit determination avionics (AODA) was included. The whole system architecture and parameters,
including the flight and ground segments are well resumed by Shen et al. (2000).
The C-band radar system (5.6 cm wavelength) was the main mapping instrument. It was formed
by a 12 m inboard antenna and an 8 m receive-only outboard antenna, both made of distributed active
phased arrays with dual-pol. The ground swath of the SIR-C antenna was about 60 km wide, too
narrow to meet the requirement of a global coverage within 10 days. To double the swath width,
ScanSAR was used: halving the illumination time of a target allowed generating two electronically-
steered 60-km beams, at the cost of resolution loss. A minimum of 50% time was required to meet
noise performance requirements, limiting the ScanSAR to two beams. To double again the swath the
polarimetric capabilities of SIR-C were exploited: one HH and one VV, independently-steered, beams
were transmitted simultaneously. The combination of the two techniques allowed a 225 km swath.
The look angle ranges from 30° to 56° (see Table 8.1). The coverage configuration of the four sub-
swaths sequence (1: HH, 2: VV, 3: VV, 4: HH), along with other system parameters are represented
by Figure 6.1.
The X-band radar (3.1 cm wavelength) operating only at VV polarization did not feature electronic
steering. The main inboard antenna was 12 m long and the receive-only, outboard antenna 6 m long.
It was included as an experimental demonstration, featuring higher resolution and better SNR than
the C-system, allowing an independent quality control. It featured a 50 km swath which was steered
mechanically to a look angle (at scene centre) of 54.5°, falling between sub-swaths 3 and 4 of the
C-system (cf. Figure 6.1). The characteristics of this system and the DEM produced are well described
by Rabus et al. (2003). In this work this dataset was not used and hence will not be discussed in detail.
The antenna/mechanical system (AMS) was updated from the SIR-C, mainly by removing some
L-band panels to save weight and by adding the entire outboard antenna system (OASYS), attached
to a 60 m deployable mast (stowed into a canister) through a mechanical alignment system. The mast
had to be rigid in order to withstand dynamic loads of orbital adjustment manoeuvres and thermally
inert to maintain alignment between the antennas at varying temperature. In mapping configuration
the mast was to be 45° relative to the nadir vector in order to maintain the correct alignment between
the antennas and hence the interferometric capability. To counteract gravity-torque a cold-gas thrust
system was included at the tip of the mast to reduce orbital manoeuvres and spare propellant. Un-
fortunately this system failed, increasing the need of attitude control system firings, which triggered
resonation and oscillations of the mast. These were relatively strong (maximum amplitude of 10 cm)
because the passive damper at the root of the mast failed to function as well. Furthermore a quasi-
static pointing bias was caused by gravity unloading, load shifts during launch and preflight assembly
errors. Thermal deformation caused pointing errors with time constants of several minutes. The mast
pointing errors had to be measured constantly by the AODA to be compensated by the radar and the
ground processing system. The attitude adjustment manoeuvres (trim bursts), performed to main-
tain the correct orbit and pointing, were 8 in total spanning the duration of the mission (two were
cancelled to save fuel in response to the cold-gas thruster failure), they were carefully planned to
take place in quiet periods where almost no science acquisitions were planned, mostly over the Pacific
Ocean, partially over Siberia (with no concurrent data recording). With respect to the study area, the
trim bursts, happened to be very much apart from the beginning or ending of the acquisitions on SPI
and NPI. Three of them were followed (approximately 20 - 30 minutes later) by acquisitions on the
southernmost tip of the South America below 54°S (Seal & Rogez, 2000). An in-depth analysis of the
stability and control of the system is given by Hamelin et al. (2002).
The attitude and orbit determination avionics (AODA) had to provide precise annotation of the
interferometric baseline length, attitude and position with accuracies of 2 mm, 9 arcsec and 1 m,
respectively (90% or 1.6 sigma confidence level). Furthermore it was used to ensure correct mast
deployment and antenna alignment. This was fundamental to maximise the overlap of the antenna
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Figure 6.1 – SRTM beam geometry and acquisition configuration. C-band subswaths are shown in
blue (1 and 4: HH-pol) and purple (2 and 3: VV-pol). The X-band swath, centred at 55°, is shown in
orange. The ScanSAR illumination sequence is shown with blue and purple arrows. Image from Rabus
et al. (2003).
patterns, the roll axis was less critical but the error about the yaw and pitch axes could not exceed
0.06°. The AODA consisted of many sensors, including a star tracker, an inertial reference unit, an
optical target tracker and electronic distance meters. The first two measured the inertial platform
attitude, while the last two measured the outboard antenna relative attitude and position (through
targets located at the end of the mast). Finally, orbit (platform position and velocity) was determined
to 1 m accuracy through differential GPS.
The nominal altitude was 233.1 km on a circular orbit with 57° inclination, leading to repeat cycle
of 159 orbits in 9.8 days. During mapping the shuttle flew tail first with a left looking radar. The
orbital separation of 218 km and the C-band swath of 225 km at the equator meant that a single 159
orbit cycle would be enough for the complete planned coverage. Actual mapping lasted 149 orbits
achieving a coverage of 99.96% of the target surface (C-band), the 10 missing orbits leading to some
unsurveyed patches in North America. The total raw data volume amounted to 12.3 TB. The X-band
system achieved a coverage of 40% of the target surface.
The detailed data processing chain of the C-band SRTM data is fairly articulated and transcends
the scope of this work, for a detailed description the reader is referred to Farr et al. (2007) and for
more specific processing details to Hensley et al. (2000). The burst mode interferometric processing
of the ScanSAR data is detailed in Holzner & Bamler (2002).
The extensive amount of data recorded by the AODA had to be reduced and blended but was
fundamental to obtain the accuracy goals. Without this data a precise estimation of the baseline and
its angle as well as of the position and height of the platform would have been impossible.
A priori elevation information was available and was used both for calibration and for validation
(mutually exclusive). This included a 500-m-posting global DEM collected from different sources
which was used to determine the approximate local height, together with a precise tidal model used
to tie each datatake (which always started and ended on the ocean) to sea level. Furthermore ground
control points distributed over the Earth were available.
The datatake was divided in bursts of approximately 1 km along-track and 60 km across-track
originating from the four sub-swaths. For each burst the interferogram was obtained and combined
into a larger patch interferogram. Filtering was applied to the patch interferograms with varying looks:
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1 - 2 for beam 1 increasing to 2 - 4 for beam 4. Phase unwrapping was applied on a patch basis using a
branch-cut algorithm (Goldstein et al., 1988). Phase continuity between patches was assured and the
phase as bootstrapped from one patch to the next, allowing unwrapping of an entire strip (ocean to
ocean). The absolute phase was obtained by averaging the unwrapped phase to 500 m and comparing
it to the low-resolution external DEM (particularly over the ocean), finding the multiple of 2pi which
minimized the standard deviation, thus resolving the phase ambiguity (Hensley et al., 2000).
Heights of ambiguity ranged 125 m to 325 m. The original resolution was approximately 30 m
but an adaptive variable-resolution smoothing inversely proportional to slope was applied, leading to
a final product resolution of 45 to 60 m (Smith & Sandwell, 2003).
After several calibration steps involving different aspects of the system the mosaicking of the so-
called strip data is performed on a continental basis. The most critical aspect was avoiding large-scale
variations on a continental scale, key to ensuring this was the high degree of overlap of ascending
and descending as well as neighbouring acquisitions. Tie points were generated from the overlapping
regions through cross-correlation of topography, these were accumulated on the entire continent (in
addition to GCPs) and used to adjust all strips relative to the others via a vast least-squares inversion.
For each output 1° × 1° cell all strip data were adjusted three-dimensionally according to the para-
meters estimated and then interpolated to the output grid. Final elevation pixels are obtained by an
error-weighted average: weights are the inverse of the variances of the height error obtained from
interferometric correlation. As a last step elevations are converted to the EGM96 geoid and quantized
to 1 m (Farr et al., 2007).
The processing was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and the DEM made avail-
able by the U.S. Geological Service (USGS) as an “unfinished” version 1.0. Data within the U.S were
released with 1 arcsec posting while for the rest of the world with 3 arcsec posting. The DEM complied
with the DTED-21 specification in its 1-arcsec version and with DTED-1 in its 3-arcsec version. The
NGA (National Geospatial-intelligence Agency) post-processed the global DEM producing a “finished”
version (Slater et al., 2006) with editing, spike and pit removal, water body levelling and coastline
definition, data were returned to NASA and distributed as version 2.0, here the 3 arcsec posting was
obtained by sub-sampling. Version 2.1 by JPL/NASA recalculated the 3 arcsec DEM by averaging in-
stead. Version 2.0 and 2.1 have voids where InSAR did not work (mostly due to phase unwrapping
errors or lack of coherence), a subsequent void-filled version at 3 arcsec was produced by NGA based
on license-restricted commercial data (Grohman et al., 2006). With version 3.0 (known as SRTM Plus)
the main goal of JPL/NASA was to eliminate voids in the 2.1 DEM with reliable elevation information,
this was achieved mainly with ASTER GDEM2 and secondarily with the USGS GMTED2010 or NED
elevation datasets. In 2015 version 3.0 was also gradually released in 1 arcsec posting for the entire
globe, new 3-arcsec version are also available, both through averaging and sub-sampling.
6.1.1 SRTM validation and accuracy
A full report of the SRTM C-band DEM validation is given by Rodriguez et al. (2005) and an abridged
version is published by Rodriguez et al. (2006). They summarize the main error sources affecting
SRTM, which are reported below:
• Baseline roll angle error: which translates into a slope error in range with equal magnitude. The
natural modes of oscillation of the mast, which constitute the main component of the baseline
movement, can be modelled and removed. On the other hand the attitude manoeuvres of the
Shuttle cause residual roll errors with wavelengths of thousands of kilometres and peak of ap-
proximately ±10 m (estimated over the ocean).
• Phase errors: they are caused by two sources: (1) thermal or differential speckle noise, (2)
systematic phase variations due to antenna pattern mismatch or long term drifts of the electron-
ics. Clearly the first source is random and with the shortest correlation lengths and cannot be
compensated. The different antenna pattern along look angle cause a phase screen, which is
estimated over the flat ocean surface and corrected. A very slow drift of the differential phase
1Digital Terrain Elevation Data
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was probably caused by temperature variation of the instrument. The uncorrected phase errors
are negligible compared to the residual roll angle errors.
• Beam differential errors: the four beams have systematic time-varying phase differences which
induce height jumps between beams. The height difference on the beam overlap is used to
compute an azimuth correction. This correction ensures consistency over the 225 km swath: the
residual error is negligible (below 10 cm).
• Timing and position errors: they are caused by uncompensated delays or errors in the estimated
baseline position and result in geolocation errors. They are corrected with GCPs, such as corner
reflectors.
For the purpose of STRM DEM validation the NASA and the NGA collected an extensive ground truth
dataset using kinematic GPS (KGPS) along radar-identifiable roads spanning all continents. 9.4 million
samples were acquired with a general accuracy of 0.5 m (1 σ), unreliable points have been eliminated
and data within a SRTM 30 m pixels averaged. Points were divided in two datasets, for the validation
of the absolute height and of the geolocation accuracy. With these data Rodriguez et al. (2005, 2006)
estimate a spatial error spectrum and absolute error estimates with high confidence which are valid
on a continental basis even away from the KGPS tracks. The main drawback of the KGPS data is
their confinement to regions of moderate topography and low vegetation, hence probably leading to
optimistic results for high relief terrain, but some GCPs for such terrain over the Hindu Kush were also
used.
The results show that the absolute vertical accuracy is better than 9 m, almost two times lower than
the nominal value. Higher values are found on steep terrain (Himalayas, Andes) and smooth surfaces
(Sahara). A spatial analysis of the error showed that it can be divided in three parts: (1) speckle noise
decorrelating with distances of about one to two pixels, (2) random (medium to short wavelength)
errors constituting the dominant error source and varying with surface brightness, slope and number
of observations, (3) long wavelength error component caused mainly by residual roll errors with a
magnitude of about 2 m and spatially non-stationary behaviour, this is uncorrelated with the random
error.
Rodriguez et al. (2005, 2006) finally report continent-based summary of errors (expressed as 90%,
1.64 σ errors). For South America, they report an absolute geolocation error of 9.0 m, an absolute
and relative height error of 6.2 m and 5.5 m, respectively and finally a long wavelength height error
of 4.0 m. All figures improving significantly over the nominal values.
Brown et al. (2005) present results of an independent assessment of the SRTM DEM accuracy,
realized by deploying an array of active and passive (trihedrals, tophats) calibration targets in south-
eastern Michigan during four SRTM passes with both C-band and X-band coverage. They found that
the SRTM DEM exceeds mission specifications for absolute and relative accuracies for these targets.
Carabajal & Harding (2006) compared on a global scale the SRTM C-band DEM to data from
the Geoscience Laser Altimetry System (GLAS) on board the Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite
(ICESat) with particular focus on vegetated areas to quantify the phase centre of SRTM. They found
that in areas of low relief and sparse tree cover the difference of the ICESat centroid elevation minus
the SRTM DEM varies between −3.9 m and 1.0 m (positive mean values are found only in Asia) with
standard deviations between 3.0 and 3.7 m. Even at increasing roughness and tree cover the mean
difference remains unbiased but standard deviations increase. For increasing roughness the variability
increases significantly. The SRTM elevation on vegetated areas is in average approximately 40% of the
top canopy height from the ground. Their results confirm the improvement over the 16 m nominal
absolute elevation accuracy of SRTM particularly where topography is less rough.
Hoffmann & Walter (2006) evaluate the complementarity of the SRTM C-band and X-band DEM
and propose a technique for the merging of the two datasets. They compare the resulting combined
DEM and the original DEMs at 1 arcsec in four regions of the world (including the Andes) and also with
an extensive network of 1125 GPS profiles (200k measurements with meter-level accuracy) in an alpine
region in southern Germany. The global elevation difference map shows areas with significant offsets
up to 10 m in magnitude, displaying high spatial correlation and slow variation in space. The largest
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differences appear as a systematic bias at low spatial frequencies. They explain the inconsistencies
as a possible difference in the block adjustment of the DEMs. They interpolated the elevations at
the GPS points using a bilinear interpolation from the four nearest DEM grid points. Median (and
mean) GPS−DEM differences are −73 cm (−26 cm) for the C-band and −55 cm (−17 cm) for the
X-band, they are mostly due to higher DEM elevation on vegetated areas (agreeing with lower canopy
penetration at X-band). 90% of the difference values were below 5 m from the GPS values, significantly
better than the specifications. The histograms of the differences are very similar and follow closely a
Gaussian distribution, with the exception of numerous outliers caused by phase unwrapping errors,
particularity in the X-band DEM which did not have overlapping acquisitions (the C-band DEM had
three). The standard deviation of the histograms are 3.9 and 4.0 m the C- and X-band DEMs. It is also
noted that the X-band DEM has higher pixel-to-pixel noise than the C-band DEM, which was filtered
and is obtained as average of many acquisitions. The X-band DEM on the other hand follows better
fine scale detail which is lost in the C-band DEM. They also found that combining the two DEMs yields
to a standard deviation of the difference histogram of 3.4 m and reduction in phase unwrapping errors.
Felbier (2009) compares globally the SRTM C-band and X-band to ICESat data using 1°× 1° cells
in order to detect long-wavelength height errors and correct them with a method based on spherical
harmonics. Significant areas of error are generally found on all continents with magnitudes up to ±4
m and scales of variations in the order of hundreds to thousands of kilometres (Felbier, 2009; Huber
et al., 2009; Wendleder et al., 2016). According to his results, the STRM C-band DEM of the South
American continent seems to be affected by a vast zone of lower heights below the equator in rough
correspondence to the Amazon rainforest (possibly influenced by signal penetration into the canopy),
south of which a vast zone of higher elevations is detected particularly along the western coast between
12°S and 40°S. Some areas of higher elevations up to 3 m are also found along the central part of the
continent. The rest of the continent, particularly in the north and the south seem to have no bias with
ICESat. The area of NPI and SPI is relatively small compared to the scale of these errors, which, even
if present would likely affect the region with a similar amplitude. Anyhow the entire southern tip of
the continent (including SPI and NPI) seems not to be affected by such biases. Three isolated cells
with higher values up to 4 m are found in correspondence of the western margin of SPI (48°S - 51°S;
73.5°W - 74.5°W), they do not fit the typical pattern shown by these errors and could be outliers or
due to glacier thinning.
6.1.2 SRTM data used
The Patagonian icefields are located between 46.5°S and 51.5°S, with a width of about 50 km and a
length of 150 km for NPI and 350 km for SPI. Given their high latitude, a large amount of datatakes
was acquired in both ascending and descending orbit direction over these regions. The list of all 18
datatakes acquired over NPI and SPI and surrounding terrain is reported in Table 8.2. The high degree
of overlap between the interwoven datatakes leads to increased accuracy due to averaging and to less
voids (phase unwrapping or low coherence). On the other hand, the topography of the region is very
rough, causing a higher error, but the terrain of interest for this work, namely the glaciated surface is
relatively smooth and not too steep. At these latitudes the heading angle is very small meaning almost
east - west acquisitions, which, given the geography of the continent, leads to very short datatakes
(average 3 minutes) with ocean coverage before and after, likely improving the general calibration
quality of each datatake.
The SRTM C-band DEM used in this work was extracted from the DLR - Earth Observation Centre
(EOC) W42 database (Habermeyer et al., 2009). It is version 2.1 of the DEM at 3 arcsec posting with
heights referenced to the WGS84 ellipsoid and quantized to 1 m. For this region elevations are 14 to
21 m higher than orthometric (or geoid) heights. The sea level height on the western fjords is 16 m
in the SRTM DEM.
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Figure 6.2 – Artistic rendition of the TSX and TDX satellites flying in tandem formation and acquiring
data in bistatic mode.
6.2 TanDEM-X
The TanDEM-X (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement) mission (Krieger et al., 2007)
constitutes the first spaceborne single-pass SAR interferometer and was initiated in June 2010 with
the launch of the TanDEM-X (TDX) satellite which was coupled in a tandem formation to the almost
identical TerraSAR-X (TSX) satellite, launched in June 2007 (Figure 6.2). The main objective is the
generation of a truly global high resolution DEM. The TanDEM-X mission is a public-private partner-
ship between the German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt - DLR),
responsible of the mission planning and operations as well as the scientific data management, and
Airbus Defence and Space (formerly EADS Astrium), responsible for the satellite construction and the
commercial exploitation of the final DEM, the so-called WorldDEM™, through its subsidiary Infoterra.
6.2.1 The TanDEM-X mission
Objectives The primary objective of the mission is the generation of a truly global, consistent, high
resolution and high precision DEM, a fundamental dataset for a wide range of scientific and com-
mercial applications. The previous and sole similar effort was the SRTM mission, which lacked full
coverage and complied with the DTED-2 specification and only with the DTED-1 for the publicly avail-
able (outside the USA until 2015) 3-arcsec DEM (cf. Section 6.1). The goal was to produce a final
DEM complying with the HRTI-3 (High Resolution Terrain Information) specification. A comparison
between the DTED-2 specifications to which the SRTM 1-arcsec DEM complies and the TanDEM-X
final DEM nominal specifications is given in Table 6.1. A visual comparison between the SRTM 3
arcsec C-band DEM used for this work and a TanDEM-X Raw DEM, processed at 0.2 arcsec over the
terminus of Pio XI Glacier (SPI) and surroundings is shown in Figure 6.3. Several secondary mission
objectives are also foreseen, among these are along-track interferometry (ATI) applications such as
road traffic monitoring and ocean currents measurement, single-pass polarimetric SAR interferometry,
digital beamforming, etc.
Orbit and tandem formation The achievement of an interferometer for global mapping is strictly
dependent on a precise flying formation. The TDX spacecraft normally maintains a distance between
200 and 500 m from TSX, which keeps its sun-synchronous dawn-dusk orbit with 11-day repeat cycle.
This flying formation (shown in Figure 6.4), known as HELIX (Moreira et al., 2004), consists of two
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Table 6.1 – Specifications of the final TanDEM-X DEM and of the DTED-2 standard (complied by the
SRTM C-band 1-arcsec DEM).
Requirement Specification
DTED-2
(SRTM C-band)
TanDEM-X
Relative vertical accuracy
90% linear point-to-point
error over a 1°× 1° cell
12 m (sl <20%)
15 m (sl >20%)
2 m (sl <20%)
4 m (sl >20%)
Absolute vertical accuracy 90% linear error 18 m <10 m
Relative horizontal accuracy 90% circular error 15 m 3 m
Absolute horizontal accuracy 90% circular error 23 m <10 m
Spatial Resolution independent pixels
30 m
(1 arcsec @ 0°N)
12 m
(0.4 arcsec @ 0°N)
0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
[m
]
Figure 6.3 – Visual comparison of the SRTM C-band 3 arcsec DEM and a TanDEM-X Raw DEM (AID:
1057982 from 2012.02.16) processed at 0.2 arcsec over the terminus of Pio XI Glacier (SPI). The
improvement in detail is appreciable in the TanDEM-X DEM, for example the crevasses pattern and
longitudinal feature on the glacier terminus. The frontal advance and thickening of Pio XI is also
noticeable in this comparison. Note that the blue colour shades do not necessarily indicate water here.
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Fig. 7. HELIX satellite formation for TanDEM-X. (Left) Orbital arrangement. (Right) Cross-track baselines as function of the orbit position. The positions
correspond to one complete orbit cycle, where NH and SH mean Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively.
taking into account the zonal coefficients up to J5. Here, RE
denotes the Earth’s radius, a is the mean semimajor axis, and
i is the mean inclination. By definition, the mean argument of
perigee is 90◦. If the eccentricity deviates from eF, the satellite
orbit is no longer dimensionally stable, and its perigee will start
moving around the orbit. This motion is called libration, and its
period Tlibration is given by
Tlibration =
∣∣∣∣ 2π86 400 · ω˙
∣∣∣∣ (14)
where ω˙ is the short periodic variation of the argument of
perigee which can, for small eccentricities, be approximated
by [27]
ω˙ ≈ −3
4
√
µEarthJ2R
2
Ea
− 72 · (1− 5 cos2(i)) (15)
where µEarth = 3.98 · 1014 m3/s2 is the gravitational coeffi-
cient of the Earth. Since the TSX’s eccentricity is set to frozen,
TDX cannot orbit with a frozen eccentricity, and it will perform
the motion of libration over a period of Tlibration ≈ 104 days.
To describe the relative motion between the two satellites,
a Cartesian corotating coordinate system is built up [28]: the
x-axis (along-track separation) points into flight direction, the
y-axis (horizontal cross-track separation) is parallel to the orbit
momentum vector, and the z-axis (radial separation) points
from the Earth’s center of mass to the satellite’s center of mass.
Mathematically, the unit vectors may be expressed by
⇀
e along =
⇀
e cross × ⇀e radial
⇀
e cross =
⇀
s × ⇀ν /
∥∥∥⇀s × ⇀ν ∥∥∥
⇀
e radial =
⇀
s /s (16)
where ⇀ν is the velocity vector of the satellite, and ⇀s is the
position vector of the satellite. The relative motion between
TDX and TSX is then given by
⇀
sTDX − ⇀sTSX= ∆ralong · ⇀e along +∆rcross
· ⇀e cross + ∆rradial · ⇀e radial . (17)
In case of near-circular orbits in close formation, the motion
may be linearized [29], and the components of the relative
position vector ⇀sTDX − ⇀sTSX are then given by
∆ralong = −2a∆e cos(u+ ψ) + ∆xalong
∆rcross = −a∆i cos(u)
∆rradial = −a∆e sin(u+ ψ) (18)
where ∆e is the difference between the two eccentricity vec-
tors, u is the argument of latitude, ψ is the libration angle
defined as the difference between the eccentricity and the
inclination vector [26], and ∆xalong is an arbitrary along-
track shift. Because both satellites orbit at the same inclination,
the difference in ∆i is set up by different ascending nodes
only. Therefore, a helix may be defined by three parameters:
the vertical separation a ·∆e, the horizontal separation a ·∆i,
and the libration angle ψ. Note that ψ varies between 0◦ and
360◦ during the libration period Tlibration. A stable acquisition
geometry requires a constant libration phase ψ. This is achieved
via daily orbit maneuvers using the cold gas propulsion system
on TDX which necessitate a ∆ν of approximately 3.3 · 10−05 ·
(a ·∆e)/s per day.
For libration phases of ψ = 0◦ and ψ = 180◦, the two orbits
are spatially separated with no collision risk, while for ψ = 90◦
and ψ = 270◦, the satellites are separated at the northern/
southern turns only in along track, leaving a high collision
risk. If the satellites are controlled at an intermediate libration
phase of, e.g., ψ = 210◦, the time to reach ψ = 270◦ will be
∼17 days, which is enough time to react in case that one
satellite goes into safe mode or has problems on the command
link. The motion of libration can even be used for a fine tuning
of the cross-track baselines by adapting the frequency of the
orbit maneuvers.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section investigates the interferometric performance
of TanDEM-X, assuming an interferometric data acquisition
in bistatic stripmap mode. Table II summarizes the main
Figure 6.4 – HELIX satellite formation for TanDEM-X. Left: Orbital arrangement with horizontal (cross-
track) and vertical (radial) baselines. Right: Cross-track baselines along one complete orbit cycle in
Northern (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH). From (Krieger et al., 2007).
orbits with slightly different ascending nodes, ensuring the maximum horizontal (cross-track) orbital
displacement at the equator, and slightly different eccentricity, ensuring maximum vertical (radial)
s paration at the poles, and forming a relative helix-like movement of the satellites. Collisions are
intrinsically avoided without the need of autonomous control as orbits do not cross. Furthermore this
allows arbitrary shifts of the satellites along their orbit (baselines: 200 to 10 km across-track and 0
to 100 km along-track) adapting the acquisition configuration to different terrain or applications (e.g.
ATI) (Krieger et al., 2007).
Payload The TDX satellite is nearly a copy TSX, which was built itself with systems for tandem oper-
ation, such as X-b nd horn antennas for intersatellite phas synchron zation, dual-frequency GPS for
precise orbit determination, a SAR instrument with extremely stable phase, pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) based on GPS as a common reference. The instrument on board of the two satellites is a high
resolution SAR capable of operating in the standard Stripmap, Spotlight and ScanSAR wit qu d-pol
capabilities. The centr l frequency is 9.65 GHz with a nominal chirp bandwidth of 100 MHz, increas-
able up to 300 MHz. The phased array antenna (aperture 4.8 m × 0.7 m) mounted on the spacecraft
body is composed by 12 panels with 32 waveguide subarrays allowing flexible beam pointing and beam
shaping.
Acquisition modes The satellites fly at an altitude of 514 km (at the equator), the swath width is
approximately 30 km in Stripmap mode, which is used operationally during the mission. Several in-
terferometric acquisition modes are possible. The operational mode is the bistatic one, where one of
the two satellites transmits pulses illuminating a radar footprint and both receive the signal scattered
by the Earth surface. This mode allows the elimination of temporal decorrelation and atmospheric
perturbations in the interferometric phase. Both satelli es can t ansmit and exclusion zones are fore-
seen along the orbit to avoid mutual illumination. The pursuit monostatic mode constitutes a classical
repeat pass system with a temporal baseline of a few seconds. Finally, in the alternating bistatic mode
the transmitter is switched on a pulse-to-pulse basis and the backscattered signal is received by both,
generating two mo ostatic and two bistatic images within a single pass (Krieger et al., 2007). The
various products of the TanDEM-X mission are descr bed by Fritz et al. (2012).
Bistatic synchronisation Having two satellites means that two interdependent ultra-stable oscillat-
ors (USO) are used to modulate and demodulate the radar pulses: small deviations in frequency and
phase between the two would cause a residual modulation of the range and azimuth signal leading
to significant errors in SAR focusing and interferometric phase if not compensated (Eineder, 2003;
Krieger & Younis, 2006). To ensure knowledge of such deviations, the acquisition is periodically in-
terrupted and radar pulses are transmitted to one of six dedicated horn antennas on the receiving
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satellite which records them and transmits back a short sync pulse. The sync pulses are then processed
on ground to correct the phase, a detailed explanation is given by Breit et al. (2011, 2012).
Acquisition plan The 5.5-years nominal lifetime of the satellites foresaw three years of joint opera-
tions leading to a very strict acquisition plan to achieve the mission goal. As reported by Krieger et al.
(2007), in order to achieve the accuracy objectives, a height of ambiguity (HoA) of 30 to 40 m is ne-
cessary. Such small values would lead to frequent phase unwrapping problems. To overcome this issue
two global mapping phases, lasting one year each, have been foreseen. The first one has larger HoA
generally of 45 - 50 m (it thus has higher relative error but it is easier to unwrap), while the second
one has smaller HoA of 30 - 35 m. The HoA ratio is approximately 0.7. The temporal separation is
approximately one year to avoid seasonal changes. Furthermore, the swaths of the second coverage
are shifted by half a swath’s width with respect to the first coverage (Lachaise, 2015). This allows to
partially compensate the performance decay at the swath margins caused by the antenna pattern and
achieve a relatively constant relative height accuracy across the ground range. The Northern Hemi-
sphere was imaged in ascending direction while the Southern in descending direction. To overcome
shadow and layover effects, two acquisitions (with different baseline) in the opposite viewing geo-
metry (crossing orbits) have been performed over mountainous terrain between September 2013 and
April 2014 (Borla Tridon et al., 2013). Adaptations to the acquisition plan were made during the mis-
sion, including new acquisitions with higher HoA over mountains and forests which proved to suffer
from strong volume decorrelation (De Zan et al., 2013). Dedicated coverage campaigns in Antarctica
were performed in left-looking mode with large incidence angles during April to July, both in 2013 and
2014. These represent the first bistatic InSAR acquisition over this region, allowing the generation of a
wide-coverage high-resolution DEM, lacking for this continent. Deserts which displayed low backscat-
tering were also acquired again with steeper incidence angles. Operational acquisition for the global
DEM ended in the second half of 2014. During the entire duration of the mission special acquisitions
for the scientific community have been performed (Lachaise, 2015).
Ground segment and baseline calculation The TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X missions utilize the same
space and ground segment: this is formed by three main segments: the Mission Operations Segment
(MOS), the Instrument Operations and Calibration Segment (IOCS) and the Payload Ground Segment
(PGS). Those will not be described in depth, the reader is referred to Schättler et al. (2011) and Buck-
reuss & Schättler (2010) for a proper description. To comply with the strict accuracy budgets a precise
knowledge of the spatial baseline between satellites is of paramount importance. This is extracted by
ground processing of the data from the double differential GPS carrier phase measurements between
the two satellites, allowing to eliminate ionospheric and other errors typical of the GPS. Baselines
calculated by three different algorithms are combined achieving a precision in the order of 2 mm
(Hueso González et al., 2012; Antony et al., 2013).
System calibration The absolute elevation is obtained without external sources using the absolute
stereo-radargrammetric phase given by the different viewing geometry of the satellites, which causes
different travelling times of the radar signal (see Section 6.2.2.2). It is hence very sensitive to dif-
ferential instrument delays. All possible sources and their effects were analysed statistically from the
processed data during the 11-month commissioning phase as well as during the operational phase.
The following sources of uncompensated range delays were found, modelled and compensated in the
processor (from Hueso González et al. (2012)):
• unbalanced global internal delays of both satellites;
• internal delays dependent on the chirp bandwidth and on the synchronization horn configura-
tion;
• different internal delays of the instrument depending on the configuration of the attenuator
elements (RxGain);
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• relativistic effects on the time references of both satellites.
A further important calibration step is done operationally to estimate and compensate any bias in the
baseline measurements, the procedure is described in Section 6.2.3.2.
DEM calibration and mosaicking The processing of the raw data is performed by the Integrated
TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) which divides each datatake into scenes (usually 8 sec long corresponding
to ~50 km along track), and generates a DEM for each scene, known as Raw DEM. The processor
is described in more detail in Section 6.2.2. The following processing step consist in calibrating and
mosaicking the Raw DEMs in order to generate the final global DEM, this task is performed by the
Mosaicking and Calibration Processor (MCP). In this work the TanDEM-X data consists only of Raw
DEMs processed specifically for the purpose: since the MCP and the final DEM were not used they
will no be delved into. For a complete description the reader is referred to Gruber et al. (2012),
nevertheless an overview is useful since a calibration procedure is also performed for this work (Section
7.2). Despite the intensive instrument calibration, the precise orbit and baseline determination and
the compensation of all possible effects during processing, offsets and tilts in the order of some meters
can still affect the Raw DEMs. These must be corrected to meet the specifications and to create a
uniform DEM mosaic. The calibration step of MCP starts with the estimation of a height offset, a tilt
in range and a slope in azimuth for each datatake. This is done by: (1) connecting tie-points on the
overlap between adjacent Raw DEMs and measuring a relative height offset, (2) obtaining an absolute
height offset with respect to the WGS-84 ellipsoid by using ICESat GLAS2 data (Zwally et al., 2002)
as ground control points (GCPs). These GLAS measurements are properly filtered according to the
number of peaks of the reflected signal (indicator of vegetation), the received energy and the signal
width (indicator of terrain undulation). This leads to a standard deviation of 1.3 m obtained on a
test site on flat bare land (Huber et al., 2009). The points are compared to the TanDEM-X elevation
(from which water, layover, shadow and outliers are removed) using the proper averaging function of
the GLAS footprint. The tie-points consists in overlapping 1×1 km chips located at the centre of the
overlapping region. For each chip the unsuited pixels (see before) are discarded and the histogram is
computed, from which the median value is assigned to that chip. Furthermore the standard deviation
of the difference chip is used as weighting information for the adjustment (Huber et al., 2010). Finally
the calibration is performed by estimating a polynomial correction for each datatake via a weighted
least squares adjustment. The calibrated Raw DEMs are finally mosaicked averaging the elevations
weighted by their height errors.
6.2.2 Integrated TanDEM-X Processor and Raw DEMs
The operational processing of the bistatic data into Raw DEMs is delegated to the Integrated TanDEM-
X Processor (ITP) (Breit et al., 2010a, 2012; Fritz et al., 2011, 2012). It was newly developed for the
mission within the DLR Remote Sensing Technology Institute (Institut für Methodik der Fernerkundung
- IMF), based on the experience gained from the TerraSAR-X and SRTM X-band processors. High
throughput was a requirement since it had to process in-line the data downlinked at the receiving
stations and transferred at the processing and archiving facility in Oberpfaffenhofen. In fact the ITP
is used for pre-screening of the downlinked data already at the receiving stations (Kiruna, Inuvik,
O’Higgins, Chetumal) and to perform a deeper interferometric quality pre-check at the processing
facility. Processing parameters are computed for the entire datatake, this is then divided in slightly
overlapping scenes of approximately 50 km along-track (8 second scenes with 1 second overlap).
The processor is composed of single steps divided in two main blocks (from Breit et al. (2010a)
and Breit et al. (2012)). The first block consists in the bistatic SAR processing, comprising:
• synchronization pulse analysis and evaluation resulting in timing and phase corrections to be
applied to the SAR data (Eineder, 2003; Krieger & Younis, 2006; Balss et al., 2010; Breit et al.,
2011);
2Geoscience Laser Altimeter System on board of the Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite
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• generation of a bistatic focusing replica from calibration-pulses of both channels;
• calculation of the time variant bi-static acquisition geometry and focusing parameters (Bamler
et al., 2007);
• determination and analysis of common ground coverage and beam illumination overlap;
• mutual Doppler centroid deviation analysis;
• SAR data focusing by an enhanced version of the TerraSAR-X Multimode SAR Processor (TMSP)
(Breit et al., 2010b).
The second block performs the interferometric processing, specifically:
• filtering of both interferometric channels to common spectra (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010a);
• high resolution slave image co-registration, based on a coherent and incoherent correlation ap-
proaches supported by geometrical predictions (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010b) and subsequent
resampling;
• single and dual baseline phase unwrapping (Lachaise et al., 2012a,b; Lachaise, 2015);
• generation of the Raw DEM and supplementary geocoded quality maps (Rossi et al., 2010, 2012).
6.2.2.1 Bistatic SAR processing
Compared to repeat pass interferometry, the requirements on instrument accuracy and calibration are
much more strict with bistatic operations. Mainly, the two oscillators are independent and may drift
(Eineder, 2003; Krieger & Younis, 2006), but many other issues have to be taken into account. For this
reason an 11-month commissioning phase took place to investigate and compensate all instrument
and physical effects of the bistatic system. Statistical exploitation of ITP processing parameters from
thousands of scenes revealed several trends and offsets which could be then corrected operationally.
Phase and timing corrections Firstly the SAR data are corrected for instrument related effects. The
USO frequencies might be slightly off and drift within a datatake leading to differences in radar fre-
quency, PRF and RSF (Breit et al., 2012) between the two channels (the active, used as reference,
and the passive). Another issue is the pi-ambiguity of the synchronization link phase caused by the
combination of two 2pi-ambiguous signals. The bistatic data has then an overall phase offset which
is ambiguous by pi (Fritz et al., 2012). Further phase offset contributions arise because of the relat-
ive motion of the satellites and the limited speed of light during pulse exchange (relativistic effects)
(Krieger & De Zan, 2014). Both SAR channels are first corrected for the effects already known from
TerraSAR-X: electronic delays, antenna phase patterns, calibration network effects, etc. Afterwards
the passive bistatic channel is corrected for (Breit et al., 2012):
• pulse-by-pulse phase and range time corrections compensating frequency deviation and phase
drifts of the oscillators (both corrections up to 2 cm);
• a range time offset due to the datatake start time difference (several hundred meters);
• differential range time offsets dependent of Rx-gain setting (correction up to 2 cm);
• synchronization horn delays (correction up to 2 cm).
The accuracy of the bistatic calibration was proven to be in the millimetre domain (Breit et al., 2012).
Focusing Finally the focusing of both bistatic channels is performed. The moderate bistatic acquisi-
tion geometry of TanDEM-X permits the application of the TerraSAR-X chirp scaling focusing algorithm
extended by a bistatic computation of an equivalent monostatic range history (Bamler et al., 2007).
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6.2.2.2 Interferometric processing
Spectral shift filtering Due to the different acquisition geometry of the two satellites, master and
slave received spectra are composed of a coherent and a non-coherent band, both in range and azi-
muth. The non-coherent bands are eliminated in order to increase coherence, improving coregistration
precision and reducing interferometric phase error. The overlapping spectrum in azimuth is derived
from Doppler centroid estimates and azimuth processing bandwidth. In range the spectral displace-
ment is obtained by simulating the phase of flat terrain using the average terrain height of the scene
(Yague-Martinez et al., 2010a).
Coregistration This is a fundamental step of the ITP interferometric chain, which results are used in
different processing steps. It consists in estimating and adapting the grid of the slave image to the one
of the master image, obtaining a precise geographical overlap. The rasters differ because of the parallax
effect given by the different viewing geometry. An imprecise matching would cause loss of coherence,
increasing relative height error. The first step is a “coarse” geometrical coregistration: the range and
azimuth shifts are estimated on a regular grid (every 64 pixels) using an external DEM and precise
orbit information. The second step is a precise coregistration based on the cross-correlation. The
geometrical coregistration shifts are used as a-priori estimates to extract the patches (32×32 pixels)
on the slave image maximising overlap. For each patch coherent cross-correlation is computed first, if
coherence is too low the result is discarded and incoherent cross-correlation is applied. The position
of the maximum of the cross-correlation function is obtained with sub-pixel accuracy by interpolation.
Outliers are eliminated and replaced by bilinear interpolations (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010b).
Accuracy of the coregistration The complex or coherent cross-correlation is the optimum (max-
imum likelihood) estimator (MLE) of mutual shifts of partially correlated stationary gaussian signals
but is very sensitive to jumps of phase between the patches. The accuracy of the estimator is given
by Bamler (2000); Bamler & Eineder (2005) for homogeneous patches (without image features) and
represents the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB):
σ∆ xˆccc =
√√ 3
2Ns
p
1− γ2
piγ
OSF3/2 (6.1)
where σ∆ xˆ is the standard deviation of the estimate ∆ xˆ of a mutual shift ∆x in units of samples, γ
is the coherence, Ns is the number of samples in the estimation window and OSF is the oversampling
factor of the data. The incoherent cross-correlation (or speckle tracking) is a suboptimum estimator
but a more robust one, its accuracy for homogeneous patches is given by De Zan (2014) for intensity
images:
σ∆ xˆ icc =
√√ 3
10Ns
p
2+ 5γ2 − 7γ4
piγ2
OSF3/2 (6.2)
again in unit of samples. It must be noted that complex images must be oversampled by a factor of
two before computing the intensity images, this factor is already included in the formula and OSF
represents additional oversampling only.
Radargrammetric DEM The shifts computed during the coregistration step are also fundamental for
the Raw DEM absolute calibration. In fact, since they are caused by the geometric parallax given by the
different viewing geometry, they can be used to retrieve a radargrammetric DEM, which has a coarser
resolution compared to the interferometric phase but has an absolute elevation. The absolute phase
derived from the coregistration shifts, known as stereo-radargrammetric phase is used to determine
the absolute phase offset, i.e. the absolute number of phase cycles (see below). Furthermore, the
stereo-radargrammetric phase is also used during the dual-baseline phase unwrapping chain to support
correction of unwrapping errors (Lachaise, 2015).
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Interferogram formation The obtained shift matrices are used to resample the slave image to the
grid of the master. The two coregistered images are a first by-product of the ITP generated for each
scene and known as Co-registered Single look Slant range Complex (CoSSC): the operational pro-
cessing stops here for experimental acquisitions not designed for global DEM generation, such as sci-
entific acquisitions. For normal operational acquisitions the interferogram is generated computing the
complex conjugate product of the CoSSCs. It is then multilooked and downsampled to the required
ground resolution.
Single-baseline phase unwrapping For the first coverage the interferogram is unwrapped using
the single baseline (1B-PU) Minimum Cost Flow (MCF) algorithm (Costantini, 1998) optimized for
large interferograms (Eineder et al., 1998), previously applied to the SRTM X-band DEM (Suchandt &
Eineder, 2003). In the ITP implementation the cost functions are based on the topography-corrected
coherence (Lachaise, 2015).
Absolute phase offset derivation The unwrapped phase has still a 2pi-ambiguity and an additional
pi-ambiguity due to the synchronisation link. Rossi et al. (2012) show how the unwrapped phase φpunw
and the stereo-radargrammetric phase φprdgr measure the same quantity at each point, the absolute
ranging, with the exception of a phase offset φpoff = φ
p
unw −φprdgr which can be estimated differencing
the two quantities. The steps to determine a single value of phase offset for each scene are (Rossi et al.,
2012):
• downsampling of φunw to the raster of φrdgr and computation of the phase difference raster;
• noise reduction through median filtering to reject outliers caused by low coherence and lay-
over/shadow areas, leading to a shrinking of the phase difference histogram;
• histogram search and detection of the peaks in the phase difference histogram. The peak of the
main lobe is the absolute phase offset φoff. Incoherent cross-correlation patches are not used for
the histogram, unless coherent patches are less then 10% of the total (rarely the case).
Other possible smaller histogram lobes represent phase unwrapping errors: the pixels outside the
main lobe are masked out in the so-called radargrammetric control map (example in Figure 7.1b),
while correctly unwrapped pixels belonging to the main lobe are assigned an RGB colour where green
corresponds to the peak φoff. Given the lower resolution of φrdgr, smaller PU errors are not detected.
From this classification the phase unwrapping quality ratio is derived as qratio = (ptot − pout)/ptot, where
pout is the number of pixels outside the main lobe and ptot is the total number of pixels of the radar-
grammetric control map. In order to avoid jumps between subsequent scenes of the same datatake the
integer (modulo 2pi) of φoff is taken as APO, while the fractional part is only annotated.
Absolute phase offset accuracy The accuracy of the absolute phase offset estimate depends on the
accuracy of the coherent cross-correlation, given in Eq. (6.1). To resolve the absolute phase offset on
a specific patch the shift estimation accuracy must be less than half a wavelength (λ/2 =1.55 cm) or
expressed in units of resolution cells, less than λ/2ρrg = Brg/ f0 (Bamler & Eineder, 2005). Where
ρrg is the range resolution (~1.5 m), f0 = 9.65 GHz is the carrier frequency and Brg is the range (or
chirp) bandwidth, equal to 100 MHz for nominal Stripmap acquisitions. Hence a σ∆ xˆccc below 1/100
of resolution cell is needed (1-σ), and below 1/300 to include 99% of the shifts in case of Gaussian
distribution (3-σ). Typical ITP parameters are patch size Ns = 32×32 pixels (which gives a good trade-
off between accuracy and computation time) and range oversampling factor OSFrg = frg/Brg = 1.1,
where frg is the range sampling frequency. With this parameters the 1-σ constraint to detect a PU
error on a patch is achieved for γ > 0.8 and the 3-σ constraint for γ > 0.95. These are already
strict constraints, furthermore the CRLB is a theoretical limit, valid for uniform patches where the
topographic phase has been completely removed from the data: any residual artefact or non-Gaussian
scattering degrades the accuracy. Fortunately, for the absolute phase offset estimation a considerable
number of patches Np is used (typically more than 10k), improving the accuracy by a factor
Æ
Np
(Rossi et al., 2012).
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Absolute phase offset of difficult regions In regions of very low coherence or with limited land
surface the radargrammetric approach is not usable to determine the absolute phase offset. For such
regions φoff is obtained by averaging the phase difference between the unwrapped phase and a simu-
lated phase from reference DEM (SRTM C-band or GLOBE for high latitudes). It is less reliable since
PU errors can bias the estimate and the reference DEM can be wrong or outdated. For every processing
a map is generated from this phase difference, highlighting PU errors where the reference is reliable,
but also elevation changes with respect to the reference DEM, as in the case of glaciers (example in
Figure 7.1a).
Dual-baseline phase unwrapping correction The dual-baseline phase unwrapping processing chain
is the topic of the PhD thesis by Lachaise (2015), as well as previous publications (Lachaise et al.,
2012a,b). The dual-baseline phase unwrapping correction (DB-PUC) is activated when some previ-
ously processed CoSSCs are available in the archives to support the current ITP processing. Opera-
tionally, this is the case for data starting from the second global coverage, or previously acquired data
automatically flagged for reprocessing due to a low qratio. The interferometric data of the current pro-
cessing are defined as master and those from the supporting CoSSCs are defined slave. The algorithm
is actually a multi-baseline phase unwrapping as it can handle multiple CoSSCs in input (fundamental,
as datatakes are shifted by half a swath during the second coverage), but each pair is processed sep-
arately, hence the nomenclature. The master and slave acquisitions must have the same acquisition
geometry, enough overlap, and sufficiently different baseline (typical HoA ratio h2
nd
amb/h
1st
amb ≈ 0.7). The
main steps of the DB-PUC chain are:
• the slave CoSSC is coregistered on the master interferogram and cropped to the common part;
• the slave interferogram is obtained and unwrapped with 1B-PU (MCF);
• the phase unwrapping consistency of master and slave unwrapped phases is verified in the slant
range height domain;
• if phase unwrapping is inconsistent, the differential interferogram in computed, which has larger
HoA of both master and slave: it is easier to unwrap but has higher noise (adaptive filtering is
hence applied). Its correctness is checked against the stereo-radargrammetric phase. The latter
contains coarse absolute height information which, if necessary, is used to correct possible PU
errors of the differential interferogram (by multiples of 2pi);
• finally the differential phase is used to correct pixel-wise by integer multiples of 2pi the discrep-
ancies detected on the master unwrapped phase;
• if different corrected master unwrapped phases are available they are mosaicked together.
Particularly for time sensitive applications, such as the geodetic mass balance, it is important to em-
phasize that the elevation information comes from the master interferogram, supporting CoSSC are
only used to correct phase unwrapping.
Geocoding Finally the unwrapped interferometric phase is geocoded, meaning that the absolute el-
evation information is converted from slant-range geometry to an Earth-related reference frame (Rossi
et al., 2010). The ITP algorithm is based on the method presented by Schwäbisch (1998). Atmospheric
delay is taken into account. The ionospheric delay has a small impact on geolocation accuracy and is
simply modelled as a constant of 5 TECU for the whole scene. The tropospheric delay, which is the
dominant source of geolocation error, is modelled with a height-dependent model (Breit et al., 2010b).
In particular, as described by Breit et al. (2012), the differential tropospheric propagation is corrected,
which is caused by the different local incidence angles of the two satellites. In a typical TanDEM-X
acquisition scenario this leads to absolute height corrections between 0.7 and 2.0 meters.
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Figure 6.5 – Predicted relative height error
(90% point-to-point) of TanDEM-X for HoA
values of 45 m (dotted) and 30 m (dashed)
and for the combination of multiple swaths
(solid curve). From Krieger et al. (2007).
Figure 6.6 – Measured relative height error
(90% point-to-point) for six acquisitions over
soil and rocky terrain at varying incidence
angle. From Rizzoli et al. (2012).
Raw DEM and quality maps The geocoded DEM represents the final product of the ITP, the Raw
DEM, ready to be passed to the MCP. Furthermore, other output products are also generated by default
by the ITP. First is the multilooked, detected amplitude (AMP) of the active channel geocoded with
the newly generated Raw DEM. Second is the Height Error Map (HEM) representing, for each pixel,
the standard error of its DEM value (Rossi et al., 2010). The value is obtained directly from the
coherence and geometrical considerations, as described in Section 2.2.3 and particularly according to
Eq. (2.29). The third relevant output is the Flag Mask (FLM) annotating troublesome regions, in fact
it gives for each pixel an indication about: shadow, layover, water, phase unwrapping residues and
phase unwrapping branch-cuts (Rossi et al., 2010).
6.2.3 TanDEM-X accuracy and validation
The interferometric performance is fundamentally described by the coherence γ. Error contributions
affecting the coherence are: limited SNR, quantization, ambiguities, baseline decorrelation, relative
shifts of the Doppler spectra, volume decorrelation and temporal decorrelation (see Section 2.2.2). The
quantification of these contributions is assessed in Krieger et al. (2007), while a statistical evaluation
of its behaviour in real acquisitions is given by Martone et al. (2012). As summarized in Section
2.2.3, the interferometric phase error can be computed from the coherence and the number of looks
(as standard deviation or 90% point-to-point error) and converted to a relative height error (through
Equation (2.29)). The predicted point-to-point errors of TanDEM-X DEM (at the 90% confidence level)
are shown for HoA of 45 m and 30 m (typical of the first and second coverage) in Figure 6.5. The
shifted beams allow to obtain a lower and almost constant relative height error when overlapping
acquisitions from the first and second coverage, compensating the performance decay at the borders
of the swaths.
To verify the actual performance of TanDEM-X, Rizzoli et al. (2012) computed the relative height
error from the high-pass filtered DEM difference of subsequent acquisitions. Figure 6.6 shows the
results obtained over six different scenes with soil and rocky flat terrain. The measured performance
is in line with the predicted one.
The relative height error requirement (Table 6.1) is the most difficult to fulfil since, unlike the
absolute height error, it cannot be corrected through a calibration phase. The global performance after
the first coverage is shown in Martone et al. (2013), where for 25% of all Raw DEMs the predicted
relative error is below 1.8 m, but there are also many areas of very low coherence such as forests,
deserts and ice sheets. Slope is also very critical in the increase of this error term. Schulze et al. (2014)
report that after the second coverage the relative error requirements are achieved with a confidence
level of 96% and 97%, for slopes smaller and larger than 20%, respectively.
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6.2.3.1 Systematic errors
Hueso González et al. (2010) analysed the systematic error sources affecting the TanDEM-X system
during the development of the calibration concept, mostly based on simulations performed on the
TerraSAR-X satellite. Main sources of height errors can be classified based on their variation rate within
the typical datatake duration (50 - 200 sec). The main error source are interferometric phase errors
and have a very fast variation rate. As seen previously, they are mostly described by the coherence
and can partially be reduced by multilooking. This components are estimated to reach 1.8 m (90%
point to point) in worst case scenarios, taking almost all of the relative height error budget of 2 m, and
pushing for a stringent reduction of other errors, i.e. the systematic ones.
Among these are residual drifts and offsets in the phase determination within the radar instru-
ments, which have a medium-fast to slow variation rate. The internal calibration takes care of slow
phase and amplitude drifts by monitoring the temperature and compensating its effects. Residual er-
rors display a systematic linear component in the order of 0.1 m (1-σ) every 100 sec with typical
heights of ambiguity. Errors caused by temperature changes (ranging between −10°C and +50°C)
in the internal bistatic calibration loop (medium-fast changing rate, up to 0.25 m) are compensated
trough polynomials during processing. Residual drifts are present within the synchronisation link,
these are compensated during processing but the accuracy of the temperature sensors on the amplifi-
ers is limited. Mean height errors below 0.3 m (1-σ) have been simulated over a whole datatake of
300 sec.
Baseline determination errors have a much larger impact on the InSAR height accuracy. The
baseline is determined by estimating the location of the SAR antenna phase centres, the spacecraft
attitudes with star trackers and the relative satellite orbits with differential GPS. The last estimation is
the only critical one, differential GPS measurements on the similar system of the GRACE mission have
a residual low-frequency error of less than 1 mm with a main period of around one orbital revolution.
Consequently for TanDEM-X a relative baseline accuracy of 1 - 2 mm is assumed, on top of which
almost constant bias of 2 - 10 mm is cautiously added (Hueso González et al., 2012).
Height errors due to interferometric phase errors (Eq. (2.29)) and due to baseline errors depend
on hamb, they hence present a temporal evolution as baseline and incidence angles change, a sort
of low-frequency modulation of the DEM, affecting both relative and absolute errors (Krieger et al.,
2007).
The effects of a baseline error on the DEM are shown by Hueso González et al. (2010). Following
their notation, B is the relative baseline, and B‖ and B⊥ its projection parallel and perpendicular to
the LOS. The latter, also known as effective baseline, controls the height of ambiguity (Eq. (2.20)).
Along-track baseline errors are resolved during coregistration and hence not critical. Baseline errors
perpendicular to the LOS, B⊥err, cause a bias in the phase-to-height scaling, resulting in a height error
herr = h · B⊥errB⊥ , which is in the order of a few centimetres for typical acquisition parameters. Phase
and baseline errors (B‖err) parallel to the LOS cause a rotation of the DEM around the (master) flight
trajectory and are the most critical ones. As a result the DEM will be vertically displaced by:
herr = R · sinθi · B‖errB⊥ =
hamb
λ
· B‖err (6.3)
where R is the slant range distance to the target, θi is the incidence angle at the target position.
Furthermore the DEM will be shifted in ground range by:
grerr = R · cosθi · B‖errB⊥ (6.4)
Since hamb varies with θi the vertical displacement herr also involves a tilt in ground range given by:
ϕtilt =
herr
∆s
=
B‖err
B⊥
(6.5)
where ∆s = R · sinθi is the ground range distance from a properly selected reference point. For a
typical hamb = 35 m and B‖err = ±1 mm (like the baseline relative error) the vertical displacement
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is herr = ±1.1 m and the ϕtilt = 3.8 mm/km for θi = 30°. On the other hand even a small bias of
B‖err = ±3 mm causes herr of several meters and grerr > 4 m (depending on the HoA) which can be
critical when mosaicking adjacent DTs, especially if they are shifted in opposite directions leading to
more than 8 m of relative horizontal displacement and considerable slope dependent height difference
(more in Section 7.2).
6.2.3.2 Baseline calibration
The processing of the TanDEM-X bistatic data can be performed with two types of baseline products:
“precise” or “calibrated”. The “precise” baseline product can lead to absolute elevation errors of several
meters in the Raw DEMs. To meet the mission requirements (Table 6.1) further calibration of the Raw
DEMs is needed. Fortunately baseline biases are (almost) constant and are relatively easy to detect
and correct. The baseline calibration algorithm is described in Hueso González et al. (2010, 2012).
If the bias in LOS is larger than 2 mm (critical threshold for the horizontal accuracy requirements)
it can be considered the dominant systematic error source. The average height difference between a
Raw DEM and a reliable elevation source (ICESat or STRM) is computed and B‖err is obtained with Eq.
(6.3). Test sites are selected to be flat areas, in order to avoid coupling of ground range displacement
with height errors, they are furthermore scarcely vegetated and distributed over the world in order to
allow multiple measurements per day. To resolve the 2D baseline bias, acquisitions with different look
angles are combined (Hueso González et al., 2012). These measurements are then used to generate
a “calibrated” baseline product which is then used by ITP to process the operational DEMs fed to the
MCP.
The residual baseline error is (almost) only random and has been modelled with a sinusoidal
function with period close to the orbit duration and 2 mm amplitude (1-σ). This component as well
as residual offsets and tilts are then corrected by the MCP. The absolute elevation of the final product
will in average be significantly lower than the requirement.
6.2.4 TanDEM-X dataset used
6.2.4.1 SPI data
In order to cover with a DEM a vast area such as the Southern Patagonian Icefield (SPI), different
TanDEM-X datatakes and scenes had to be chosen, processed, evaluated and mosaicked. For this pur-
pose TanDEM-X acquisitions available over the area at the time have been analysed using DLR’s EOWEB
catalogue and the IMF internal TanDEM-X processing monitoring tool. This tool allows searching
through the operationally processed acquisitions using various parameters, and obtaining a kml file
allowing to import the footprints of each scene in the Google Earth™ software, thus simplifying greatly
the selection of the data. The selection and processing of the TanDEM-X scenes has been carried out
in different phases in parallel to the TanDEM-X operational mission, progressively covering the whole
of SPI as new acquisitions were made available and results proved to be encouraging. The number
of acquisitions suitable to cover the SPI was limited at the time and not all of them produced DEMs
of acceptable quality, the coverage increased as the mission entered its second and third year. For
this reason some compromises had to be made in selecting the scenes, for example accepting scenes
from different years and seasons. Only in the last phase as the second coverage of the globe started,
it was possible to take advantage of the dual baseline phase unwrapping in order to obtain a sens-
ible DEM over the regions characterized by the most difficult topography, where single baseline phase
unwrapping failed to produce a usable DEM.
Table 6.2 summarizes all TanDEM-X scenes which were finally used for this study to cover the SPI.
All scenes are acquired in bistatic configuration, mostly in operational mode and mostly in descending
orbital direction (often orbit 126). Three of them are experimental scientific acquisitions (marked
with * in Table 6.2), not part of the mission’s operational acquisition plan, but instead requested by
principal investigators for scientific purposes, two of these are acquired in ascending direction. Four
more scenes were processed but resulted to be too heavily corrupted by phase unwrapping errors on
the glacier surface and have since been discarded and substituted, thus not appearing in Table 6.2.
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The first two columns of Table 6.2 specify the TanDEM-X datatake via its acquisition item ID (AID)
and the scene number within the datatake. Among the accepted DEMs, 15 have been obtained using
single baseline phase unwrapping (indicated by 1B) and four with dual-baseline phase unwrapping
(2B), for these scenes, Table 6.2 reports both the master (2B M) and the supporting acquisitions (2B
S). The supporting acquisitions were chosen among the relatively few available at the time, a single
supporting acquisition per scene was used. The master and supporting acquisitions are maximum three
months apart, thus minimizing glacier changes between them. Around half of the DEMs are based on
acquisitions which span the year 2011 from March to October, unfortunately crossing different seasons.
The other half was acquired in the first months of 2012, during the Austral summer. For some scenes the
default length (8 seconds, ~50 km) of the processed section of datatake was extended in order to avoid
adding a new separate scene or shortened to avoid coverage of non-relevant surface, thus reducing the
risk of branch cuts during phase unwrapping in this region characterized by abundant water and steep
slopes. Incidence angles reported in Table 6.2 refer to the centre of the swath and span between 33.7°
and 44.6°. The effective baseline (B⊥) and the height of ambiguity (HoA, hamb) have a relatively large
range, because the acquisitions span different mission phases and include non-operational datatakes.
HoA ranges in absolute value between 43 m and 120 m, except for one experimental acquisition (S15)
characterized by very small baseline and height of ambiguity of 256 m. Finally coherence values for
master scenes range between 0.58 and 0.7. The last column in the table indicates the index which will
be used to refer to each of the 19 processed TanDEM-X Raw DEMs.
The Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) was used to process satellite raw data obtaining 19
Raw DEMs. Calibrated baseline products were used. The Raw DEMs are projected in geographical
coordinates, the elevations are represented in floating point and refer to the WGS84-G1150 datum
(DLR-CAF, 2010). The TanDEM-X Raw DEMs were obtained with ITP’s default posting (grid spacing):
this is 0.2 arcsec (ca. 6.2 m) in latitude, while in longitude this is 0.2 arcsec for scenes located north
of 50°S (corresponding to 4.3 m at 46.5°S of the upper NPI, down to 4.0 m at 50°S of the middle
of SPI) and 0.3 arcsec for scenes located between 50°S and 60°S (ca. 6.0 m at 50°S and 5.8 m at the
51.5°S of the lowest margin of SPI). Furthermore ITP allows to extract the SRTM C-band DEM from the
internal “W42” DEM database, matching the corner coordinates, posting and datum of the processed
TanDEM-X scene. The upscaling is performed using bilinear interpolation with floating point output.
The extracted SRTM DEM is useful as height reference to asses the quality of the processed Raw DEM.
Two main issues might affect the Raw DEM: (1) phase unwrapping (PU) errors, causing parts of
the DEM to have a wrong absolute elevation and a horizontal shift in the range direction. (2) Wrong
absolute phase offset (APO) estimation (cf. Section 6.2.2.2), causing a wrong absolute height, a shift
and a tilt in ground range for the entire Raw DEM. A first comparison with the SRTM C-band, over
relatively flat, ice-fee terrain, allows to detect obvious elevation offsets (larger than ca. 8 - 10 m) caused
by a wrongly estimated absolute phase offset, often due to the pi-ambiguity of the synchronization link
(cf. Section 6.2.2.1). In three Raw DEM (S13, S15, S19) large elevation offsets were detected. In two
cases (S13, S19) the measured height offset was nearly half of HoA meaning it was mainly due to a
pi-ambiguity which was corrected adding pi to the original APO. For S15 the large HoA of 256 m caused
the absolute elevation to be very sensitive to APO errors (according to Eq. (2.19)), a 16.5 m elevation
offset was measured and the corresponding phase added to the original APO. The three scenes were
geocoded again with the new APO value, obtaining an output which could be considered comparable
for all of the 19 Raw DEMs. All of them still needed a finer calibration to correct residual APO errors
and to achieve a good coregistration with the SRTM C-band DEM and between neighbouring TanDEM-
X scenes. The calibration procedure is described in Section 7.2. The approach to deal with PU errors
is described in Section 7.1.
6.2.4.2 NPI data
Given the scientific relevance of the results obtained in the SPI, the focus was shifted to the neigh-
bouring Northern Patagonian Icefield (NPI). The idea was to apply the same technique in order to
compute the glacier elevation changes and mass balance of this icefield to have a comprehensive un-
derstanding for the whole the Patagonian region. The advancement of the TanDEM-X mission was also
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a major drive. The operational coverage (in descending orbit) over NPI after the second year of mis-
sion was still somehow scarce compared to the SPI and problematic due to the difficult topography and
the seasonal differences between acquisitions. The operational coverages in opposite orbital direction
(crossing orbits) performed over difficult terrain (cf. Section 6.2) proved to be ideal for the coverage
of NPI in a short time span with dual-baseline data. During this mission phase, data were acquired in
ascending orbital direction over NPI in two cycles during September and October 2013 and January
and February 2014.
Table 6.3 summarizes all the TanDEM-X data used to cover the NPI in this study. Before reaching
the final selection of data and processing configuration, various attempts were performed involving
other data and different combinations of master and supporting scenes, but only the final configuration
and data used appears in Table 6.3. Three summer acquisitions with different beam (A2 025, A2 035,
A2 045) on the ascending orbit 89 were finally chosen in order to cover the entire icefield: datatakes
1191233, 1171117 and 1172605.
At this latitude snow is likely wet in summer, reducing the backscattering coefficient and accord-
ingly increasing noise of the DEM. Nevertheless the choice was done for two reasons: (1) to minimize
snow seasonal elevation variations since the acquisition period corresponds roughly to the one of the
SRTM DEM and is close to the end of the hydrological year, (2) reduce the effect of radar signal penetra-
tion in ice and snow. Another advantage is the very short interval of 45 days between the acquisitions.
An examination of the processed scenes revealed some areas affected by phase unwrapping errors. In
order to improve the coverage a further beam was selected (A1 030), unfortunately no summer ac-
quisition was available, so the datatake with AID 1149794, acquired in September 2013 was processed
to be used as gap filling Raw DEM with limited coverage, accepting the fact that it might differ from
the other scenes with regard to seasonal elevation changes and liquid water content of the snow.
The access to the ITP was exploited to manually define the portion of datatake to process, in
order to have one single long scene per datatake, covering along-track the whole length of the icefield
plus, where available, a portion of ice-free flat terrain to be used to validate and calibrate the Raw
DEM. Doing so allows to reduce the number of Raw DEMs and the time and effort associated to the
processing, calibration and mosaicking of each of them. It furthermore allows to have, at least for 3
of the 4 datatakes relatively large flat ice-free calibration areas (particularly north-west of NPI around
Laguna San Rafael and south-east of NPI).
To increase the area with valid elevation with such a complicated topography, multibaseline phase
unwrapping was employed for three of the five Raw DEMs. The supporting acquisitions were down-
loaded directly as CoSSC data (8 seconds length), except one which was experimental, and was pro-
cessed with the ITP as a long scene before being used as supporting CoSSC. It must be noted that the
ITP uses the supporting acquisitions in order to aid the phase unwrapping of the master scene, which
interferometric phase is the one converted to elevation (see Section 6.2.2.2). Hence using supporting
CoSSCs from different date and season, characterized by (limited) changes in snow and ice elevation,
liquid water content, and other surface condition does not represent a limitation in this scenario. As
Table 6.3 reports, master acquisitions display a small range of both incidence angles, between 34.8°
and 40°, and of HoA, spanning from 50 m to 67 m. This is another small advantage since the height
sensitivity to phase noise will be similar.
Finally 5 Raw DEMs were produced, identified by N1 to N5, with length in azimuth varying between
17 and 19 seconds (119 to 133 km along-track). Three of them (N1, N2, N4) are processed using mult-
ibaseline phase unwrapping with a vertical and horizontal posting of 0.4 arcsec in order to reduce file
size. The phase unwrapping quality is relatively good especially on the icefield. No usable supporting
acquisition was available for the western part of N2 (AID: 1171117), this led the ITP to assign a void
value to this part, in fact producing a Raw DEM which is narrower across-track. For this reason the
same acquisition was also processed with single baseline phase unwrapping into a separate Raw DEM.
Unfortunately due to the lack of dual baseline processing some large phase unwrapping errors are
present. In order to have a coverage of these icefield portions the winter acquisition 1149794 (N5)
was also processed with single baseline PU, improving the mutual coverage of the icefield, at the cost
of introducing data from winter. These two Raw DEMs were computed with a vertical and horizontal
posting of 0.2 arcsec, since it provided better phase unwrapping results compared to the 0.4 arcsec
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posting.
None of the DEMs displayed anomalous elevation offsets, hence no preliminary APO correction
was performed in this case, leaving the task of fine tuning to the calibration phase (see Section 7.2).
6.3 Glacier outline and additional data
In order to compute the geodetic mass balance, besides the elevation change maps and the digital
elevation model, a precise outline of the glaciated area is necessary. The main purpose is to define the
pixels belonging to the glacier surface in order to compute the mean elevation change and to measure
the area of the glacier which, a parameter needed to estimate the volume change. The glacier outline is
also useful, together with water body outlines, to select ice-free, water-free pixels in order to estimate
the uncertainty of the elevation difference.
Since up-to-date and historical glacier outlines are very important for many glaciological applica-
tions an inventory project known as GLIMS3 (Global Land Ice Measurements from Space) is currently
run by more than 60 institutions worldwide and hosted by the National Snow & Ice Data Center
(NSIDC), Boulder, Colorado. This database of glacier outlines grows steadily as it gives the users the
ability to submit their data, nevertheless it does not yet have a full global coverage. As a supplement to
GLIMS, the Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI)4 (Pfeffer et al., 2014) was created by more than 60 spe-
cialists of the field, and it owes its name to one of the meeting venues, Randolph (New Hampshire).
This is a globally complete inventory of glacier outlines. It was motivated by the Fifth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5) with version 1.0 released in
February 2012. The RGI database is also hosted at the NSIDC, the current version is 5.0 and was
released in July 2015 (Arendt et al., 2015). RGI is based on a combination of new and existing data,
such as outlines already available in the GLIMS and previous glaciers inventories such as the World
Glacier Inventory (WGI, 1989). In RGI the glaciers of the world are divided in 19 regions, the one of
interest for the current work is region 17: southern Andes.
The original outline (v. 1.0) for region 17 was obtained from late-summer, cloud free Landsat
7 ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus) imagery acquired prior to the 2003 Scan Line Corrector
failure. In order to detect the glacier surface, the normalized difference snow index (NDSI) from the 30
m resolution ETM+ multispectral images was used:
NDSI =
b2 − b5
b2 + b5
(6.6)
where b2 indicates spectral band 2 (λ ∈ [0.52; 0.60] µm) and b5 indicates band 5 (λ ∈ [1.55;1.75] µm).
A threshold ranging between 0.5 and 0.65 is applied to the NDSI to identify debris-covered to bare
ice and one ranging from 0.65 to 0.99 to detect snow-covered ice. The outline was largely improved
in version 2.0. Version 3.0 included improvements in central Chile and in the mountains surrounding
NPI and SPI (not of interest for this work). Only minor changes were applied afterwards in region 17.
For the current work version 2.0 of the RGI (Arendt et al., 2012) was used to extract two separate
glacier outlines for NPI and SPI5. To obtain a correct geodetic mass balance, a precise outline is needed
particularly at the glacier front, where elevation changes display the strongest magnitude. In this work
the outline was manually adapted to encompass the maximum glacier extent reached between the two
observation epochs. This meant adapting the glacier outline to the extent of February 2000 for almost
all glaciers, by using both the SRTM DEM and the elevation difference. The entire border of all glacier
termini, not just their front, was checked and modified if needed. A detail of the glacier outline at
the front of Jorge Montt Glacier is shown in Figure 9.15. Only four glaciers located on the western
margin of SPI displayed surface thickening and area gain: Pio XI, Trinidad, Calvo and HPS 34. For
these glaciers the TanDEM-X amplitude and the elevation change map were used to adapt the outline
to the glacier extent of 2011/2012 corresponding an areal gain of approximately 13.1 km2 between
3Available at: http://www.glims.org/
4Available at: http://www.glims.org/RGI/
5Shapefiles kindly provided by Matthias Reif, Enveo GmbH.
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February 2000 and February 2012. With this procedure a total reference glacier plan-view area of
3867.0 km2 and 12880.7 km2 is obtained for NPI and SPI, respectively.
Some glacier inventories and outlines have been recently published in the literature. Rivera et al.
(2007) computed the glacier outline of NPI from a Landsat ETM+ image of March 2001 (published
in GLIMS) using the b4/b5 ratio. They obtain a total ice area of 3953 km
2. Casassa et al. (2014)
published a glacier inventory of the SPI with areal changes between 1986 and 2000. They used Landsat
TM images of January 1986 and ETM+ images of October 2000. Both indices were used: the NDSI
to distinguish rock from snow and the b4/b5 ratio, to distinguish snow from ice. The authors further
improved the outline manually using the 15 m pansharpened ETM+ image, finally obtaining for year
2000 a total glacier area of 12514 km2, with an estimated error of 250 km2 (2.0%).
The accuracy of the RGI, being it a compilation of different sources, is not given precisely for each
outline. A rough statistical analysis of its error, produced by comparison with independent outlines is
provided in Pfeffer et al. (2014), with particular focus on South America. They fit a power law to the
obtained error data leading to the relation:
e (A) = ke1A
0.7 (6.7)
where e is the area error, A is the area, e1 = 0.039 is the error for an area of 1 km2, and k is an arbitrary
factor ranging between 1 and 3. According to this model an error of 38.0 km2 (1.0%) and 88.1 km2
(0.7%) can be obtained for NPI and SPI, respectively.
Paul et al. (2013) discusses the topic of glacier outline accuracy in its various aspects and compares
outlines obtained with low and high resolution multispectral images, as well as manual modifications
performed by different human operators. They confirm previously published accuracy assessments,
finding typical accuracies between 2% and 5%. Larger values are found as glacier size decreases.
Based on the previous error assessments, the glacier areas obtained in this work are assigned an
arbitrarily defined error of 2%, equal to 77 km2 and 258 km2, for NPI and SPI, respectively.
Another dataset used in this work is the water outline. It was used to avoid selecting water samples
when computing the statistics of bare rock pixels for the purpose of accuracy assessment and visual-
ization. The water outline used here comes from the SRTM Water Body Data (SWBD) product (Farr
et al., 2007). The outlines reflect the glacier frontal position at the time of the SRTM acquisition and
are hence well suited for this work (except for the few advancing glaciers). A general visual inspection
confirmed the acceptable quality of the water outlines for the purpose of this work.
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Ice elevation change maps
This chapter describes the methodology applied to generate the ice elevation change maps and the
obtained results. Section 7.1 reports the procedure followed to deal with phase unwrapping errors
in the TanDEM-X Raw DEMs. Section 7.2 focuses on the vertical and horizontal coregistration of the
TanDEM-X Raw DEMs to the SRTM DEM assumed as reference. This is a particularly important aspect:
the procedure, the correction values and the accuracy of the calibration are reported here. The steps
adopted to produce the maps (Section 7.3) and the results are finally presented and discussed (Section
7.4).
7.1 Dealing with phase unwrapping errors
A major problem affecting the Raw DEMs are phase unwrapping errors. These are areas where the
phase unwrapping algorithm (PU) did not manage to unwrap the interferometric phase consistently
with the rest of the scene, failing to follow the phase fringes pattern. This often happens because of
loss of coherence especially in areas of steep topography affected by layover and shadow as well as for
water bodies which tend to loose coherence even in bistatic acquisitions. PU errors can be limited to
an area of low coherence such as a lake or a slope but often tend to extend to very large areas. This is
because once a phase jump is introduced the fringes unwrapped afterwards will also be affected and
further phase jumps can occur as well. Areas affected by PU errors are assigned a wrong number of 2pi
phase cycles, corresponding to an elevation error (positive or negative) which is multiple of the height
of ambiguity (Eq. (2.19)) and a horizontal shift and tilt in range (towards or away from the sensor).
The Patagonian icefields are located in a region of extremely harsh and varied topography (see
Section 5.1). They are set in a very rough mountainous area and feature a large plateau crossed by
snow covered mountain ranges. At its margins ice is discharged through larger gentler glaciers, but
also narrow steep glaciers. The icefields (particularly SPI) are surrounded by an intricate net of lakes,
sea fjords and water streams.
Steep slopes result in layover and shadow as well as very dense fringe patterns with small values
of HoA, which the PU algorithm cannot always follow. Finally, low coherence water bodies, including
narrow rivers act as an obstacle to the fringe tracking algorithm, leading often to large PU errors.
Almost all of the processed TanDEM-X Raw DEMs display large phase unwrapping error areas mostly
located at the scene borders and various smaller areas within the scene, particularly over lakes and
steep slopes. Glaciers are generally well unwrapped having gentler slopes, but they may fall within a
large PU error. Four of the processed Raw DEMs had to be discarded because very limited usable ice
surface was included. For certain regions more overlapping Raw DEMs had to be processed in order
to achieve a good coverage by filling the mutual wrong areas. Using the dual-baseline PU correction
reduced significantly PU errors and allowed to achieve usable elevations even for very critical regions.
Nevertheless PU errors cannot be completely avoided.
Particular attention was paid to locating and masking out PU errors, since they would influence
the results of the elevation comparison (on-glacier) as well as the calibration of the DEM (off-glacier).
The masked areas can subsequently be filled with elevation data from overlapping Raw DEMs where
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Figure 7.1 – Masking of phase unwrapping error areas for scene S12. (a) Interferometric phase dif-
ference with SRTM. (b) Radargrammetric control map. (c) Elevation difference ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM
displaying several phase unwrapping errors, as well as ice thinning with similar order of magnitude
and residual misregistration. (d) Elevation difference after masking the phase unwrapping errors.
available. In order to detect and mask such areas each Raw DEM and the matching SRTM C-band DEM,
extracted through ITP, are subtracted obtaining a first difference image ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM, which
values display elevation differences due to ice surface changes, PU errors (theoretically in both DEMs,
but mainly in the TanDEM-X Raw DEM) and a residual absolute elevation offset between the two DEMs.
This difference image was mainly used to locate phase unwrapping error areas in each Raw DEM
scene. Furthermore ITP provides two useful images in radar geometry which can be used as a visual
aid: the interferometric phase difference with SRTM and the radargrammetric control map. Those
are shown for a Raw DEM over Grey and Tyndall glaciers in Figure 7.1a and 7.1b, respectively. In the
interferometric phase difference areas of agreement are displayed in green, while areas of discrepancy
with a phase jump of ±2pi or multiples (typically due to PU errors) are marked in magenta-red (+2pi)
and purple-blue (−2pi). Intermediate phase changes, for instance due to glacier thinning assume
intermediate colour shades. The radargrammetric control map displays very roughly in black the
largest PU error areas detected by comparison with the stereo-radargrammetric phase (see Section
6.2.2.2).
Phase unwrapping errors were detected separately on each Raw DEM according to the following
procedure: after a first visual check of the quality of the PU on the main glaciers using the interferomet-
ric phase difference image, the minimum and maximum actual ice elevation change was measured on
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Figure 7.2 – DEM misregistration scheme showing the effect of (1) a constant elevation bias δhbias
and (2) a horizontal shift a in slope direction (b =ψ) causing elevation difference error δhhor.
the DEM difference image for glaciers which were correctly unwrapped. Such changes often amounted
to several tens of meters. These values plus a reasonable margin were used as positive and negative
∆h thresholds to roughly isolate areas with phase unwrapping errors. A second step involved a thor-
ough visual and manual selection: undetected PU errors having elevations below the thresholds were
manually added and the borders of the thresholded areas were refined. The obtained mask was filtered
with a 9×9 median filter to eliminate isolated pixels caused by noise in the TanDEM-X Raw DEMs. The
filtered mask was used to assign to the PU errors areas an invalid value of −32767.0, which during the
mosaicking allows to discard such areas and use valid values from overlapping Raw DEMs, if available.
As an example, the elevation difference image for scene S12 (Grey and Tyndall glaciers) is shown in
Figure 7.1 along with the corresponding ITP control images. Large errors are visible particularly in
the north-east and south-west of the scene. The elevation difference obtained after masking out the
PU errors is shown in Figure 7.1d.
7.2 Vertical and horizontal coregistration of the DEMs
In order to obtain an accurate elevation change map and consequently use it to derive a mass bal-
ance through the geodetic method, a precise vertical and horizontal coregistration of the SRTM and
TanDEM-X DEMs must be achieved. A precise relative calibration is the main priority for this applica-
tion, while a precise absolute calibration, i.e. the fit of the DEM to the chosen datum, is desirable but
not strictly critical.
The effects of a DEM misregistration are depicted in Figure 7.2. One of the DEMs is assumed to
be “correct”, i.e. corresponding to the actual topography, and used as reference. With respect to the
reference the second DEM might suffer from an elevation bias δhbias, which can be constant or have
slow variation in space (e.g. a tilt) or with elevation. The second DEM might furthermore be affected
by a horizontal shift of magnitude a in direction b, this will cause an elevation difference error δhhor
when the terrain has a slope αwith an aspectψ non-orthogonal to b (ψ and b are 0° towards the north
and increase clockwise). The sign and magnitude of δhhor depends on these parameters according to
(Nuth & Kääb, 2011):
δhhor = a · cos (b−ψ) · tanα (7.1)
Because of these dependencies, an elevation difference image between two shifted DEMs appears like
a hillshade image, which is in fact obtained by shifting two copies of a single DEM. δhbias can hence
be measured on flat areas, while on slopes it will be coupled with δhhor.
Nuth & Kääb (2011) propose a universal method for assessing and coregistering DEMs to de-
rive glacier elevation changes and their geodetic mass balance. The authors fit a cosine function
a · cos (b−ψ) + c to all the δh/ tanα samples obtained on stable terrain. The parameters a, b and
c = δhbiastanα are then obtained by an iterative least squares minimization and used to coregister the second
DEM to the reference DEM.
The procedure proposed by Nuth & Kääb (2011) is generic and well suited for classic scenarios
where two DEMs are available as finished products, meaning that no access to the processing of the
DEMs is available. It involves a parameter estimation which is strongly dependent on the stable (ice-
free) pixels of the DEMs. The terrain surrounding glaciers is generally mountainous and hence critical
under many aspects, particularly in InSAR DEMs. Here the accuracy achieved is generally lower on
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slopes, furthermore layover and shadow areas do not have valid elevation data: they are either void
or filled with a ramp. Furthermore phase unwrapping errors can render unusable large portions of
terrain. These factors limit the availability and the quality of the ice-free points used to estimate the
correction parameters and hence the quality of the fit.
In this work a great advantage with respect to DEM coregistration arises from the self-processing
of the the TanDEM-X Raw DEMs through the operational processor (ITP), and the possibility to tweak
some of the processing parameters, particularly in the interferometric part (cf. Section 6.2.2.2). This
allows to restrict the generic DEM registration problem to the issues strictly linked to the InSAR geo-
metry and DEM generation (Section 2.2.1).
The SRTM C-band DEM (Section 6.1) is naturally chosen as reference elevation for several reasons.
It is a final product obtained by calibration and mosaicking of overlapping datatakes (Section 6.1.1),
particularly numerous in this region, leading to better accuracy and no voids. The product underwent
several internal and external accuracy assessments which proved it to exceed the nominal absolute
and relative accuracy requirements. In particular long wavelength elevation biases were not detected
in this region (cf. Section 6.1.1).
The TanDEM-X Raw DEMs processed through the ITP with calibrated baseline product are still
affected by absolute elevation and positioning errors. Those are corrected operationally during the
mosaicking phase by the MCP (cf. Section 6.2.1). Sources of systematic errors are described in more
detail in Section 6.2.3.1, where the baseline error is identified as the main contributor and its effects are
described. Phase errors and baseline errors parallel to the line of sight will impact the estimation of the
absolute phase offset (termφoff in Eq. (2.18)), which in the ITP is based on the stereo-radargrammetric
phase (cf. Section 6.2.2.2). The Raw DEM is hence affected by a height offset (Eq. (6.3)), an across-
track shift (Eq. (6.4)) and a tilt around the master flight trajectory (Eq. (6.5)). Furthermore APO
errors can arise during its estimation, particularly on difficult topography. For instance because of
(generally small) undetected PU errors, or because of a large fractional part after integer rounding.
The three systematic effects can be corrected by adjusting the estimated APO of each Raw DEM.
This can be done by extracting a relative height offset between the Raw DEM and the reference DEM,
corresponding to a constant δhbias (Figure (7.2)). Eq. (2.19) is used to convert the measured relative
height offset δhbias into a phase offset δφbias which is added to the previous APO φoffold , obtaining
an updated value of the APO φoffnew = φoffold + δφbias. The geocoding module of the ITP is run again
with this updated value of APO, obtaining a new Raw DEM which fits the reference DEM. Not only
the height offset is corrected but also the across-track horizontal shift and tilt. A precise vertical and
horizontal DEM coregistration is hence is obtained without any manipulation of the DEMs.
7.2.1 Determination of the Raw DEM height offset and its accuracy
An appropriate strategy must then be set for the determination of a single value of δhbias for each
Raw DEM. It must be first noted that the Raw DEMs were previously pre-screened for possible large
APO errors, for instance due to the synchronization link pi-ambiguity (cf. Section 6.2.2.1), those were
corrected by adding an appropriate multiple of pi to φoffold and obtaining a new Raw DEM (see Section
6.2.4). This implies that the residual δhbias will be relatively small (below ~8 m) and almost constant
as the tilt will be negligible. The horizontal shift will also be small, reducing the effect of δhhor for low
slopes.
To estimate a value of δhbias for each Raw DEM, “calibration regions” (CRs) were visually identified
and manually selected over delimited off-ice terrain. They were chosen to be as flat and vegetation-free
as possible and as spatially distributed over the Raw DEM as possible, to account for possible spatial
trends of δφbias (e.g. a residual tilt). Slopes (particularly those parallel to the across-track direction)
cause coupling of δhhor with δhbias, biasing the estimate of the latter. Vegetation is not desirable as
C and X band have varying penetration into the canopy, leading to different position of the scattering
phase centre (the difference with these frequencies is nevertheless limited). The largest difference
happens when comparing canopy elevation between winter and summer. The presence and type of
vegetation (i.e. its height and density) has been assessed on optical imagery with the commercial
software Google Earth™, the spatial resolution and quality is mostly sufficient for the purpose except
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for older Landsat imagery. Given the difficult topography it was not always possible to fulfil both
criteria (especially in SPI) and some compromises had to be accepted.
The availability of suitable CRs is strongly varying between Raw DEMs and generally limited. This
is due, in the first place, to the extreme topography surrounding the icefields, which often does not offer
flat ice-free areas. The availability is furthermore reduced by the presence of large phase unwrapping
errors on this kind of terrain.
The situation is worse for the SPI because its surroundings are geographically rougher then NPI:
the icefield is completely surrounded by mountains and water bodies, flat plains are not present in
the vicinity of the icefield. Furthermore phase unwrapping errors are more frequent because single
baseline phase unwrapping was used for most of the scenes. Finally being SPI much longer than NPI
some scenes cover almost exclusively glaciated terrain. For this reason on SPI the effort was made to
identify as many CRs as possible, even if small, to achieve a better statistical representation. A total
of 74 non-adjacent CRs have been identified in SPI and are summarized in Table 7.1. The number of
CRs per TanDEM-X Raw DEM is rather variable, but at least one CR was selected on each of them and
at least three CRs on each datatake in order to increase the robustness of the coregistration procedure
against possible outliers. Subsequent scenes belonging to the same datatake displayed generally small
or negligible elevation offset between each other on the overlapping area (both on and off-glacier).
This is somehow expected as the APO estimation should lead to similar results on subsequent scenes
covering similar topography. This fact is also generally confirmed by the mean elevation difference
displayed on the CRs of the same datatake (see Table 7.1). Because of the scarceness of CRs for
some scenes (which have limited off-glacier terrain) it was decided to use all the CRs belonging to the
same DT together and derive a single common height offset for all the scenes belonging to the DT.
An exception are scenes S18 and S19 which are treated separately although belonging to the same
datatake, because they are not subsequent.
The availability of suitable terrain is better in NPI. A large plain is present on the north-west of
the icefield at the terminus of S. Quintin and S. Rafael glaciers, and other smaller flat regions are
located at the southeastern margin (see Figure 7.5). The scene length of the Raw DEMs was changed
to include these regions. The central datatakes either do not cover such regions or suffer from phase
unwrapping errors at their location, hence smaller regions had to be used. The dual baseline phase
unwrapping correction proved to be advantageous in NPI where performed, correctly unwrapping
larger parts of ice-free terrain compared to the single baseline approach. The CRs identified in the NPI
data are reported in Table 7.2. Scenes N2 and N3 have been processed from the same raw data once
with multi baseline (N2) and once with single baseline (N3) phase unwrapping. They display exactly
the same elevation on overlapping areas and thus require for coregistration a single height offset value
obtained from a common set of CRs. Unfortunately for these scenes the flat terrain north of Laguna S.
Rafael was affected by a large phase unwrapping error which rendered arduous the selection of CRs,
restraining the selection to small and not too flat regions. For the whole NPI a total of 21 CRs has
been identified, some extremely flat and large (up to 112 km2). As shown in Table 7.2, some of the
CRs in NPI are common to different adjacent datatakes allowing not only an estimate of the elevation
offset against SRTM but also between TanDEM-X Raw DEMs. This procedure helped validating the
estimated elevation offsets, although the quantitative results of this check are not reported here.
For each CR the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding TanDEM-X Raw DEM and of
the DEM difference ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM have been extracted and are reported in Table 7.1 and 7.2,
for SPI and NPI respectively. The standard deviation of the DEM is an indicator of flatness (and DEM
noise) on the CR. The mean of ∆h on CR r is denoted µregr and represents a local estimate of δhbias,
its values will be used to derive a single height offset for each DT. The standard deviation of ∆h on
r is denoted σregr and describes the spread of ∆h within the CR, its values will be used to define the
uncertainty of the obtained height offset for each DT. The distribution of ∆h samples within the CR is
not shown but it generally close to Gaussian. The uncertainty of the spatial mean µregr on CR r, can be
defined by the standard error of the mean:
SEregr =
σ
reg
rp
Nr
(7.2)
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7.2. Vertical and horizontal coregistration of the DEMs
Table 7.1 – Calibration regions for SPI. The table reports for each CR their geographic position, area,
mean and standard deviation of the TanDEM-X Raw DEM and of the ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM difference
image, as well as the vegetation condition on the CR.
TanDEM-X Mos. TanDEM-X DEM Δh = (TDM - SRTM)
CR ID CR Name CR Coordinates DT AID Sc. IDX Acq. date Area [km²] Mean [m] Stdev [m] Mean [m] Stdev [m] Std. Err. [m] Vegetation
RS1 W_of_Chico 48°59'55.80"S, 73°5'18.15"W 1012654 27 S3 2011-03-07 1.5399 545.136 25.250 1.946 2.589 0.34855 No
RS2 W_of_Chico_2 48°59'40.65"S, 73°6'41.41"W 1012654 27 S3 2011-03-07 0.9709 546.411 38.883 2.015 2.974 0.50375 No
RS3 W_of_HPS13 49°41'33.32"S, 73°40'53.50"W 1012654 28 S4 2011-03-07 0.3024 535.980 18.427 2.382 5.078 1.50104 No, rock
RS4 S_of_Guilardi 50°26'56.17"S, 73°59'16.70"W 1012654 29 S10 2011-03-07 1.7095 22.997 3.403 -1.058 2.371 0.30301 Yes, not tall
RS5 south_front_Guilardi 50°23'10.04"S, 73°54'50.08"W 1012654 29 S10 2011-03-07 1.5982 194.827 48.596 0.089 3.761 0.49706 No, sparse
RS6 front_of_U27 50°11'18.96"S, 73°55'19.34"W 1012654 29 S10 2011-03-07 0.3631 143.746 30.140 1.565 3.817 1.03859 Yes, not tall
RS7 between_Penguin_and_Europa 50°9'18.94"S, 73°53'46.29"W 1012654 29 S10 2011-03-07 0.5557 372.031 37.848 1.374 4.805 1.06998 No, bare rock
RS8 front_of_Ameghino 50°24'12.29"S, 73°7'48.38"W 1021147 26 S13 2011-07-17 0.5658 225.348 3.619 2.863 1.046 0.23097 No, sand
RS9 SE_of_Tyndall 51°16'42.07"S, 73°10'39.62"W 1021147 27 S12 2011-07-17 7.1820 42.158 5.651 3.031 1.527 0.09523 No
RS10 SW_of_Grey 51°3'42.24"S, 73°16'49.38"W 1021147 27 S12 2011-07-17 3.5925 184.675 4.481 2.806 1.667 0.14701 Partial
RS11 between_Snowy_and_HPS41 51°19'13.06"S, 73°31'4.30"W 1021147 27 S12 2011-07-17 0.9461 58.310 3.237 3.191 1.760 0.30200 Likely sparse (Landsat)
RS12 S_of_Grey 51°7'39.77"S, 73°6'34.47"W 1021147 27 S12 2011-07-17 1.9613 82.577 18.268 3.167 1.632 0.19472 Partial
RS13 W_of_JorgeMontt 48°15'27.36"S, 73°36'6.83"W 1027766 1 S1 2011-05-09 1.0551 17.133 1.919 -1.451 1.716 0.27894 Likely not tall (Landsat)
RS14 NW_of_JorgeMontt_2 48°15'1.09"S, 73°30'4.30"W 1027766 1 S1 2011-05-09 0.9269 33.774 12.808 -1.394 2.529 0.43845 Likely not tall (Landsat)
RS15 N_of_JorgeMontt 48°10'36.88"S, 73°24'10.25"W 1027766 1 S1 2011-05-09 1.7325 68.077 10.876 -1.573 3.481 0.44185 Likely not tall (Landsat)
RS16 NW_of_JorgeMontt_4 48°13'58.68"S, 73°33'9.38"W 1027766 1 S1 2011-05-09 3.6734 21.227 5.206 -1.357 2.258 0.19690 No, grass
RS17 W_of_Mayo 50°21'40.99"S, 73°22'25.95"W 1027767 1 S15 2011-04-22 0.5722 209.078 5.638 1.399 3.998 0.87778 No
RS18 W_shore_L_Argentino 50°39'51.93"S, 73°0'1.15"W 1027767 1 S15 2011-04-22 2.1297 208.586 6.350 1.145 4.245 0.48609 No
RS19 S_of_PMoreno 50°34'24.74"S, 73°3'21.62"W 1027767 1 S15 2011-04-22 2.0623 601.400 10.310 1.182 4.859 0.56544 Partial, mostly grass
RS20 W_of_Frias 50°43'40.82"S, 73°3'29.75"W 1027767 1 S15 2011-04-22 1.0410 255.059 10.859 1.234 4.390 0.71845 No
RS21 S_of_Viedma 49°35'6.22"S, 73°10'11.09"W 1027772 1 S2 2011-05-01 0.1720 634.941 5.211 4.089 2.002 0.75031 No
RS22 S_of_Viedma_2 49°33'51.48"S, 73°10'14.88"W 1027772 1 S2 2011-05-01 0.2146 613.647 5.709 4.306 2.470 0.84648 Yes
RS23 N_of_viedma 49°23'7.07"S, 73°3'20.32"W 1027772 1 S2 2011-05-01 0.2918 685.777 3.806 2.871 3.590 1.07810 No
RS24 front_of_Upsala_E 49°52'37.92"S, 73°11'48.21"W 1027772 1 S2 2011-05-01 0.6735 453.939 56.406 4.155 4.882 0.99025 No, rock
RS25 N_of_Viedma_2 49°28'10.46"S, 73°3'17.26"W 1027772 1 S2 2011-05-01 1.9553 827.601 27.594 4.107 4.858 0.58054 No, rock
RS26 NW_of_HPS31 50°35'29.85"S, 73°40'44.04"W 1042632 23 S14 2011-10-24 1.2149 25.730 3.563 1.900 2.179 0.33019 Yes
RS27 between_HPS29_and_HPS31 50°30'18.33"S, 73°36'2.85"W 1042632 23 S14 2011-10-24 1.0690 219.649 66.537 2.257 6.061 0.97887 Yes 
RS28 W_of_HPS34 50°39'26.06"S, 73°42'26.92"W 1042632 23 S14 2011-10-24 0.2882 27.275 4.339 2.359 2.554 0.77132 No, sparse
RS29 SW_of_HPS38 51°8'5.79"S, 73°40'56.36"W 1042632 24 S11 2011-10-24 1.6623 25.786 4.227 2.011 1.500 0.19440 No, sparse and low
RS30 W_of_HPS38 51°5'13.05"S, 73°45'4.92"W 1042632 24 S11 2011-10-24 3.1447 29.345 3.905 3.295 1.220 0.11494 No, sparse and low
RS31 W_of_Amalia 50°58'20.05"S, 73°46'14.46"W 1042632 24 S11 2011-10-24 1.4236 29.790 6.747 2.694 1.561 0.21858 No
RS32 W_of_HPS38_2  51°0'11.77"S, 73°59'13.98"W 1042632 24 S11 2011-10-24 4.7251 41.209 5.201 2.159 1.410 0.10837 No, sparse and low
RS33 front_HPS38 51°1'50.17"S, 73°48'52.68"W 1042632 24 S11 2011-10-24 1.5343 83.683 29.559 2.210 3.178 0.42861 No, grass
RS34 front_of_Chico 48°54'44.82"S, 72°57'58.95"W 1055763 16 S7 2012-03-26 0.9827 280.254 7.178 4.470 2.541 0.42797 No
RS35 N_of_OHiggins 48°48'51.78"S, 73°2'0.79"W 1055763 16 S7 2012-03-26 0.2782 526.005 32.207 4.030 2.915 0.89391 No, sparse
RS36 E_of_Chico 49°4'9.63"S, 72°57'21.13"W 1055763 16 S7 2012-03-26 0.9950 714.059 26.535 4.364 4.665 0.78070 No
RS37 E_of_Upsala 49°57'35.97"S, 73°7'31.62"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 2.8681 204.950 4.284 2.044 1.999 0.19722 No, sparse and low
RS38 S_of_Upsala 50°0'40.19"S, 73°9'51.18"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 0.3107 204.369 4.546 1.679 3.029 0.88447 No, sparse and low
RS39 SE_of_Upsala 50°0'45.22"S, 73°12'27.27"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 3.0394 203.881 4.100 1.401 1.671 0.16013 No
RS40 SW_of_Upsala 49°58'30.07"S, 73°20'40.33"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 0.9921 455.961 25.922 3.269 2.708 0.45383 No
RS41 E_of_Agassiz_Onelli 50°6'16.82"S, 73°17'29.05"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 0.7400 213.629 3.794 3.061 2.253 0.43651 Yes
RS42 W_of_Spegazzini 50°12'54.71"S, 73°9'17.98"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 1.4318 924.123 30.904 2.532 4.078 0.56940 Partial
RS43 SW_of_Upsala_2 49°58'55.20"S, 73°19'23.64"W 1056403 22 S17 2012-03-15 0.5088 302.302 22.922 2.383 4.329 1.00561 No
RS44 front_of_Tempano 48°40'2.59"S, 73°57'25.35"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 1.9910 124.446 3.005 3.257 1.573 0.18631 Likely not tall (Landsat)
RS45 front_of_Bernardo 48°35'29.32"S, 73°54'3.97"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 3.3144 24.005 3.296 2.860 1.591 0.14602 No, sparse and low
RS46 front_of_Ofhidro 48°23'59.80"S, 73°49'43.55"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 1.2655 25.491 4.299 3.347 1.837 0.27279 Yes (Landsat image)
RS47 SW_of_JorgeMontt 48°24'12.69"S, 73°43'1.96"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 0.7299 82.728 7.175 2.351 2.322 0.45286 Yes (Landsat image)
RS48 W_of_JorgeMontt_2 48°17'37.31"S, 73°37'33.56"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 0.8479 34.987 4.054 1.868 1.870 0.33883 Likely sparse (Landsat)
RS49 NW_of_JorgeMontt 48°14'26.25"S, 73°48'45.87"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 0.5778 450.051 18.503 3.161 3.754 0.82034 Likely sparse (Landsat)
RS50 between_Tempano_and_Bernardo 48°41'40.87"S, 73°51'25.21"W 1057982 19 S9 2012-02-16 0.3591 667.530 10.974 3.348 4.090 1.11872 No
RS51 W_of_Pio 49°9'32.92"S, 74°7'27.25"W 1057982 20 S5 2012-02-16 0.5989 76.350 16.218 3.427 4.034 0.86639 Partial
RS52 W_of_Pio_2 49°11'3.44"S, 74°15'33.75"W 1057982 20 S5 2012-02-16 1.1890 86.349 5.710 1.724 2.999 0.45942 No, sparse
RS53 front_of_Occidental_3 48°51'52.10"S, 74°9'51.96"W 1057982 20 S5 2012-02-16 0.4179 129.774 5.786 2.063 4.055 1.03386 No, sparse
RS54 front_of_Occidental_2 48°51'52.10"S, 74°9'51.96"W 1057982 20 S5 2012-02-16 1.2503 87.603 13.824 2.881 4.616 0.68959 No
RS55 front_of_Occidental 48°51'46.85"S, 74°12'46.30"W 1057982 20 S5 2012-02-16 2.7189 45.656 6.106 3.399 2.673 0.27085 Likely not tall (Landsat)
RS56 extreme_north 48°13'13.46"S, 73°19'24.74"W 1058255 8 S8 2012-02-11 2.4170 17.147 2.626 -2.555 1.959 0.21054 No, low (Landsat)
RS57 N_of_Lucia_Pascua 48°16'33.39"S, 73°10'38.05"W 1058255 8 S8 2012-02-11 3.0669 66.524 8.020 -2.755 2.044 0.19508 Partial
RS58 E_of_Bravo 48°39'5.74"S, 73°7'42.33"W 1058255 8 S8 2012-02-11 2.4997 286.113 14.045 -2.805 3.830 0.40478 No
RS59 N_of_Lucia_2 48°13'52.82"S, 73°17'1.90"W 1058255 8 S8 2012-02-11 0.9654 17.993 1.898 -2.574 1.937 0.32911 No, sparse and low
RS60 N_of_Oriental  48°25'3.50"S, 73°0'11.61"W 1058255 8 S8 2012-02-11 2.7487 279.749 7.001 -1.762 2.729 0.27511 No, sparse and low
RS61 S_front_HPS_9 49°4'44.61"S, 73°45'0.57"W 1058255 9 S6 2012-02-11 0.7592 181.016 4.746 -2.214 3.426 0.65532 No, rock
RS62 S_of_HPS9 49°5'50.99"S, 73°41'34.73"W 1058255 9 S6 2012-02-11 0.2207 208.902 6.031 -2.990 2.817 0.95427 No, sparse and low
RS63 between_pio_and_HPS10 49°18'51.21"S, 73°46'7.85"W 1058255 9 S6 2012-02-11 0.3870 104.934 9.354 -3.166 5.797 1.53168 Partial
RS64 front_of_HPS10 49°32'16.85"S, 73°49'41.51"W 1058255 10 S16 2012-02-11 2.4445 32.695 12.294 -2.558 2.610 0.27898 Partial
RS65 W_of_HPS12 49°39'16.17"S, 74°1'15.71"W 1058255 10 S16 2012-02-11 1.5307 22.014 2.552 -2.877 1.910 0.25794 Yes
RS66 S_of_Pio 49°20'49.93"S, 73°51'10.71"W 1058255 10 S16 2012-02-11 0.4576 21.736 3.434 -2.739 2.099 0.51280 No, sparse
RS67 S_of_Pio_2 49°21'54.12"S, 73°51'17.64"W 1058255 10 S16 2012-02-11 0.2428 36.456 7.476 -3.328 2.529 0.82283 No, sparse
RS68 front_of_Ameghino_2 50°23'43.17"S, 73°6'49.75"W 1058868 3 S18 2012-01-31 0.3238 207.380 3.344 1.910 1.867 0.53533 No, sand
RS69 E_shore_L_Argentino 50°39'23.54"S, 72°56'42.18"W 1058868 3 S18 2012-01-31 0.5940 209.222 3.519 2.257 2.301 0.49610 No
RS70 W_of_Lago_Dickson  50°51'41.46"S, 73°2'41.15"W 1058868 3 S18 2012-01-31 2.2173 202.702 6.154 1.030 2.482 0.27851 No, sparse
RS71 shore_front_PMoreno 50°29'23.50"S, 73°2'16.85"W 1058868 3 S18 2012-01-31 0.4262 236.129 14.001 1.082 5.454 1.37783 Yes
RS72 SW_of_HPS41  51°18'31.06"S, 73°37'50.60"W 1058868 5 S19 2012-01-31 3.5628 27.286 5.005 2.486 2.361 0.20902 Paritial
RS73 SW_of_HPS41_2 51°17'20.31"S, 73°38'30.91"W 1058868 5 S19 2012-01-31 1.2544 27.729 5.397 2.564 2.929 0.43684 Partial
RS74 S_of_Snowy_2 51°24'40.77"S, 73°33'21.25"W 1058868 5 S19 2012-01-31 0.8153 49.149 8.590 3.139 1.512 0.27917 No, low
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Table 7.2 – Calibration regions for NPI. See caption of Table 7.1.
TanDEM-X Mos. TanDEM-X DEM Δh = (TDM - SRTM)
CR ID CR Name CR Coordinates DT AID Sc. IDX Acq. date Area [km²] Mean [m] Stdev [m] Mean [m] Stdev [m] Std. Err. [m] Vegetation
RN1 Calib_01_1191233 46°46'58.38"S, 74°9'13.61"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 112.1090 17.009 1.637 -3.070 0.931 0.01469 Small portion 
RN2 Calib_02_1191233_1149794 46°45'0.38"S, 74°1'40.01"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 57.6636 19.683 1.972 -2.846 0.166 0.00366 No
RN3 Calib_03_1191233 46°53'53.97"S, 74°6'54.01"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 29.8608 18.456 1.806 -2.638 1.238 0.03785 Small portion
RN4 Calib_04_1191233 46°38'43.98"S, 74°10'8.81"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 19.0592 42.029 5.362 -3.292 1.093 0.04185 Low
RN5 Calib_05_1191233_1149794 47°0'38.77"S, 73°56'25.62"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 17.5675 25.581 5.113 -2.577 0.469 0.01870 Partially, not dense
RN6 Calib_06_1191233 46°40'4.78"S, 74°17'0.80"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 17.2154 26.507 3.610 -3.437 1.464 0.05896 Partially
RN7 Calib_07_1191233_1149794 46°48'56.38"S, 74°0'44.81"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 12.9846 34.298 4.632 -2.753 0.915 0.04245 No
RN8 Calib_08_1191233_1149794 46°32'17.19"S, 74°8'5.61"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 10.4430 50.165 3.876 -4.016 1.085 0.05613 No
RN9 Calib_09_1191233 47°0'27.57"S, 74°7'20.81"W 1191233 10 N1 2014-02-14 5.2342 51.712 6.249 -3.729 1.214 0.08866 Yes
RN2 Calib_02_1191233_1149794 46°45'0.38"S, 74°1'40.01"W 1149794 10 N5 2013-09-02 57.6636 18.678 2.421 -3.851 1.594 0.03508 No
RN5 Calib_05_1191233_1149794 47°0'38.77"S, 73°56'25.62"W 1149794 10 N5 2013-09-02 17.5675 24.388 5.367 -3.770 2.133 0.08503 Partially, not dense
RN7 Calib_07_1191233_1149794 46°48'56.38"S, 74°0'44.81"W 1149794 10 N5 2013-09-02 12.9846 33.452 4.794 -3.599 1.457 0.06756 No
RN8 Calib_08_1191233_1149794 46°32'17.19"S, 74°8'5.61"W 1149794 10 N5 2013-09-02 10.4430 49.268 4.056 -4.913 1.513 0.07826 No
RN10 Calib_10_1171117 47°8'38.37"S, 73°20'25.24"W 1171117 9 N2, N3 2014-01-01 8.9088 1018.102 104.330 -5.313 10.363 0.58022 Partial
RN11 Calib_11_1171117 47°5'31.97"S, 73°16'54.84"W 1171117 9 N2, N3 2014-01-01 7.7091 813.891 115.333 -4.463 6.458 0.38869 No
RN12 Calib_12_1171117 47°10'17.16"S, 73°16'38.44"W 1171117 9 N2, N3 2014-01-01 6.5870 606.420 101.970 -5.552 5.162 0.33609 No
RN13 Calib_13_1171117 47°19'18.36"S, 73°14'14.44"W 1171117 9 N2, N3 2014-01-01 6.2279 721.765 64.942 -7.007 5.284 0.35385 No
RN14 Calib_14_1171117 46°31'6.79"S, 73°41'49.63"W 1171117 9 N2, N3 2014-01-01 3.2942 29.830 8.668 -5.331 1.273 0.11717 Very sparse
RN15 Calib_15_1171117 47°28'19.15"S, 73°20'11.64"W 1171117 9 N2, N3 2014-01-01 2.5695 365.786 59.023 -4.979 5.476 0.57089 Sparse
RN16 Calib_16_1172605 46°21'34.79"S, 73°19'27.64"W 1172605 7 N4 2014-01-12 25.1067 35.669 10.666 -4.567 2.864 0.09551 Partially
RN17 Calib_17_1172605 47°19'19.16"S, 72°57'52.05"W 1172605 7 N4 2014-01-12 11.4043 110.551 8.458 -4.737 1.443 0.07142 No
RN18 Calib_18_1172605 47°7'10.37"S, 72°54'0.45"W 1172605 7 N4 2014-01-12 10.5681 226.048 5.678 -4.954 1.646 0.08460 No
RN19 Calib_19_1172605 46°27'27.99"S, 73°12'28.04"W 1172605 7 N4 2014-01-12 8.8693 73.759 13.131 -5.066 2.861 0.16055 Small portion
RN20 Calib_20_1172605 46°43'23.18"S, 73°3'48.05"W 1172605 7 N4 2014-01-12 6.2680 287.695 12.292 -5.371 2.606 0.17394 Sparse
RN21 Calib_21_1172605 46°18'23.60"S, 73°25'50.84"W 1172605 7 N4 2014-01-12 5.5346 15.141 0.635 -4.701 0.856 0.06081 No
where Nr indicates the number of spatially uncorrelated samples on CR r and is obtained according
to Equation (9.30) as explained in 9.3.4, which simplifies to:
Nr =
9
2
Ar
Acor
(7.3)
if Ar  Acor, where Ar is the total area of the CR and Acor is the correlation area, i.e. the area within
which elevation difference measurements are spatially correlated. The correlation area is defined
from the correlation distance dcor, which is estimated empirically on the ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM using
semivariograms and represents the distance beyond which spatial correlation approaches zero. The
spatial statistics theory behind semivariograms is explained in Section 9.1.1.1, while the quantitative
derivation of the correlation distance used here can be found in Section 9.3.4. The correlation distance
for relatively flat areas such as those characterizing the calibration regions has been estimated to be
dcor = 200 m. The correlation area is obtained as the area of a circle with radius dcor, i.e. Acor =
pid2cor = 0.12566 km
2.
To obtain a single heigh offset for the entire datatake (which is an estimate of δhbias), the weighted
mean of the µregr for all r ∈ d is computed. CRs are considered to be statistically independent as they
are geographically distant and scattered on the entire datatake. The weights used are the squared
inverse of the standard errors of the mean SEregr , i.e. wr =
1
(SEregr )2
= Nr
(σregr )2
. The higher the weight,
the more accurate the spatial mean µregr . The weight is linearly proportional to the area Ar of the CR
(through Nr) and inversely proportional to the variance of the elevation difference pixels
 
σ
reg
r
2
. The
height offset for datatake d is computed as the following weighted mean:
µ
reg
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∑
r wrµ
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=
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(7.4)
and its standard error is obtained as:
SEregd =
Ç∑
r
 
wr · SEregr
2∑
r wr
=
1È∑
r
1
(SEregr )2
(7.5)
SEregd expresses the uncertainty of the derived height offset and hence the accuracy of the calibration
procedure for datatake d. This term will be included in the mass balance error budget as a systematic
error affecting all elevation difference pixels equally, as described in Section 9.3.6.
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Table 7.3 – Estimated height offsets and the corresponding accuracy along with the elevation correction
applied to the TanDEM-X Raw DEM scenes of the SPI.
AID Scene Index Date µregd [m] SE
reg
d [m] δhbias correction [m]
1012654 27, 28, 29 S3, S4, S10 2011.03.07 0.563 0.18457 −0.6
1021147 26, 27 S13, S12 2011.07.17 2.993 0.06858 −3.0
1027766 1 S1 2011.05.09 −1.408 0.14290 +1.4
1027767 1 S15 2011.04.22 1.203 0.30722 −1.2
1027772 1 S2 2011.05.01 4.011 0.35313 −4.0
1042632 23, 24 S14, S11 2011.10.24 2.565 0.06658 −2.6
1055763 16 S7 2012.03.26 4.386 0.34602 −4.4
1056403 22 S17 2012.03.15 1.889 0.11169 −1.9
1057982 19, 20 S9, S5 2012.02.16 2.936 0.08847 −2.9
1058255 8, 9, 10 S8, S6, S16 2012.02.11 −2.583 0.09350 +2.6
1058868 3 S18 2012.01.31 1.415 0.21837 −1.4
1058868 5 S19 2012.01.31 2.700 0.15625 −2.7
Table 7.4 – Estimated height offsets and the corresponding accuracy along with the elevation correction
applied to the TanDEM-X Raw DEM scenes of the NPI.
AID Scene Index Date µregd [m] SE
reg
d [m] δhbias correction [m]
1191233 10 N1 2014.02.14 −2.858 0.00343 +2.9
1149794 10 N5 2013.09.02 −3.931 0.02739 +3.9
1171117 9 N2, N3 2014.01.01 −5.414 0.09885 +5.4
1172605 7 N4 2014.01.12 −4.782 0.03563 +4.8
The values of µregd and SE
reg
d are reported in Table 7.3 for SPI and in Table 7.4 for NPI. The obtained
values of µregd are relatively small (maximum of −5.414 m for N2/N3), this reflects also in small hori-
zontal shifts in ground range. Datatakes where larger CRs could be selected (particularly N1, N4, N5)
result in a low error SEregd (minimum 0.00343 m on N1). Other datatakes, with CRs characterized by
small area and larger standard deviation σregr due to the slope and roughness, have larger error SE
reg
d
(maximum 0.35313 m on S2).
For each scene s of DT d the estimated elevation offsets µregd (a positive value means that the
TanDEM-X Raw DEM is higher than the SRTM DEM) have been rounded to the first decimal and used
as an estimate of the relative height offset δhbias between the Raw DEM and the SRTM DEM. This was
used (with opposite sign) to coregister vertically and horizontally the Raw DEM to the reference SRTM
DEM according to the procedure described before.
The newly calibrated Raw DEMs have been assessed against each other on overlapping terrain,
including ice covered surface. Here for acquisitions from the same year and season the mean eleva-
tion was extracted and compared on overlapping areas characterized by similar radar backscattering.
The corrected elevations displayed good agreement. The horizontal coregistration with respect to the
SRTM appears to be achieved as well: the difference images do not display a hillshade effect (see
Figure 7.9) and the method of Nuth & Kääb (2011) confirmed the validity of the correction. The
quality of the coregistration was furthermore confirmed by comparing on stable terrain (ice-free) the
corrected TanDEM-X Raw DEMs and the SRTM C-band DEM to several ICESat GLAS altimetry tracks
acquired between 2003 and 2009. Nevertheless a certain amount of residual horizontal misregistra-
tion can be expected, given the uncertainty linked to the height offset estimation. Its contribution will
be accounted in the mass balance error budget.
Some issues concerning the coregistration procedure are now discussed. Variability of the µregr
extracted on different CR r within the datatake d (evident on scene S10, Table 7.1) can be due to
different reasons. Slopes on a CR (marked by higher elevation standard deviation) will introduce a
δhhor component which affects the extracted ∆h statistics. TanDEM-X winter scenes might have snow
cover on the CR which, especially if wet, would lead to a higher scattering phase centre compared
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to the ground measured by the summer SRTM. A similar effect would happen on the few CR with
dense, tall vegetation, particularly with acquisitions in different seasons. Variability among CRs of
the same datatake might also be due to relative error of both DEMs, especially SRTM. As discussed in
6.1.1, the major problem would be caused by long wavelength height errors, but given their nature
they would be almost constant across the study area and thus be compensated by the coregistration
procedure, besides this region proved not to be affected by such a problem (cf. Section 6.1.1). The
SRTM DEM might still have some residual unmasked PU errors but they would mostly affect layover
and shadow areas rather than flat terrain. These are unlikely in this region given the abundance of
overlapping acquisitions, in fact height jumps in the order of the SRTM HoA (125 - 325 m) were not
observed. The interpolation to fill small gaps performed during editing of the SRTM DEM, or some
residual mosaicking “jumps” between datatakes could also lead to less reliable local elevations. All
these problems are somehow counteracted by the use of a weighted average of different CRs scattered
spatially. An elevation dependent bias as reported by some authors in the literature was not observed
over flat terrain (see 9.1.1.7 and 9.3.1) and should not affect the coregistration. Dietrich et al. (2010)
measured very strong crustal uplift rates due to glacial isostatic adjustment up to 40 mma−1 on SPI
(lower values are expected on NPI). The relative coregistration presented here based on CRs located
in the vicinity of the icefield allows to compensate most of the crustal uplift. This issue is discussed in
more detail in 9.3.8.
7.3 Elevation change maps derivation
After calibration, elevation difference images were obtained for each scene by subtracting the SRTM
DEM (bi-linearly oversampled) from each coregistered TanDEM-X Raw DEM, obtaining the elevation
difference image∆h = hTDM−hSRTM. A corresponding elevation difference rate image ∆h∆t was obtained
dividing all pixels by the time span∆t in years between the TanDEM-X acquisition and a time reference
for the SRTM DEM (17.02.2000 was used). All images are in geographic coordinates up to this point.
The calibrated TanDEM-X Raw DEMs hTDM, the elevation difference ∆h and elevation difference
rate images ∆h∆t were mosaicked for each icefield. UTM projection was used (zone 18 south) for the
mosaics, with a pixel spacing of 10 m (in easing and northing) for SPI, where Raw DEMs have a
0.2/0.3 arcsec posting and 12 m for NPI, where Raw DEMs where either processed at 0.4 arcsec or
subsequently converted to this posting. The overlapping SRTM DEM for SPI and NPI was also obtained
with the same coverage, projection and pixel spacing.
The mosaics are composed of 19 scenes in SPI and 5 scenes in NPI. These are assigned an index
as reported in Table 7.5 and 7.6 and stacked according to the order of the index (lower index in
foreground, higher index in background). Invalid values of each scene are filled by valid values of
underlying scenes, where available. The tables also report some useful parameters of each TanDEM-X
scene (referring to the master acquisition when dual baseline PU was used), including the ∆t with
SRTM and the glacier surface covered in the mosaic. The spatial coverage of the scenes is shown in
Figure 7.3 for NPI an Figure 7.4 for SPI.
7.4 Results and discussion
The elevation change rate maps obtained are shown in Figure 7.6 for NPI and 7.8 for SPI. The SRTM
C-band DEM, which has no voids, is also shown in Figure 7.5 and 7.7 to aid interpretation. The glacier
outline (cf. Section 6.3), represents the maximum extent during the observation period. The total
glacier area AGL, amounts to 12880.7 km2 for SPI and 3867.0 km2 for NPI. The unsurveyed areas due
to phase unwrapping errors in the TanDEM-X Raw DEMs are marked in white in Figure 7.6 and 7.8.
The total unsurveyed area AEX amounts to 497.8 km2 (12.9% of AGL) and 921.1 km2 (7.2% of AGL) for
NPI and SPI, respectively. For NPI most of the unsurveyed areas are located in the north-east margin
where the higher altitudes are reached, mostly within scene N4. As expected other PU error are located
along the mountain ranges crossing the plateau, where steeper slopes are found. This generally applies
to SPI as well, although here some flat areas are also affected due to the use of single baseline PU for
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Table 7.5 – SPI mosaic scenes and relevant characteristics (master DT). Experimental datatakes are
marked with *.
IDX Main glaciers covered
Acquisition
date
Acq. time
(UTC)
Look
ang. [°]
HoA
[m]
AID ∆t [a]
Glac. area
[km2]
S1 Jorge Montt, Lucia 2011.05.09 23:46 33.71 120.98 1027766* 11.230 988.7
S2 Upsala, Viedma, Cono, Bertacchi 2011.05.01 09:54 41.28 48.42 1027772* 11.208 1180.6
S3 Viedma (upstream), Chico 2011.03.07 09:54 42.78 −43.14 1012654 11.058 1115.9
S4
Upsala (upstream), Viedma
(upstream), Cono, Bertacchi
2011.03.07 09:54 42.77 −43.44 1012654 11.058 936.4
S5
Pio XI (terminus), Occidental,
Greve, HPS 8
2012.02.16 10:02 36.19 −88.48 1057982 12.005 419.9
S6 Pio accumulation, HPS 9 2012.02.11 09:54 44.59 112.26 1058255 11.992 1104.3
S7
O’ Higgins, Gaea, Chico
(terminus)
2012.03.26 09:54 42.69 −105.52 1055763 12.112 255.9
S8
Jorge Montt (part), Lucia, Pascua,
Bravo, Melizo Sur, Oriental
2012.02.11 09:54 44.57 112.98 1058255 11.992 946.5
S9
Jorge Montt (fraction), Tempano,
Bernardo, Ofhidro
2012.02.16 10:02 36.22 −88.58 1057982 12.005 513.2
S10
HPS 19, Penguin, Europa,
Guilardi
2011.03.07 09:54 42.70 −43.63 1012654 11.058 1335.5
S11 Asia/Burjo, Amalia, HPS 38 2011.10.24 09:54 40.60 −64.83 1042632 11.690 523.5
S12
Grey, Tyndall, Olvidado, Pingo,
HPS 38, HPS 41
2011.07.17 09:54 38.48 49.75 1021147 11.419 678.0
S13 Perito Moreno, Grey (upstream) 2011.07.17 09:54 38.52 49.48 1021147 11.419 591.6
S14
Ameghino, HPS 31, HPS 34,
Fernando
2011.10.24 09:54 40.64 −64.88 1042632 11.690 459.5
S15
Perito Moreno, Ameghino, Frias
HPS, Mayo, HPS 28, Cubo
2011.04.22 23:53 40.94 256.05 1027767* 11.184 289.1
S16 HPS 10, Trinidad 2012.02.11 09:54 44.53 111.81 1058255 11.992 252.5
S17
Spegazzini, Onelli, Bolados,
Agassiz, Bretacchi
2012.03.15 09:54 40.67 −98.85 1056403 12.082 207.8
S18
Ameghino, Perito Moreno, Frias
HPS, Calvo, Dickson, Olvidado
2012.01.31 09:54 38.46 −94.04 1058868 11.962 40.1
S19
Balmaceda, Snowy, HPS 41
(terminus)
2012.01.31 09:54 38.41 −93.46 1058868 11.962 120.5
Table 7.6 – NPI mosaic scenes and relevant characteristics (master DT).
IDX Main glaciers covered
Acquisition
date
Acq. time
(UTC)
Look
ang. [°]
HoA
[m]
AID ∆t [a]
Glac. area
[km2]
N1
S. Quintin, Benito, HPN 1,
Acodado, Steffen
2014.02.14 23:46 34.83 −50.45 1191233 14.0 875.1
N2
Gualas, S. Rafael, S. Quintin,
Pared Norte, Colonia
2014.01.01 23:46 37.19 68.58
1171117
2B
13.9 1440.5
N3
Gualas, S. Rafael, S. Quintin,
Pared Norte, Colonia
2014.01.01 23:46 37.19 68.58
1171117
1B
13.9 416.2
N4 Grosse, Exploradores, Fiero, Nef 2014.01.12 23:46 39.93 66.66 1172605 13.9 357.4
N5
S. Rafael, S. Quintin, Benito, HPN
1, Acodado, Steffen
2013.09.02 23:46 36.17 64.36 1149794 13.6 280.1
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Figure 7.3 – NPI Raw DEM coverage. Figure 7.4 – SPI Raw DEM coverage.
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most of the Raw DEMs.
The NPI elevation change rate observed between February 2000 and early 2014 does not feature
any thickening trend. Instead most of the outlet glaciers display thinning and in rare cases a stable
behaviour. The strongest thinning trends are found on the glacier termini located in the south-west of
the icefield. The elevation change rate reaches its peak of −9 m a−1 at the front of HPN 1 Glacier, while
the nearby Benito, Acodado and Steffen glaciers lost up to −8 ma−1 of ice thickness. The latter two
are characterized by a significant thinning trend extending up to the plateau until approximately 1800
m of altitude. A similar behaviour is shared by the calving S. Rafael Glacier, which is the second largest
glacier with an area of 720 km2 and is characterized by an extremely fast ice flow up to 15 md−1. The
other glaciers display strong thinning on their termini but have a more limited ice loss within their
basins on the plateau, up to 1.5 ma−1. The largest glacier is the S. Quintin (790 km2), here strong
thinning is detected at the termini, while a relatively constant thinning of approximately 1.3 ma−1
characterizes the plateau. The divide between its basin and that of the nearby S. Rafael Glacier is
clearly visible in Figure 7.6. The glaciers on the eastern margin have a more limited thinning mostly
constrained to their termini, the maximum elevation loss is found at the Colonia glacier (−7 m a−1). At
higher altitudes, above 2000 m, the thinning signal is reduced. The large unsurveyed area surrounding
Monte San Valentin (4058 m a.s.l.) is expected to have a stable behaviour given its altitude and by
observing the small measured patches in its surroundings. Most of the glaciers of NPI are non-calving,
or calve into relatively constrained lakes. The lack of the calving ice loss phenomenon may be one of
the explanations for the slower thinning rates compared to those of SPI.
The SPI is characterized by a vast extent and different climatological dynamics on its western and
eastern margins, which are separated by a mountain range crossing the plateau approximately north
to south from west of Grey Glacier up to north-east of Pio XI Glacier (see Figure 7.7). These features
make the icefield a complex system displaying a variable dynamic behaviour which reflects in the ice
elevation changes measured by this study in the observation period 2000 - 2011/2012 and shown in
Figure 7.8.
The southern sector of SPI displays significant thinning at all of its termini in the eastern and
western margin, including the two large glaciers Grey (255 km2) and Tyndall (315 km2). This sec-
tor displays modest altitudes up to 2000 m and is not divided longitudinally by the mountain range
crossing the plateau starting just above the Grey Glacier basin.
The mid-southern sector up to Upsala Glacier displays a generally stable behaviour on both mar-
gins. The two largest glacier basins are those of the Europa Glacier (390 km2) and Perito Moreno
Glacier (255 km2) which proved to be in a balanced state. The Calvo Glacier (95 km2) which flows
in a very deep and constrained valley shows a light thickening trend up to +3 m a−1 at the front with
almost negligible frontal advance. Other smaller glaciers display thinning at the the termini, this is
particularly strong for the Ameghino Glacier (65 km2) and the Onelli and Bolados glaciers. On the
plateau varying behaviour is recorded, from stable to slight thinning (ca. −0.3 m a−1).
The northern half of SPI hosts the largest glacier termini and basins and features the strongest
change patterns. On the eastern margin the huge Viedma (1040 km2) and Upsala (750 km2) glaciers
thinned at very fast rates on the entire basin. The Upsala Glacier displays rates up to −2 m a−1 at 1650
m and up to −18 ma−1 at its main front (Figure 7.9b) which underwent a strong frontal retreat of 3.5
km. Increasing frontal flow velocities from 4 m d−1 to 10 md−1 were measured from January 2008 to
October 2009 with feature tracking applied to TerraSAR-X data (see Section 11.5.1). As a consequence,
dynamic thinning (cf. Section 3.4) may explain the high elevation change of the terminus.
The Pio XI (or Brüggen) Glacier is the largest of the SPI (1220 km2), its catchment basin, partially
discharging in the smaller Trinidad Glacier, appears to be well confined by an arching mountain range
which includes the peaks of Cordon Moreno (3490 m a.s.l.) and Volcan Lautaro (3607 m a.s.l.). These
two glaciers display a significant thickening trend mostly on the terminal part, with average of around
+3.5 ma−1 and a peak of +10 ma−1 at the main front of Pio XI, a peak of +15 ma−1 at the smaller
north front of Pio XI and +9 m a−1 at the front of Trinidad Glacier. A detailed unsaturated view of
the elevation change rate at the terminus of Pio XI is shown in Figure 7.9c. On the plateau, weak
positive elevation rates are measured on the western margin and turn into null or slightly negative
values towards the east.
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Figure 7.5 – SRTM C-band DEM of the NPI region. The icefield is outlined in white.
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Figure 7.6 – Elevation change rate map of NPI. The icefield is outlined in black. White areas represent
icefield missing data due to phase unwrapping errors in the TanDEM-X Raw DEMs. Land surface is
filled in grey and water bodies in blue.
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Figure 7.7 – SRTM C-band DEM of SPI. Figure 7.8 – Elevation change rate of SPI.
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Figure 7.9 – Elevation change rate for three main glaciers of SPI displaying the strongest elevation
changes, causing colourscale saturation in Figure 7.8. White areas indicate missing data due to phase
unwrapping errors in the TanDEM- X Raw DEMs.
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The O’Higgins Glacier (790 km2) appears to have a relatively constant thinning rate around −1.6
ma−1 across its basin including its terminus.
The glacier complex formed by Greve (495 km2), Occidental (176 km2), Tempano (285 km2) and
Bernardo (540 km2) forms the largest catchment basin of SPI. It displays significant thinning on the
plateau up to 1500 m, and increasingly high losses on the termini.
The Jorge Montt Glacier (490 km2) is probably the most interesting and impressing case of the
Patagonian icefields. It is located at the northern margin of SPI and calves into a tidewater fjord.
Ice thinning rates ranging from −1.5 ma−1 at 1550 m to −3.1 m a−1 at 1200 m are measured on
the plateau. As soon the glacier starts to flow within a confined and steep basin at altitude below
1000 m, the ice thinning rate drops abruptly to approximately −10 ma−1 on the main flow channel
and on the tributary channels. Since the colourscale in Figure 7.8 is saturated, the elevation change
map of Jorge Montt is shown in greater detail in Figure 7.9a. Along the terminus the thinning rate
decreases slowly but steadily up to −25 ma−1 near the front of May 2011. To put it into prospective,
this figure corresponds to approximately 280 m of elevation loss during the observation period of 11.2
years, during which the glacier underwent a marked frontal retreat of 2.5 km. Since Jorge Montt
is the most dynamic glacier of the Patagonian icefields, its thinning behaviour was investigated on a
recent observation period by computing the elevation change rate between the TanDEM-X Raw DEM
of 2011 and a new Raw DEM of 2014. This result and the multitemporal geodetic mass balance for
the 2000 - 2011 and the 2011 - 2014 observation periods are presented in Chapter 10. The availability
of a recent elevation change map allows to detect a strong thinning acceleration trend. The recent
elevation change rate map shows that the glacier thins at rate of up to 33 m a−1 at its snout (see Figure
10.1).
In Figure 7.9 the off-glacier terrain has not been masked in order to show the good degree of
horizontal and vertical coregistration achieved according to the procedure described in Section 7.2.
Some features due to the different resolution of the DEMs can be noticed. The possible light residual
misregistration is well described by the errors obtained in Section 7.2, which will contribute to the
final error budget of the mass balance.
The TanDEM-X DEM mosaic and the SRTM C-band DEM were compared to several ICESat GLAS
altimetry tracks acquired between 2003 and 2009 on the icefield surface of the main glaciers (Grey,
Perito Moreno, Ameghino, Pio XI, Upsala, Jorge Montt) in order to measure punctually the variations
in the elevation change trend. The thinning trend, where detected, proved to be accelerating. The
corresponding plots are not reported here.
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Chapter 8
SAR Backscattering and penetration
depth
This chapter tackles the issue of the InSAR elevation bias caused by radar signal penetration in ice and
snow from a practical point of view for the datasets used in this work. Specifically, the backscattering of
the SAR acquisitions will be analysed in order to understand the snow condition with respect to liquid
water content, allowing to evaluate if such a bias affects the used DEMs. The effects of liquid water
on the microwave properties of snow are shown in Section 8.1, where the possible snow conditions
and their effects on the backscattering are also discussed. The backscattering analysis is performed
for the SRTM data (Section 8.2), exploiting the recently released brightness products, and for the
TanDEM-X data (Section 8.3). To complement the interpretation of the backscattering, concurrent
meteorological data from nearby stations are also used. In Section 8.4 the results of a multitemporal
experiment are reported. Two overlapping TanDEM-X DEMs (one from winter and one from summer)
and their backscattering are compared in order to estimate the InSAR elevation bias due to radar
penetration, but also to quantify the seasonal elevation change caused by melting and firn compaction
within four months.
8.1 Backscattering analysis of snow
The penetration depth is linked to the dielectric properties of the snowpack, which are in turn strongly
dependent on the presence of liquid water. This element causes a strong increase in absorption leading
to a fall in penetration depth. In order to establish a liquid water content (LWC) threshold for which the
effect of signal penetration into ice and snow can be neglected, the models for the dielectric properties
of snow introduced in Section 4.3 and the electromagnetic theory leading to the penetration depth
expression explained in Section 4.4 have been applied to obtain the plots of the relative dielectric
constant of snow in Figure 8.1 and the vertical penetration depth shown in Figure 8.2. The real part "′r
was computed according to Equation (4.22) (Tiuri et al., 1984; Kendra et al., 1998) for dry snow (for
two typical values of ρds) and by adding the increment of Equation (4.24) (Kendra et al., 1998) for wet
snow. The imaginary part "′′r was obtained for dry snow according to the model of Tiuri et al. (1984)
in Equation (4.23), where the "′′ri of ice was obtained using Eq. (4.21). For wet snow the simplified
model by Mätzler (1987) of Eq. (4.26) was applied. Snow density ρs was assumed to be 0.4 g · cm−3
with T = −1°C to simulate older compact snow and ρs = 0.2 g · cm−3 with T = −10°C to simulate
fresh snow. The snow density affects noticeably only "′r . The other plots show only calculations with
ρs = 0.4 g · cm−3. The temperature of the ice has an effect only on "′′rds, which is very small and
difficult to model, meaning that for dry snow the penetration depth cannot be computed precisely
and will depend on volume scattering properties (snow microstructure). The relaxation frequency of
water was assumed to be f0 ' 9 GHz. The signal frequencies were 1.3 GHz for L-band, 5.3 GHz for
C-band and 9.6 GHz for X-band, the latter two corresponding to the operating frequencies of SRTM
and TanDEM-X, respectively. "′rds and "′rws were also compared to other models by Mätzler (1987)
highlighting good convergence.
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Figure 8.1 – Relative dielectric constant of
snow for varying liquid water content mv at
L-band, C-band and X-band. The real part "′r
is shown for two different snow densities.
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Figure 8.2 – Vertical penetration depth δp
for varying liquid water content mv at L-
band, C-band and X-band.
The plot in Figure 8.2 shows how even a low quantity of liquid water in the snowpack leads to
an abrupt drop in the vertical penetration depth. Furthermore for off nadir signals such that of a
SAR, the actual penetration depth on a horizontal surface will be reduced by a factor cosθt , where
θt is the transmission angle, which can be computed according to Snell’s law in Equation (4.15). The
factor cosθt increases with wetness and density of the snowpack. For dry or lightly wet snow with
ρs = 0.2 g · cm−3, cosθt is around 0.65 for an incidence angle θi = 60° and around 0.9 at θi = 30°.
The elevation bias in the InSAR DEM will be at its maximum equal to half the actual penetration depth
(see Section 9.1.1.6).
The backscattering coefficient σ0 (cf. Section 2.1.1) can be used to distinguish wet and dry snow.
The behaviour of σ0 of ice and snow with respect to different parameters and particularly liquid water
content has been extensively covered in Section 4.5. The experimental results from the literature
reported there will be used in this chapter for the interpretation of the SAR backscattering images
of SRTM and TanDEM-X. This is not straightforward as σ0 depends on SAR imaging parameters as
well as surface and volume physical properties. The focus of the investigation is restricted to the
smoother surface typical of the plateau, mainly occupied by the accumulation area of the glaciers.
This is because the termini flowing into steeper beds at lower elevations (~0 - 1000 m a.s.l) feature
very rough ice surfaces which lead to very strong backscattering. The transmissivity is hence small and
penetration depths are negligible. Four main conditions of the snow and firn of the accumulation area
of a temperate climate icefield can be profiled as reported below (see also Section 4.5).
• Dry snow Typical of the cold season, often featuring an upper layer of younger fresh snow with
small grain size and low density. Such a layer would be practically transparent to the radar
especially at longer wavelengths. The lower layers which underwent metamorphism through
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compression and melt-refreeze cycles have larger grain sizes and isolated elements such as lenses
and pipes enhancing strongly volume scattering and driving upσ0. In this situation the scattering
phase centre might be located several meters below the actual surface at C and X-band (δp can
be in the order of several hundred times the wavelength). An estimation of δp is difficult in this
case. Fresh snow could decrease σ0 slightly.
• Wet snowpack Typical of warmer seasons. Melting starts to occur as temperature rises above
0°C. Water starts to percolate down the snowpack soaking it more and more in depth. In this
scenario surface scattering prevails and penetration depth is small due to the strong absorption,
this scenario reflects in low values of σ0. The scattering phase centre can be assumed to be on
the actual surface.
• Temporarily wet upper layer Typical in spring. The upper layer starts to become wet in the
warmer hours/days and refreezes as temperature declines. The lower layer remains dry. σ0
starts to decrease as LWC increases and surface scattering prevails. Under certain circumstances
the water might refreeze some centimetres below the surface creating a frozen layer which causes
σ0 to rise slightly or remain stable. The scattering phase centre at C and X-band is near the
surface in this case.
• Refrozen upper layer Typical of warmer seasons. When temperatures decline below zero, often
during night time or colder days, the upper layer of the wet snow starts to refreeze forming a
crust below which the snow remains wet. σ0 increases slowly but steadily as the frozen crust
becomes more compact and thicker, only to drop again as temperatures rise, usually after sunrise
on a sunny day. The scattering phase centre is located below the refrozen crust, thus not much
deeper as the actual surface (5 - 30 cm).
A general knowledge of the climatological conditions of the region is useful to interpret the backs-
cattering. These are described in more detail in Section 5.3. SPI and NPI feature a maritime climate
on their western side, characterized by strong winds and advection from the Pacific Ocean with very
high precipitation rates. The icefields display a dryer more continental climate on the eastern side.
Annual temperatures do not exhibit a large dynamic, on the plateau they can temporarily go below
zero even in summer. Rain can occur at all seasons at lower altitudes and similarly snowfall at higher
altitudes. Altitude gradients of rain, wet snowfall and dry snowfall can occur, even in summer. Winter
snowfall can generally be very abundant except at the lower termini where rain may be dominant all
year round.
8.2 Surface condition during SRTM
8.2.1 Processing the SRTM backscattering
The SRTM mission and dataset is discussed in Section 6.1. NASA and the USGS released at the be-
ginning of 2015 the SRTM C-band Swath Image Dataset1 (SRTMIMGR) (Farr et al., 2007) under the
MEaSUREs initiative. This dataset consists of all the amplitude images of the mission divided in 1°×1°
tiles. They are provided as orthorectified and terrain corrected radar image brightness images for each
of the four sub-swaths, with a resolution of 1 arcsecond. Each image is complemented by a local in-
cidence angle mask, computed on a 3 × 3 window of the DEM and resampled back to 1 arcsecond.
According to Farr et al. (2007) the SRTM goals for absolute and relative radiometric calibration were
3 dB and 1 dB, respectively. The C-band (5.3 GHz) antenna acquired 4 sub-swaths in ScanSAR mode
with two polarizations, the look angle ranges from 30° to 56° as summarized in Table 8.1.
The SRTMIMGR file contains radar brightness β0 which was corrected for flat earth using only the
look angle and no topographic information2. The provided local incidence angle map has been used
to obtain a σ0 estimate by applying σ0 = β0 · sinθloc (see Section 2.1.1). A precise retrieval of the
1DOI: 10.5067/MEaSUREs/SRTM/SRTMIMGR.003
2Personal communication with USGS User Services
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Table 8.1 – SRTM C-band antenna sub-swath characteristics.
Sub-swath Polarization Look angle
1 HH 30° - 42°
2 VV 41° - 48°
3 VV 47° - 53°
4 HH 52° - 59°
Table 8.2 – All SRTM C-band datatakes covering the entire SPI and NPI and used for the DEM gen-
eration. The table reports orbit number, datatake index, orbital direction and the sub-swaths used to
compute σ¯0. The acquisition time refers to the start of the datatake.
Orbit n. DT Orb. dir. Used sub-swaths Acq. time (UTC−4h)
10 200 D 4 12/02/2000 04:04
28 230 A 4 13/02/2000 06:56
41 190 D 1 14/02/2000 02:04
44 230 A 3,4 14/02/2000 06:42
57 190 D 1,2 15/02/2000 01:50
60 230 A 2,3,4 15/02/2000 06:29
73 190 D 1,2,3,4 16/02/2000 01:37
76 230 A 1,2,3,4 16/02/2000 06:16
89 190 D 1,2,4 17/02/2000 01:24
92 230 A 1,2,3,4 17/02/2000 06:02
105 200 D 2,3,4 18/02/2000 01:10
108 230 A 2,4 18/02/2000 05:49
121 200 D 1,3,4 19/02/2000 00:57
124 230 A 1,2,3,4 19/02/2000 05:35
137 200 D 1,2,3,4 20/02/2000 00:43
140 230 A 1,2 20/02/2000 05:22
153 200 D 3,4 21/02/2000 00:30
156 240 A 1 21/02/2000 05:09
uncorrected β0 from the data was not possible since the platform orbital parameters are not provided.
The look angle correction has been thus compensated using the mid-range look angle for the entire
sub-swath, introducing an error up to ±0.6 dB for sub-swath 1, ±0.3 dB for sub-swath 2, ±0.2 dB for
sub-swaths 3 and 4. These are acceptable values given the nominal accuracies for the product and the
subsequent averaging of multiple sub-swaths from different ascending and descending passes.
The backscattering coefficient σ0 of the icefield can be used to determine if elevation biases due
to signal penetration affect the SRTM C-band DEM. As explained in Section 6.1, the SRTM DEM is
obtained by mosaicking, within an 1°×1° tile, all the InSAR DEMs from each sub-swath acquired during
9 days (12.2 - 21.2.2000). Given the high latitudes (especially for SPI) a large number of ascending
and descending acquisitions contributed to the final DEM, increasing its accuracy and reliability in this
region. The list of all SRTM C-band datatakes acquired on the Patagonian icefields and surroundings
is reported in Table 8.2.
In order to have a single representation of the backscattering to relate to the final DEM an average
σ¯0 of the σ0 images of all sub-swaths covering the plateau of NPI and SPI has been computed, these
are indicated in the third column of Table 8.2. Sub-swaths covering only glacier termini or bare-rock
have been ignored in the averaging process. The acquisition time (Seal & Rogez, 2000) refers to the
start of the datatakes (which are in average 3 minutes long in this region) and is reported in local solar
time (UTC−4h)3. The time of day is useful to interpret the backscattering coefficient with respect to
liquid water content. A total of 54 files were selected across six 1° × 1° tiles from 46°S to 52°S. The
3Note: DST was in effect in Chile and Argentina in February 2000 making the official time UTC−3h
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Figure 8.3 – Air temperature trends during February 2000 at Cochrane airfield, El Calafate airfield and
Perito Moreno terminus. By applying to the latter a lapse rate of−0.65°C/100 m the mean temperature
on the icefield was estimated. The black arrow highlights the days of SRTM acquisition.
number of overlapping acquisitions selected on the plateau range generally between 4 and 7, only
between 49°50’S and 50°S some sectors are covered with only 2 to 5 overlapping acquisitions.
The SRTM acquisitions have a large range of look angles between 30° and 60° corresponding to a
variation of σ0 of several dB (around 7 dB at 4.6 GHz for dry snow in the experimental results from
Ulaby et al. (1982b) shown in Figure 4.3). On the areas with overlapping sub-swaths characterized by
different look angles the σ¯0 estimate will have an increased spread, making interpretation less reliable.
Another possible source ofσ0 spread is temporal variation of liquid water content (Section 4.5), caused
by temperature changes and possibly by rain. The backscattering signature is very similar for the HH
and VV polarizations, the differences are below the nominal radiometric accuracy. Averaging the two
polarizations is hence not problematic.
8.2.2 Meteorological conditions during SRTM
In this region sunrise occurs around 6:00 (UTC−4h) and sunset around 20:10 in mid-February, with
solar noon around 14:00. All datatakes were acquired either after midnight or shortly after sunrise
(cf. Table 8.2). Since these are the coldest hours of the day, the risk of strong temporal variations in
liquid water content due to diurnal temperature cycles is reduced.
Air temperature data on the plateaus would be useful to infer the wetness of the snow and possible
nocturnal refreezing but unfortunately direct measurements are not available. Daily mean air tem-
peratures from a meteorological station installed and operated by the University of Innsbruck in SPI
were made available. The station was located 500 m south of the terminus of Perito Moreno Glacier
(198 m a.s.l., 50°29’23”S, 73°03’48”W) on the shore of Lago Argentino (southern arm). The values
recorded during part of February 2000, including the days of the SRTM mission, are shown in Figure
8.3. Average daily temperatures were 9.4°C in February, 10.5°C in January and 9.8°C in November
and December 1999. In order to roughly estimate the mean temperature on the icefield a lapse rate of
−0.65°C/100 m (Bippus, 2007) was applied. At 1800 m a.s.l. the extrapolated daily mean air temper-
ature was around 0°C during the SRTM with a slight increasing trend (Figure 8.3). This implies that at
this altitude freezing may occur during the night (usually reaching a peak before sunrise) and melting
occurs during daytime. According to the applied lapse rate, altitudes with temperatures constantly
below zero during February 2000 are likely located above 2500 - 2600 m, hence including only the
higher sections of the mountain ranges crossing the plateau. A similar behaviour is to be expected in
NPI, possibly with a slightly increased mean temperature due to the lower latitude.
Daily mean air temperatures recorded by the Argentinian Meteorological Service4 at the meteor-
4Temperature records at P. Moreno and El Calafate have been kindly provided by Dr. Gabriele Bippus, ENVEO IT GmbH.
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ological station located at the Lago Argentino Airfield (ca. 220 m a.s.l., approx. 50°20’S; 72°15’W)
near the town of El Calafate, circa 60 km east of the Perito Moreno terminus are also shown in Fig-
ure 8.3. Despite the similar altitude and latitude, a difference in temperature with the Perito Moreno
temperature is noticeable.
Meteorological records are also available on the Chilean Meteorological Division website for a
station located at the Cochrane Airfield (196 m a.s.l, 47°14’40”S; 72°35’11”W), approximately 50 km
east of the terminus of Colonia Glacier (NPI). Minimum, maximum and average daily temperatures
are shown in Figure 8.3. Mean values are close to those recorded at El Calafate. Minimum peaks were
reached between 3:45 and 6:30, maximum peaks between 13:30 and 17:30. At this station, located
on the east of NPI, recorded precipitation levels were close to zero during the SRTM acquisition period
and the preceding days.
8.2.3 Interpretation of the SRTM backscattering
The average backscattering coefficient σ¯0 obtained as explained in Section 8.2.1 is shown in Figure
8.4 for NPI and in Figure 8.5 for SPI. The standard deviation image is also shown as it supports the
interpretation as a measure of spread and hence reliability. The backscattering average and standard
deviation were analysed in parallel with the DEM and optical images where available.
The plateau of SPI ranges altitudes between roughly 1100 m and 2400 m, with some mountain
ranges exceeding these elevations and characterized by a very high σ0 due to roughness and steep
slopes causing layover (see DEM in Figure 7.7). NPI has similar altitude ranges with the exception of
the northeastern (46°38’S, 73°21’W) mountain complex south of Monte San Valentin (4058 m) where
a higher plateau with relatively gentle slopes and elevations between 2300 and 3200 m is present (see
DEM in Figure 7.5).
Backscattering at the glacier termini High mean backscattering σ¯0 was measured by SRTM at
C-band on the glacier termini. This is due to the high sensitivity of the backscattering at 5.6 cm
wavelength to the rough ice found in this part of the glacier (due to features from centimetre to meter
scale up to large crevasses). A representative example is the S. Quintin Glacier (NPI). On the heavily
crevassed terminus local mean values of σ¯0 up to −6.5 dB are measured. Upstream at the beginning
of the plateau (46°51’S, 73°40’W) σ¯0 is −19/−18 dB at the flanks of the glacier, where small-scale
surface features are present, but it is lower (−24 to −22 dB) along the mid line where a tongue of very
smooth surface is found (see Figure 8.4), at both locations the low σ¯0 values are likely an indicator of
wet snow and firn. Very high σ¯0 is measured on ice strongly covered by debris such as in the north-east
of NPI (especially Grosse Glacier) and the southern flank of Nef Glacier (47°04’S, 73°15’W). Standard
deviation values on the glaciers are also generally low between 1.5 and 3 dB indicating stability against
acquisition geometry. On the glacier termini the backscattering is dominated by the surface scattering
mechanism and has limited sensitivity to liquid water content. The penetration depth of the radar in
the ice volume is thus negligible.
Backscattering on the icefield plateau The interpretation of σ¯0 on the smooth icefield plateau with
respect to snow wetness, and hence signal penetration depth is not straightforward, because of the
relatively high spread and because it is not easy to establish a precise σ¯0 threshold between dry and wet
snow since many parameters are involved. The theory and experimental results summarized in Section
4.5 are used as reference for a coarse assessment of the dryness/wetness of the snow cover. Based on
such results a rough σ0 threshold below which the presence of liquid water in the upper layer is likely
can be assumed to lay around−17 dB at 5.3 GHz for θi = 45° (which is the mid look angle for SRTM) for
smooth snow surface. Higher σ0 can be expected on wet snow with slightly rough surface. An angular
variation of circa 2.5 dB/10° is expected. Given the temperature behaviour at 1800 m (Section 8.2.2)
and since the acquisitions are made during the coldest time of day, an increase of backscattering (up to
circa −14 dB) would probably be a consequence of nocturnal freezing of the upper snow layer, rather
than the presence of deep layers of dry snow. The presence of an upper crust of frozen snow (10 to
30 cm deep) would not have a drastic impact on the InSAR elevation as the scattering phase centre
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Figure 8.4 – Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the SRTM C-band σ0 of NPI.
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Figure 8.5 – Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the SRTM C-band σ0 of SPI.
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would lie slightly below the surface. Fresh snow precipitation at higher altitudes cannot be completely
excluded even in summer, this would lower the signature of a frozen snowpack by some dB. Finally,
σ¯0 values above −14 dB coupled with high altitudes, where temperatures stay almost all day below
0°C, might be a sign of frozen snowpack with the possibility of tangible penetration depth.
Status of the NPI plateau In NPI (Figure 8.4) where the plateau is extended and flat, very low values
of σ¯0 are found, up to −26 dB in certain parts. Slightly higher values are encountered on the eastern
and southern margins of the plateau (up to −19 dB) with higher standard deviations (for example the
accumulation basin of Nef Glacier). On the the gentler slopes of the mountain ranges, σ¯0 is higher
and shows dependence on elevation. Values up to −18 dB are found in the 1800 - 1900 m range and
up to −16 dB on the limited areas up to circa 2300 m. The limited areas above 2300 m characterized
by slopes gentle enough not to be affected by layover (for example around Cerro Pared Norte in the
south and Monte San Valentin in the north) display σ¯0 ranging from −15 dB to −13 dB with peaks
reaching −11 dB.
Status of the SPI plateau SPI (Figure 8.5) exhibits a more heterogeneous scenario given its exten-
sion in latitude and the complexity of the geographical scenario, characterized by oceanic fjords on
the west, lakes on the east and a mountain range along the central and southern sections of the plat-
eau. The standard deviation values are generally lower than for NPI, but very high values are found
in correspondence of the southern mountains (50°50’S), caused by topography and differences in ac-
quisition geometry. The northern section of the plateau exhibits very low σ¯0; an east to west gradient
with lower values on the western margin is visible. Where altitude increases (generally above 1900 -
2000 m) σ¯0 values of −18 dB are measured, this is particularly true on the central and southern sec-
tion (particularly on the eastern margin) of the SPI where topography is more pronounced. Values are
rarely above −16 dB even up to 2300 m. Above this threshold, on the the few small isolated regions
with gentler slopes, σ¯0 can climb up to −13 dB. South of 50°20’ S σ¯0 ranges between −24 and −19
dB below 2000 m of elevation.
Conclusion From the analysis of the mean backscattering coefficient of SRTM it can be concluded
that most of the plateau of both NPI and SPI displays a signature typical of wet snow. Sections of
the plateau with σ¯0 around 15 dB might be due to wet snow with rough surface. Another possibility,
corroborated by the time of SRTM overflights (night) and by the temperature estimated on the plateau,
is the presence of a refrozen top crust which increases backscattering but does not lead to a deep
scattering phase centre. Values of σ¯0 above −15 dB are found as elevation increases on gentler slopes,
these most likely fall under the refrozen snow scenario. Only at altitudes above 2500 - 2600 m, where
air temperature were constantly below 0°C before and during the acquisitions, the snow layer might
be completely dry. Most of these areas are generally steep and do not cover a significant surface of
the icefields. In conclusion, the likelihood of an elevation bias due to signal penetration affecting the
SRTM C-band DEM of NPI and SPI is very low.
8.3 Surface condition during TanDEM-X acquisitions
8.3.1 Processing the TanDEM-X backscattering
The backscattering coefficientσ0 of the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X acquisitions can be computed using
the following expression (DLR-CAF, 2013) :
σ0 = β0 sinθi =
 
ks |DN|2 −NEBN

sinθi (8.1)
where ks is the calibration and processing scaling factor (annotated), θi is the local incidence angle,
DN represents the digital number of the CoSSC product, obtained from the real and imaginary part
of the complex signal as DN =
p
I2 +Q2. For TanDEM-X bistatic data the image acquired by the
active channel must be used. NEBN is the noise equivalent beta nought representing the β0 produced
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Figure 8.6 – NESZ plots in range at one azimuth position for the four TanDEM-X datatakes over NPI.
Flat topography was assumed in order to compare different datatakes. The time offset has not been
removed avoid overlap.
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Figure 8.7 – Backscattering coefficient of a crop from DT 1171117 in radar geometry without (left)
and with (right) the NESZ contribution.
by different noise contributions of the system and NESZ = NEBN · sinθi is the corresponding noise
equivalent sigma zero. The radiometric accuracy of the SAR sensor onboard these satellites is very
high. The absolute accuracy represents the RMS error between the measured and the true radar cross
section at different locations within one scene and over time. During the commissioning phase and
subsequent recalibration campaigns of the TerraSAR-X mission, an absolute radiometric accuracy of
0.6 dB was measured. The relative accuracy is the standard deviation of the radiometric error of
known targets within one datatake and was measured to be 0.3 dB for the TerraSAR-X stripmap mode
(DLR-CAF, 2013).
The noise affecting the acquisition depends on many factors, among which the antenna pattern, the
power of the transmitted pulse, the quantization, the receiver noise and the bandwidth. The expected
NEBN variation over range can be obtained from polynomial coefficients annotated at regular intervals
along the azimuth direction (every 2 seconds). For the TerraSAR-X mission average values of NESZ
ranging between −19 dB and −26 dB for different beams (DLR-CAF, 2013) were measured. A strong
variability in range is due to the antenna pattern, while the variability in azimuth is very slow. The
influence of NESZ is hence negligible for strong scatterers but weaker ones, such as roads, water, wet
snow have a σ0 comparable to the noise level (especially in near and far range), thus the NESZ must
be considered for a precise estimation of σ0.
For the NPI the backscattering coefficient images of all four used TanDEM-X datatakes (Table 7.6)
have been obtained according to Equation (8.1). The local incidence angle was obtained computing
the slope along the line of sight from the SRTM DEM. The plots of the NESZ in range for one azimuth
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Figure 8.8 – Air temperature and precipitation data recorded at two stations on the margins of NPI
for the period preceding TanDEM-X acquisitions and air temperature extrapolated at 1600 m. Time
range: 14.8.2013 - 3.9.2013 for the S. Rafael station (a) and 17.12.2013 - 15.2.2014 for the Río Nef
station (b).
position are shown in Figure 8.6 for the four datatakes used over NPI. Only one plot per datatake is
depicted as they proved to be very similar along azimuth: the standard deviation of the 11 azimuth
records of DT 1171117 ranged from 0.08 dB (mid-range) to 0.5 dB (far range). To generate the
plots flat topography was simulated for all four datatakes, in order to simplify the comparison. For
instance, the NESZ contribution for DT 1171117 ranges between 0.2 dB and 1.5 dB for σ0 = −15 dB
and between 0.5 dB and 2.5 dB for σ0 = −18 dB and even higher for weaker scatterers. For snow
applications it is hence important to consider the NESZ contribution of σ0 or, if not possible, to keep
in mind that the backscattering estimated from the image data might be some dB lower, particularly at
near and far range. The effects of the NESZ correction on σ0 are visualized in Figure 8.7 for a crop of
DT 1171117 in radar geometry covering different types of surface: snow, glacier ice, terrain (possibly
vegetated) and water. The NESZ correction leads to a significant decrease of the backscattering for
weak targets such as wet snow or calm water at all ranges and even of intermediate scatterers in near
and far range. Very strong scatterers such as terrain and crevassed ice (or layover areas) are unaffected
by the correction.
The NESZ correctedσ0 images of NPI have then been geocoded and the areas affected by PU errors
in the Raw DEMs have been masked. The images were finally mosaicked (Figure 8.9) with the same
order as the DEM mosaic so to have a pixelwise equivalence between the two. The same mosaic was
not obtained for SPI because of time constraints, the backscattering will be nevertheless evaluated on
relevant areas.
8.3.2 Meteorological conditions in NPI during TanDEM-X acquisitions
To support the interpretation of the backscattering, meteorological data were recovered from the web-
site of the Chilean General Water Directorate5 which operates a vast network of water quality stations.
Records are available online starting with 2012. Minimum, maximum and average daily air temper-
atures, as well as daily precipitation for the periods preceding the four TanDEM-X NPI acquisitions
(Table 7.6) measured at two nearby stations are reported in Figure 8.8. Data until November 2013 are
available for the S. Rafael station (8 m a.s.l., 46°38’35”S, 73°51’28”W, ID: 11440000-9) located on the
shore of Laguna San Rafael, 5 km west of the terminus of the glacier. The western margin of the NPI
where the station is located is subject to maritime weather and high precipitation rates (cf. Section
5.3). Meteorological data for January - February 2014 are available at the Rio Nef meteorological
station (281 m a.s.l., 47°08’17”S, 73°05’13”W, ID: 11532000-9), located approximately 11 km east of
5http://www.dga.cl/
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the terminus of Nef Glacier, on the dryer eastern margin of NPI. The air temperature on the plateau at
1600 m is extrapolated by applying a lapse rate of −0.65°C/100 m to the average daily temperatures
measured at the meteorological stations.
As Figure 8.8 shows, scenes N1 (DT 1191233) and N4 (DT 1172605) were acquired during warm
and dry 3 day periods, characterized by maximum temperatures above 21°C at the Rio Nef station,
where a daily mean value of incident solar radiation (south-west) above 265 W/m2 was measured,
indication of sunny summer days. Scene N2/N3 (DT 1171117) was acquired during a cold summer
day (1.1.2014) with a maximum air temperature of 11°C, which extrapolates to negative average daily
air temperature above 1600 m of altitude. Rain was recorded during the previous six days, possibly
snow at high elevations. A mean solar radiation of 195 W/m2 was detected on that day. As a reference
the wettest day of that summer (8.1.2014) was characterized by 36 mm of water and a mean solar
radiation of 18 W/m2. Finally the only winter scene N5 (DT 1149794), which has a very limited
coverage of the icefield (7.2%), was acquired during a sunny, not too cold winter day (2.9.2014), with
minimum temperatures above zero and period peak in solar radiation of 138 W/m2 measured at the
S. Rafael station. Nevertheless on the plateau, sub-zero temperatures during daytime can be expected
above 1300 - 1400 m. Noticeable precipitation was recorded during the previous days, while on the
acquisition day it decreased to 1.5 mm.
8.3.3 Interpretation of the TanDEM-X backscattering of NPI
As summarized by Table 7.6, all four acquisitions were performed at 19:46 (UTC−4h): approximately
an hour before sunset in January, shortly before sunset in February and 1h30 after sunset for the winter
scene N5 (DT 1149794). Mid look angles lay between 34.8° and 39.4°, a variation of approximately
±1.5° from the mid value is expected at near and far range.
Based on the theory and experimental results presented in Section 4.5, a coarse σ0 threshold
above which snow is very likely dry (even for low SWE) lies around −11/−12 dB in X-band at θi = 37°
which is the average look angle of the four TanDEM-X acquisitions (Table 7.6). The look angle varies
approximately between 34° and 39° on the plateau, therefore this threshold is considered valid for
the whole mosaic. A light presence of liquid water (below 1%) would decrease σ0 by 2 - 3 dB but
some degree of signal penetration could persist, particularly on winter snow (less dense and with small
particle size).
The backscattering mosaic in Figure 8.9 highlights that on the smooth firn plateau σ0 presents
relatively low values linked to wet snow, mostly below −15 dB. Extremely low values below −20
dB are recorded on large areas of the NPI plateau, particularly at lower elevations such as on the
accumulation basin of S. Rafael Glacier (up to 1400 m). σ0 < −23 dB can also be found at 1600 m in
scene N2 and up to 1900 m in N4 which was acquired on a warm day (e.g. at 46°50’S, 73°20’W).
In the north-east of the icefields an obvious change of σ0 between scenes N2 and N4 can probably
be imputed to the lower temperatures recorded for N2/N3 (daily average air temperature was 5°C
lower at the Rio Nef station). In fact on scenes N2/N3 large areas with σ0 values around −15 dB
(with peaks up to −13 dB) are measured above 1550 m. According to Figure 8.8 for N2/N3 an aver-
age daily air temperature around 0°C is extrapolated at 1600 m, but preceding days featured higher
temperatures and precipitation. These higher σ0 values are likely linked to a lower LWC or possibly
to partially refrozen upper layer, particularly above 1700 m. A bias due to signal penetration is hence
unlikely or negligible in this area.
The mountain range crossing diagonally the southern part of NPI presents in scene N2/N3 σ0
values up to −14 dB for elevations up to 2200 m (and sometimes up to 2400 m). Above this altitude
higher σ0 values typical of dry snow (up to −8 dB at 2600 m) can be found only on specific spots
which cannot be considered critical due to their small areas.
The winter scene N5 has a very limited coverage of the icefield within the mosaic (7.2%), which
σ0 at elevations up to 1400 m are comparable with the neighbouring summer acquisition N1. At
higher altitudes along the south-east front of the mountain range (around 47°15’S, 73°30’W) there are
small areas with dry snow signature, for instance −9.5 dB around 1550 m. Snowfall is likely at these
elevations in the days preceding the acquisition (Figure 8.8).
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Figure 8.9 – TanDEM-X σ0 mosaic of NPI.
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In conclusion the NPI TanDEM-X DEM mosaic should not be be affected by a height offsets due to
signal penetration in ice and snow, except possibly on very small areas at high elevations covered by
scene N5 and N2/N3.
8.3.4 Analysis of the TanDEM-X backscattering of SPI
For the SPI the backscattering coefficient was not computed punctually in the form of calibrated and
geocoded images but as mean value on rectangular regions of interest (ROIs). The computation is
based on Equation (8.1). The calibration constant ks of the TanDEM-X active channel is annotated. The
local incidence angle θi is obtained from annotated values of the SRTM DEM which are interpolated,
making it less precise in regions with rapidly changing topography, which is rarely the case on the
icefield plateau. The NEBN is not taken into account, meaning that the actual σ0 is lower than the
reported one particularly for weak scatterers at near and far range. Considering typical values of NESZ
(Figure 8.6) the error becomes significant (greater than 1 dB) for reported σ0 values below −19 dB
at mid range and below −12 dB at near and far range. Reported σ0 values must hence be interpreted
as upper bounds. Figure 8.10 is a mosaic on uncalibrated active channel amplitudes. Intensities can
hence only be compared within each scene for flat regions and a colourbar is hence omitted. The
position of the ROIs is also marked on the map, while Table 8.3 contains the measured mean σ0
values, along with other parameters useful for the interpretation, such as mid look angle of the scene,
altitude and local acquisition time. Table 8.4 reports multitemporal mean σ0 values for some ROIs
where overlapping acquisitions are available. These are reported as a means of comparison and to
broaden the current analysis. Nevertheless the only σ0 values relevant for the interpretation to the
DEM mosaic are those of Table 8.3, which are marked as “used” in Table 8.4.
Meteorological data of three station operated by the Chilean General Water Directorate near the
termini of Tempano, Dickson and O’Higgins Glacier are available online. Since they do not cover the
TanDEM-X acquisitions of autumn and winter 2011 a plot is not reported here, but they have been
used to better understand the snowcover state during the 2012 datatakes.
Table 8.3 contains σ0 measurements only for the 13 scenes covering the plateau. The remaining 6
scenes covering rough ice or with negligible fractions of the plateau were excluded. The scene names
and relevant data are summarized in Table 7.5. The only ascending scene was acquired approximately
at sunset, the descending scenes are acquired at 5:54 local time (except S9, which was acquired few
minutes later, being not an operational acquisition). This is approximately sunrise time in February
and 3 hours before sunrise in July. These are generally the coldest hours of the day, although it must
be noted that the plateau of NPI and SPI often displays limited daily variations of temperature due
to the dense clouds and strong precipitation occurring most of the year. The backscattering observed
on the ROIs and the uncalibrated amplitude images were analysed separately for each datatake. The
conclusions are the following.
• S1 (DT 1027766): this is the only ascending scene, it was acquired approximately at sunset in
autumn. For this steep look angle (33.7°), σ0 below −15 dB is typical for wet snow even at
1600 m. On ROIs 2, 3 and 4 typical dry snow signatures between −5 dB and −8 dB were ob-
served in winter 2010 at the same time of the day on a separate TerraSAR-X Stripmap monostatic
acquisition (Table 8.4).
• S9 (DT 1057982): typical wet snow σ0 values are observed on the plateau sections covered by
this summer scene, which reach 1400 m of altitude. Daily mean air temperatures recorded at
the nearby Tempano Glacier (covered by the scene) were around 7°C during the three previous
days.
• S6, S8 (DT 1058255): low backscattering is found over the whole plateau surface even up to
2200 m. In fact this was one of the warmest days of the year with minimum air temperature
above 15°C at the Dickson Glacier station located at 200 m of altitude. The previous two days
were also warm and without precipitation.
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Figure 8.10 – TanDEM-X uncalibrated amplitude mosaic for SPI. The numbers mark the position of
the ROIs over which the average σ0 was computed, which values are reported in Table 8.3 and 8.4. A
colourbar is not present since consistency between scenes is not assured.
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Table 8.3 – Average values of σ0 estimated over ROIs for the TanDEM-X scenes covering the plateau
of the SPI.
ROI ID Lat. Lon. Area [km²] Elev. [m] σ0 [dB] θ [°] Season Mos. scene
1 -48.503 -73.659 0.64 1330 -14.52
2 -48.510 -73.428 4.17 1625 -17.62
3 -48.600 -73.380 7.62 1605 -16.60
4 -48.648 -73.527 9.95 1495 -16.76
5 -48.663 -73.667 1.26 1385 -16.15 36.22 Summer 2012-02-16 06:02:17 S9
6 -48.668 -73.367 7.35 1755 -21.73
7 -48.770 -73.544 7.89 1385 -17.56
8 -48.947 -73.618 5.66 1400 -15.42
9 -49.178 -73.541 11.54 1280 -21.56
10 -49.277 -73.188 2.44 1350 -7.79
11 -49.913 -73.516 2.51 1890 -11.74
12 -49.222 -73.212 8.32 1430 -20.08
13 -49.214 -73.401 6.07 1740 -14.01
14 -48.975 -73.337 6.56 1315 -17.92
15 -49.394 -73.635 4.82 1250 -15.44
16 -49.568 -73.431 5.30 1480 -19.29
17 -49.852 -73.562 4.56 1850 -10.89
18 -49.919 -73.610 4.66 1825 -14.15
19 -50.115 -73.772 8.57 1320 -20.90
20 -50.315 -73.691 7.03 1055 -18.17
21 -50.208 -73.486 7.60 1935 -16.47 40.67 Summer 2012-03-15 05:54:12 S17
22 -50.654 -73.214 4.90 1995 -11.10
23 -50.779 -73.425 3.82 1900 -7.62
24 -50.957 -73.438 2.08 1350 -8.94
25 -51.156 -73.488 2.53 1010 -13.02
26 -50.472 -73.407 4.21 1780 -12.77
27 -50.726 -73.625 3.14 1035 -19.88
28 -50.810 -73.499 4.55 1730 -13.43
29 -51.044 -73.528 3.14 1410 -8.49
33.71 S1
S82012-02-11 05:53:46Summer
2011-05-09 19:45:31Autumn
Autumn41.28
Summer42.78
44.57
2012-02-11 05:53:57Summer44.59 S6
S2
S32011-03-07 05:53:53
2011-05-01 05:53:58
S102011-03-07 05:54:07Summer42.70
S42011-03-07 05:54:00Summer42.77
S122011-07-17 05:54:27Winter38.48
S132011-07-17 05:54:20Winter38.52
S112011-10-24 05:54:30Spring40.60
S142011-10-24 05:54:23Spring40.64
Acquisition time (UTC-4)
Table 8.4 – Multitemporal values of average σ0 computed on the same ROIs on overlapping scenes.
ROI ID Lat. Lon. Area [km²] Elev. [m] σ0 [dB] θ [°] Season Used - scene
-19.43 44.57 Summer 2012-02-11 05:53:46 No - S8
-17.62 33.71 Autumn 2011-05-09 19:45:31 Yes - S1
-8.18 33.30 Winter 2010-07-05 19:45:29 No - //
-15.70 44.57 Summer 2012-02-11 05:53:46 No - S8
-16.60 33.71 Autumn 2011-05-09 19:45:31 Yes - S1
-4.86 33.30 Winter 2010-07-05 19:45:29 No - //
-17.30 44.57 Summer 2012-02-11 05:53:46 No - S8
-16.76 33.71 Autumn 2011-05-09 19:45:31 Yes - S1
-8.44 33.30 Winter 2010-07-05 19:45:29 No - //
-18.75 42.78 Summer 2011-03-07 05:53:53 No - S3
-7.79 41.28 Autumn 2011-05-01 05:53:58 Yes - S2
-15.80 42.70 Summer 2011-03-07 05:54:07 No - S10
-11.74 41.28 Autumn 2011-05-01 05:53:58 Yes - S2
-15.44 42.77 Summer 2011-03-07 05:54:00 Yes - S4
-18.97 44.59 Summer 2012-02-11 05:53:57 No - S6
-13.47 38.46 Summer 2012-01-31 05:54:19 No - S18
-13.20 40.94 Autumn 2011-04-22 19:53:28 No - S15
-11.10 38.52 Winter 2011-07-17 05:54:20 Yes - S13
-13.63 38.46 Summer 2012-01-31 05:54:19 No - S18
-13.43 40.60 Spring 2011-10-24 05:54:30 Yes - S11
-9.22 38.52 Winter 2011-07-17 05:54:20 No - S13
Acquisition time (UTC-4)
28 -50.810 -73.499 4.55 1730
11 -49.913 -73.516 2.51 1890
22 -50.654 -73.214 4.90 1995
4 -48.648
10 -49.277 -73.188 2.44 1350
2 -48.510 -73.428 4.17 1625
3 -48.600 -73.380 7.62 1605
15 -49.394 -73.635 4.82 1250
-73.527 9.95 1495
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• S2 (DT 1027772): this autumn scene covers the termini of the Viedma and Upsala glaciers and
a plateau portion with smooth snow and firn between 1900 and 2100 m, on which a variable σ0
is found. For some regions high values are observed (ROI 10, 11), which could be explained by
the formation of a refrozen upper layer under which liquid water persists. This might be the case
since the acquisition was performed in autumn around the coldest time of the day. Nevertheless
the possibility of dry snow cannot be excluded, and a definitive interpretation results difficult.
The plateau surface interested by σ0 above −14 dB is approximately 356 km2. On the same
ROIs much lower values were measured 2 months earlier in summer (Table 8.4).
• S3, S4, S10 (DT 1012654): a very low σ0 is observed on most of the three summer scenes.
Some isolated regions of higher backscattering are found only at high elevations (for instance
−11 dB of ROI 17 at 1850 m). This is likely due to refrozen upper crust just before sunrise. The
scattering phase centre would hence be located 10 - 30 cm below the actual surface not causing
a significant elevation bias in the InSAR DEM.
• S17 (DT 1056403): a small portion of plateau above 1700 m is included in this summer scene.
ROI 21 points to wet snow even at 1900 m. Warm air temperatures with average values above
11°C at the Dickson station, along with absent precipitation, were registered in the 2 days pre-
ceding the acquisition.
• S12, S13 (DT 1021147): regions above 1100 m display σ0 above −12 dB, increasing with elev-
ation. Since acquisitions are in the middle of winter and at the coldest hours it is safe to assume
frozen firn, likely covered by recent dry snow featuring lower density and small particle size.
In such a scenario the scattering phase centre might be up to some meters below the air-snow
interface. Some mountain ranges south of Perito Moreno Glacier are also covered by these two
scenes, leading to high backscattering caused by increased SWE but also strong reflection due
to roughness and layover. The area of the plateau featuring backscattering above −14 dB and
likely affected by signal penetration is approximately 272 km2 on S12 and 385 km2 on S13.
• S11, S14 (DT 1042632): variable signature is observed on this spring datatake, σ0 is below −13
dB on most of the plateau even at 1800 m. Values around −15/−13 dB with a look angle of 40°
and acquired at the coldest time of day might be linked to a very low LWC which could still allow a
certain amount of signal penetration. A partially refrozen upper layer could also be a possibility
given the weak backscattering values found at lower altitudes. A definitive interpretation is
difficult. At ROI 28,σ0 = −13 dB was measured, a similar value as in summer, while in winter−9
dB are observed (Table 8.4). Extremely weak backscattering (for instance ROI 27) is registered in
lower western regions, indicating wet snow. Especially on S11 some isolated zones with higher
σ0 (maximum −8.5 dB at ROI 29) are found, here dry snow is likely but the interested area is
very limited. The plateau surface featuring backscattering above −14 dB is approximately 216
km2 on S11 and 161 km2 on S14. Given the lower average σ0 less or no penetration depth is
expected compared to the winter scenes S12 and S13.
The SPI TanDEM-X mosaic might suffer from possible signal penetration on the smooth firn and snow
of the plateau covered by the winter scenes S12 and S13. Some areas with higher backscattering within
the autumn scene S2, and the spring scenes S11 and S14 might be either affected by some degree of
signal penetration, or by none according to the scattering mechanism which is difficult to interpret for
intermediate values of σ0. The amount of penetration is spatially variable and difficult to estimate,
possibly in the order of some meters.
8.4 Seasonal comparison of σ0 and surface elevation
A multitemporal experiment was carried out on the NPI with the goal of quantifying empirically the
InSAR elevation bias due to signal penetration in ice and snow and possibly to measure seasonal
elevation changes of the icefield. The TanDEM-X datatakes selected and processed over NPI (Table
7.6) were acquired in summer (cf. Section 6.2.4.2). Due to some phase unwrapping errors on the
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mountain range crossing the plateau a winter scene was included in the DEM mosaic as background
to fill the gaps. Since the datatakes belong to neighbouring beams a large overlap is present between
N3 (DT 1171117 1B) and N5 (DT 1149794) and the look angle is very similar (37.2° and 36.2°,
respectively). N5 was acquired towards the end of winter on 2.9.2013, while N3 was acquired four
months later (1.1.2014) at the beginning of summer of the same hydrological year, both at 19:46 local
time (UTC−4h). Observations about the meteorological conditions are reported in Section 8.3.2, while
the state of the snow has been discussed in Section 8.3.3.
The difference∆h = hw−hs between the winter and the summer DEM is shown in Figure 8.11 along
with the backscattering coefficient of both acquisitions and the DEM from the summer acquisition as
elevation reference. For clarity only the common icefield coverage is shown. Phase unwrapping errors
(a single baseline procedure was employed for these two scenes) affected some large areas particularly
in the southern sector in correspondence of the mountain range crossing the plateau.
In winter (Figure 8.11a) a highσ0w exceeding−10 dB is measured on N5 on the southern part of the
plateau with values increasing with elevation. Above approximately 1350 m the strong backscattering
is due to dry firn and snow, furthermore strong precipitation was recorded in the previous days at the
nearby S. Rafael station (Figure 8.3.2). Moreover, the freezing elevation estimated by extrapolation of
the daily average air temperature (with a lapse rate of of −0.65°C/100 m) is approximately 1350 m.
The transition to lower σ0 values (below −17 dB) is abrupt for elevations below this threshold (both
to the north and to the south-west). Wet snow can be expected even in winter at the end of a sunny
and relatively warm day, at least up to a certain elevation. When the snow is dry σ0 depends mainly
on its microstructure, in fact a spatial variability of σ0 is observable on the plateau.
In summer,σ0s of the plateau (Figure 8.11b) on N3 appears more uniform. σ
0 is equal or below−18
dB for most part of the plateau with areas with σ0 as low as −24 dB at lower elevations (for instance
upstream of S. Rafael Glacier). These values indicate a wet snowpack before sunset when acquisition
took place. Areas of higher σ0s up to −15 dB are found mostly above 1200 m. The acquisition day
was not warm, negative daily average air temperatures are estimated above 1600 - 1700 m. The
acquisition day was preceded by a warmer period with some precipitation detected at the Rio Nef
meteorological station (Figure 8.3.2). An upper layer of re-frozen snow is likely to form in this scenario
as air temperatures go below 0°C driving up σ0 but not affecting heavily the penetration depth, as wet
snow is found below. Deep layers of dry snow appear unlikely in this acquisition.
The ∆h = hw − hs elevation difference image (Figure 8.11d) shows relatively uniform positive
values below the approximate 1350 m altitude threshold, indicating a decrease in elevation from winter
to summer, due to melting of snow and firn compaction. Here signal penetration is not expected to
affect neither N3 nor N5, given the low values of σ0. On the same plateau at altitudes above 1350 m
a drop of ∆h is found in correspondence with the areas of high σ0w. This drop is likely due to signal
penetration in the dry winter snow and firn of N5, the scattering phase centre might be located in
correspondence of a subsurface refrozen layer. The transition from positive to negative∆h is relatively
abrupt and well correlated with the increase of σ0w.
In order to quantify the elevation difference in the X-band InSAR DEMs caused by radar signal
penetration, three regions of interest (ROIs) were delimited on the plateau (Figure 8.11). The obtained
mean values hs, σ0w, σ
0
s , and ∆h are reported in Table 8.5 for the three ROIs A, B and C. The standard
error of∆h is negligible since the average is performed on very large areas. ∆h is affected by systematic
errors due to the precision of the vertical registration, according to Table 7.4 these are 0.1 m and 0.03
m for N3 and N5 respectively, their squared root sum gives an error on ∆h of 0.1 m.
ROIs A and B have been selected to be approximately adjacent to each other on the plateau (ex-
cluding the transition zone) and to include a limited range of elevations and a uniform behaviour of
∆h within the same ROI. On ROI B the same value ofσ0 is found in winter and summer and∆h = +1.8
m is registered. On the other hand, ROI A displays a large backscattering coefficient difference (8.4
dB) with ∆h = −1.9 m.
The elevation variation on ROI B is due to seasonal change. On ROI A two causes of elevation
variations are coupled: actual seasonal change and spurious variation due to signal penetration. In
order to isolate and quantify the latter, the seasonal height change estimated on ROI B is assumed to be
valid also on ROI A. With this assumption an elevation offset due to signal penetration of approximately
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Figure 8.11 – Seasonal comparison of backscattering coefficient and elevation over a large section of
NPI. σ0w of the winter (a) and σ
0
s of the summer (b) acquisitions. Summer DEM hs, not affected by
signal penetration in ice and snow (c). Elevation difference ∆h = hw − hs (d). The polygons indicate
the ROIs used to compute the statistics.
Table 8.5 – Statistics computed on the ROIs marked in Figure 8.11.
ROI Area [km2] hs [m] σ0w [dB] σ0s [dB] ∆h [m]
A 106.28 1462.54 −10.50 −18.86 −1.90
B 106.64 1260.37 −19.77 −19.46 +1.85
C 342.89 1049.89 −17.70 −17.69 +1.57
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Figure 8.12 – Scatterplot of ∆h = hw − hs with σ0w for plateau elevations between 1150 and 1550 m.
3.8 m is estimated on ROI A. The assumption might overestimate melting and compaction because of
the 200 m difference in mean altitude between ROI B and ROI A. Nevertheless the obtained value
is a coarse empirical estimate of elevation bias due to signal penetration in snow and firn, a figure
which is rarely found in the literature. It must be stressed that the estimate is strictly linked to the
system parameters and to the geophysical characteristics of the target during the two acquisitions, in
particular the density and the particle size of the dry winter snow of N5.
To understand the behaviour of ∆h (due to both seasonal changes and signal penetration bias) at
varying σ0w, a scatterplot (Figure 8.12) has been extracted on a single ROI corresponding approxim-
ately to ROI A, ROI B and the transition zone between them, and covering altitudes between 1150
m and 1550 m. The scatterplot displays a cluster for σ0w between −23 dB and −17 dB with a mean
∆h of ~+1.6 m and a large spread corresponding approximately to the points of ROI B. This height
offset is due to seasonal elevation change. ∆h starts to decrease at −14/−15 dB with a linear trend
saturating approximately at −11 dB, presumably caused by a gradual decrease of liquid water content
in the winter snow cover as elevation increases and temperature decreases. In this transition interval
of σ0w, the effect of seasonal changes and signal penetration balance themselves. Another cluster is
found for σ0w between −12 dB and −6 dB corresponding approximately to the points of ROI A.
Assuming again that the seasonal change measured at lowσ0w is uniform on the entire investigation
area and subtracting a ∆h offset of 1.6 m from the scatterplot allows to isolate roughly the behaviour
of the InSAR elevation bias due to signal penetration at varying backscattering coefficient for this data.
Empirical results linking backscattering and elevation bias is rarely found in the literature for SAR data.
A mean elevation bias of −1 m is measured at −15 dB, −2 m at −14 dB, −3 m at −12 dB, saturating to
−4 m above approximately −9 dB. The large variability of∆h at low σ0w and the unproven assumption
about the uniformity of the seasonal changes introduce a not quantifiable uncertainty.
Finally, in order to obtain a rough estimate of seasonal elevation change occurring in the period
2.9.2013 - 1.1.4014 ROI C was selected to include a wide range of altitudes (above and below the
equilibrium line) with both ice and snow coverage exclusively where no signal penetration is expected.
As Table 8.5 reports, a mean elevation change ∆h = 1.6 m was measured on ROI C. This approach
would be more valuable if the whole time span of the ablation season (30.9 - 30.3) was available since
it would have represent an estimate of the summer mass balance bs (cf. Section 3.5).
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Geodetic mass balance
This chapter deals with the glacier mass balance obtained through the geodetic method. In Section
9.1 the state of the art is given. Results obtained on the Patagonian icefields are firstly presented,
followed by an extensive literature review focusing on the different aspects of the error budget of the
method (Section 9.1.1). The procedure and the notation used in this work are reported in Section 9.2.
Section 9.3 presents in detail the approach undertaken to estimate the error budget of the geodetic
mass balance of NPI and SPI and the obtained error values. The estimation of subaqueous ice mass
loss at the front of calving glaciers is presented in Section 9.4. Finally the results of the geodetic mass
balance of NPI and SPI are discussed and compared to values found in the literature in Section 9.5.
9.1 Geodetic mass balance state of the art
In this section the state of the art of the net mass balance derivation through the geodetic method will be
presented. The focus will be set mainly on the error budget estimation being this the most challenging
methodological aspect. In Section 9.1.1 the main issues and uncertainty sources will be outlined along
with the approaches taken by different authors. This section serves also as a general outline to the
error estimation performed in the current study, described later in Section 9.3. For this reason a
subsection dealing with geostatistics (Section 9.1.1.2) and semivariograms is also included. Before
reviewing the error estimation state of the art, some publications concerning the general approach to
the geodetic mass balance and its comparison with traditional mass balance estimation methods will be
given. Deeper detail, including data used, method description and obtained results will be dedicated
to publications studying the Patagonian icefields.
Bamber & Rivera (2007) present a detailed literature review of different remote-sensing-based
methods used to determine the glacier mass balance with their strengths and weaknesses, particularly
those applied to the Patagonian icefields. They also list glaciological (field based) mass balance results
of the largest Patagonian glaciers, which are mainly limited to the ablation areas. Zemp et al. (2010)
compare glaciological mass balance results to geodetic mass balance results obtained from photogram-
metry applied to aerial vertical photographies of the Storglaciären Glacier (Sweden). The uncertainties
affecting both methods are exposed. Cogley (2009) presents a framework for the comparison of geo-
detic and glaciological mass balance, which have proven to be often divergent. He assembles and
compares data from hundreds of sources and proposes a statistical approach for the adaptation of
multi-annual geodetic measurements to the annual glaciological methods.
Rivera et al. (2007) derived ice elevation and areal changes between 1975 and 2001 over NPI using
a DEM obtained from cartographic maps and an ASTER DEM. Based on a Landsat ETM image of 2001
they report a total icefield area of 3953 km2, including adjacent small ice surfaces. They measure on
the icefield local thinning rates up to −4.0± 0.97 m a−1, but they do not compute the mass balance.
A similar approach and data were applied to the Chico Glacier in SPI by Rivera et al. (2005). They
estimate a mean net volume balance of −0.29± 0.097 km3 w.e. a−1 between 1975 and 2001.
Möller et al. (2007) and Möller & Schneider (2010) obtain the geodetic mass balance of the 190
km2 wide Gran Campo Nevado (GCN) Icefield in Patagonia by comparing a DEM from aerial pho-
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tographs of 1984 with the C-band SRTM DEM. They report a mean annual elevation change rate of
−0.37± 0.14 mw.e. a−1.
Rignot et al. (2003) compare the SRTM C-band DEM with cartographic maps of 1968/1975 ob-
tained from aerial photography in order to estimate the volume change of the largest 63 glaciers of SPI
and NPI. The photogrammetry failed to produce reliable contour lines for 75% of the accumulation
area above 1200 m. They hence extrapolate elevation changes for these areas by fitting a polynomial
to the measured values at lower elevations. They report for 24 glaciers of NPI a volume change rate of
−2.63±0.4 km3 a−1 over an area of 3481 km2 (with an additional frontal change of −0.2 km3 a−1, pre-
sumably not including subaqueous changes), they scale this value over the entire icefield (area: 4200
km2) obtaining a volume change rate of −3.2±0.4 km3 a−1. On SPI they measure a loss of −7.2±0.5
km3 a−1 over an area of 8167 km2 (with an additional frontal change of −1.3 km3 a−1), they scale
this value over the entire icefield (area: 13000 km2) obtaining a volume change rate of −13.5± 0.8
km3 a−1. The corresponding contribution of both icefields to sea level change is 0.042±0.002 mm a−1.
For some glaciers of SPI they further compare SRTM to 1995 cartography. On glaciers covered both in
1975 and in 1995 they detect strong increase in thinning rates, resulting in a volume change rate of
−14.3±1.9 km3 a−1 over an area of 5642 km2. They scale this value over the entire icefield assuming
a constant frontal loss of −1.3 km3 a−1, obtaining a volume change rate of −38.7±4.4 km3 a−1 for the
period 1995 - 2000.
Willis et al. (2012b) derive ice loss rates over the entire NPI by using the SRTM C-band DEM as
reference and a series of 55 ASTER optical DEMs acquired during the subsequent 11 years. These
DEMs are obtained from two simultaneously acquired nadir and backward pointing images (bands
3N and 3B, λ=0.76 - 0.86 µm). The vertical accuracy is approximately 7 - 15 m on rough terrain.
Horizontal coregistration between each ASTER DEM and the SRTM is obtained by cross-correlation
between ASTER’s band 3N image and a pansharpened band 8 Landsat image, which was previously
orthorectified and registered to the SRTM with an accuracy of better than 50 m. The obtained tie
points are used to guide a solid body translation and rotation of the ASTER image. This process is
repeated iteratively and the transformation parameters applied to the ASTER DEM. Finally the 30 m
ASTER DEM is resampled to the 90 m posting of SRTM. They perform vertical coregistration in order
to correct long wavelength errors due to the lack of ground control points, orbital artefacts and clouds.
This is done by fitting a plane to the difference samples over bedrock relative to the STRM DEM and
removing it from the whole ASTER DEM. The sum of the mean and the standard deviation of the
bedrock offsets is used as uncertainty of each elevation pixel of that specific ASTER DEM. The SRTM
pixels are assigned a fixed uncertainty of 5 m. The elevation change rate is computed by fitting a least-
squares linear trend to the time series of elevation samples of each icefield pixel, using the inverse of
the uncertainty of each sample as weight. The 1-σ uncertainty associated to the elevation change rate
of each pixel is obtained from the model covariance matrix of the weighted linear regression. Willis
et al. (2012b) report for the entire NPI (area1: 3871 km2) a volumetric ice change rate of −4.06±0.11
km3 a−1 (not including volume loss due to frontal retreat and subaqueous melting). They derive the
mass change rate by using a density of 917 kg m−3 below the ELA and 550 kgm−3 for the firn above
the ELA, the latter value is taken from published results of upper layer ice density from cores drilled
on the accumulation area of the San Rafael and Nef glaciers.
Following the same procedure, Willis et al. (2012a) obtain the mass balance of SPI based on 156
ASTER DEMs and the SRTM DEM. In order to assess possible radar signal penetration, they compare
the SRTM C-band and X-band DEM, after correcting the elevation difference for a curvature dependent
bias. They obtain a mean offset of 2 m which they assume to be caused by signal penetration in
the lower frequency C-band DEM, and correct it. For the 12118 km2 icefield (excluding 432 km2
of exposed bedrock) they estimate an average volume change rate of −21.2 ± 0.5 km3 a−1 between
2000 and 2012. They report an additional subaqueous ice loss of −1.0 ± 0.8 km3 a−1, although the
estimation procedure is not reported. They also revise the volume loss of NPI by applying the +2 m
radar penetration correction leading to a volume change rate of −4.9± 0.3 km3 a−1 (subaqueous loss
not included). They use an ice density of 900 kg m−3 for the entire icefields to obtain the mass change.
Melkonian et al. (2012) apply the same procedure to the smaller Cordillera Darwin Icefield (CDI)
1Derived as sum of all glaciers in Table 1 of Willis et al. (2012b)
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using 36 ASTER DEMs. The 2 m elevation bias due to signal penetration in the SRTM C-band DEM is
also assumed. For the 2605 km2 CDI, they estimate a volume change rate of −4.2± 1.7 km3 a−1 and
an additional subaqueous volume loss rate of −0.12± 0.06 km3 a−1. An ice density of 900 kgm−3 is
assumed in order to obtain the total ice mass change rate.
9.1.1 Error budget: general approach and state of the art
The error estimation of glacier elevation differences and geodetic mass balances is often treated in
a fragmented way in the literature: different approaches are undertaken and different error sources
are considered or ignored. This is because the applied procedure as well as the input data may vary
significantly (optical or InSAR DEMs, digitized cartography, radar or optical altimetry, etc.), making
an approach more suitable than the other. An attempt at finding and describing the common grounds
to most of the proposed approaches, as well as their differences, is done in this section.
Various error sources might come into play when computing the geodetic mass balance, these
may differ according to the data used and to the specific procedure applied. The absolute height
errors of the two elevation datasets play a minor role, as they express the accuracy of the elevation
relative to a certain datum, the relative elevation accuracies are more relevant in this context. A
fundamental component of the error is the uncertainty of the elevation difference, which includes
different error sources: from the uncertainties of the input data to errors linked to the procedure
used to obtain the elevation difference. Another error source common to the geodetic approach is
related to the assumption of a certain density of the changed volume of ice and snow. The vertical
profile of ice and snow density is unknown unless field measurement are performed and might also
vary within the glacier basin. Other error sources are dependent on the sensor used to measure the
surface elevation. In the case of microwave data the signal might penetrate in ice and snow causing
the scattering phase centre, to which the recorded elevation refers, to be below the actual surface.
In the case of photogrammetrical elevation data, the lack of contrast over smooth ice and snow and
the presence of clouds might lead to missing data. Uncertainty might be associated to the glacier
outlines obtained with automatic procedures from multispectral data, particularly over debris-covered
ice displaying unexpected reflectance. DEMs obtained from old topographic maps are affected by other
issues linked to the accuracy of the original contour maps and to the digitization process.
As Nuth & Kääb (2011) point out, the physical determination or modelling of the errors based
upon the original transformation equations, processing and acquisition methods and parameters is
very difficult or impossible. This is because this information is often not provided along the distributed
data, which, especially in the case of DEMs, undergoes various steps of post processing and merging.
The approach preferred in the literature and in the present study is therefore the statistical error
modelling, which, as stated by Nuth & Kääb (2011) has the advantage of being widely applicable to
data from different sensor systems and is independent of the processing methods, since it is based on
the empirical analysis of the actual elevation data used.
9.1.1.1 Uncertainty of the elevation difference sample
The uncertainty of an individual statistically independent sample (pixel or point) of elevation differ-
ence is defined as ", two main approaches can be applied to quantify this parameter. The first one
is to derive it as " =
q
σ21 +σ
2
2 where σ1 and σ2 represent the random elevation errors of the first
and second elevation dataset. Ideally σ1 and σ2 should be calculated empirically comparing a pool
of elevation samples of the glacier surface with an elevation source of much higher accuracy (such as
laser altimetry or GPS) acquired within a short time span in order to avoid physical variations of the
ice surface. A similar approach is taken by Larsen et al. (2007) where the SRTM C-band DEM from
February 2000 is compared to airborne laser altimeter data of August 2000 to estimate σ1. They find
a slight linear trend with elevation to σ1, which they attribute to seasonal variations and radar signal
penetration and correct this trend before comparing the SRTM elevations to the other DEM, produced
from aerial photography acquired in the summer season (from 1948 and 1987). The standard devi-
ation around the mean, amounting to ±5 m is assumed as uncertainty of the SRTM DEM σ1 by Larsen
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et al. (2007). Unfortunately an independent elevation dataset over glaciers acquired at the same epoch
of the DEM is rarely available. To obviate, a common approach is obtaining σ1 and σ2 from empirical
analyses published by others for the same dataset. Doing so means that σ1 and σ2 are not extracted
directly from the used elevation data, but from acquisitions in other geographical areas, with different
terrain coverage and possibly under changed acquisition parameters. The resulting " is hence less
representative of the actual uncertainty of the elevation difference sample, also because it would not
include errors linked to the differencing procedure, for example due to residual misregistration.
The second, more common, approach uses the elevation difference samples over ice-free areas (off-
glacier), here defined with ∆z, where no physical elevation changes are expected, as statistical pool
to estimate the uncertainty of the elevation difference ". This uncertainty is assumed to be valid also
for the glacier elevation difference sample ∆h. This is generally defined as the “standard deviation
about the mean” of the off-glacier elevation difference samples, i.e. " = σ∆z . It is statistically inferred
from the same data used to compute the mass balance, thus taking into account the characteristics
and issues related to the acquisition and the processing of the used datasets. For instance, in the case
of this study, each bistatic TanDEM-X acquisition is characterized by a specific height of ambiguity,
linearly influencing the relative elevation error of the DEM due to the interferometric noise (Section
2.2.3). Furthermore each TanDEM-X datatake is separately coregistered to the SRTM DEM used as
reference (see Section 7.2). This operation is rather delicate given the complex topography of the
territory and might result in a small degree for horizontal misregistration. This translates into a height
difference error δhcoreg affecting differently each pixel since it depends on the magnitude and direction
of the horizontal shift as well as on the local slope and the aspect of the terrain as quantified by Eq.
(7.1) (Nuth & Kääb, 2011). Estimating the uncertainty over the off-glacier elevation difference allows
taking into account those and other data and processing issues leading to a more representative error
estimate.
With this approach an issue to be considered is the validity of the uncertainty determined off-
glacier when extended to the on-glacier elevation difference. The issue is generally briefly handled
in the literature, except by Rolstad et al. (2009) with focus on photogrammetry. Naturally there are
differences between the glacier surface and the surrounding non-glaciated terrain.
The first, and probably main issue, concerns the different topography. Typically glaciers flow in
basins confined into valleys and characterized by moderate slopes, especially in the case of larger
glaciers. These are often outlets of icefields, which typically feature plateaus characterized by high
elevations and relatively flat surfaces in the central part and discharge ice through glaciers with higher
slopes on the margins. The aspect angle distribution of glaciated areas might have a prevailing com-
ponent. On the other hand the terrain surrounding the icefields is generally mountainous, with peaks
and ridges following one another; there might be some flat areas further away from the glacier termini
as well as lakes and fjords. The surfaces off-glacier can hence display much higher slopes compared
to the glaciated areas and an aspect distribution which is more uniform. According to Equation (7.1)
a residual horizontal coregistration error will lead to larger elevation difference errors δhcoreg over
the steeper off-glacier terrain, causing an overestimation of the on-glacier uncertainty computed as
" = σ∆z . To alleviate this effect the off-glacier pixels are often filtered according to their local slope
before computingσ∆z by imposing a threshold which is more representative of the slope of the studied
glaciers. Nuth et al. (2007) use a threshold of 20°, Nuth et al. (2010) of 15° (both in Svalbard), Rolstad
et al. (2009) of 30° (on the Svartisen Ice Cap, Norway). It must be noted that the actual distribution of
the slope on and off-glacier is what influences the difference in the δhcoreg error component. Since the
distribution of glacier pixels generally displays a peak at lower slopes, while the terrain pixels might
be more uniformly distributed (cf. Figure 9.5), imposing a threshold would still not avoid an overes-
timation of δhcoreg, but it represents a simple way of mitigating this effect. Nevertheless it is useful to
compare the slope distributions in order to choose an appropriate threshold; such a comparison has
not been found in the literature and will be shown in Section 9.3.2. In the case of InSAR DEMs, the
mountainous off-ice terrain might be affected by layover and shadow effects which render the elev-
ation pixels untrustworthy as strong interpolation is involved. A surface is in layover as soon as its
slope exceeds the look angle when its aspect is facing the line of sight. As acquisition geometries (orbit
direction and incidence angle) might be totally different between the first and the second DEMs the
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elevation difference might not be equal to zero for these regions. Using off-glacier pixels affected by
layover would overestimate " = σ∆z , filtering steeper terrain is thus necessary.
Another possible issue in this respect resides in the different physical properties of ice and snow
as compared to non-glaciated terrain, the latter generally consisting of bare rock especially at higher
altitudes or vegetated terrain at lower altitudes. These differences may affect the quality of the el-
evation data, according to the type of sensor and acquisition geometry. As acknowledged by Rolstad
et al. (2009) in case of optical DEMs the image contrast and thus the DEM quality is very different for
snow, crevassed ice, bare rock or vegetated areas, besides the fact that all areas may have a different
degree of sun and shadow. The lack of contrast typical of white snow areas is a well known problem of
photogrammetry and leads to failure of the correlation algorithm. Elevation inferred from SAR bistatic
interferometry are more robust to different types of coverage and terrain, the quality of the elevation
values and the noise associated to them are strictly related to the complex correlation coefficient (or
coherence) (Bamler & Hartl, 1998). The coherence of the bistatic acquisition depends on the physical
properties of the distributed scatterer (see Section 2.2.2). The estimation of the elevation difference
uncertainty as " = σ∆z could be affected by differences in the properties of the off-glacier surface
compared to the icefield (which has varying properties within itself). This could lead to an underes-
timation of the error, especially for optical data, but might have an impact on InSAR data as well if the
icefield surface has very low coherence.
A last issue that might affect the validity of the off-glacier statistics is the difference in resolution
between the two DEMs. Basically the DEM with lower resolution does not have the same capacity of
following the slope gradients typical of the rough mountainous ice-free terrain, overestimating eleva-
tion for gorges and underestimating it for peaks. This might lead to a bias in the off-glacier elevation
differences which would reflect in an overestimation of " = σ∆z , while the smoother glacier surfaces
are certainly less affected by this problem. This issue is tackled in more detail in Section 9.3.1.
The previously reported approaches are found in the literature for the estimation of ". The first
one, in which the random elevation errors of each dataset are propagated to the difference using
" =
q
σ21 +σ
2
2, is adopted by Larsen et al. (2007), as previously mentioned. The random error of
the older DEM, which is based on aerial photography, is deduced from previously published studies
(Arendt et al., 2002, 2006) as the nominal accuracy of the contour placement on the topographic map,
and it is increased (doubled or tripled) on the accumulation area where the contrast is lower and
the elevations are harder to be identified by the cartographers. The authors take also into account
systematic errors which are typical when dealing with elevation acquired from topographic maps,
although more difficult to estimate. Nuth et al. (2010); Nuth & Kääb (2011) use a similar approach to
determine " by comparing off-glacier the SRTM DEM and ASTER GDEM to the much more accurate
lidar ICESat elevation points (Zwally et al., 2002), in order to estimate the random error of the DEMs.
They use aσ obtained empirically from the literature for the ICESat points. Rott et al. (2014b) compare
multitemporal TanDEM-X DEMs and assign to each of them an uncertainty according to those estimated
empirically by Rizzoli et al. (2012) as a function to the height of ambiguity of the TanDEM-X acquisition.
In other pubblications many authors, for instance Etzelmüller (2000), apply the first approach by
simply propagating the nominal relative error of each DEM to the elevation difference samples using
" =
q
σ21 +σ
2
2.
The second approach, in which the elevation uncertainty is estimated directly as the off-glacier
spread of the elevation difference " = σ∆z , is adopted in Nuth et al. (2007); Schiefer et al. (2007);
Howat et al. (2008); Rolstad et al. (2009); Haug et al. (2009); Nuth et al. (2010); Bolch et al. (2011);
Zemp et al. (2013). A slightly different method, also based on the off-glacier statistics, is applied by
Willis et al. (2012a,b); Melkonian et al. (2012). They quantify the mass loss respectively in SPI, NPI and
Cordillera Darwin Icefield (CDI), by using the SRTM DEM and a time series of ASTER DEMs acquired
between 2001 and 2011. After coregistering the ASTER DEMs to the SRTM, a weighted least-squares
linear trend is used to calculate an elevation change rate for each glacier pixel. Each elevation pixel is
weighted by the inverse of its uncertainty. The uncertainty of each ASTER elevation sample is obtained
as the sum of the mean and the standard deviation of the bedrock offsets between the corresponding
ASTER DEM and the SRTM DEM used as reference. The uncertainty of all SRTM elevation pixels is set
arbitrary to 5 m. The uncertainty associated with the elevation change rate of each pixel is obtained
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from the model covariance matrix, which accounts for the uncertainties on the elevations incorporated
into the regression (Melkonian et al., 2012).
Koblet et al. (2010) explore both approaches. For the first one they compute the statistic and
random error of each DEM by comparing them to 26 differential GPS points and propagate the error to
the elevation difference. For the second one they obtain the uncertainty from the standard deviation
of the off-glacier elevation difference pixels. They also statistically test the significance of the ice
properties changes with respect to the uncertainty and the dependence of errors on slopes. In their
case the second approach generally led to larger systematic errors and slightly lower random errors of
the elevation difference.
9.1.1.2 Geostatistics and semivariograms
The previous section dealt with the estimation of the uncertainty of an individual statistically inde-
pendent sample (pixel or point). When studying large-scale geophysical phenomena, for instance in
the mass balance of glaciers, spatial averaging of data is usually performed. It is hence necessary to
obtain the uncertainty of the average. This differs from the uncertainty of the single samples included
in the averaging process since usually a certain degree of spatial correlation exists between samples.
To determine the degree of spatial correlation geostatistical methods can be used.
The field of geostatistics (or spatial statistics) saw the light in the 1950s when significant financial
resources where invested in research by the mining industry with the objective of predicting the grade
of gold and other metals in ore bodies from a limited number of scattered samples. The empirical
work undertaken in South Africa, particularly by mining engineer Danie Gerhardus Krige, was then
formalized by the French mathematician Georges Matheron in his work “The Theory of Regionalized
Variables” (Matheron, 1971). The principal objective, pertaining the field of geology and mining, was
obtaining the best estimate of an unknown variable at a certain spatial location: this is known as
kriging or gaussian process regression. The interpolated values are modelled by a gaussian process
governed by prior covariances, when these fulfil suitable assumptions kriging gives the best linear
unbiased prediction of the intermediate values. The innovation of geostatistics compared to the clas-
sical estimation consisted in the mathematical quantification of spatial correlation and its use for the
prediction. Geostatistics have since expanded their scope to diverse fields of science where spatial
information is included, such as environmental and earth sciences (Webster & Oliver, 2007), meteor-
ology and remote sensing. In the following the theoretical basics of spatial statistics which will be
needed for the determination of the correlation distance are introduced, based mainly on Matheron
(1971) and partially on Clark (1979), these citations will thus not be repeated.
At the core of spatial statistics is the variogram, which consists in a function describing the degree
of spatial correlation of a spatial random field. A spatial random field Z(x) is a random vector in space
(a vector of generally non-independent random variables), as the elements of the vector become infin-
ite Z(x) is defined as a random function. x defines a point in the n-dimensional space Rn, which in this
study case will be the two dimensional image space. To every support point x0 in space corresponds
a random variable Z(x0). A realization of each random variable Z(x0) will be a particular numerical
value z(x0), while a realization of random vector will be a vector of values, and consequently a realiza-
tion of a random function Z(x) will be a numerical function z(x). The latter can always be considered
a regionalized variable, and vice versa, a regionalized variable can always be regarded as a realization
of a certain random function. Naturally, statistical inference of Z(x) is not possible having a single
realization z(x), unless some supplementary hypotheses about Z(x) are introduced.
A first possible hypothesis is the stationarity of the random function Z(x), that is, its law is invariant
under translation, in other words the random variable Z(x0) will have the same distribution as Z(x0+
h), where h is any vector in space (often called lag vector) characterized by a modulus r and a direction
α. Under this assumption the expectation of Z(x0), defined as m(x0) = E[Z(x0)] is equal to m(x0+h)
and hence is a constant m = E[Z(x)] independent of x0. It is generally assumed that m = 0 (even by
replacing Z(x) with Z(x)−m).
If two random variables Z(x0) and Z(x0 + h) have finite variances, they also have a covariance
C(x0, h) (often referred to as auto covariance in spatial statistics), which under the assumption of
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stationarity (and m = 0) will be independent of x0 and can be written as:
C(h) = E [Z(x) · Z(x + h)] (9.1)
For h = 0 C(0) = E

Z(x)2

, this is the variance of the stationary random function Z(x).
A weaker hypothesis is the second order stationarity of Z(x), according to which Z(x0) has an
expectation independent of the support point x0 and for every vector h a covariance which exists and
is also independent of x0, writeable as:
C(h) = E[Z(x0) · Z(x0 + h)]−m2 (9.2)
This hypothesis is sufficient for the theory of the regionalized variables, but it supposes, as the previous
one, a finite a priori variance C(0) of the random function Z(x) in order for the covariance function
C(h) to exist. Unfortunately many phenomena have an almost unlimited capacity of dispersion and
cannot be properly described by a finite a priori variance. Besides, the assumption of stationarity
(both in its stricter and weaker form) cannot always be assumed, for instance in the original problem
of estimating the grade of a metal in a large deposit: this is generally described by a smooth unknown
variation (trend) around which there is a random variation (possibly stationary).
Hence an even weaker hypothesis must be assumed: the intrinsic hypothesis. Even when the a priori
variance C(0) does not exist (i.e. is infinite), it is possible that the increments [Z(x0+h)−Z(x0)] have
a finite variance. If these, for any vector h, have an expectation and a variance which are independent
of the support point x0 (but depend on h), the random function Z(x) fulfils the intrinsic hypothesis
(which can be seen as the second order stationarity of the increment), it can be hence written that:
m(h) = E[Z(x + h)− Z(x)] (9.3)
2γ(h) = var [Z(x + h)− Z(x)] (9.4)
The function m(h) is the linear drift and it is linear in h, it can be assumed that it is equal to zero, even
by replacing Z(x) with Z(x)−m(x). The function
γ(h) =
1
2
E

[Z(x + h)− Z(x)]2	 (9.5)
is defined semivariogram or intrinsic function. The semivariogram, thanks to the intrinsic hypothesis,
can be defined even when the covariance function does not exist, making it a more useful tool for
analysing the spatial dependencies between points. The semivariogram allows to describe the degree of
correlation between a sample and its neighbours, determining how fast this decreases and up to which
distance the influence exists. Here follow some properties of the covariance and the semivariogram:
• They are both symmetric functions: C(h) = C(−h) and γ(h) = γ(−h)
• The covariance satisfies the Schwarz inequality: |C(h)| ≤ C(0)
• The semivariogram is non negative γ(h)≥ 0 and always γ(0) = 0
• The covariance function must be positive definite and a semivariogram function must be condi-
tionally negative definite, this poses conditions on the linear combinations which can be used to
describe a semivariogram, especially in the case of infinite a priori variance.
• If Z(x) is second order stationary it must have a finite a priori variance equal to C(0) and it
also fulfils the intrinsic hypothesis, in this case it is true that γ(h) = C(0) − C(h). Under this
hypothesis it holds evidently that |C(h)| ≤ C(0) and γ(h) ≤ C(0): the semivariogram is then
bounded, that is lim
h→∞γ(h) = C(0) is its limiting value γ(∞), often referred to as the sill. The
range a(α) is the distance (lag) beyond which, in the direction α, Z(x) and Z(x+h) are no longer
correlated (or have a negligible correlation). For |h|> a(α) C(h) = 0 and γ(h) = γ(∞) = C(0).
A random function satisfying only the intrinsic hypothesis with an unbounded semivariogram
does not have a finite range or sill.
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• The structure of the spatial correlation is isotropic if it is equal in all directions, in this case the
semivariogram and the covariance function (if it exists) depend only on r, the magnitude of the
lag vector h, i.e. γ(h) = γ(r). This is often the case for many applications, but for others, such
as geology, the autocorrelation structure can change with direction and an anisotropic semivari-
ogram model γ(h) must be used. A common and simple model is the geometric anisotropy where
the semivariogram reaches the same sill in all directions but at different ranges. In this case a
simple linear transformation of the coordinates is sufficient to restore isotropy.
• The continuity and the regularity in space of the random function Z(x) are expressed by the
behaviour of γ(h) near the origin:
– Parabolic trend: γ(h) is twice differentiable in h = 0. Z(x) is itself differentiable (in the
mean square) and has thus a high degree of regularity.
– Linear behaviour: γ(h) is continuous but not differentiable in h = 0. Z(x) is continuous
(in the mean square) but not differentiable and thus less regular.
– Nugget effect: γ(h) does not tend to 0 as h tends to 0, the value it tends to is known as
nugget. Z(x) is not continuous in the mean square, thus highly irregular.
– Pure nugget effect: γ(h) is a constant for h> 0. This is a limit case in which Z(x) displays
no correlation between any of its points (white noise).
Z(x) is continuous in the mean square if E

[Z(x + h)− Z(x)]2	→ 0 when |h| → 0. In a one-
dimensional space Z(x) has a derivative in the mean square sense Z ′(x) if
E
n
Z(x+h)−Z(x)
h − Z ′(x)
2o → 0 when |h| → 0 (similar definitions for n-dimensional spaces),
this is satisfied if and only if γ(h) is twice differentiable in h = 0.
The empirical semivariogram γˆ(h) is defined (Cressie, 1993) for observations z(x i) at locations x i as:
γˆ(h) =
1
2 |N(h)|
∑
(i,h)∈N(h)
z(x i)− z(x j)2 (9.6)
where N(h) denotes the set of pairs of observations such that (x j − x i) = h and |N(h)| is the number
of observations in the set. Often h is implemented with a tolerance interval around its module r and
around its direction α if anisotropy is assumed. Cressie (1993) asserts that for observations z(x i) of
the random variables Z(x i) from the stationary random field Z(x), the empirical semivariogram (with
lag tolerance set to 0) is an unbiased estimator of the theoretical semivariogram, due to:
E [γˆ(h)] =
1
2 |N(h)|
∑
(i,h)∈N(h)
E
Z(x i)− Z(x j)2= 12 |N(h)| ∑
(i,h)∈N(h)
2γ(x j−x i) = 2 |N(h)|2 |N(h)|γ(h) (9.7)
The empirical semivariogram is generally used to estimate a valid theoretical semivariogram which is
needed for many geostatistical methods such as kriging interpolation.
The theoretical semivariogram is obtained by fitting a model function to the values of the empirical
semivariogram. The most commonly used semivariogram models, for all of which holds that γ(0) = 0,
are the following:
• Pure nugget effect:
γ(h) = n (9.8)
• Spherical model:
γ(h) =
¨
n+ s

3
2
h
a − 12
  h
a
3
0< h< a
n+ s h≥ a (9.9)
• Exponential model:
γ(h) = n+ s [1− exp(−3h/a)] (9.10)
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Figure 9.1 – Three commonly used semivariogram models and the three variables characterizing them:
sill s, nugget n and range a.
• Gaussian model:
γ(h) = n+ s

1− exp(−3h2/a2) (9.11)
• Power model (including linear model):
γ(h) = n+ phω (9.12)
where p is a constant and 0≤ω< 2.
• De Wijs model:
γ(h) = n+ 3ω ln(h) (9.13)
In the above model functions the notation n indicates the nugget, s is the sill and a is the range, as
defined before. Figure 9.1 shows these parameters and the first three models which are often used.
Rolstad et al. (2009) explain very clearly the significance of such parameters: the nugget variance
n was introduced in mining applications to represent small scale discontinuities introduced by solid
“nuggets” of minerals. In other spatial applications such as the present study, it describes unresolved
scales of variance, such as variance on scales smaller than the sampling interval, and it represents the
spatially uncorrelated variance. The sill s is the maximum spatially correlated variance. The sum n+ s
represents the total variance C(0) of the random field. The term sill is sometimes used for refer to
s + n, instead than just s. The range a is the distance within which some degree of spatial correlation
exists between spatially separated points.
The pure nugget model represents a Z(x) with no spatial correlation (purely random). The spher-
ical model reaches its maximum n + s at a range a. The exponential and Gaussian models approach
their theoretical maximum n + s only asymptotically. In this case a is defined as a “practical range”,
conventionally set as the distance where the semivariance reaches 95% of n + s. The power model
and the De Wijs model describe an unbounded semivariogram, the corresponding random function
Z(x) does not satisfy the second order stationarity and has infinite a priori variance. The Gaussian
model displays a parabolic behaviour near the origin, as seen before, this corresponds to a smoothly
varying random function Z(x). The spherical and exponential model are linear near the origin, mean-
ing that Z(x) exhibits a higher level of short range variability. In practice empirical semivariograms
are often described by a combination of these models, a very common one is given by two spherical
semivariograms one at shorter range and one at larger range (Clark, 1979; Rolstad et al., 2009).
9.1.1.3 Uncertainty of the spatially averaged elevation difference
Once ", the uncertainty of an individual, statistically independent sample (pixel or point) of elevation
difference, is calculated, it becomes important to define the accuracy of a spatial average of the el-
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evation difference, i.e. computed over a larger number of samples included in a certain area A (also
known as “integrated uncertainty”). This area could be the total surface of a glacier or the icefield
area included in a certain elevation range (elevation bin). This is often defined as the “standard error
of the mean”:
SE =
"p
N
(9.14)
where N represents the number of uncorrelated samples involved in the spatial average carried out
on area A. In the best case scenario all the samples involved will be uncorrelated, hence N = n, with
n the actual number of samples. In reality there will always be a certain degree of spatial correlation
which must be considered, making N < n and worsening thus the uncertainty. Finally if all samples
are correlated, then N = 1, implying that no improvement in accuracy is brought by the averaging
process since no amount of new information is supplied by averaging different correlated samples.
There can be several orders of magnitude of error difference between the cases of totally correlated
and totally uncorrelated samples (Rolstad et al., 2009). Few approaches in the literature assume the
errors to be totally correlated, but generally a common agreement exists in considering the spatial
correlation according to Equation (9.14). Geostatistics can be used to quantify N . In fact the range a
of the semivariogram can be used as correlation distance dcor, i.e. the distance from a sample beyond
which spatial correlation becomes negligible. The correlation distance defines a correlation area Acor,
from which N is usually obtained in the literature as N = AAcor . This approach is a valid approximation,
but a theoretically sounder approach to obtaining the integrated uncertainty, strongly based on spatial
statistics, is taken by Rolstad et al. (2009) and will be exposed later in this section.
A review of how the literature approached spatial correlation for the error budget of the geodetic
mass balance will be now outlined. A common approach is computing the empirical semivariogram
of the elevation difference on stable terrain to determine the correlation distance dcor as the range a
of the semivariogram. Details on this approach are usually quite scarce in the literature, just the final
correlation distance is reported. One of the first semivariogram analysis of the DEM on glaciers was
done by Etzelmüller (2000) but the results were not directly used for error estimation. Nuth et al.
(2007) acknowledge the importance of the spatial correlation in the elevation differences and their
impact on the error of spatial integration. They report a correlation distance of 500 m using elevation
obtained from topographic maps (in turn obtained from an oblique aerial survey performed in 1936)
and a DEM obtained from vertical aerial photographs in 1990. Koblet et al. (2010) use dcor = 100 m
for a study based on 5 m resolution orthophotos, Kääb (2008) uses dcor = 1 km with an ASTER DEM
and ICESat laser elevation points. Howat et al. (2008) compare ASTER and ICESat elevations and
assume dcor = 200 m. Bolch et al. (2011) apply a correlation distance of 600 m using ASTER DEMs
with an effective spatial resolution of 30 m. Willis et al. (2012b) report elevation change rates in the
Northern Patagonian Icefield based on SRTM and a time series of ASTER DEMs. They find a correlation
distance ranging between 630 m and 930 m and conservatively assume the latter, but they fail to
convert the distance to a correlation area, obtaining this way a higher N which leads to a consistent
underestimation of the error. Melkonian et al. (2012) do not seem to rely on the semivariogram, they
plot instead the off-glacier elevation difference variance for patches of increasing size in the Cordillera
Darwin Icefield finding a correlation area of 1.8 by 1.8 km.
Most of these publications define the correlation area as square, i.e. Acor = d2cor (sometimes Acor
is increased arbitrary as a conservative measure) and obtain the number of uncorrelated samples as
N = AAcor before applying Equation (9.14). This approach is an approximation as it does not account
for the shape of the semivariogram, instead only using its range. It would imply a semivariogram
with a step function shape (totally correlated below dcor totally uncorrelated above it), when instead
the spatial correlation decreases gradually with distance. The approximation affects particularly the
standard error of the mean computed over integration areas which are smaller or comparable to the
correlation area (defined according to the theory as Acor = pid2cor), but is accepted as if often leads to
overestimation.
The theoretically correct integration of the spatial statistics for the estimation of the uncertainty of
the spatially averaged ice elevation change is done by Rolstad et al. (2009). They compute the mass
balance of the Svaritisen Ice Cap (Norway) from a DEM obtained from contour maps of August 1968
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(in turn extracted from vertical aerial photography) and from two DEMs computed with digital photo-
grammetry using vertical aerial photography from August 1985 and August 2002. They also acquired
airborne laser scanning data in August 2002 and used them to interpolate a DEM with a grid of 5 m,
which was proved to be in perfect agreement with almost 5000 differential GPS points. They estim-
ate the uncertainty of the individual pixel of elevation difference ∆z as the standard deviation over
bedrock σ∆z . Their goal is to obtain the uncertainty of the spatial average of the elevation difference,
which they relate to the spatial covariance with the following expression:
σ2A = var {E [∆z (x)]}= E {cov [∆z (x)]} (9.15)
They assume first and second order stationarity, which for the current application implies that the mean
µ∆z and the variance σ
2
∆z of the elevation difference are constant in space, practically this requires
no large-scale trends in the data and no significant changes of variance in space. The assumptions
allow to define the semivariogram as: γ(h) = C(0) − C(h) where C(0) = σ2∆z = E

(∆z (x)−µ)2.
The variance of the spatially averaged elevation difference is then:
σ2A = E [C(h)] = E

σ2∆z − γ(h)

=
1
A
∫ ∫
A

σ2∆z − γ(h)

d xd y (9.16)
which can be converted to polar coordinates assuming a circular area A= piL2 of radius L, as:
σ2A =
2
L2
∫ L
0
h

σ2∆z − γ(h)

dh (9.17)
They compute the empirical semivariogram from the available off-glacier elevation difference points
and fit to them an analytical semivariogram model. They fit the isotropic spherical model (Equation
(9.9)), which is then used to solve the integral. In the current application the total variance of the
elevation difference σ2∆z can be expressed as the sum of the spatially uncorrelated variance (nugget)
and the maximum spatially correlated variance (sill), i.e. n + s = σ2∆z . Solving the integral leads to
the following expression of the variance of the spatially averaged elevation difference:
σ2A =
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where ∆h is the sampling distance in polar coordinates. In order to apply this formula to the gridded
data, Rolstad et al. (2009) impose the equivalence between the sampling grid area ∆x2 (pixel area)
and the integrated area from 0 to ∆h (i.e. pi∆h2), leading to ∆h = ∆xp
pi
. In the case of pure nugget
effect equivalent to a field with no spatial correlation, Equation (9.18) leads to the expected σ2A =
σ2∆z
n .
Intuitively, a larger range a leads to a higher uncertainty for a given averaging area, while an increased
nugget fraction of the total variance n+ s = σ2∆z leads to decreasing uncertainty for a given area. The
integration area is for many applications often larger than the correlation area (L > a), in this case
given a spherical model with no nugget, the uncertainty simplifies to:
σ2A = σ
2
∆z
1
5
Acor
A
(9.19)
where Acor = pia2 is the area of a circle of radius equal to the range a of the semivariogram. Rolstad
et al. (2009) remind that the assumption of stationarity, linked to a bounded semivariogram (such as
the spherical model), should be verified on the real data. In fact a presence of a spatial trend would
lead to a continuously increasing variance in the semivariogram, in which case they suggest to remove
any large scale spatial trend as a preliminary step. They do this using a polynomial detrending function
fitted to the bedrock areas using least square and applied to both bedrock and glacier.
Rolstad et al. (2009) applied the previously outlined theoretical formulation to the geodetic mass
balances from the 1968 - ’85 and the 1985 - 2002 elevation difference data. For both elevation dif-
ferences, in order to capture different scales of spatial correlation, they extrapolated semivariograms
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from bedrock with 25 m lag bin for scales up to 1 km and with 200 m bins for scales up to 20 km,
and fitted individual spherical models using non linear optimization for all three parameters. They ob-
tained ranges a1 = 430 m and a2 = 3100 m for the 1968 - ’85 dataset and a1 = 260 m and a2 = 17000
m for the 1985 - 2002 dataset. They attributed the very large scale range to poor georeferencing of
parts of the 2002 DEM caused by the lack of visible GCPs and the less pronounced (i.e. a smaller sill)
intermediate 3 km range to a small residue of trend. They obtained σ2A in closed form applying the
method outlined in the previous paragraph, using a semivariogram model composed of the sum of two
spherical models (with just one nugget parameter) applying the fitted semivariogram parameters a,
s and n. They could hence plot the integrated uncertainty σ2A as a function of integration area. Fur-
thermore they used the difference between the August 2002 photogrammetric DEM and the highly
accurate laser DEM in order to assess whether the spatial statistics (and σ∆z) of the bedrock are also
representative for glaciated areas (at least for optical DEMs). For this purpose they computed empir-
ical semivariograms and fitted an individual spherical model for three types of surface (bedrock, flat
blue ice, steep blue ice and snow) as the quality of the optical DEM is strongly varying among these
categories of surface. They found that the bedrock has the largest σ∆z due to the higher slope and
less accurate photogrammetric matching, it is followed by snow where the matching algorithm fails
and strong interpolation is applied, while on blue ice higher standard deviations are found on steeper
slopes. Correlation scales are also varying, bedrock displays a short range of 140 m, steep blue ice 260
m and snow and flat ice have larger ranges around 800 m, as flatter and more homogeneous regions
are correlated over larger ranges (Rolstad et al., 2009). However the bedrock and blue-ice have a
larger nugget component relative to the sill indicating a significant amount of uncorrelated variance.
These results highlight the strong dependency of the variance of the elevation difference and of the
semivariogram on the slope, which demands attention when extending off-glacier elevation difference
uncertainties to glacier elevation differences.
9.1.1.4 Ice density profile uncertainty
In order to convert the computed geodetic ice volume loss to ice mass loss the density profile of the lost
ice must be known. This is rarely the case as this knowledge would require expensive field campaigns
in remote and hardly accessible regions. It is then necessary to rely on assumptions or models for the
vertical ice density profile. Huss (2013) analyses extensively this issue and introduces the problem
with a simple mathematical formulation. The temporal change in mass is given by ∂M∂ t =
∂ (ρV )
∂ t which
integrated in time gives ∆M = ∆ρV +∆Vρ where ρ is the bulk density of the glacier including its
firn part and ∆ρ is the change in the average glacier density over the time interval considered. He
writes the previous equation as ∆M = f∆V · ∆V where the term f∆V = ∆ρV∆V + ρ is the one to be
modelled in time and space in order to have an accurate mass conversion, but unfortunately the exact
quantification of ∆ρ, ρ and V is impossible.
Most past and recent studies computing the geodetic mass balance rely on Sorge’s law (Bader,
1954) which assumes that no changes in the vertical firn density profile have occur during the obser-
vation period, meaning ∆ρ = 0 and f∆V = ρ. In this scenario a single ρ is assumed as equal to the
generic density of ice, i.e. ρ = 900 (or 917) kg m−3. This approach is undertaken among others in
Cox & March (2004); Paul & Haeberli (2008); Rignot et al. (2003); Berthier et al. (2010); Bolch et al.
(2011); Nuth et al. (2010); Haug et al. (2009); Kääb (2008); Willis et al. (2012a); Melkonian et al.
(2012). In some cases an uncertainty interval is assumed (although it is often arbitrarily defined).
Huss (2013) is sceptical about this assumption and notes how a significant change in volume would
cause a shift in the firn line over time thus contradicting Sorge’s law. Gardner et al. (2012) use a con-
stant density ρ = 900±17 kg m−3, but recognize the partial invalidity of Sorge’s law for the short-term
observations due to proven changes in the firn density profile and thus assign an additional uncertainty
of 4 kgm−3 a−1 to areas above the equilibrium line for studies spanning less than 20 years. Haug et al.
(2009) estimate the uncertainty linked to the constant density assumption and due to both changes
in the equilibrium line altitude and changes in the density of the firn. They compare results of the
geodetic mass balance with those of the traditional glaciological mass balance, consisting of accumu-
lation and ablation measurements with drilled stakes on representative points on the glacier, and snow
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density profile observed with snow pits or snow cores.
Other authors assume variable densities according to the glacier zone, generally distinguishing ac-
cumulation and ablation area (Schiefer et al., 2007; Moholdt et al., 2010; Kääb et al., 2012; Melkonian
et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012; Willis et al., 2012b). A common practice is comparing the two as-
sumptions: the assumption of ρ = 900 kgm−3 for the entire glacier and the assumption of different
densities according to the zone: ρ = 900 kg m−3 for the ablation area and lower density (between 500
and 600 kg m−3) for the firn zone. The two scenarios are evaluated and sometimes averaged together
(Kääb et al., 2012). Moholdt et al. (2010) recognize that the assumption of Sorge’s law has little im-
pact on decadal mass balances but might not be applicable over short time spans, as the effects of firn
pack changes could be significant. For the reported 5 year mass balance of Svalbard they apply three
different conversion schemes to the elevation change curves: (1) applying Sorge’s law by assuming
constant firn density in time (ρice = 900 kgm−3), (2) assuming that all thinning consists of ice while all
thickening consists of firn (ρfirn ∼ 500 kg m−3), (3) assuming ρice for the lowermost 1/3 of elevation
bins, ρfirn for the uppermost 1/3 and a linearly decreasing density from ρice to ρfirn for the middle 1/3
of elevation bins.
Bolch et al. (2013) emphasize that snow, firn and ice densities as well as firn compaction should
be taken into account. They calculate the firn density based on an empirical relationship between
snow density and mean firn temperature at 10 m depth (in turn estimated from the mean annual air
temperature), obtaining for glaciers and ice caps in the Arctic values ranging between 530 and 800
kg m−3. They apply these values above the equilibrium line which they approximate as the median
elevation of the glacier and assume a conservative total uncertainty of the firn density of 150 kgm−3.
They furthermore model the firn compaction, which ranges between −0.22±0.02 ma−1 in the warmer
and wetter southeastern sector and +0.09± 0.01m a−1 (expansion) in the colder and drier northern
sector.
Another common approach is to compute an average density for the entire glacier surface based
on ice and firn densities. This possibility was first explored by Sapiano et al. (1998), where an average
density ρ = 850±60 kgm−3 was assumed. Zemp et al. (2010) use an average between two scenarios:
(1) ρ = 917 kgm−3 for the entire glacier and (2) a spatial average of 800 kgm−3 obtained assuming
ρ = 700 kgm−3 for the firn area and ρ = 917 kgm−3 for the accumulation area; for the studied
Swedish glacier this leads to a value of ρ = 860± 60 kgm−3. Huss (2013) attempts to investigate the
value and temporal robustness of the conversion factor f∆V by taking into account an empirical firn
densification model coupled to idealized surface mass balance forcing applied to simplified synthetic
glacier geometries. He applies the classical firn densification model by Herron & Langway Jr (1980)
modified for temperate and polythermal firn of mountain glaciers which allows to calculate the density
of the firn layer deposited at a specific moment in the past after a span of years. The average density
of firn is averaged from values reported in a series of studies over different mountain glaciers in the
world and equals 490 kg m−3. Densification due to refreezing of melt water is also accounted for using
a generic end of winter firn temperature profile. Four experiments of idealized changes in surface
mass balance (each with positive and negative shift in equilibrium line) are used to force the firn
compaction model for the simplified non-calving glacier geometries and analysed over a span of 50
years. He finds that after a shift in ELA, f∆V converges to 900 kgm
−3 after some decades. Hence, after
the firn density profile is given sufficient time to adapt, the cumulative volume loss in the ablation
area (with ice density ρ = 900 kgm−3) tends to dominate over the changes in the firn area. According
to his results, for periods shorter than 15 years f∆V could be lower (between 700 and 800 kgm
−3).
He computes an average f∆V for the six more relevant scenarios for time intervals ranging between
5 and 50 years and obtains f∆V = 850 kg m−3 to which he assigns an uncertainty of ±60 kg m−3 and
recommends this value for geodetic mass balances when a specific analysis of changes in firn volume
and density is not performed. He warns however that this generic value might not be applicable for (i)
periods shorter than 5 years, (ii) significant changes in the mass balance gradients, (iii) small overall
volume changes or (iv) an insignificant firn area. He also varies the glacier geometry model and finds
that the area elevation distribution has a small influence on f∆V .
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9.1.1.5 Extrapolation to unsurveyed areas
The DEMs used to compute the elevation difference over glaciated terrain might not always have a full
coverage of the site of interest, especially for very large icefields. This might be due to the availability
of suitable data or to voids within the DEM, typically caused by phase unwrapping errors in SAR inter-
ferometry and by the presence of clouds as well as lack of contrast in photogrammetry. Nevertheless it
is usually important to obtain a mass balance for an entire glacier basin or an icefield. For this purpose
it is common to extrapolate the mean elevation change rate of a specific elevation bin (i.e. range)
to the uncovered regions of the same elevation bin, simply by multiplying its value by the total area
of the bin. The issue when taking this course resides in the representativeness of the mean elevation
difference for the uncovered regions. In the case of icefields composed of various glaciers, the extra-
polation is more precise when done separately for each glacier basin, where the melting/thickening
trend is generally consistent implying limited variability of mean elevation difference within each el-
evation bin. On the other hand the mean elevation change could be significantly less representative if
the mean is computed over the entire icefield when the individual glaciers display different elevation
change behaviour. The larger the glacier and the stronger its influence on the mean elevation change
rate. This effect is more relevant at lower elevations where the behaviour of the glaciers tends to
diverge according to several factors (size, slope, temperature, accumulation rates in the basin, precip-
itation, exposure, calving, basal and side friction etc.) and less relevant at higher altitudes as elevation
changes are less marked and different basins tend to behave more similarly. In this respect an import-
ant role is also played by the percentage of uncovered area within each elevation bin and how well it
is distributed among different glacier basins.
Arendt et al. (2002) compare laser altimetry tracks on the centreline of Alaskan glaciers with DEMs
derived from old contour maps. They assume the obtained thickness change is valid over the entire
elevation bin for each glacier. For each glacier an area averaged elevation change is obtained dividing
the total volume change by the average of the old and the new glacier area. They cover this way only
20% of the total glacier surface of Alaska. To have an estimate for the whole Alaska, they extrapolate
the elevation change of each Alaskan region to the unmeasured parts of the same region. Each region
is composed by different glaciers and a single elevation change curve is obtained. This is then integ-
rated separately over the area elevation distribution (hypsometry) of the covered and uncovered areas
obtaining two volume curves which are added to give the total volume change. To quantify the un-
certainty linked to the extrapolation procedure they consider three factors: (1) the total random error
of the measured glaciers (quadrature sum of the random errors of each glacier), (2) the scatter of the
measured elevation changes about their mean value for each elevation bin, which when propagated
across the hypsometry of unmeasured glaciers gives an estimate of the error in the extrapolated volume
change, (3) the difference between the total volume change calculated from an area weighted average
elevation change and that calculated from an unweighed average. The three errors are assumed inde-
pendent and combined (quadrature sum) and amount for the totality of Alaska to 7 km3 a−1 for the
mid-1950s - mid-1990s period (with 20% of unmeasured glaciated area) and 28 km3 a−1 for the mid
1990s - 2001 period. Berthier et al. (2010) apply the same extrapolation procedure on the Alaskan
glaciers but account for the uncertainty in a much simpler manner: by doubling the measurement
error of the surveyed areas for the unsurveyed areas (27% of total glaciated surface). Similarly Rott
et al. (2014b) account for the extrapolation error due to the representativeness of the mean elevation
change rate (of each altitude bin) for the void areas of each bin by increasing the uncertainty of the
mean elevation change rate by a 30% for the uncovered surface. Contrary to the previous studies,
they extrapolate the elevation changes separately for each glacier basin within 50 m elevation bins,
assuring a better representativeness.
9.1.1.6 Dealing with radar signal penetration in ice and snow
If one or more radar based elevation datasets are used, the issue of radar signal penetration in ice and
snow should be considered, since the signal scattering phase centre might be located below the actual
surface introducing an error in the elevation difference. Both theory and experimental observations
concerning this issue have been outlined in Chapter 4. The penetration depth is difficult to estimate and
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depends strongly on various parameters, among those system parameters such as the radar frequency
and the incidence angle and physical parameters of the ice and snow layers, such as internal structure
and density, crystal size, liquid water content, wetness of the surface, roughness of the surface, etc.
The penetration depth magnitude is thus normally unknown and characterized by a strong spatial and
temporal variability. Available DEM products, such as the SRTM or the future TanDEM-X WorldDEM,
are provided as an edited mosaic of different acquisitions performed over time spans ranging from
weeks to years and with different system parameters (orbit direction, look angle, polarization, height of
ambiguity, etc.). Furthermore, amplitude products, which through calibration would allow to estimate
the backscattering coefficient σ0 and thus permit to make assumptions about state of the ice, firn
and snow, are often not provided. There are few experimental studies which measured the actual
microwave penetration in ice and snow. Given the dependence of this effect on many variables it
is rarely possible to use generic values without a thorough analysis of the actual conditions of the
firn and snow at the time of acquisition. It is hence hard to model this error source in the budget
estimation of the geodetic mass balance. This section reports how this uncertainty has been treated
in the literature. Geodetic mass balance studies based on interferometric DEMs often refer to Rignot
et al. (2001) for estimates of penetration depth. Here the authors compare InSAR and laser altimetry
finding a penetration depth of dCp = 9 ± 2 m at C-band d Lp = 14 ± 4 m at L-band on the cold polar
firn in Greenland, dCp = 1± 2 m and d Lp = 3± 3 m on the exposed Jakobshavan Isbrae Glacier, and d Lp
reaching 60 to 120 m on the colder marginal ice of northeastern Greenland. On temperate Alaskan
glaciers they report dCp varying from 0 ± 3 m to 4 ± 3 m and d Lp = 7 ± 4 m. It must be noted that
InSAR and laser acquisitions are not simultaneous and a mean ice thinning rate from multitemporal
laser altimetry was used to compare the data.
Dall et al. (2001) compared airborne laser altimeter measurements to a C-band airborne InSAR
DEM acquired in summer on the Geikie Ice Cap in East Greenland. They report no height bias and σ0
around −20 dB for areas below 1900 m covered by older wet snow and firn (soaked zone). From 1900
m to 2300 m the bias increases up to 13 m while σ0 increases up to almost 0 dB. The elevation bias is
due to an increasing penetration depth of the radar signal as liquid water content decreases and fresh
dry snow covers the plateau (percolation zone). The very strong backscattering in the percolation zone
is due to the domination of volume scattering and the abundance of subsurface ice lenses and pipes
generated by melt and refreeze cycles in the percolation zone.
Dall (2007) formalizes how a specific penetration depth (defined in Eq. (4.30)) relates to the
elevation bias ∆h of an InSAR measurement in infinitely deep uniform volumes, such as ice and dry
snow. The depth can be considered infinite if it is 2 to 5 times larger than the penetration depth and
surface scattering from the top and bottom of the volume are negligible. The elevation bias is defined as
the the difference between the measured InSAR elevation and the actual surface. ∆h is approximately
equal to the two way penetration depth cosθt2κe if the latter is much smaller than the height of ambiguity
in the volume hvamb, defined in Dall (2007). On the other hand it tends to h
v
amb/4 a for penetration
depths which are much larger than the height of ambiguity hvamb. He further relates the elevation bias
directly to the interferometric coherence magnitude allowing its estimation:
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The quality of the estimate will depend on the accuracy of the coherence estimate and will be affected
by other decorrelation sources.
Similarly Weber Hoen & Zebker (2000) pioneered the glaciological exploitation of the interfero-
metric decorrelation caused by volume scattering and modelled it in order to estimate the penetration
depth of the radar signal. They apply their algorithm on the Greenland Ice Sheet using ERS C-band
data. They find a one-way penetration depth of around 27 m in the dry snow zone and 23 m in the
percolation zone, indicating a large degree of volume scattering despite the internal structure. They
report minimal penetration in the coastal areas. Their estimates are associated to significant uncer-
tainty mainly due to other sources of decorrelation but the method allows wide coverage penetration
depth estimation.
Müller (2011) in his PhD thesis investigates the position of the ground penetrating radar phase
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centre zΦ in snow, firn and ice on the East Antarctic Plateau and on Svalbard and relates these results
to SAR and InSAR observations. He reports zΦ exceeding 40 m on dry firn in east Antarctica at 1.75
GHz (L-band), and zΦ exceeding 5 m on coastal Antarctica and Svalbard at C-band. Davis et al. (1993)
also analysed GPR tracks over the east Antarctic firn in order to estimate the penetration depth at X-
band. They report minimal values of one-way penetration depth of 4.7 m on the inner plateau (73.3°S
at 3420 m), characterized by extremely cold and dry conditions. They measure 2.1 m at 87.0°S at an
elevation of 930 m where surface temperatures and recrystallization rates are higher leading to larger
particles and stronger scattering. Surazakov & Aizen (2006) correct the on-glacier elevation difference
by a constant 1 m to counteract the deeper scattering phase centre in the SRTM C-band DEM.
Gardelle et al. (2012) compare the SRTM 90 m C-band DEM and the 30 m X-band DEM over the
Karakoram region, characterized by one of the most difficult topographies on earth with mountain
peaks above 6000 m. They first find a bias due to different original resolution which depends on the
terrain maximum curvature and correct for this effect both on and off glaciers (cf. Section 9.1.1.7).
After this correction they report a bias between the two DEMs on snow and ice which they interpret
as differential penetration between the two frequencies. For snow covered glacier the bias is 2 m
and relatively constant while it increases up to 7 m between 5000 and 6000 m of elevation. They
arbitrary assume that the X-band penetration is approximately zero and attribute the bias to the C-band
penetration depth. This is not plausible, under similar snow conditions a certain degree of penetration
is to be expected at both frequencies.
Larsen et al. (2007) compare the SRTM C-band DEM to laser altimetry points over glaciers in
Alaska. They find a slight trend with elevation which they attribute to ice and snow seasonal changes
and possible signal penetration. They correct the trend without discerning the two phenomena. Other
studies (Schiefer et al., 2007; Nuth & Kääb, 2011) acknowledge the possibility of some degree of
penetration in C-band DEM, but due to the impossibility of its estimation they do not apply any cor-
rection and often do not include this source of uncertainty in the error budget. Kääb et al. (2012) use
ICESat altimetry and SRTM C-band DEM in order to investigate glacier mass changes in the Hindu
Kush - Karakoram - Himalaya region. They extrapolate the ICESat glacier elevation changes to the
acquisition date of SRTM in order to investigate radar signal penetration in ice, firn and snow. After
correcting the SRTM for suspected low frequency biases subtracting the median off-glacier offset with
ICESat they find dCp = 2.1±0.4 m in average over the entire region, with significant differences among
areas and type of glacier coverage: dCp = 4.3± 0.5 m on firn and snow, dCp = 1.2± 0.6 m on clean ice
and dCp = −0.6± 0.9 m on debris-covered ice.
Willis et al. (2012a) follow the method proposed by Gardelle et al. (2012) comparing SRTM C and
X-band DEMs on the Southern Patagonian Icefield. After horizontal and vertical coregistration and
removal of the curvature dependent bias they find that ice surfaces are 2 m higher in the X-band DEM
compared to the C-band DEM at all elevations. They attribute this difference entirely to the C-band
signal since the ice surface was wet during the late austral summer. They correct the detected 2 m
constant offset on the glacier surface of the C-band DEM. The same estimation is used to correct SRTM
ice and snow elevations over the Cordillera Darwin Icefield in (Melkonian et al., 2012) and to revise the
mass balance of the Northern Patagonian Icefield since signal penetration was not considered initially
in (Willis et al., 2012b). This conclusion is arguable. The condition of the snow and firn affecting
signal penetration is strongly variable at higher elevations even days apart and between day and night
time. An analysis of the actual backscattering signatures is required in order to draw any conclusions
on the state of the snow and on possible signal penetration. Such an analysis for the same region (SPI
and NPI) is presented in this work in Chapter 8. Furthermore, under similar conditions (the STRM
C- and X-band were acquired simultaneously during a 10 days span) if snow was wet (which is more
likely in summer) signal penetration should be negligible at both frequencies, a difference of 2 meters
is hardly expectable even with a scarce liquid water content of 0.5% (cf. theory in Section 4.4).
Rott et al. (2014b) obtain mass changes of outlet glaciers in the northern Antarctic Peninsula by
comparing four pairs of TanDEM-X DEMs of June/July 2011 and March/April 2013 (except for one
scene acquired in July 2013). They include possible variations of the scattering phase centre in the
vertical registration uncertainty as it is based on statistics from stable terrain covered by ice and snow.
Since the comparison involves two InSAR datasets at the same frequency the error is given by the
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difference of scattering phase positions between the two acquisitions and not by the penetration phe-
nomenon itself. To reduce this difference they select both acquisitions during the same season and
particularly during the cold season, when the conditions of the snow firn and ice are more stable.
Nevertheless they estimate the position of the scattering phase centre zΦ at X-band based on the backs-
cattering coefficient σ0. For wet snow, zΦ this is located at the surface or a few centimetres below
(Mätzler, 1987). For dry firn and snow it depends on the scattering efficiency and is half the one way
penetration depth dXp . They invert the X-band, HH polarization TanDEM-X σ0 using a semi-empirical
radiative transfer model. They find a relatively high mean backscattering coefficient σ0 = −4.5 dB
in the percolation zone due to the large size of the scattering elements (refrozen firn) which leads to
dXp = 2 m and zΦ = 1 m. For more typical backscattering of dry fine-grained winter snow they obtain
dXp = 12 m.
9.1.1.7 Bias due to different resolution of the DEMs
Berthier et al. (2006) compare the SRTM C-band DEM with a SPOT5 optical DEM with 20 m resolution
and with a DEM from aerial photographs of 1979, on the rough topography of the French Alps. By
computing the mean difference off-glacier fitting a linear trend they report that SRTM displays an elev-
ation dependent bias of about −7 m per 1000 m of elevation compared to both other DEMs, the bias is
positive below 1700 m of altitude and negative above. They do not explain the bias but acknowledge
the underestimation of elevation on sharp mountain tops and overestimation of narrow valley eleva-
tions reported by Rodriguez et al. (2005). In Berthier et al. (2007), they follow the same procedure
with SRTM and SPOT5 DEMs in the Western Himalayas, finding a similar elevation dependent bias,
which they attribute to SRTM and correct on the whole DEM, including the glaciated surfaces. Suraza-
kov & Aizen (2006) compare SRTM and a DEM generated from topographic maps of 1977 over the
Akshiirak glaciers (Tien Shan, central Asia) and report that systematic and random errors increase with
slope on glacier-free areas. The systematic component of error ranges from 0.1 m in the 0° - 5° slope
bin up to −7.6 m in the 40° - 78° slope bin, negative values indicating lower SRTM elevations. They
correct the measured slope dependent systematic errors on the glacier surface. Larsen et al. (2007)
do not find such trends comparing the SRTM DEM with laser altimeter data acquired in late August
2000 on the glacier surface in Alaska, characterized by gentler slopes and elevations up to 1600 m. A
very weak linear trend with elevation is attributed to seasonal surface variability and possible radar
signal penetration in ice and snow. Schiefer et al. (2007), comparing SRTM to a 25 m DEM based on
aerial photography in British Columbia, report an elevation dependent bias in excess of −12 m per
1000 m of elevation starting at 1250 m, which they correct on the glacier elevation differences, they
do not detect a similar bias with respect to varying slope and aspect. Paul (2008) analyses specifically
the issue of the SRTM elevation dependent bias based on data and results published in another paper
(Paul & Haeberli, 2008). They compute elevation changes in the Swiss Alps differencing the SRTM
C-band DEM and a Swisstopo DEM from 1985 with a resolution of 25 m finding similar bias to that
reported by Berthier et al. (2006). To investigate the effect of DEM spatial resolution on DEM eleva-
tions, Paul (2008) performed an experiment using only the high resolution Swisstopo DEM, averaging
it to a 100 m posting and then resampling it bilinearly to a 25 m posting and finally subtracting the
original 25 m DEM from its “coarser” version. The elevation difference is averaged per elevation bin,
and an elevation dependent bias similar to the one found in SRTM is found off-glacier, a weaker bias
is also found on glaciers but only above 3500 m. The bias is due to the increasing occurrence of steep
ridges and mountain crests as the altitude increases, their height is smoothed in coarser DEMs leading
to lower average elevation. On the other hand occurrence of steep gorges increases at lower altitudes
and their elevation is overestimated at coarser resolution. Paul (2008) relates the amplitude of this
effect to slope (first derivative of elevation), the bias of 2 m for slopes of 40° on-glacier is explained by
the increase of steeper glaciated regions at higher elevations. He does not recommend any correction
of the bias on-glacier, especially using the trend extracted off-glacier, as the smoother, gentler surface
is not affected by the same magnitude of bias. In fact he shows in Paul & Haeberli (2008) that applying
such a correction would lead to mass gains in the accumulation region which would not be explicable
for the studied area and time period. Möller et al. (2007) assume that the bias found in the elevation
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difference between SRTM and a 10 m DEM from aerial topography in Gran Campo Nevado (GCN),
Patagonia, is inherent to the SRTM DEM, and hence corrected it following Berthier et al. (2006). The
same authors in Möller & Schneider (2010) completely revise their mass balance by eliminating any
elevation dependent correction, as they attribute the bias to different resolution and an estimation
done over non-glacier terrain is not suitable for glacier terrain because of the different morphology.
In fact the icefield of GCN is situated on a plateau characterized by gentler slopes at higher elevations
and steeper slopes at lower elevations, the inverse situation compared to the surrounding off-glacier
terrain. Gardelle et al. (2012) build on the findings of Paul (2008) to analyse possible elevation bi-
ases caused by different DEM resolution. They subtract from the original 90 m C-band SRTM DEM
the same DEM oversampled to 40 m and then again undersampled to 90 m. It must be objected that
oversampling a low resolution DEM does not “create” the spatial detail of a higher resolution DEM,
and that the experiment should have been performed by worsening the resolution of the available 30
m X-band SRTM DEM or of the 40 m SPOT5 DEM. Nevertheless they report an elevation dependent
bias similar to Paul (2008), but with higher values off-glacier. The bias is not evident at increasing of
slope (only slightly on glaciers), instead they found a linear trend with maximum curvature with very
similar behaviour both on and off-glacier. They find also good correlation with “planform curvature”
but worse than with maximum curvature. They thus correct the bias on the SPOT5−SRTM elevation
difference over Karakoram both on and off-glacier according to the maximum curvature (measured on
the higher resolution DEM) using the trend obtained off-glacier where no changes are expected. Small
corrections (up to 2 m) have been applied between 2000 m and 5000 m, while large biases up to 12
m have been corrected between 5000 and 6000 m of altitude.
In fact the bias caused by different DEM resolution on mountainous topography must be physically
linked to curvature, the second derivative of elevation, which describes how fast the slope changes.
The relation with elevation and its first derivative, the slope, is then indirect. This is due to typically
increased mean curvature (in absolute value) and of slope at higher elevations in mountainous terrain.
The phenomenon will be analysed empirically in Section 9.3.1.
9.1.1.8 Other sources of uncertainty
Other possible sources of error impacting the geodetic mass balance of glaciers are listed here in no
particular order:
Subaqueous ice volume changes In order to have a precise mass balance the mass of ice lost below
water should be considered for tidewater glaciers. In order to compute this contribution reliably the
bathymetry at the glacier terminus must be known, otherwise only very coarse estimations can be
performed. Ice is about 10% less dense than water (ρice = 900 kgm−3) and thus has 10% more volume
(Arendt et al., 2006). For a retreating tidewater glacier the contribution to sea level rise of the portion
below water is hence negative. The total sea level rise contribution of the glacier is overestimated by
10% of the volume lost underwater. This term, besides being difficult to estimate without bathymetric
data, is generally small compared to the volume lost over the whole glacier basin and can generally be
neglected. Berthier et al. (2010) admits the impossibility of a correct estimation of this term for the
lack of bathymetric data but claims that this error is small for Alaskan glaciers. Arendt et al. (2006)
estimate it for Columbia Glacier (Alaska), which is characterized by a very large calving terminus,
where bathymetric data was available and reduce the total contribution to sea level rise of the glacier
by 2.4%.
Seasonal elevation changes The ideal acquisition period of ice elevation data for the geodetic mass
balance is theoretically the end of the ablation season when the yearly accumulation-ablation cycle
comes to its end and the glacier surface is at its annual minimum. Comparing elevations measured in
different seasons might lead to some systematic elevation change error due to the seasonal variation
of surface elevation caused by the accumulation-ablation cycle. Berthier et al. (2010) estimate this
uncertainty computing the absolute temporal departure of each DEM from the end of the ablation
season (seasonal origin), assumed to be the 15 September in Alaska. They compute the area-weighted
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average time departure over the whole glacier surface and multiply it by a recent mass balance annual
amplitude (or turnover, see Eq. (3.13)) found in the literature (based on GRACE gravimetric data)
obtaining an estimate of the systematic error on the total mass change of 17.2 Gt (0.19 m w.e. per unit
of area when divided by the total area of the Alaskan glaciers). They then divide it by the mean time
separation of 44 years between the two DEM sets to obtain a very low systematic error on the mass
change rate (0.4 Gta−1). Howat et al. (2008) also consider this issue but find its effect small probably
because the inter-annual dynamic thinning rates on the outlet glaciers of southeastern Greenland are
large compared to seasonal variability. Arendt et al. (2006) and Echelmeyer et al. (1996) estimate
ablation correction from the summer mass balance of a nearby glacier and use this estimate as an un-
certainty due to seasonal changes. Cox & March (2004) estimate ablation adjustment on the Gulkana
Glacier (Alaska) using a degree-day model based on summer precipitation and temperature obtained
from a nearby weather station. They also estimate this term to be the major source of error of their
study, equal to 0.2 m w.e. per unit of area, similarly to what Berthier et al. (2010) obtained. Haug
et al. (2009) also perform ablation correction estimating the melt rate on a single glacier (Engabreen)
and extend it on the mass balance of the whole of western Svartisen. Since the difference in positive
degree-days is small, the error due to the extension is small. They finally assume an error of 0.3 m
w.e.
Glacier bed erosion Elevation changes attributed to thinning might have a component due to this
phenomenon. Berthier et al. (2010) neglect this contribution for the relatively short (from a geological
point of view) observation period of 44 years. Kääb et al. (2012) do not quantify bed erosion but claim
that it might “play a significant role in part of the Hindu Kush - Karakoram - Himalaya region” reaching
the same order of magnitude of crustal uplift (see following paragraph) thus partially contrasting it.
Tectonics Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) to ice wastage since the end of the little ice age causes
crustal uplift which leads to a systematic error in the ice elevation changes which magnitude increases
with the observation period. Berthier et al. (2010) acknowledge this error but do not account for it
as the uplift is not well documented for the whole Alaskan glaciers. Kääb et al. (2012) do not correct
for this effect for the same reason and because it counteracts the effect of sub-glacial erosion (see
above). Dietrich et al. (2010) report for the Patagonian icefields regionally variable crustal uplifts as
high as 39 mma−1. Willis et al. (2012b) acknowledge this finding, but consider this amount negligible
compared to the magnitude of ice elevation change and the associated uncertainties. Gardner et al.
(2012) account for glacial isostatic adjustment by adding 6 mm a−1 to the uncorrelated uncertainty of
elevation changes based solely on altimetry data, while for DEM based elevation changes, the isostatic
adjustment is compensated during the vertical adjustment on ice-free terrain.
Errors due to vegetation Berthier et al. (2010) report that change in the canopy elevation over 40
- 50 years influences the vertical adjustment of their map based DEM to ICESat data, but lack data
to quantify this effect. In case of InSAR based DEMs, the vertical adjustment would be likewise influ-
enced by a different penetration rate of the radar signal into the canopy depending on the microwave
frequency and on the seasonal differences in the canopy.
Accuracy of the glacier outline and changes in the glacier area Glacier outlines are often obtained
by manual or semi-automatic methods based on orthophotos or satellite multispectral imagery. The
presence of debris on top of ice might lead to underestimation while the presence of snow on bedrock
at the margins of the glacier might lead to overestimation of the area (Haug et al., 2009; Kääb et al.,
2012; Arendt et al., 2006). Changes in glacier surface through time are accounted for by Gardner et al.
(2012) by assigning a ±10% uncertainty interval on the volume change rate.
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9.2 Mass balance derivation
The dataset used in this work to obtain the geodetic mass balance represents a particularly advantage-
ous configuration compared to other elevation data over glaciers used in the literature (Section 9.1).
Some of the main advantages of using SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs are:
• The availability of two raster digital elevation models with (almost) full coverage of the icefields.
No interpolation is needed as with methods based on punctual elevation measurements such as
laser and lidar altimeters. The SRTM C-band DEM is a final edited product with filled gaps.
The TanDEM-X mosaics present some gaps on regions of harsh topography which proved to be
challenging for phase unwrapping (particularly for the single baseline PU method).
• Both DEMs are obtained by bistatic single-pass SAR interferometry. This is likely the most re-
liable technique for elevation retrieval with large coverage for ice and snow, taking advantage
of the high precision provided by the phase of the radar signal. The single-pass configuration
allows to overcome the main problems affecting InSAR on this type of terrain, like temporal de-
correlation caused by changes on the ground and variations of the ionospheric screen. The main
problem linked to radar elevations is the possible signal penetration in ice and snow. The reliance
on the same technique for both datasets (with the main difference being the radar frequency)
offers some advantages particularly for the error modelling. Compared to bistatic InSAR DEMs,
optical DEMs based on matching suffer from gaps due to the lack of contrast on the snow cover
or presence of clouds, and generally from lower accuracy. Even worst, the digitalising of carto-
graphic maps, which is often used to obtain older elevations, is prone to significant systematic
errors.
• The temporal span of each DEM used is relatively short, reducing temporal variations of surface
height and other physical properties of the natural surfaces. The SRTM DEM is a mosaic of several
acquisitions performed within a 9 days campaign in February 2000. The TanDEM-X mosaic of
NPI is mostly acquired within 2 months. The SPI mosaic spans approximately one year. The
observation epoch of 11 to 14 years is long enough to detect glaciological changes even on the
plateau areas of SPI and NPI. The acquisition season is generally well suited, being close to the
end of the hydrological cycle (end of summer) which is the correct time for the derivation of the
mass balance and reduces risk of radar signal penetration in ice and snow. The austral summer
acquisition criterion is satisfied by the SRTM DEM and the TanDEM-X mosaic of NPI, but could
not be fulfilled for all scenes of the SPI TanDEM-X mosaic due to data unavailability at the time
of processing.
The advantageous configuration of the data allowed to reduce the complexity of the geodetic mass
balance derivation approach, which will be described in this section. Nevertheless efforts were done
in order to compute a precise and complete error budget as reported in Section 9.3, defining an ap-
proach which can be adopted also for other datasets. The obtained mass balance results with their
low uncertainty presented in Section 9.5 are a consequence of the DEMs in input and of the procedure
used to obtain the elevation change maps, both described in Chapter 7.
The input data for the derivation of the geodetic mass balance of NPI and SPI consists of:
• the∆h/∆t elevation change rate map obtained in Chapter 7. This is a mosaic of the (∆h/∆t)s =
(hTDM − hSRTM)/∆ts image obtained for each TanDEM-X scene. Due to phase unwrapping errors,
the coverage of the TanDEM-X DEM and consequently of the ∆h/∆t map presents some gaps.
The most affected areas are the mountain ranges within the plateau at higher elevations. The
resulting maps are shown in Section 7.4.
• A glacier binary mask indicating which samples belong to the icefield (described in Section 6.3).
In order to include all possible glaciated surface the mask covers the maximum extent of glaciers
during the observation period. In this study it is generally correspondent to the glacier extent
in February 2000, except for a couple of glaciers on the western margin of SPI which have an
advancing trend.
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• A digital elevation model of the icefield. This is used to link elevation change rate and surface
distribution to a fundamental parameter such as altitude. This allows to derive the surface
variation with respect to elevation as well as reduce mass balance uncertainty linked to the
unsurveyed areas. The SRTM DEM hSRTM was chosen as reference surface for the derivation of
the geodetic mass balance (cf. Section 3.5) because of its completeness on the icefields. The
altitude refers hence to the surface status in year 2000 and might differ by tens of meters at the
glacier termini compared to the TanDEM-X altitude.
The SRTM DEM is used to extract the hypsometry, or area-elevation distribution of the icefield. This is
a common plot in glaciological studies and represents the area of the icefield (defined by the glacier
mask) falling within a certain elevation bin (interval) AGLb , computed over the entire elevation range. It
can be thought as a histogram of the icefield altitude. Different bin sizes have been used: from 20 m to
a single bin covering the entire elevation range: 0 to 3600 m for SPI, 0 to 4000 m for NPI. The sum over
the bins gives the entire icefield area: AGL =
∑B
b=1 A
GL
b . The hypsometry of both icefields is shown in
Section 9.5 (Figure 9.16a and 9.17a). Using the SRTM DEM is advantageous because, besides having
full coverage, presents a smoother glacier surface than the TanDEM-X Raw DEM mosaic, leading to
smoother bin spatial boundaries. Since all maps are in UTM projection, the area of each bin b is
obtained as AGLb = n
GL
b · ps2, where nGLb is the number of samples included in b and ps is the pixel
spacing in both easting and northing, equal to 10 m for the SPI raster and 12 m for the NPI raster.
The elevation change rate map is used to obtain a mean value µ
∆h
∆t
b for each elevation bin b. Only
the valid∆h/∆t samples are used, their number is denoted as nAVb and their area A
AV
b , where the super-
script “AV” indicates samples used for the averaging operation. Because of the incomplete TanDEM-X
coverage it holds that AAVb ≤ AGLb . Each elevation bin includes ∆h/∆t samples from different TanDEM-
X datatakes and scenes, which are averaged together. The µ
∆h
∆t
b distribution with respect to altitude are
shown in Figure 9.16b and 9.17b, for NPI and SPI, respectively.
The mean ice volume change rate for each altitude bin b is obtained according to:
µ
∆V
∆t
b = µ
∆h
∆t
b · AGLb = µ
∆h
∆t
b ·
 
AAVb + A
EX
b

(9.21)
doing so the value of µ
∆h
∆t
b , derived on A
AV
b , is extrapolated to the unsurveyed area of the bin A
EX
b =
AGLb −AAVb . This inevitably introduces an error which cannot be estimated precisely, particularly on lower
altitudes, where the behaviour of different glaciers can vary significantly. Fortunately the percentage of
unsurveyed area per bin is small and mostly located at higher elevations where surface is scarce. The
area-elevation distribution with its surveyed (AGLb in blue) and unsurveyed (A
EX
b in red) components is
shown in Figure 9.16a and 9.17a, for NPI and SPI, respectively. The obtained µ
∆V
∆t
b plots are shown in
Figure 9.16c and 9.17c, for NPI and SPI respectively. The error linked to the extrapolation is discussed
in Section 9.3.9. The total AEX =
∑B
b=1 A
EX
b amounts to 493.6 km
2 (12.8% of AGL) and 917.7 km2
(7.1% of AGL) for NPI and SPI, respectively.
The volume change rate for the entire icefield is derived as:
µ
∆V
∆t =
B∑
b=1
µ
∆V
∆t
b (9.22)
The mass change rate for each bin is obtained by assuming the validity of Sorge’s Law (Bader, 1954),
which implies stability of the vertical firn density profile between the acquisitions, according to the
following equation:
µ
∆M
∆t
b = µ
∆V
∆t
b ·ρ (9.23)
A single value of ice density equal to ρ ± δρ = 900 ± 17 kgm−3 is used for all altitudes, without
distinguishing accumulation and ablation areas. The µ
∆M
∆t
b plots for NPI and SPI are shown in Figure
9.16c and 9.17c, respectively. The mass change rate for the entire icefield is derived as:
µ
∆M
∆t =
B∑
b=1
µ
∆M
∆t
b (9.24)
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µ
∆M
∆t is the glacier-wide mass balance rate of the icefield, corresponding to B˙ according to the
traditional notation used in Section 3.5. It is reported either in

Gt a−1

or in equivalent volume of
water

km3 w.e. a−1

.
A very common way of reporting the mass balance is the average specific mass balance rate (b˙ in
Eq. (3.15)), this is useful to compare the mass balance of different glaciers, independently of their area.
This quantity is either expressed as ice equivalent or water equivalent. In the first case it corresponds
to the average elevation change rate (hence the notation adopted here). It is obtained as:
µ
∆h
∆t =
µ
∆M
∆t
AGLρi
=
µ
∆V
∆t
AGL

ma−1

µ
∆h
∆t =
µ
∆M
∆t
AGLρw
=
µ
∆V
∆t
AGL
ρi
ρw

m w.e. a−1

(9.25)
The contribution to sea level rise (SLR) of the icefield is obtained by dividing the total mass change rate
µ
∆M
∆t expressed in equivalent volume of water

km3 w.e. a−1

by minus the global ocean area (362 ·106
km2) and expressed in

µma−1

. The values of µ
∆V
∆t , µ
∆M
∆t , µ
∆h
∆t and SLR obtained in this work for NPI
and SPI are summarized in Table 9.7.
9.3 Mass balance uncertainty estimation
A general description of the main error sources and the various procedures and adaptations found in
the literature has been presented in Section 9.1.1. This section details how the various error sources
were modelled in this study in order to achieve a complete uncertainty estimation of the mass balance
derived in Section 9.2. The defined framework can be generalized to other types of data in input. Dif-
ferent aspects affecting the accuracy are tackled in each subsection, finally coming to the combination
of all error sources in Section 9.3.9. The numerical results are given in Section 9.3.10.
9.3.1 Influence of the different resolution of the DEMs
Many studies on geodetic mass balance have tackled the issue of a possible elevation dependent bias,
finally attributed to the different resolution of the DEMs, and whether to correct it. In this work the
experiment proposed by Paul (2008) is developed in order to assess the influence of the different DEM
resolution on the data, particularly on the TanDEM-X DEM. As seen in Section 9.1.1.7 this bias is due
to the different ability of a high and low resolution DEM in describing high frequency variations of
topography. The lower resolution DEM will result in underestimation of the elevation of thin ridges
and peaks and overestimation of the elevation of narrow gorges and valleys compared to the high
resolution DEM. When differencing the two DEMs a bias arises. This should be likely correlated with
the second derivative of the topography, the surface curvature, which indicates how fast the slope
changes and describes the convexity or concavity of the terrain. Given a surface z = z(x , y), the slope
is defined as SL =
p
p2 + q2 and expressed in degrees as SLD = arctan
 p
p2 + q2

, where p = ∂ z∂ x and
q = ∂ z∂ y . The aspect AS = arctan (q/p) indicates the direction of the slope on the X Y plane. Different
curvature definitions can be made according to which plane is intersected to the surface, the most
common are (Shary et al., 2002; Shary, 1995; Romstad & Etzelmüller, 2012):
• profile (or vertical) curvature: describes the rate of change of slope along the flow line, with
negative values indicating upward convexity. It relates to acceleration or deceleration of flow on
the surface.
• planform curvature: describes the rate of change of aspect, with positive values indicating side-
wards concavity. It relates to the convergence or divergence of flow on the surface.
• horizontal curvature: the curvature in an inclined plane perpendicular to the direction of flow
and to the surface.
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• minimum curvature: the minimum curvature value for any normal section at a given point on a
surface. Negative values indicate concavities.
• maximum curvature: the maximum curvature value for any normal section at a given point on
a surface. Negative values indicate concavities.
• mean curvature: the average curvature of any two mutually perpendicular normal sections at
a given point on a surface, it can be hence obtained as the average of vertical and horizontal
curvature or minimum and maximum curvature (Shary, 1995). It can be computed as as MC =
−  1+ q2 r − 2pqs + (1+ p2)t/2  1+ p2 + q23/2 where r = ∂ 2z
∂ x2 , s =
∂ 2z
∂ x∂ y and t =
∂ 2z
∂ y2
(Shary et al., 2002). Negative values indicate concavities.
In the present work the mean curvature was chosen to describe the terrain convexity and concavity and
to explore their relationship with the elevation differences between two DEMs with different resolution.
This parameter has been often used in geomorphology studies.
An experiment was performed in order to quantify the effects of the different resolution between
the 90 m STRM C-band DEM and the 10/12 m TanDEM-X DEM mosaic on the elevation change values
obtained as hTDM − hSRTM. For this experiment a large crop (rectangular tile) was extracted from the
TanDEM-X DEM mosaic in the south of SPI. The DEM has a posting of 10 m in easting and northing.
The selected area is well representative of the topographical characteristics of both NPI and SPI. It
comprises 16.77 ·106 valid pixels off-glacier and 15.33 ·106 valid pixels on-glacier, covering the whole
width of SPI from 50°44’S to 51°23’S, including a large section of the plateau and wide glaciers such
as Balmaceda, Tyndall, HPS38 and Grey. Elevation data originate from TanDEM-X scenes: S11, S12,
S13, S14, S15, S18, S19 (Table 7.5). The slope, the minimum and maximum curvature images were
extracted from this DEM. The mean curvature image was obtained as the average of minimum and
maximum curvature images. The DEM was then block averaged by a factor of 8 to simulate a low
resolution DEM. This was then oversampled bilinearly to a 10 m posting and subtracted from the
original high resolution DEM obtaining the difference image ∆h = hHR− hLR.
To perform a statistical analysis the pixels were classified as off-glacier when having a valid value
not belonging neither to the glacier mask nor to the water mask. The glacier mask applied is the
same used for the mass balance, which corresponds to the glacier extent of year 2000 but with frontal
positions adapted to the TanDEM-X acquisition (cf. Section 6.3). Because of the general glacier melting
it has a slightly larger extent on the glacier sides with respect to the glaciated surface of year 2011.
Some bare rock pixels will tickle into the on-glacier statistics especially at lower elevations where the
glacier retreat is more pronounced. The same effect is also caused by the inaccuracies of the glacier
mask in defining rocky outcrops on the plateau, when they are covered by snow in the multispectral
image. Nevertheless, given the large glacier surface analysed, the errors of the glacier mask should
not affect the statistics.
The visual analysis of the difference image shows that higher absolute values, with a positive and
negative pattern are present on the mountainous terrain surrounding the glaciers (for instance on the
terminus of Grey Glacier in Figure 9.2). On flat off-glacier terrain the difference is approximately null.
On the glacier ice the difference is also null but patterns due to crevasses and other surface features
are visible where present. Some higher elevation differences are found on the mountainous parts of
the plateau included in the glacier mask.
The difference ∆h = hHR − hLR has an off-glacier mean of 0.13 m and a standard deviation of
5.9 m, the on-glacier mean is −0.2 m and the standard deviation is 3.6 m. Mean values of the DEM
difference ∆h = hHR− hLR were extracted with respect to elevation (using 20 m bins), slope (1° bins)
and mean curvature (0.1 m−1 bins) to understand the relation between the bias and this properties
of topography. Mean values obtained using less than 7000 samples were discarded since considered
statistically unreliable for the elevation ans slope plots. A threshold of 1000 samples was used in the
case of mean curvature, since the mean ∆h appeared to be more robust against this parameter.
Figure 9.3a shows ∆h with respect to elevation (and the histogram of elevation). The elevation
histogram shows that, on-glacier, altitudes with significant area (>0.25% of total area) range from
around 40 to 2100 m. In this interval the on-glacier ∆h displays some peaks up to −1 m below 300
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Figure 9.2 – Detail of the ∆h = hHR − hLR difference image over the terminus of Grey Glacier (SPI;
50°58’S, 73°14’W). Elevation differences due to the inability to follow fast changes in topography in
the low resolution DEM are strong on the mountainous terrain surrounding the glaciers but are also
present in correspondence of the ice features (crevasses, etc.) on the glacier surface. The black line
indicates the glacier outline, invalid values are shown in white.
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Figure 9.3 – Analysis of the DEM difference due to different resolution, ∆h = hHR− hLR. Average ∆h
on and off-glacier at varying elevation (a), slope (b) and mean curvature (c), the histograms of these
parameters are included. (d) Mean curvature at varying elevation on and off-glacier and elevation
histogram. The plots above were obtained for the southern sector of SPI, between 50°44’S to 51°23’S.
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m, it then oscillates around 0.4 m up to 1200 m before stabilizing at 0, for higher elevations found
on the ice-covered mountain ranges ∆h increases. Off-glacier an elevation dependent trend is more
evident. Excluding the fist bin, ∆h increases steadily from −1 m to 1 m at 1300 m, after which ∆h
climbs rapidly.
Figure 9.3b shows∆h with respect to slope (and the histogram of slope), it displays a light decrease
on-glacier and a light increase off-glacier up to 35°. Afterwards a drop and a fast increase is present
both on and off-glacier. For slopes up to 40° the average∆h is−0.2 m on-glacier and 0.08 m off-glacier.
Figure 9.3c shows ∆h with respect to mean curvature (and the histogram of the mean curvature).
The plot displays a strong, nearly linear, dependence of ∆h with curvature, both on and off-glacier.
In the low resolution DEM elevations are overestimated for concavities (MC< 0) and underestimated
for convexities (MC> 0). The distribution of curvature is symmetrical with a high peak around 0.
To understand the impact of the curvature dependent bias at varying elevations the average mean
curvature was plotted for 20 m elevations bins in Figure 9.3d. The glaciers are in average slightly
concave up to 1200 m, and slightly convex above (up to 2100 m where significant area is present),
explaining the behaviour of ∆h with respect to elevation observed in Figure 9.3a. On ice-free areas,
mean curvature is in average negative at low altitudes below 350 m. Above this threshold mean
curvature displays a lightly increasing trend up to 1400 m. At higher altitudes increasing values are
obtained as expected but fewer samples were used making the average less reliable. This behaviour is
again reflected in the trend of ∆h with elevation, and is explainable by the higher frequency of valleys
and gorges at low elevations and the higher occurrence of peaks and ridges at higher altitudes. The
∆h trend at varying slope does not allows to assume a direct dependence of the bias with slope, but
rather an indirect one based on the distribution of curvature at varying slope (plot not shown here),
similarly to elevation.
The on-glacier elevation difference due to different resolution of the DEMs obtained in this exper-
iment has a mean of −0.2 m, ranges between −0.5 m and −0.8 m up to 1200 m and is approximately
null above this altitude (Figure 9.3a). These values are small compared to the elevation changes due
to ice loss or gain measured at the corresponding altitudes (see maps in Section 7.4 and elevation
change rate plots in Section 9.5). For this reason no correction is applied. The same choice was done
by different authors as outlined in Section 9.1.1.7. An error term for this effects was also not included
in the error budget because of the uncertain modelling and the strong dependence on the surface
characteristics.
9.3.2 Estimation of the uncertainty of the elevation difference sample
As introduced in Section 9.1.1.1 the estimation of the uncertainty of each elevation difference sample
is based on the elevation difference ∆z of ice-free pixels, where no physical changes are expected.
Ideally, its mean µ∆z is zero as the two DEMs have been coregistered vertically and horizontally. The
standard deviation σ∆z describes the spread of the elevation difference ∆z around the mean and can
be used as estimate of the uncertainty of the off-glacier elevation difference sample. This uncertainty,
under specific conditions, is extended to the glacier elevation difference samples ", i.e. " = σ∆z , which
contributes to the mass balance error budget. Following the notation introduced in Section 9.1.1.1,
∆z indicates the elevation difference off-glacier (and off-water) and ∆h the elevation difference on-
glacier. Both are obtained from the same ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM elevation difference raster. The issues
encountered in the present dataset are here exposed along with the proposed solutions and the ob-
tained results. Instead of considering all off-glacier pixels indiscriminately, it was decided to compute
the mean µ∆zd and the standard deviation σ
∆z
d for each datatake d separately. This is because dif-
ferent datatakes are characterized by different acquisition parameters, among others: (1) height of
ambiguity, with larger values leading to higher interferometric noise, (2) multilooking factor, which
might vary between different scenes, with higher number of looks leading to decreased interferomet-
ric noise, (3) incidence angle, affecting the backscattering and the slope above which layover occurs
in the line of sight, leading to erroneous elevations. But more importantly, the absolute elevation of
each datatake has been calibrated separately, by estimating, and correcting, the elevation offset with
respect to the SRTM DEM over flat ice-free terrain (cf. Section 7.2). The determination of the elevation
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offset is subject to errors, hence some residual misregistration (along the line of sight direction) might
still affect the DEMs, this translates into an elevation error which is strongly dependent on slope and
aspect, as quantified in Equation (7.1). It is therefore likely that the off-glacier elevation difference
statistics differ between datatakes. Since the distribution of glacier area among the various datatakes
is not reflected by the distribution of bare terrain, a single estimation using all datatakes indiscrimin-
ately might be biased by a datatake with larger off-glacier surface. The statistics obtained for a specific
datatake are considered valid for all its scenes, i.e. µ∆zs = µ
∆z
d and σ
∆z
s = σ
∆z
d ∀s ∈ d.
For the selection of the glacier pixels a glacier mask corresponding to the maximum extent of ice
between the two acquisition epochs was used. In the present study this requisite is already fulfilled
by the SRTM glacier mask (described in Section 6.3) except for the advancing Pio XI Glacier (and
neighbouring glaciers), to which the mask was adapted. The off-glacier pixels are selected outside the
glacier and water mask where valid elevation difference data is available, meaning that both SRTM and
TanDEM-X have coverage and the TanDEM-X samples were not discarded because of phase unwrapping
errors (see Section 7.1). Furthermore, to avoid extreme elevation difference outliers, such as residual
unmasked phase unwrapping errors, a relaxed range of [−45; 45] m was used to select ∆z points.
The current procedure allows to obtain an estimate of the actual elevation difference uncertainty
when no other elevation dataset of much higher accuracy (such as a lidar DEM) is available. It offers
the advantage of providing an empirical measure based on the actual data used for the geodetic mass
balance. This is an objective uncertainty estimate compared to the use of a generic value of accuracy
for the two DEMs (cf. Section 9.1.1.1).
A possible issue consists in the fact that the elevation error can be affected by the different surface
characteristics off and on-glacier. For instance the interferometric coherence for the snow and firn on
the plateau might be lower than the one of bare rock, leading to higher interferometric error. This
aspect is tackled in Section 9.3.3. It is concluded that no significant difference in interferometric
elevation error is present between the two surface types, meaning that the standard deviation σ∆zd
estimated off-glacier is representative for the on-glacier samples ∆h.
Another aspect has been tackled in Section 9.3.1, the difference in resolution of the TanDEM-X
and SRTM DEMs causes spurious elevation differences, which depend on the surface curvature (Figure
9.3c). The experiment, performed on a representative sector of SPI, highlighted that the bias is smaller
(slightly negative up to 1200 m) on-glacier particularly above 1300 m (Figure 9.3a). For all elevations
and for slopes below 40°, the average of ∆h = hHR− hLR is −0.2 m on-glacier and 0.07 m off-glacier,
its standard deviation is equal to 3.5 m on-glacier and 5.7 m off-glacier. Given the small impact of this
effect on-glacier no correction will be performed. The effects of the different resolution might lead to
a light overestimation of the uncertainty of the on-glacier elevation change sample. This is accepted
as it tends towards a more conservative error budget.
An important issue concerning the representativeness of the off-ice standard deviation for the gla-
cier surface is the slope dependence of the elevation errors. The nominal accuracy of the DEMs is worse
on steeper terrain. Furthermore residual horizontal miseregistration cause elevation errors which are
strongly slope dependent according to Equation (7.1) (cf. Section 7.2). Furthermore, layover and
shadow are strictly linked to slope. The difference in slope distribution, with gentler surfaces on gla-
ciers and steeper surfaces on the surrounding mountainous terrain will likely lead to an overestimation
of the on-glacier uncertainty. In order to investigate this issue, the slope image was obtained from the
oversampled SRTM DEM by computing the maximum slope using a 5 × 5 pixel window (equal to
50 × 50 m for SPI and 60 × 60 m for NPI). Furthermore the aspect image was extracted with the
same window size. The SRTM DEM was chosen because of the lack of gaps and because it provided a
much smoother result given its lower resolution and being a final edited mosaic of many acquisitions.
Small-scale slopes are not of interest for this purpose.
The effects of slope over the elevation difference were analysed through scatterplots of the off-ice
absolute elevation difference |∆z| at varying slope, for both SPI and NPI (Figure 9.4a and 9.4b). The
scatterplots have been smoothed with a sliding window of size 200 to highlight the trend. All available
off-glacier points were considered at the same time with no datatake distinction. No slope threshold
was applied. Around 96.8 · 106 points were extracted on SPI and 36.5 · 106 points on NPI. Both plots
highlight the dependence on slope of the |∆z|, with a trend increasing mostly linearly from around
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(a) SPI (b) NPI
Figure 9.4 – Scatterplot of the off-glacier elevation difference |∆z| versus terrain slope for SPI (a) and
NPI (b). The scatterplot has been smoothed with a 200 points wide sliding window to highlight the
trend, which displays a consistent increase with slope.
5 m at 10° up to around 12 m at 60° of slope (slightly higher for SPI). The increase of |∆z| is more
pronounced at slopes greater than 60°, especially for SPI. The behaviour at gentler slopes displays
some differences between the two icefields and their respective datasets. As detailed in Section 7.2
the vertical and horizontal registration could be performed with a better accuracy in NPI thanks to the
presence of some large nearly flat ice-free areas, this drives the scatterplot down, particularly between
0° and 10° compared to SPI. The scatterplots highlight the strong dependence of |∆z| on slope and
hence the importance of this parameter when extending the off-glacier statistics as uncertainty of the
glacier surface.
The histograms of the on-glacier and off-glacier slope are compared in Figure 9.5a and 9.5c, re-
spectively for SPI and NPI. The distribution of slope on-glacier is relatively similar for both icefields: it
displays a strong peak at low slopes as expected on the vast relatively flat glacier and plateau surface.
Mountain ranges cross the plateau both in SPI and NPI explaining the occurrence of higher slopes. The
cumulative distributions (Figures 9.5b and 9.5d) show how 80% of the glacier surface has a slope of
less than 23° on SPI and less than 15° on NPI. The off-glacier distributions of slope below 10° displays
for NPI a peak of flat terrain due to the large plains located in the north-west and south-east of the
icefield, which have been included in the TanDEM-X scenes for calibration purposes. This feature is
not present in the SPI which is surrounded by rough topography constituted by mountains, fjords and
lakes. After 10° the distribution is similar: for the SPI it slowly increases and decreases with a maximum
around 30°, for the NPI it has a more uniform behaviour decreasing at 60°. The comparison between
off and on-glacier slope histograms highlights a very different distribution (particularly marked for
SPI) as expected: strongly skewed towards lower slopes on-glacier and more spread between 5° and
55° off-glacier. Considering the increasing trend of |∆z| with slope shown previously, it is evident how
the statistics of ∆z are strongly influenced by the difference in slope distribution. The mean µ∆z com-
puted off-glacier cannot be assigned to the glacier elevation differences and interpreted as a systematic
error. Nevertheless a small value of |µ∆z| (at least compared to the values of |∆z| found in Figure 9.4)
would be an indicator of a successful vertical coregistration. The off-glacier standard deviation σ∆z
will display higher values as it would on-glacier because of the different slope distribution (peak at low
values vs. spread over a large range of slopes). This leads to an overestimation of the uncertainty of
the glacier elevation difference sample. In order to mitigate the effect of the different slope distribu-
tion and the consequent error overestimation, an upper bound on slope is imposed when computing
the off-glacier statistics. The idea is to limit the samples to slope values which are more typical of the
icefields in order to obtain a more reliable estimate of uncertainty, nevertheless the difference in slope
distribution up to the threshold still plays a role in overestimating the uncertainty. The overestimation
is nevertheless accepted as it tends towards a more conservative error budget.
The next step consists in choosing an appropriate value for the slope upper bound. In order to
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(c) NPI
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(d) NPI
Figure 9.5 – Histograms of slope off-glacier and on-glacier for SPI (a) and NPI (c). Cumulative histo-
grams of slope off-glacier and on-glacier for SPI (b) and NPI (d).
understand the effect of the thresholding on the statistics off-glacier, the values of µ∆z and σ∆z at
varying slope threshold are shown in Figure 9.6. They are computed off-glacier without any datatake
discrimination. Analysing the plot from right to left, i.e. increasing the strictness of the slope threshold,
it can be noticed that σ∆z remains practically unchanged up to 60° since no significant amount of
samples is present at higher slopes. σ∆z starts to decrease at 60° almost linearly with decreasing slope
threshold, with a faster trend for NPI. As expectedσ∆z is higher on SPI, ranging between 7 and 11.2 m,
while for NPI it ranges between 2.8 m and 9.5 m. The steady decrease of σ∆z confirms the previous
analysis. The histogram of ∆z (not shown, but similar to those in Figure 9.7) has a Gaussian-like
unimodal shape, the “peak” is more pronounced compared to the normal distribution, especially for
NPI. Imposing a stricter threshold on the slope reduces the shoulders of the distribution and increases
its “peakedness” (which is quantified by the excess kurtosis), hence lowering the standard deviation.
The behaviour of µ∆z is more difficult to predict and not strictly relevant, it is very specific to the
off-glacier topography and cannot be directly extrapolated to the glacier topography. Nevertheless
it can be very useful as an assessment of the quality of the vertical coregistration between the two
DEMs. The following point can be observed: (1) |µ∆z| despite the variability with slope does never
exceed 1.1 m at varying slope thresholds, a value which can be considered small when compared to
the scatterplots of |∆z| and the nominal accuracies of the DEMs, as well as the values of σ∆z . (2) The
trend of µ∆z for flat terrain only (slope threshold of 1°) reaches a value of 0.2 m for SPI and −0.3 m
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Figure 9.6 – Off-glacier mean µ∆z and standard deviation σ∆z values for SPI and NPI at varying slope
upper bound. The statistics are computed on the valid off-glacier pixels for all datatakes.
for NPI. This small values, obtained indiscriminately using all off-glacier flat terrain are an indicator of
the reliability of the coregistration procedure, which was based on the mean ∆z obtained on several
manually selected calibration regions with relatively flat terrain (see Section 7.2).
A slope upper bound of 40° was finally selected in order to include most of the glacier slope range,
even if it implies an overestimation of the of the uncertainty, caused by the different on-glacier and
off-glacier slope distribution. According to the cumulative histograms in Figure 9.5b and 9.5d this
threshold includes 97% of the glacier surface in NPI and 94% in SPI. Figure 9.6 shows how this filtering
criterion reduces σ∆z from 11 m to 10 m (−9%) for SPI and from 9.5 m to 7.8 m (−18%) for NPI.
The uncertainty estimate for the elevation difference sample was computed for each datatake sep-
arately, using the off-glacier elevation difference pixels within the range [−45; 45] m and with a slope
of less than 40°. For each datatake d, mean µ∆zd , standard deviationσ
∆z
d , skewness γ
∆z
1d , excess kurtosis
γ∆z2d , median and interquartile range IQR
∆z
d have been computed, the results are summarized in Table
9.1a for SPI and Table 9.1b for NPI. The tables also report the area used to compute the statistics and
the glacier area covered by each datatake, indicating the impact of each datatake to the total glacier
uncertainty. In order to have a better understanding of the ∆z statistics and their significance it is
important to evaluate the statistics together with their distributions, shown in Figure 9.7.
Two parameters can be used to describe the spread of ∆z, defining the uncertainty of the sample
elevation difference: the standard deviation and the interquartile range. The interquartile range is a
robust measure of spread, for a Gaussian distribution it covers 50% of the population and is equal to
1.349σ. The standard deviation is an appropriate spread measure for the Gaussian distribution but
tends to overestimate the spread if the probability density function is more “peaked” (γ∆z2d > 0), in
which case the IQR might give a better representation of spread.
Evaluating the statistics reported in Table 9.1 together with the histograms of Figure 9.7 shows that
the ∆z distributions are unimodal with a mean very close to 0 (maximum mean: µ∆zd = −1.56 m for
DT 1171117), the median is also close to 0 (not reported in Table 9.1). The distributions display good
symmetry as expressed by their low skewness γ∆z1d . The distributions have generally a Gaussian-like
shape with stronger “peakedness”, expressed quantitatively by the positive excess kurtosis γ∆z2d . Low
spread and pronounced peaks translate into lower uncertainty. In this regard the best cases are found
in NPI where DT 1191233 and 1149794 have an excess kurtosis higher than 10.0, diverging from
the normal distribution. Oppositely the distributions with the larger spread are those of DT 1027772
and 1055763, which are the closest to being Gaussian. These two datatakes are those where the 1-σ
standard deviation can be most sensibly used as spread measure, with a slight overestimation compared
to the real Gaussian distribution. In this case the IQR exceeds noticeably the standard deviation. For
DT 1191233 and 1149794 the standard deviation is significantly larger compared to the IQR and tends
to overestimate significantly the spread. The 1-σ is nevertheless chosen for all datatakes as a measure
of spread in order to maintain consistency.
The values of σ∆zd for each datatake d are extended as uncertainty of the elevation difference
sample on-glacier. Since the glacier elevation changes are expressed as annual rates, their uncertainty
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Table 9.1 – Statistics of ∆z per datatake for SPI (a) and NPI (b) computed with a slope upper bound
of 40°. Mean µ∆zd , standard deviation σ
∆z
d , skewness γ
∆z
1d , excess kurtosis γ
∆z
2d and interquartile range
IQR∆zd are reported. The off-glacier pixels and area used to compute the statistics and the glacier
area covered by each datatake are given in order understand the impact of each datatake to the total
uncertainty.
(a) SPI
DT AID Scenes # pixels
Off-glac.
area [km²]
µ∆zd [m] σ
∆z
d [m] γ
∆z
1d γ
∆z
2d IQR
∆z
d [m]
Glac. area
[km²]
1012654 S3 S4 S10 2259904 225.99 0.4017 11.0363 0.1911 1.1697 12.2317 3387.84
1021147 S12 S13 5806199 580.62 −0.8392 9.9077 −0.1251 2.2240 9.9165 1269.63
1027766 S1 2721760 272.18 0.1592 10.1694 0.4492 1.6039 11.1777 988.66
1027767 S15 2697467 269.75 0.1207 10.7902 0.2255 1.4920 11.5499 289.10
1027772 S2 2388385 238.84 1.0932 12.1219 0.1719 0.7054 14.4484 1180.63
1042632 S11 S14 6872487 687.25 1.0978 10.0264 −0.0211 1.5468 10.9391 983.04
1055763 S7 2489448 248.95 0.8815 11.3666 0.1517 0.7116 14.5974 255.93
1056403 S17 5063425 506.34 0.2970 8.2111 −0.1819 4.0598 7.9441 207.80
1057982 S5 S9 19150195 1915.02 1.2575 10.3001 0.0580 1.6693 11.5159 933.12
1058255 S6 S8 S16 12251739 1225.17 1.0350 9.6851 0.0368 3.0439 9.3924 2303.29
1058868_3 S18 3483158 348.32 0.2127 8.6287 −0.0081 3.7424 8.3104 40.10
1058868_5 S19 3383468 338.35 0.6496 10.8628 −0.2049 1.5430 11.9360 120.50
(b) NPI
DT AID Scenes # pixels
Off-glac.
area [km²]
µ∆zd [m] σ
∆z
d [m] γ
∆z
1d γ
∆z
2d IQR
∆z
d [m]
Glac. area
[km²]
1191233 N1 12340571 1777.04 −0.4375 5.9342 −0.4503 10.1658 3.5003 875.07
1171117 N2 N3 3094292 445.58 −1.5563 10.7055 −0.5677 2.4384 9.9157 1856.66
1172605 N4 10554608 1519.86 −0.5218 9.1943 −0.5475 2.8772 9.0780 357.41
1149794 N5 2300568 331.28 −1.1199 7.3222 1.1551 11.8414 4.6794 280.11
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Figure 9.7 – Histograms of the ∆z samples used to compute the off-glacier datatake statistics for SPI
(a) and NPI (b). The distributions exhibit mostly Gaussian-like shape with a pronounced “peakedness”.
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Table 9.2 – Summary of uncertainties of the elevation difference sample per datatake. These are
assigned to the glacier changes and converted to annual rates.
(a) SPI
DT AID Scenes ∆td [a] σ∆zd [m] σ
∆h
∆t
d [m a
−1]
Glac. area
[km²]
1012654 S3 S4 S10 11.058 11.0363 0.998083 3387.84
1021147 S12 S13 11.419 9.9077 0.867639 1269.63
1027766 S1 11.230 10.1694 0.905545 988.66
1027767 S15 11.184 10.7902 0.964827 289.10
1027772 S2 11.208 12.1219 1.081520 1180.63
1042632 S11 S14 11.690 10.0264 0.857658 983.04
1055763 S7 12.112 11.3666 0.938435 255.93
1056403 S17 12.082 8.2111 0.679603 207.80
1057982 S5 S9 12.005 10.3001 0.857953 933.12
1058255 S6 S8 S16 11.992 9.6851 0.807649 2303.29
1058868_3 S18 11.962 8.6287 0.721366 40.10
1058868_5 S19 11.962 10.8628 0.908136 120.50
(b) NPI
DT AID Scenes ∆td [a] σ∆zd [m] σ
∆h
∆t
d [m a
−1]
Glac. area
[km²]
1191233 N1 14.0 5.9342 0.423874 875.07
1171117 N2 N3 13.9 10.7055 0.770181 1856.66
1172605 N4 13.9 9.1943 0.661464 357.41
1149794 N5 13.6 7.3222 0.538396 280.11
is obtained as σ
∆h
∆t
d =
σ∆zd
∆td
and expressed in

ma−1

. ∆td is the temporal interval between the SRTM
acquisition and the acquisition of the TanDEM-X datatake d (Table 9.2). The estimated uncertainties
σ
∆h
∆t
d represent the random component of the error associated to the measured sample of
∆h
∆t within
datatake d.
9.3.3 Interferometric uncertainty: surface type comparison
As reported in Section 9.3.2, the standard deviation σ∆zd computed for each datatake d on the off-
glacier samples ∆z, where no physical changes are expected, is extended to the glacier surface and
used as the random error of the elevation difference samples ∆h. In this section, the representat-
iveness of σ∆zd for the glacier samples is investigated. Since both DEMs are achieved with (bistatic)
interferometry, the accuracy of the interferometric phase, which translates into an elevation accuracy,
is relevant in this context, and particularly the differences of accuracy between the glacier surface and
the off-glacier surface.
Both off-glacier and on-glacier the terrain is assumed to be characterized by distributed scatterers
in the Rayleigh regime, which reflectivity can be modelled as a complex, circular, stationary Gaussian
process. The probability density function and the standard deviation of the phase σφ for this type
of scatterer are reported in Section 2.2.3, in Eq. (2.25) and (2.27), respectively. σφ which describes
the uncertainty of the phase is strictly dependent on the interferometric coherence |γ| (cf. Section
2.2.2) and the number of independent looks L, decreasing as these parameter increase (Just & Bamler,
1994; Bamler & Hartl, 1998). The interferometric error for a pixel σφ (x , y) can be converted into
an elevation error according to Eq. (2.29). This error is annotated in the height error map (HEM)
produced by the ITP along with the Raw DEM (cf. Section 6.2.2.2). It must be stressed that this term
includes only the error intrinsic to the interferometry and not errors linked to the entire system (such
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Figure 9.8 – TanDEM-X coherence mosaic of NPI.
as orbit inaccuracies, clock drifts, etc.), nor phase unwrapping errors or inaccuracies linked to the
absolute elevation determination.
The TanDEM-X coherence mosaic is shown in Figure 9.8 (phase unwrapping errors are masked).
Possible causes of lower coherence on glacier terrain, particularly on snow and firn, can be volume
decorrelation in case of dry snow or low backscattering coefficient reducing the SNR in case of wet
smooth surface. On the plateau varying behaviour is found. Low values (0.3 - 0.5) are found south-
west on N1. N2/N3 displays higher values around 0.8 in the middle of the plateau and low values
(0.3 - 0.5) in the north-east, in correspondence of areas with both low (−18 dB) and higher (−14
dB) backscattering coefficient σ0 (cf. Figure 8.9). Higher values are found on the north-east margin
covered by N4 where also lower σ0 is present, creating an evident jump in coherence with respect to
N2/N3. On the glacier termini high coherence values (0.8 - 0.9) are recorded.
In order to understand the representativeness of the off-glacier standard deviation σ∆zd for the
glacier surface, the average values of the coherence |γ| and the height error "h have been compared on
the two terrain types: off-glacier on the pixels used to compute σ∆zd and on-glacier on the pixels used
to obtain ∆h. The comparison was performed on the TanDEM-X data of NPI. Table 9.3 summarizes
the results of this comparison. The coherence is in average generally comparable or slightly higher
off-glacier. For instance, over the whole dataset (“All” row) values of γOFF = 0.718 and γGL = 0.660
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Table 9.3 – Comparison of coherence γ and interferometric height error "h off and on-glacier for each
scene and without scene distinction (last row). L is the number of equivalent looks. Standard deviation
values are not reported in this table: they range between 0.2 and 0.28 for γ and between 1.4 m and
2.9 m for "h (except N3 which has 4.8 m off-glacier). ∆"h = "OFFh − "GLh .
Sc. hamb [m] Posting ["] L AOFF[km²] γOFF "OFFh [m] A
GL [km²] γGL "GLh [m] ∆"h [m]
N1 −50.45 0.4 98.08 1777.04 0.735 0.869 875.07 0.688 1.000 −0.131
N2 68.58 0.4 90.70 395.12 0.658 1.652 1440.45 0.635 1.331 0.321
N3 68.58 0.2 18.74 50.46 0.544 5.146 416.21 0.641 3.139 2.007
N4 66.66 0.4 96.82 1519.86 0.728 1.140 357.41 0.728 0.944 0.196
N5 64.36 0.2 24.34 331.28 0.688 2.255 280.11 0.645 2.685 −0.430
All — — — 4073.76 0.718 1.212 3369.25 0.660 1.539 −0.327
are measured. An exception is N3, but this may be due to the limited coverage of ice-free surface.
The interferometric height error "h depends inversely also on the number of equivalent looks L, which
increases with the posting used to process the DEM. "h has similar values off and on-glacier. The
difference∆"h = "OFFh −"GLh ranges between −0.43 and 0.32 m (except for N3). For all scenes together
it is equal to −0.33 m. A higher "h difference of 2 m is found on N3, which also has higher standard
deviation values of 2.9 m on-glacier and 4.8 m off-glacier (not reported in Table 9.3), where a smaller
number of samples was available (s 352 · 103).
There is no trend across scenes indicating a significant difference in interferometric accuracy on
and off-glacier for this dataset. Some scenes display lower "h off-glacier and vice versa. Furthermore,
the absolute value of the "h difference is small, particularly compared with the random errors σ
∆z
d
estimated off-glacier (Table 9.1b) which range between 5.9 m and 10.7 m. While this holds in average
it must be noted that specific areas of low coherence and higher interferometric error "h can be found
on the smooth snow on the plateau.
This experiment was conducted on NPI only, but similar conclusions are expected for SPI. Similar
behaviour is expected from the SRTM DEM which was acquired in the same season as most of the NPI
TanDEM-X datatakes, the difference might be even lower due to the fact that the SRTM DEM is a final
product obtained mosaicking many datatakes.
In conclusion no significant difference in interferometric accuracy is found in average between
off-glacier and on-glacier elevation samples, meaning that the off-glacier estimated σ∆zd can be con-
sidered well representative for the on-glacier ∆h samples of the same datatake, with regard to the
interferometric error.
9.3.4 Spatial correlation analysis
The theory of spatial statistics presented in Section 9.1.1.3 was applied in order to estimate the spatial
correlation, and in particular the correlation distance, present in the data. The correlation distance dcor
can be obtained as the range a of the semivariogram of the elevation difference ∆z, i.e. dcor ' a. The
correlation distance dcor and the relative correlation area Acor = pid2cor are used to obtain the number
of uncorrelated samples N which in turn is used to define the standard error of the mean SE = σp
N
.
An estimation of the correlation area on the actual elevation difference dataset is needed in this study
for the computation of the standard error of the spatial mean: (a) for the mean of the elevation
difference over calibration regions of stable terrain for the purpose of DEM coregistration, (b) for the
mean elevation difference over elevation bins on the glacier. Ideally the correlation distance should be
estimated on the same regions on which the spatial average is carried out. This computation applied
to each calibration region is time consuming, besides many of this regions are too small to extract
relevant spatial statistics. The estimation of the correlation distance on each elevation bin of glaciated
terrain is not possible because the elevation difference is affected by changes in ice thickness. For this
reason the correlation distance is estimated from the empirical semivariogram on two test regions.
Both test regions were chosen in order to have a topography, and particularly a slope distribution, as
similar as possible to the one over which the spatial mean is carried out. The slope dependence of ∆z
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Figure 9.9 – TanDEM-X DEM of the crop A (a) and B (b) which ∆z values were used to compute the
empirical semivariograms.
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Figure 9.10 – Slope distribution of crop B
compared to the one of NPI and SPI.
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Figure 9.11 – Histograms of ∆z for crop A
and crop B.
affects its standard deviation and semivariogram (cf. Section 9.3.2, Figures 9.4 and 9.6). Consequently
the semivariograms were computed on two ice-free crops (i.e. data windows) of elevation difference
∆z = hTDM−hSRTM in the NPI data, where larger sections of ice-free terrain are present. The TanDEM-X
DEM for the two crops is shown in Figure 9.9: crop A has a size of 1000× 1000 pixels (12× 12 km2),
is located north-west of the S. Quintin Glacier terminus (upper left corner coordinate: 46°42’44.54"S,
74°9’50.30"W) and has flat topography, well representing the calibration regions used to coregister the
DEMs (see Section 7.2). Crop B has a size of 1400×1400 pixels (16.8×16.8 km2) and is located north-
west of S. Rafael Glacier (upper left corner coordinate: 46°25’34.39"S, 74°10’6.09"W) and features
a topography which resembles the one of the icefields, with a stronger presence of low slopes and
decreasing occurrence of higher slopes. The slope histogram of crop B is compared to those of the SPI
and NPI in Figure 9.10. The slope distribution of crop B displays a narrower peak at slightly lower
slopes compared to those of the icefields, making it possibly a better scenario than the icefields but has
the same distribution at higher slopes, which are the more critical with respect to increasing spread of
∆z.
Crop A falls completely into TanDEM-X scene N1, the sample mean and standard deviation of ∆z
are respectively µ∆z = 0.081 m and σ∆z = 1.555 m, its histogram is depicted in Figure 9.11. This flat
region is characterized by a peaked elevation distribution (mean of 24 m, standard deviation of 6.6
m, not shown), and a slope close to 0° (mean of 0.6°, standard deviation of 1.23°). The topography is
similar to the calibration regions, but it represents a best case scenario since many calibration regions
have generally a higher mean slope (see Tables 7.1 and 7.2).
Crop B falls between scenes N1 and N5 (52% and 48% of area, respectively). The ∆z histogram
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Figure 9.12 – Empirical semivariogram (red) for crop A (a) and B (b). The non-linear least square fit
of an exponential model function is shown in green. A perfect fit is obtained for crop A. The fit is less
accurate but acceptable for crop B. characterized by a more complex topography.
(Figure 9.11) is characterized by mean µ∆z = −0.466 m (−0.578 m on N1 and −0.345 m on N5) and
standard deviationσ∆z = 3.668 m (3.252 m on N1 and 4.066 m on N5). The slope distribution (Figure
9.10) has a mean of 8.4° and standard deviation of 9.7° and is similar to the one of the icefields. The
elevation distribution of crop B (mean of 125.8 m, standard deviation of 99.1 m) does not correspond
to the one of the icefields, but this should not affect the semivariogram.
The empirical semivariograms were obtained for the elevation difference ∆z = hTDM − hSRTM
of crop A and B using the commercial software “ENVI Classic 5.2” and are plotted in red in Figure
9.12. The built-in algorithm computes the omnidirectional semivariogram subtracting each pixel to
its neighbours at lag distances increasing by steps of 1 pixel. The spherical and exponential models
(Equations (9.9) and (9.10)) were fitted to the empirical semivariogram, a non-linear least square fit
was applied to determine the best values of range a, nugget n and sill s. The fitting is based on the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which combines the steepest descent and inverse-Hessian function
fitting methods (Press et al., 1992). The exponential model resulted in a better fit than the spherical
model for both crops. For crop A (Figure 9.12a) the fit is very good leading to the following estima-
tions: a = 116.910± 4.746 m, s = 1.842± 0.061 m2, n = 0.192± 0.062 m2, where the uncertainties
are expressed as 1-σ. The sum n+s = 2.034 m2, which according to the theory represents the variance
of the random field (cf. Section 9.1.1.2), is close to the sample variance of ∆z,
 
σ∆z
2
= 2.419 m2.
Since the exponential model approaches its theoretical maximum n + s asymptotically, it is common
practice to obtain the range a of the semivariogram as a “practical range” equal to the distance for
which the empirical semivariogram reaches 95% of n + s. For crop A this distance is equal to 120 m
and very close to the fitted value of a, because of the good fit.
The fit of the exponential function to the semivariogram of crop B was less precise, particularly on
the bend (Figure 9.12b), where the empirical semivariogram increases more slowly than the model.
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Besides for lag distances ranging between 1200 and 2400 m the empirical semivariogram very slightly
exceeds the estimated value of n+ s. The estimated values are: a = 204.139± 6.876 m, s = 12.126±
0.311 m2 and n = 1.166± 0.312 m2. The value of n+ s = 13.292 m2 is close to the sample variance
of ∆z on the crop equal to
 
σ∆z
2
= 13.454 m2. The “practical range” for crop B is equal to 384 m,
hence higher than the fitted value of a because of the suboptimal fit on the bend.
The theory of spatial statistics, as distilled in Rolstad et al. (2009) (see Section 9.1.1.3), is followed
in order to obtain the variance of the spatial average, and hence its standard deviation (referred to as
standard error since it derives from the sample standard deviation of ∆z). In order to compute the
variance of the mean the following integral in polar coordinates is applied (Equation (9.17)):
SE2 =
2
L2
∫ L
0
h

σ2 − γ(h) dh (9.26)
where L is the radius of the the integration area A = piL2 and σ is the sample standard deviation of
the data: in the present work it could be the one characterizing each calibration region σregr or the one
obtained for each elevation bin σ
∆h
∆t
b . Assuming the exponential semivariogram model and describing
the variance of the data as σ2 = n+ s, the integral resolves into the following equation:
SE2 =
¨
n+ s L ≤∆h
− 2a29L2 s

3L
a e
− 3La + e− 3La − 1 L >∆h (9.27)
where ∆h is the sampling distance in polar coordinates and is defined as the radius of a circle with
area equivalent to the pixel area ∆x2, i.e. ∆h =∆x/
p
pi.
If L =
p
A/pi  a (practically L ? 2a), meaning that the integration area A is much larger than
the correlation area Acor (which is often the case), the expression above simplifies to:
SE2 =
2
9
a2
L2
s (9.28)
The correlation distance dcor can be generalized using an estimate of the range a computed over similar
terrain (dcor ' a), but the actual variance σ2 = n+s of∆z must be used. The possible nugget n within
σ2, representing the uncorrelated component of the variance for the applied sampling interval, cannot
be discerned but is generally small. Therefore the approximation σ2 ' s is used in the present work,
leading to a slightly higher standard error (conservative approximation):
SE∼=
p
2
3
dcor
L
σ =
p
2
3
√√Acor
A
σ (9.29)
This expression is very close to the one obtained by Rolstad et al. (2009) using the spherical semivari-
ogram model under the same assumptions (L > a and negligible or zero nugget), i.e. SE = 1p
5
q
Acor
A σ.
It is equal to 83.6% of the expression commonly used by other authors in the literature who do
not integrate the semivariogram function and simply use a square correlation area with side dc , i.e.
SE =
r
d2c
A σ. Their approach does not take into account the shape of the semivariogram, practically
reducing it to a step function where all samples are correlated below dcor and totally uncorrelated
above it. It is acceptable when integration areas are usually larger than correlation areas.
The standard error obtained in Equation (9.27) can be re-written in the common form SE = σp
N
by defining
N =

−2d
2
cor
9L2

3L
dcor
e−
3L
dcor + e−
3L
dcor − 1
−1
=

−2
9
Acor
A

3
√√ A
Acor
e−3
Ç
A
Acor + e−3
Ç
A
Acor − 1
−1
(9.30)
For L dcor, i.e. A Acor, which is fulfilled for almost all spatial averages found in the present error
budget, with some exceptions for the smallest calibration regions of SPI (where still holds that A> Acor,
see Table 7.1), the expression for N simplifies to:
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N =
9
2
A
Acor
(9.31)
For L dcor the standard error is linearly dependent on the correlation distance dcor, hence an increase
of the latter by a certain factor leads to the same increase on the standard error.
In the present error budget, the correlation distance used for the calibration regions is set to dcor =
200 m (Acor = 125.66 · 10−3 km2) by arbitrarily increasing the fitted range a (or the similar “practical
range”) obtained on crop A (by a factor 1.7). This leads to a more conservative estimate of the standard
error of the mean which takes into account the higher slopes found on some calibration regions. The
correlation distance used for the glaciated terrain is set by arbitrarily increasing the “practical range”
obtained on crop B (by a factor 1.3) to dcor = 500 m (Acor = 785.398·10−3 km2). The “practical range”
of 384 m is chosen instead of the fitted value of a = 204 m in order to account for the slower increase
of the semivariogram at the bend compared the exponential fit. The arbitrary increase is done to take
into account the slightly higher slopes of the icefields compared to those found on crop B (Figure 9.10).
Increasing dcor leads to to a more conservative error budget.
9.3.5 Standard error of the spatial average
In Section 9.3.2 an estimate of the 1-σ random error σ
∆h
∆t
d affecting each elevation change rate sample
has been obtained for each datatake d. In Section 9.3.4 an analytical procedure to estimate the num-
ber of uncorrelated samples has been presented, allowing to compute the standard error of a spatial
average. Here the empirical values and the theory introduced by both sections are applied to obtain
the standard error SE
∆h
∆t
b of the spatial average of
∆h
∆t performed over each elevation bin b, that is of:
µ
∆h
∆t
b =
∑
i∈b (∆h/∆t)i
nAVb
=
∑
d
∑
i∈b,d (∆h/∆t)i
nAVb
=
∑
d µ
∆h
∆t
bd n
AV
bd
nAVb
(9.32)
As illustrated by Table 9.2 each datatake covers a strongly variable area of icefield, and is character-
ized by a variable uncertainty of the elevation difference sample σ
∆h
∆t
d . The surface corresponding to
an elevation bin can cross several datatakes within the TanDEM-X mosaic and be hence affected by
different values of random error σ
∆h
∆t
d .
As a first step the standard error associated to µ
∆h
∆t
bd , the spatial average ∆h within each bin and
each datatake, is computed as:
SE
∆h
∆t
bd =
σ
∆h
∆t
dp
Nbd
(9.33)
where Nbd is the number of uncorrelated samples used to compute the spatial average and is defined
by Equation (9.30), where the integration area A is in this case AAVbd , i.e. the area of bin b belonging
to datatake d and used to compute the average elevation change rate (valid pixels). Nbd could be also
obtained in this context with the simplified Equation (9.31), since it easily holds that AAVbd  Acor. For
the elevation difference of the icefield ∆h, a correlation distance dcor = 500 m and a corresponding
correlation area Acor = pid2cor = 785.398 · 10−3 km2 were found empirically in Section 9.3.4.
Based on the last form in Equation (9.32), since datatakes are independent the total standard error
of µ
∆h
∆t
b is obtained summing in quadrature:
SE
∆h
∆t
b =
√√∑
d

SE
∆h
∆t
bd
2  
nAVbd
2
nAVb
(9.34)
To clarify the notation: nAVbd represents the actual number of ∆h samples included in bin b and
belonging to datatake d and nAVb =
∑
d n
AV
bd those included in bin b. They correspond to an area A
AV
bd
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and AAVb , respectively. These are the samples used to perform the spatial average of
∆h
∆t , and are hence
marked by the superscript AV. AAVb is smaller (or equal) than the actual glacier area within a bin A
GL
b
(number of samples nGLb ) because of the incomplete coverage of the TanDEM-X DEM mosaic.
9.3.6 Uncertainty of the DEM registration procedure
As described in Section 7.2 each TanDEM-X scene has been coregistered vertically and horizontally to
the SRTM DEM by deriving the elevation offset between the two datasets. This was obtained on calib-
ration regions on relatively flat and vegetation free off-glacier terrain distributed around the icefields.
A single elevation offset µregd for each datatake d is obtained through a weighted mean (Equation (7.4))
and its standard error SEregd is obtained through Equation (7.5). The values of SE
reg
d indicate the accur-
acy of the calibration procedure and are reported in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 for SPI and NPI, respectively.
This accuracy is treated in the error budget as a systematic error affecting each ∆h∆t sample of datatake
d:
"
reg
d =
SEregd
∆td
(9.35)
where the superscript ∆h∆t is omitted for clarity of notation. Given its systematic nature, this error does
not decrease when more pixels are averaged spatially. The same error "regd affects the single sample of
∆h
∆t and the average µ
∆h
∆t
bd obtained with Equation (9.32). Given the independence between datatakes,
due to their separate calibration (cf. Section 7.2), the calibration error affecting the average µ
∆h
∆t
b is
computed summing in quadrature the contributions from each datatake, according to:
"
reg
b =
r∑
d
 
"
reg
d
2  
nAVbd
2
nAVb
(9.36)
9.3.7 Error due to seasonal elevation changes and signal penetration
In order to minimize the effects of seasonal elevation variations of snow and ice coverage in the geo-
detic mass balance, the two elevation datasets should be acquired at the same time of year. Ideally
this should correspond with the end of the hydrological cycle, corresponding to the end of the ablation
season, when the surface elevation reaches its minimum because of melting and firn compaction. The
end of the hydrological year is assumed conventionally to be the 31 March in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. Similarly to Berthier et al. (2010) the absolute temporal departure (in days) from the end
of the nearest ablation season |δtseas|, was computed for each TanDEM-X datatake and for the SRTM
mission (for which 17.2.2000 was considered as acquisition time). The seasonal elevation offset is
obtained as:
δhseas =
hα
182
|δtseas|
where hα is the annual spatially averaged elevation (ice equivalent) amplitude obtained from the
annual mass balance amplitude (or turnover) α, defined in Eq. (3.13). It must be noted that the
turnover might change significantly according to the region and the specific year considered.
Unfortunately a measured value of α for SPI and NPI for the acquisition years is not available.
In Section 8.4 an average seasonal variation of 1.6 m during the four months from September 2013
to January 2014 was obtained for a fraction of NPI. This figure underestimates bwinter temporally
since approximately 2.5 months are missing to the end of the ablation season, but overestimates it
geographically since most of the ROI is located above the equilibrium line of the S. Quintin and S.
Rafael glaciers. To obtain α precisely an estimate of bsummer is also missing (for which a third DEM
would be necessary). Nevertheless, for lack of a better figure, here hα = 1.6 m is assumed. As a
comparison, Berthier et al. (2010) and Cox & March (2004) used a value of 1.4 m for the Alaskan
glaciers. The differential elevation between each TanDEM-X scene and the STRM DEM is computed as
δhseasd −δhseasSRTM. This estimate is too unreliable to perform ablation correction, therefore its is treated
as a source of systematic error affecting differently each datatake d.
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Table 9.4 – Computed values of the systematic error "spd due to the seasonal and the penetration
elevation biases. The seasonal elevation offset for SRTM is δhseasSRTM = 0.290 m.
(a) SPI
DT AID Scenes Date ∆td [a] δhseasd [m] δh
pen
d [m] A
pen
d [km²] A
GL
d [km²] "
sp
d [ma
−1]
1012654 S3 S4 S10 2011.03.07 11.058 0.123 0 0 3387.84 −1.511 · 10−2
1021147 S12 S13 2011.07.17 11.419 1.037 −3.8 657 1269.63 −1.068 · 10−1
1027766 S1 2011.05.09 11.230 0.431 0 0 988.66 1.253 · 10−2
1027767 S15 2011.04.22 11.184 0.281 0 0 289.10 −7.861 · 10−4
1027772 S2 2011.05.01 11.208 0.360 −2.0 356 1180.63 −4.753 · 10−2
1042632 S11 S14 2011.10.24 11.690 1.310 −2.0 378 983.04 2.145 · 10−2
1055763 S7 2012.03.26 12.112 0.044 0 0 255.93 −2.032 · 10−2
1056403 S17 2012.03.15 12.082 0.053 0 0 207.80 −1.965 · 10−2
1057982 S5 S9 2012.02.16 12.005 0.299 0 0 933.12 7.323 · 10−4
1058255 S6 S8 S16 2012.02.11 11.992 0.343 0 0 2303.29 4.399 · 10−3
1058868_3 S18 2012.01.31 11.962 0.440 0 0 40.10 1.249 · 10−2
1058868_5 S19 2012.01.31 11.962 0.440 0 0 120.50 1.249 · 10−2
(b) NPI
DT AID Scenes Date ∆td [a] δhseasd [m] δh
pen
d [m] A
pen
d [km²] A
GL
d [km²] "
sp
d [ma
−1]
1191233 N1 2014.02.14 14.0 0.308 0 0 875.07 1.256 · 10−3
1171117 N2 N3 2013.09.02 13.9 0.695 0 0 1856.66 2.909 · 10−2
1172605 N4 2014.01.01 13.9 0.598 0 0 357.41 2.214 · 10−2
1149794 N5 2014.01.12 13.6 1.451 0 0 280.11 8.533 · 10−2
In Chapter 8 the backscattering coefficient of the SRTM and TanDEM-X dataset was analysed to-
gether with meteorological data in order to assess the possibility of signal penetration in ice and snow.
It is concluded that the SRTM dataset acquired during mid-summer is likely not affected by signal pen-
etration. Similar conclusions are found for the NPI TanDEM-X dataset, except possibly some negligible
areas at very high elevations. The TanDEM-X dataset over SPI suffers from signal penetration on the
winter scenes S12 and S13 (DT 1021147) on the plateau where the snow and firn are smooth. The
autumn scene S2 (DT 1027772) and the spring scenes S11 and S14 (DT 1042632), have in average
a lower backscattering than the winter ones. Their interpretation is uncertain: the snow and firn on
the plateau might be dry or slightly wet (below ~1% of LWC) and hence suffer by a certain degree
of signal penetration, possibly lower than the winter scenes. Another possibility is the presence of a
frozen upper layer below which liquid water is present, in this case signal penetration is very shallow.
As shown in Section 8.4 the elevation bias due to signal penetration, when present, counteracts
the effects of seasonal changes. The actual elevation bias cannot be estimated precisely making a
correction unreliable, it is hence treated as a source of systematic error. The multiseasonal experiment
in Section 8.4, and particularly the behaviour expressed by Figure 8.12, were used to obtain rough
estimates of the elevation bias affecting the plateau during winter with respect to the backscattering
coefficient σ0. In accordance with the backscattering and meteorological observations presented in
Chapter 8, an elevation bias of δhpend = −3.8 m is assumed for S12 and S13 where the plateau has
very high σ0 typical of winter dry snow. For S2, S11 and S14, which have slightly lower average σ0,
an elevation bias δhpend = −2.0 m is assumed according to Figure 8.12, even if it is not clear whether
actual dry snow or frozen upper layer affect these scenes. In both scenarios this likely implies an
overestimation of the error. This elevation bias affects only the smooth snow on the plateau, hence to
obtain a single contribution its value is averaged over the whole glacier area.
The seasonal and the penetration elevation bias estimates are summed for each TanDEM-X scene
and an estimate of systematic error caused by these two effects is obtained and assigned to the elevation
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change rate of each datatake d according to:
"
sp
d =
1
∆td

δhseasd −δhseasSRTM +

δhpend ·
Apend
AGLd

(9.37)
where Apend is the area suspected to be affected by signal penetration in datatake d and was obtained
in Section 8.3.4. The computed values for each datatake d are reported in Table 9.4.
The contribution of "spb to the mean elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t
b of each elevation bin is obtained
in similar fashion to the previous error sources by summing in quadrature across the datatakes, given
their independence:
"
sp
b =
r∑
d
 
"
sp
d
2  
nAVbd
2
nAVb
(9.38)
9.3.8 Crustal uplift due to glacial isostatic adjustment
Dietrich et al. (2010) deployed four GPS stations between 2003 and 2006 on a virtual line departing
from the northeastern edge of the SPI and stretching 160 km in NNE direction in order to quantify and
model the glacial isostatic adjustment of this region. They report measured vertical crustal uplift of
39 mma−1 and 32 mm a−1, respectively upstream of Chico Glacier and at its terminus, 25 mm a−1 at
Villa O’Higgins (located at 66 km from the icefield) and 23 mm a−1 27 km further away. These are the
largest isostatic rates ever recorded. Dietrich et al. (2010) attribute such rates to the combination of
rapid ice meting in SPI and the relative low viscosity of the underlying mantle due to unique regional
slab-window tectonics. They develop a model resulting in a smooth gradient reaching a peak vertical
uplift to 41 mma−1 at the centre of SPI. Measurements for NPI were not performed but the lower mass
loss rate will lead to a lower vertical uplift.
The high uplift rates of the Patagonian icefields would lead to a non negligible systematic error
over long observation periods, such as the time between the SRTM and TanDEM-X acquisitions. The
calibration procedure applied to these two datasets and described in Section 7.2 relies on off-glacier
calibration regions (CR) located around the icefield, often at the ice margin, and thus affected by
similar values of crustal uplift as the icefield. The local crustal uplift is hence corrected during the
calibration procedure performed separately on each TanDEM-X datatake. Particularly on SPI, many
geographically scattered CR were used, counter-acting the effects of the slow gradient of the crustal
uplift. Differences in crustal uplift (which are likely below 5 mm a−1 within a datatake) are hence
already well included in the calibration error (Section 9.3.6) which is treated as a systematic error of
the obtained ice elevation change values. No additional error is needed to take into account for glacial
isostatic adjustment.
9.3.9 Other error sources and combination of uncertainties
In this section the combination of different sources of error is discussed, which allows to obtain the
final error assigned to the mean elevation, volume and mass change rates of each elevation bin, as
well as the total error of the mass balance.
Elevation change rate error. Every elevation change rate sample (∆h/∆t)i belonging to a single
datatake can be thought of as a measure obtained by a calibrated instrument, characterized by a
random error σ
∆h
∆t
d and a systematic error "
reg
d given by the accuracy of its calibration procedure. The
latter error affects each sample and does not decrease by averaging more measurements, while the
first one does. The corresponding errors affecting the mean elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t
b of bin b are
obtained in the preceding sections: in Section 9.3.5 the standard error of the spatial average SE
∆h
∆t
b
and in Section 9.3.6 the systematic error due to the coregistration "regb . Another systematic error "
sp
b
due to seasonal elevation changes and signal penetration in ice and snow is obtained in Section 9.3.7.
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These three error sources, obtained respectively according to Equations (9.34), (9.36) and (9.38), are
independent and can be hence summed in quadrature leading to the total error of µ
∆h
∆t
b :
E
∆h
∆t
b =
√√√
SE
∆h
∆t
b
2
+
 
"
reg
b
2
+
 
"
sp
b
2
(9.39)
Volume change rate error (glacier area and extrapolation errors). The volume change rate is
obtained according to:
µ
∆V
∆t
b = µ
∆h
∆t
b · AGLb = µ
∆h
∆t
b ·
 
AAVb + A
EX
b

(9.40)
where AEXb is the glacier area not covered by TanDEM-X DEM within bin b, for which the value of µ
∆h
∆t
b
computed on the rest of the icefield area AAVb must be extrapolated. The total A
EX amounts to approx-
imately 12.8% and 7.1% of AGL for NPI and SPI, respectively. The AEX altitude distributions (red in
Figure 9.16a and 9.17a, for NPI and SPI respectively) show increasing occurrences at higher altitudes,
due to the phase unwrapping errors involving mountainous ice-covered terrain. Extrapolating µ
∆h
∆t
b
computed on AAVb to the entire A
GL
b introduces an error, particularly at lower altitude bins where the
termini of the glaciers display a higher ∆h∆t variation, and even opposite sign (for instance Pio XI gla-
cier). The extrapolation introduces a systematic error on µ
∆V
∆t
b (and hence on the total volume change)
which varies with the altitude bin size and depends on the distribution of AEXb and the behaviour of
µ
∆h
∆t
b along elevation. The use of a single large bin (or very few bins) to compute directly the entire
mass balance would be too strongly affected by a systematic error due to the non-uniform distribution
of AEX in altitude. In this case the total volume loss would be overestimated by assigning to most of
extrapolated areas (located at high elevations) a mean µ
∆h
∆t
b which is too high (in absolute value), be-
ing driven by the strong losses happening at low elevations. This systematic error is reduced by using
narrow altitude bins, thus assigning to each AEXb a better estimate of µ
∆h
∆t
b . It was observed that the total
volume change of the icefield computed with decreasing bin size converges already at a bin size of 400
m. Nevertheless, some degree of error remains due to the missing elevation change samples and the
extrapolation procedure. To account for this uncertainty the total elevation error E
∆h
∆t
b is increased by
an arbitrary factor FEX = 2 when extrapolated to AEXb . The total error linked to the volume change rate
µ
∆V
∆t
b is hence obtained as:
E
∆V
∆t
b = E
∆h
∆t
b · AAVb + E
∆h
∆t
b · AEXb · FEX (9.41)
The area of the glacier AGL is defined by the glacier outline, described in detail in Section 6.3. The
uncertainty of this term is not given and cannot be estimated without an independent dataset. Never-
theless this error represents a multiplicative independent contribution and should not be completely
neglected as often happens in literature studies. An error of 2% is assigned to the glacier area as dis-
cussed in Section 6.3, and included in Eq. (9.41) as a multiplicative independent uncertainty source
(standard error propagation rule, formula not shown).
Mass change rate error. The mass change rate for each bin is obtained as µ
∆M
∆t
b = µ
∆V
∆t
b · ρ, where
ρ is the ice density. As custom in geodetic mass balances (cf. Section 9.1.1.4), Sorge’s Law (Bader,
1954) is assumed, implying that the vertical firn density profile is unchanged between the acquisitions.
Uncertainties linked to this assumption can arise from both changes of the equilibrium line altitude
or in the firn layer density (Haug et al., 2009). Due to the lack of in-situ data it is not possible to
establish the validity of Sorge’s law, nor to estimate the uncertainties linked to its assumption. An ice
density value of ρ ±δρ = 900± 17 kg m−3 is assumed here for all elevation bins, without distinction
of accumulation and ablation area. The error linked to ice density is an independent error, and the
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standard error propagation rules apply:
E
∆M
∆t
b =
µ∆M∆tb  ·
√√√√√ E ∆V∆tb
µ
∆V
∆t
b
2 +δρ
ρ
2
(9.42)
Total volume and mass change rate error. As described in Section 9.2, the total volume and mass
change rates are obtained by summing the contributions of all elevation bins: µ
∆V
∆t =
∑B
b=1µ
∆V
∆t
b and
µ
∆M
∆t =
∑B
b=1µ
∆M
∆t
b . The bins means being summed are neither independent nor totally correlated
between each other. The most straightforward way to compute the errors of the total volume and
mass change rates of the icefield is by using a single elevation bin (only for the error) avoiding any
covariance calculation. In this case Equations (9.41) and (9.42) lose their dependence on the bin and
give directly the error E
∆V
∆t of µ
∆V
∆t and the error E
∆M
∆t of µ
∆M
∆t .
9.3.10 Mass balance error budget for NPI and SPI
In this subsection the results of the uncertainty estimation for the elevation, volume and mass change
rates are reported. The behaviour with respect to elevation of E
∆h
∆t
b , the error of µ
∆h
∆t
b obtained with Eq.
(9.39), is shown in Figure 9.13a for both NPI and SPI. Here, with a small bin of 20 m, the trend is
dominated by the standard error of the spatial average SE
∆h
∆t
b (Eq. (9.34)) which is strictly dependent
on the bin area. The average of SE
∆h
∆t
b across all bins is 0.137 ma
−1 for NPI and 0.144 ma−1 for SPI. The
error due to seasonal elevation and signal penetration "spb is in average almost one order of magnitude
smaller than SE
∆h
∆t
b : the average of "
sp
b across all bins is 0.016 ma
−1 for NPI and 0.013 ma−1 for SPI.
The two errors are comparable where area elevation distribution is higher: between 500 - 2000 m of
altitude according to Figure 9.16a and 9.17a, for NPI and SPI respectively. The coregistration error
"
reg
b is in average approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than SE
∆h
∆t
b . The average "
reg
b across
all bins is 0.004 ma−1 for NPI and 0.007 ma−1 for SPI.
The volume change rate error E
∆V
∆t
b , which includes the extrapolation and glacier mask error con-
tributions is shown in Figure 9.13b. The mass change rate error E
∆M
∆t
b behaves similarly and includes
the small error assigned to the ice density ρ = 900± 17 kg m−3 (plot not shown).
The uncertainties assigned to the total mass balance of the icefield have been computed using a
single elevation bin covering the entire elevation range and hence the entire surface. This leads to a
strong drop of SE
∆h
∆t
b while the systematic errors "
reg
b and "
sp
b maintain approximately the mean values
reported above for the 20 m bins. For a comparison the three components are reported in Table 9.5.
According to the table, the error linked to seasonal changes and signal penetration "sp is the largest
component of E
∆h
∆t . It is hence advisable not to neglect these two sources of uncertainty as well as any
kind of systematic error since they do not decrease by averaging with increasing samples. SE
∆h
∆t and
"reg have the same order of magnitude, the latter is much larger on SPI compared to NPI, as expected
given the more precise calibration preformed on the NPI dataset (cf. Section 7.2). Despite the lower
off-glacier standard deviation σ∆zd (cf. Section 9.3.2) the standard error SE
∆h
∆t tends to be slightly
larger in NPI because of its much smaller surface (approximately one third). "sp resulted similar on
both icefields. The combination of the three terms leads to a higher error assigned to µ
∆h
∆t in NPI
compared to SPI. As expected the volume and mass change rate errors are approximately three times
larger for SPI compared to NPI.
9.4 Frontal and subaqueous ice changes
The mass balance estimation over the very final part of the glacier terminus needs to be treated in
more detail, because of the highest elevation change rates are found here and because the ending
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Figure 9.13 – Errors of the elevation change rate (a) and volume change rate (b) with respect to
elevation binned at 20 m.
Table 9.5 – Error budget of the geodetic mass balance of NPI and SPI.
Region SE
∆h
∆t

m a−1

"reg

m a−1

"sp

ma−1

E
∆h
∆t

m a−1

E
∆V
∆t

km3 a−1

E
∆M
∆t

Gta−1

NPI 4.802 · 10−3 3.935 · 10−3 1.769 · 10−2 1.875 · 10−2 1.290 · 10−1 1.381 · 10−1
SPI 3.519 · 10−3 6.100 · 10−3 1.319 · 10−2 1.495 · 10−2 3.746 · 10−1 4.186 · 10−1
into water requires a different approach. Most of the Patagonian (particularly in SPI) glaciers are
calving: terminating into tidewater ocean fjords, freshwater lakes or smaller shallower proglacial lakes
of geologically recent formation. Less glaciers (mostly in NPI) terminate on land. In the observation
period, most of the glaciers of Patagonia presented thinning at the front (cf. Figure 7.6 and 7.8), often
linked to frontal retreat. Exceptions are some stable glaciers (Perito Moreno is the largest one) and
the two neighbouring Pio XI and Trinidad glaciers which show frontal thickening and advance.
Figure 9.14 exemplifies the glacier mass changes at a calving glacier terminus between two times
t1 and t2. The longitudinal section at the central flowline is shown for two scenarios: floating front
(Figure 9.14a) and grounded front (Figure 9.14b). The first scenario is typical of deeper and usually
wider water basins, while the second applies to shallower and usually narrower water basins. Figure
9.14c is a transversal section of the glacier front of a grounded glacier.
The elevation change maps (results in Section 7.4) allow a precise estimation of the volume and
mass changes above water and the derivation of the total net mass balance according to Section 9.2.
In fact at a calving glacier front the DEM difference ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM will represent the difference
between the glacier surface height at t1 and the water height at t2 (or the bedrock height at the sides
the glacier front). The chronological order of t1 and t2 depends on the retreat or advance of the glacier.
This change is included in the mass balance by using a glacier mask covering the maximum glacier
extent between t1 and t2. This scenario is depicted in Figure 9.15, which shows the two DEMs hSRTM
and hTDM along with their difference ∆h = hTDM − hSRTM at the front of Jorge Montt Glacier, which
has the strongest thinning and frontal retreat rates of both Patagonian icefields.
Measuring the water surface elevation with TanDEM-X is problematic due to the very low inter-
ferometric coherence, leading to strong noise in the differential interferogram and hence in the DEM,
besides water bodies are often affected by phase unwrapping errors. Higher coherence is nevertheless
found sometimes, thanks to floating small icebergs in front of the termini. Erroneous water elevations
in the TanDEM-X DEM were manually substituted with the elevation obtained from nearby coherent
regions or by arbitrary assigning the STRM elevation for that lake. The edited SRTM DEM used here
has flat water heights obtained by setting the sea surfaces to 0 m a.s.l. and by flattening lakes wider
than 600 m (Farr et al., 2007). Lakes heights from SRTM probably have a relatively high error, besides
the fact that water levels may be subject to changes. For oceanic fjords water elevation is influenced
by tides which may also affect the elevations of floating glacier fronts. For the relatively narrow Pa-
tagonian tidewater glaciers termini small elevation variations are expected, hence ocean tides are not
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Figure 9.14 – Ice volume changes scheme at the front of a calving glacier. Longitudinal section along
the central flowline of (a) a floating and a (b) grounded glacier; (c) transversal section of a grounded
glacier.
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Figure 9.15 – (a) SRTM DEM, (b) TanDEM-X DEM at the front of Jorge Montt Glacier (SPI). White
line: front position during STRM (February 2000) and TanDEM-X acquisition (9.5.2011). Black line:
glacier outline used to compute the mass balance (February 2000). Grey line: the water area below
the retreated front Awr.
taken into account here. The volumetric ice change above water can thus be measured with relatively
good accuracy.
The subaqueous ice volume changes are on the other hand not directly measurable. This com-
ponent is not particularly critical as its sea level contribution is minimal compared to the one of the
icefield, being the ice already submerged. The only contribution is a negative one, due to the decrease
of 10% in volume when water passes from a solid to a liquid state, since Vw =
ρi
ρw
Vi = 0.9Vi . For a
precise estimation the bathymetry below the changing front is needed, an information rarely available.
Nevertheless it is useful to have a rough estimate of the subaqueous volume changes to better quantify
the total volume change of the icefield.
In order to attempt an estimate of Vsub, the available DEMs were used to extract the following
parameters of the glacier front, visualized in Figure 9.14:
• ha1 and ha2: the mean frontal central elevation at t1 and t2,
• hu1: the mean central elevation at t1 at the frontal position of t2,
• the retreat distance dr at the central flowline,
• the water area Awr below the retreated front.
The measured values are reported in Table 9.6 for the SPI glaciers with a significant frontal volume
change.
The present rough estimation of Vsub is based only on ha1 and Awr. The frontal height ha1 was
assumed to be floating freely and the ice height below water corresponding to a floating iceberg with
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Table 9.6 – SPI glaciers with most significant frontal changes. Measured front parameters (Figure
9.14) and estimated subaqueous ice height hb1 (Eq. (9.43)) and volume changes Vb1 (Eq. (9.44)).
Arbitrary multiplicative factors applied to hb1 before computing Vb1 are also reported. The values of
Vb1 marked with * were obtained using bathymetric information.
Glacier dr [km] Awr [km2] ha2[m] hu1[m] ha1[m] hb1[m] Vb1[km3]
Upsala W fr. 3.45 9.78 41 175 34 309 −2.800*
Occidental 2.2 5.35 22 34 18 160 −0.671
HPS8 2.9 5.32 22 66 16 142 −0.595
Pio XI S fr. 1.89 5.22 52 161 77 557 2.283
HPS9 1.13 4.42 23 32 20 178 −0.618
Greve 1.13 4.31 33 69 27 240 −0.813
HPS41 1.85 4.24 16 97 18 162 −0.539
Upsala E fr. 2.4 / 1.3 4.24 58 223 23 204×0.5 −0.339
HPS12 3 3.80 n/a 526 38 275×0.8 −0.655
Jorge Montt 2.36 3.76 31 303 60 435 −0.680*
Amalia 0.6 2.58 61 120 38 273 −0.552
Dickson 2.33 2.33 31 81 8 71 −0.130
Balmaceda 1.48 2.18 24 146 35 317×0.8 −0.434
HPS38 1.37 2.02 42 165 29 265 −0.168
Tyndall 1.3 2.00 37 95 29 263 −0.590*
Pio XI N fr. 0.53 1.91 15 50 27 246 0.369
Onelli & Bolados 2 1.85 31 135 34 305×0.6 −0.267
Grey 0.7 / 0 / 0.7 1.43 28 89 29 260 −0.292
Bernardo W fr. 0.7 1.37 14 29 16 146×0.5 −0.079
Ofhidro S fr. 1.38 1.21 39 110 21 191×0.3 −0.054
Lucia 1 1.14 35 92 20 184×0.8 −0.132
Ofhidro N fr. 0.7 1.07 28 120 31 280×0.3 −0.071
Ameghino 0.85 0.97 25 102 25 221 −0.050*
Viedma 0.82 0.80 56 107 49 445 −0.279
O’Higgins 0.3 0.59 50 54 42 378 −0.174
constant area Awr was obtained applying Archimede’s principle:
hb1 = ha1
ρi/ρw
1−ρi/ρw (9.43)
with ice density ρi = 900 kg m−3 and water density ρw = 1000 kg m−3 for freshwater fronts and
ρw = 1025 kgm−3 for tidewater fronts. The transversal section was assumed to be a semi-ellipse with
minor axis hb1, the estimated volume below water is obtained as:
Vb1 =
pi
4
· hb1 · Awr (9.44)
Vb1, depicted as a filled grey polygon in Figure 9.14, can be quite different from the real volume change
Vsub, which cannot be estimated without knowledge of the bathymetry.
The previous main assumption of a completely free floating front at ha1 is not totally valid: the
shorter the floating part and the less valid it is and in case of a completely grounded glacier it does
not apply at all (Figure 9.14). Furthermore the front is never floating on the sides. This assumption
implies a 1 to 9 ratio between ha1 and hb1 (Eq. (9.43)) thus likely leading to an overestimation of Vsub.
If the glacier is floating, this overestimation compensates to an unknown amount the volume change
below the glacier front at t2 (Figure 9.14a) which cannot be estimated. If the glacier is grounded the
real change is strictly dependent on the bed topography and cannot be directly linked to the frontal
height above water ha1 (Figure 9.14b).
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In this region only wide glaciers which flow into large, and hence likely deep, lakes are possibly
floating. Most of the glaciers are instead relatively narrow and often terminate in small proglacial
lakes: here a grounded condition is almost surely the case. For such glaciers the lake shape and size
and the surrounding topography was evaluated and extrapolated to the bed. Where the estimated
hb1 appeared to be too high it was reduced by a multiplicative factor arbitrary deduced from the
topography and annotated in Table 9.6.
For some glaciers bathymetric data found in the literature was used to verify the grounding condi-
tion and to derive the subaqueous volume loss more precisely.
Upsala Glacier Naruse & Skvarca (2000) and Skvarca et al. (2002) published bathymetric profiles
of the Brazo Upsala of Lago Argentino acquired in December 1998 and 1999 with an echo sounder.
They reveal a very deep channel (up to 700 m) extending along the central part of Brazo Upsala. The
channel of the western terminus of Upsala Glacier is approximately 3 km wide and more than 600
m deep at the position corresponding to the front in year 2000. The height above buoyancy, or ice
thickness in excess of flotation is defined as F =
 
h f + hw
− hw ρwρi (Naruse & Skvarca, 2000), where
h f is the height above water of the front and hw is the water depth. A negative value of F indicates
likely floating at the central section of the terminus. For the year 2000 by taking h f = ha1 = 34 m
and hw = 630 m a negative value of F is obtained meaning that the floating condition is very likely.
Even for the year 2011, after a severe frontal retreat, taking h f = ha2 = 41 m means that the floating
condition is likely for water depths greater than hw = 400 m, which is safe to assume true. In this case
the estimated hb1 is used as subaqueous maximum thickness and the volume loss is estimated by using
the actual bathymetry for the grounded margins, instead of a generic ellipse. A total volume change
of −2.8 km3 is derived.
Jorge Montt Glacier Rivera et al. (2012) performed extensive bathymetric mapping at the Baker
fjord in front of Jorge Montt Glacier in February 2010, including a transversal profile at 100 m from
the terminal ice cliff. The approximately 1.6 km wide, 3.45 km long stretch of channel underlying the
2000 - 2011 frontal retreat presents steep flanks and is quite deep, exceeding 300 m of water depth
at the 2000 front, decreasing to 280 m upstream (2004 front) and reaching a minimum of 390 m
at the 2010 front. Rivera et al. (2012) report that the terminus underwent the strongest retreat of
approximately 6.5 km between 1990 and 1997. In this stretch the channel has the deepest average
bathymetry (up to 370 m) and coincides with the timing of the most rapid ice acceleration and thinning.
By computing the excess floatation at the 2010 front they report that the front is approaching (without
reaching) its floating point because of the depth of the channel. For the current study the terminus
is hence considered to be always grounded, particularly given the narrow fjord. By integrating the
bathymetry published by Rivera et al. (2012) a subaqueous volume change of −0.68 km3 is derived
between February 2010 and May 2011 for a retreat distance of dr = 3.45 km. The frontal positions
and the ice loss above water are depicted in Figure 9.15.
Tyndall and Ameghino glaciers The subaqueous volume loss of the Tyndall and the Ameghino gla-
ciers were obtained similarly, by using bathymetric profiles published by Raymond et al. (2000) and
Stuefer (1999), respectively. The bathymetry of Lago Geikie reveals depths up to 330 m at the 2000
front, while Lago Ameghino displays a v-shaped bathymetric profile with depths up to 160 m at the
2000 front. They were considered both fully grounded on account of their (slightly) positive excess
floatation. The derived volume changes are −0.59 km3 for Tyndall and −0.05 km3 for Ameghino.
All termini of SPI have been analysed, but only those with a significant areal or elevation change
were included in Table 9.6. The estimated total subaqueous volume change of SPI amounts to −8.3
km3, the volume change rate is equal to −0.73 km3 a−1. Given the very rough estimation these figures
have a very high uncertainty, chosen arbitrary to be equal to ±30%. The estimated subaqueous ice
volume change rate of −0.73± 0.22 km3 a−1 leads to a negative sea level rise (SLR) contribution of
−0.20± 0.06 µm a−1 having water approximately 10% less volume than ice. As a comparison, Willis
et al. (2012a) estimated for SPI a total subaqueous volume loss rate of −1.0± 0.8 km3 a−1, although
the estimation method is not explained.
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The glaciers of NPI mostly terminate either on land or in very small and shallow proglacial lakes of
recent formation. Only two glaciers have substantial calving: San Rafael, which is the only tidewater
glacier and Leon (Harrison et al., 2008), which terminates on a relatively deep lake. The contribution
of subaqueous losses of this icefield is hence very limited. For this reason time was not invested to
perform a similar estimation of the subaqueous volume loss in NPI.
9.5 Mass balance results
This section reports the results of the geodetic net mass balance of NPI and SPI obtained according to
the procedure outlined in Section 9.2 along with the relative uncertainties described in Section 9.3. The
DEMs and the elevation change maps used to compute the mass balance have been described in Chapter
7 and are useful to interpret the results. In particular the SRTM DEM is shown in Figure 7.5 and 7.7
and the elevation change rate map is shown in Figure 7.6 and 7.8, for NPI and SPI respectively. Figure
9.16 and 9.17 show the behaviour with respect to elevation (hSRTM) of the main derived parameters:
the hypsometry and the mean elevation, volume and mass change rates.
The hypsometry (or area-elevation distribution) is a general characteristic of a glacier or icefield
(see Section 3.5), even if not a result describing temporal changes it is presented here for the entire NPI
and SPI as it represents an important parameter for the mass balance derivation through the geodetic
method. It is shown in Figure 9.16a and 9.17a, for NPI and SPI. It was derived from the SRTM DEM
hSRTM, which was chosen as reference surface for the mass balance, it hence reflects the status at
February 2000 and elevations refer to the WGS84 ellipsoid (sea level corresponds approximately to 16
m in this region). The total glacier area AGL, derived from the glacier mask discussed in Section 6.3,
amounts to 12880.7 km2 for SPI and 3867.0 km2 for NPI. It represents the maximum glacial extension,
corresponding to the status in February 2000 (at the time of the SRTM acquisition), with the exception
of Pio XI, Trinidad, Calvo and HPS 34 glaciers in SPI which advanced in complex approximately 13.1
km2 between February 2000 and February 2012. In the plots the portions of AGLb = A
AV
b + A
EX
b for each
elevation bin b (20 m bins) which were surveyed (AAVb ) and not surveyed (A
EX
b ) with TanDEM-X data
are marked in blue and red, respectively. The total unsurveyed area AEX amounts to 497.8 km2 (12.9%
of AGL) and 921.1 km2 (7.2% of AGL) for NPI and SPI, respectively. The spatial distribution of AEX is
depicted in white in Figure 7.6 and 7.8, for NPI and SPI respectively.
The two icefields have a similar area-elevation distribution, the largest part of the surface is occu-
pied by the plateau located approximately above 1000 - 1100 m. In SPI most of the plateau is located
below 2300 - 2400 m of altitude but the topography presents mountain ridges crossing the plateau
north to south with elevations up to 3500 m. NPI presents higher mountains particularly in the north-
west around Monte San Valentin (4058 m a.s.l). This region in particular and mountainous complexes
in general proved to be difficult to unwrap (even with dual baseline PU) on both icefields driving up
AEXb between 1500 and 4000 m. The topography of the icefields is better described in Section 5.1 and
Section 5.2.
The elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t
b with respect to the hSRTM altitude is plotted for NPI and SPI in
Figure 9.16b and 9.17b along with the bin area AGLb . The estimated error E
∆h
∆t
b of µ
∆h
∆t
b is plotted for
both icefields in Figure 9.13a. The lower elevation bins are dominated by the fronts of the tidewater
glaciers of the western icefield margin. Between 0 and 20 m (first bin, b = 1) there is no coverage
on NPI and a small area of 5.6 km2 on SPI where µ
∆h
∆t
1 = 8.04 ma
−1 (out of the ordinate range in
Figure 9.17b) reflects the elevation gain due to the frontal advance into the sea of Pio XI (mainly) and
Calvo Glacier. With increasing altitude up to ~900 - 1000 m, µ
∆h
∆t
b becomes suddenly strongly negative
because these elevation bins include the strong depletion of most of the glacier termini. Above 1000
m on the plateau µ
∆h
∆t
b are still negative (−1.7 m a−1 on NPI, −1.3 m a−1 on SPI at 1000 m) with slowly
increasing trend indicating significant thinning on the bins featuring the largest areas AGLb . µ
∆h
∆t
b reaches
zero at 2000 m for NPI and at 2500 m for SPI.
Above 2500 m estimates of µ
∆h
∆t
b are less reliable (particularly in NPI), as reflected by the error E
∆h
∆t
b
shown in Figure 9.13a, due to the relatively low number of samples nAVb they are based on (less than
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Figure 9.16 – NPI: estimated mass balance parameters with respect to elevation (height above ellips-
oid), binned at at 20 m. (a) Hypsometry AGLb = A
AV
b +A
EX
b , distinguishing surveyed and unsurveyed area.
(b) Hypsometry AGLb (black) and mean elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t
b (red). (c) Mean volume change rate
µ
∆V
∆t
b and mass change rate µ
∆M
∆t
b .
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Figure 9.17 – SPI: estimated mass balance parameters with respect to elevation (height above ellips-
oid), binned at 20 m. (a) Hypsometry AGLb = A
AV
b + A
EX
b , distinguishing surveyed and unsurveyed area,
(b) Hypsometry AGLb (black) and mean elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t
b (red), here µ
∆h
∆t
1 = 8.04 ma
−1 is out
of the ordinate range. (c) Mean volume change rate µ
∆V
∆t
b and mass change rate µ
∆M
∆t
b .
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Table 9.7 – Geodetic mass balance results for NPI (2000 - 2014), SPI (2000 - 2011/’12) and the sum
of both icefields. The values do not include subaqueous ice volume losses.
Region AGL

km2

µ
∆V
∆t

km3 a−1
 µ∆M∆t Gt a−1 /
km3 w.e. a−1
 µ∆h∆t ma−1 and
m w.e. a−1
 SLR µma−1
NPI 3867.0 −4.4008± 0.1290 −3.9607± 0.1381 −1.1380± 0.0334−1.0242± 0.0357 10.9412± 0.3815
SPI 12880.7 −14.5949± 0.3746 −13.1354± 0.4186 −1.1331± 0.0291−1.0198± 0.0325 36.2857± 1.1564
NPI+SPI 16747.7 −18.9957± 0.3962 −17.0961± 0.4408 −1.1342± 0.0237−1.0208± 0.0263 47.2269± 1.2177
11·103 for NPI and less than 60·103 for SPI). Given the small bin area their impact on the mass balance
is negligible. The positive values of µ
∆h
∆t
b measured on SPI above 2500 m (on the mountain ranges) are
likely biased by the different resolution of the DEMs. As shown in Section 9.3.1, hTDM > hSRTM over
mountain peaks, a bias which is not included in the estimated uncertainty E
∆h
∆t
b .
The volume change rateµ
∆V
∆t
b trend along altitude is obtained according to Eq. (9.21) by multiplying
µ
∆h
∆t
b and A
GL
b . The mass change rate µ
∆M
∆t
b is obtained by multiplying µ
∆V
∆t
b by a constant ice density
ρ = 900 kg m−3 according to Eq. (9.23). µ
∆V
∆t
b and µ
∆M
∆t
b have thus the same behaviour and are shown
in Figure 9.16c and 9.17c, for NPI and SPI respectively. Fast variations in these curves (particularly in
NPI) are mainly driven by the shape of the hypsometry AGLb , acting as a weight of each value of the
generally smoother µ
∆h
∆t
b .
Between 0 m and 60 m µ
∆V
∆t
b and µ
∆M
∆t
b show positive values (+0.05 km
3 a−1) in SPI dominated by
the gains of Pio XI and other smaller glaciers and subsequently turn negative, this is not the case in NPI
which has no positive values. Ice volume change rate drops quickly with increasing elevation reaching
a local minimum around 700 m of altitude. On NPI it then shows an increasing trend and reaches the
balanced state at 1900 m. On SPI it increases between 800 m and 1200 m, dropping again at 1400 m
where AGLb reaches its maximum and µ
∆h
∆t
b is relatively stable, finally reaching a balanced state at 2400
m. The elevation interval featuring thinning and volume loss extends approximately 500 m more in
SPI compared to NPI.
The results of the geodetic mass balance of NPI and SPI are shown in Table 9.7. The total volume
change rate (µ
∆V
∆t ) and mass change rate (µ
∆M
∆t ) for each icefield are obtained by summing the contri-
butions of all altitude bins (using 20 m bins). Their errors have been reported in Table 9.5. µ
∆M
∆t is the
so-called glacier-wide mass balance rate B˙ stated in

Gt a−1

or

km3 w.e. a−1

(Section 3.5). The av-
erage elevation change rate is obtained as µ
∆h
∆t = µ
∆V
∆t /AGL, it corresponds to the average specific mass
balance rate b˙ and is stated in both ice equivalent

m a−1

and water equivalent height

mw.e. a−1

.
The sea level rise (SLR) contribution is also reported. Their error intervals are obtained from those of
the preceding terms.
As shown in Table 9.7, the volume and mass change rates of the two largest Patagonian icefields
indicate a very strong downwasting trend, with a total volume change rate of −19.0± 0.40 km3 a−1,
and a mass change rate of −17.1± 0.44 Gt a−1. Interestingly both icefields underwent approximately
the same average thinning rate of −1.13 ma−1 (−1.02 mw.e. a−1), this is not unexpected as it suggests
similar melting driving factors and climatological conditions. It must be noted that the observation
period is longer for NPI, likely inflating its results compared to SPI, given the accelerating thinning
trend of the Patagonian icefields generally reported in the literature. In Section 9.4 a subaqueous ice
volume change rate of −0.73±0.22 km3 a−1 was estimated for SPI, leading to a negative SLR contribu-
tion of−0.20±0.06 µma−1. The subaqueous loss is reported separately because of the high uncertainty
and for ease of comparison with NPI (where this contribution is limited and was not estimated) and
with results published in the literature.
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Table 9.8 – Published geodetic mass balance results for NPI and SPI, subaqueous losses are not in-
cluded. Only the volume change rate µ
∆V
∆t is reported since the ice density assumption can vary. The
area-averaged thinning rates µ
∆h
∆t in

m a−1

is computed dividing µ
∆V
∆t by the glacier area AGL. Its
variation with respect to the results obtained in the current study (Table 9.7) is provided in the last
column. (*) NPI area derived as sum of all glaciers in Table 1 of Willis et al. (2012b).
Reference Region Observ. period AGL

km2

µ
∆V
∆t

km3 a−1

µ
∆h
∆t

ma−1

µ
∆h
∆t variat.
Rignot et al. (2003) NPI 1968/’75 - 2000 4200 −3.2± 0.4 −0.76± 0.10 −33.0%
Rignot et al. (2003) SPI 1968/’75 - 2000 13000 −13.5± 0.8 −1.04± 0.06 −8.3%
Rignot et al. (2003) SPI 1995 - 2000 13000 −38.7± 4.4 −2.98± 0.34 +162.7%
Willis et al. (2012b) NPI 2000 - 2011 3871* −4.06± 0.11 −1.05± 0.03 −7.8%
Willis et al. (2012a) NPI 2000 - 2011 3871* −4.9± 0.3 −1.27± 0.08 +11.2%
Willis et al. (2012a) SPI 2000 - 2012 12118 −21.2± 0.5 −1.75± 0.04 +54.4%
It must be noted that due to time constraints, the disjoint mass balance of each glacier basin has
not been computed here. Nevertheless the data are available and the procedure for mass balance
and error estimation defined in this chapter can be applied without changes just by using a specific
glacier outline. As an example the geodetic mass balance of Jorge Montt Glacier, the most dynamic of
both Patagonian icefields was derived from the available data (observation period 2000 - 2011) and
additionally for a recent observation period: 2011 - 2014. The results are reported in Chapter 10. A
significant acceleration in the mass loss rate has been detected between the two observation periods
(see Figure 10.2 and Table 10.2).
It is useful to compare the geodetic mass balance results of NPI and SPI obtained here with those
of other authors found in the literature, those have been presented in Section 9.1 and are summarized
in Table 9.8. Here the volume change rate µ
∆V
∆t and the area-averaged thinning rate µ
∆h
∆t are reported,
the latter being more useful for a comparison since it does not depend on the area used, which can
vary. The variation in average thinning rate µ
∆h
∆t with respect to the results obtained in this work (Table
9.7) is reported in the last column as percentage. The mass change rate is omitted since the ice density
assumed may vary (particularly in Willis et al. (2012b)). It must be noted that the literature studies
reported here do not assign an error contribution neither to the glacier area nor to the ice density,
contrary to the results obtained in this work, where a 2% error was assigned to the glacier area and a
1.9% error to the ice density.
The 1968/’75 - 2000 mass balance of Rignot et al. (2003) (see also Section 9.1) is not really directly
comparable with the observation period of this work, it is nevertheless useful to understand if a possible
trend can be found. Their estimates are slightly lower than those achieved here, in fact an increasing
trend is to be expected. The results of Rignot et al. (2003) involve heavy extrapolation on SPI where
the unsurveyed area AEX amounts to 37% of the reported total area. The additional results of Rignot
et al. (2003) for the period 1995 - 2000 have a closer observation period to that of the current work.
Unfortunately their µ
∆V
∆t of −38.7±4.4 km3 a−1 appears to be strongly overestimated even at the lower
bound of its error interval. Simply comparing it to the 1968/’75 - 2000 estimate found in the same
publication makes this figure unlikely large. Their result for 1995 - 2000, which is often referenced in
the literature (for instance corroborating gravimetric mass balances, see below) is hence considered
not reliable.
The first NPI mass balance published by Willis et al. (2012b) obtained from DEMs acquired from
2000 to 2011 is slightly lower than the result found in this study (−7.8% on the average elevation
change rate µ
∆h
∆t ), the less recent observation period might explain the lower value. The glacier area
they used is also similar to the one used in this work. They revise this result in Willis et al. (2012a)
by applying a +2 m correction to the SRTM C-band DEM to account for signal penetration (they also
apply a new spatial averaging and a new ice density of 900 kgm−3, see Section 9.1), leading to an
increase in volume change rate of 20.7%. The revised average elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t is 11.2%
higher than the one achieved in the this study (Table 9.8).
The constant correction for signal penetration applied by Willis et al. (2012a) on the entire icefields
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does not seem very reliable. Firstly, on the rough glacier termini no significant radar signal penetration
is to be expected in any season because of the prevalence of surface scattering. Secondly, the snow
and firn on the smoother plateau has a good probability of being wet in summer in this region, at
least up to a certain elevation, excluding the risk of signal penetration. Despite this likelihood, in this
work the backscattering coefficient of both SRTM C-band acquisitions and the TanDEM-X acquisitions
were analysed along with concurrent meteorological data to assess the condition of the snow and the
possibility of signal penetration (Chapter 8). It was concluded that no signal penetration is likely in the
SRTM DEM even on the plateau. According to Willis et al. (2012a), their +2 m correction contributes
to approximately 10% of their thinning rate for the period 2000 - 2012. Reducing their volume change
rate by a 10% would give a result very similar to the one obtained in this study for NPI.
But Willis et al. (2012a) focus mainly on the mass balance of SPI, here they apply the same +2 m
correction for radar signal penetration. They obtain a final volume change rate of −21.2±0.5 km3 a−1
(excluding subaqueous ice changes which they estimate to be−1.0±0.8 km3 a−1), a much larger figure
than the one derived in this work for the same observation period. In fact their area-averaged elevation
change rate is 54.4% higher (see Table 9.8). Even removing a 10% contribution due to the radar signal
penetration correction from their results the volume change rate is still high: −19.1 km3 a−1 (+30.9%
compared to this study) and the area-averaged elevation change rate becomes −1.57 m a−1 (+38.6%
compared to this study). Besides the erroneous correction for the SRTM signal penetration bias, a
clear explanation for the significantly higher SPI mass balance by Willis et al. (2012a) is difficult to
conceive, since the same procedure on the NPI led to results which are more in line to those obtained
in this study. In conclusion the SPI mass balance provided by Willis et al. (2012a) is considered too
high.
The combined NPI+SPI ice mass loss rate of −23.5± 0.5 Gta−1 (excluding subaqueous ice losses)
presented by Willis et al. (2012a) is on the other hand closer to GRACE results found in the literature
and summarized in Section 5.6. Chen et al. (2007) report a loss rate of −25.1 ± 9.9 Gt a−1 (2001 -
2006) and Ivins et al. (2011) −26 ± 6 Gt a−1 (2003 - 2009) for NPI+SPI. More recently Jacob et al.
(2012) reported a loss rate −23 ± 9 Gta−1 (2003 - 2010) for Patagonia (although the geographical
coverage is not clearly stated). All these gravimetric results are much larger (+35 - +53%) than the
mass loss rate obtained in this work, which amounts to −17.1±0.44 Gt a−1 (plus −0.66±0.20 Gta−1
of subaqueous contribution for SPI), but at least two of the GRACE results cover this value with their
stated uncertainty interval.
GRACE measurements are affected indiscriminately by mass changes of superficial ice/snow/water,
ground-stored water and changes of the solid Earth (see Section 3.5.1). To derive the mass balance, as
Jacob et al. (2012) reports, models must be applied to estimate and remove mass change contributions
due to: (a) hydrology, (b) glacial isostatic adjustment, (c) ongoing solid Earth deformation from the
Little Ice Age loading. Jacob et al. (2012) report for Patagonia a mass loss trend measured by GRACE
of −13 ± 7 Gta−1 to which they add the following corrections: (a) 0 ± 3 Gta−1 , (b) −2 ± 1 Gta−1
and (c) −9 ± 5 Gt a−1. The LIA loading correction is particularly high for this region because of the
viscosity of the mantel and was modelled by Ivins & James (2004) (cf. Section 5.6).
As evident from these figures, the uncertainty associated to the GRACE inversion and to the model-
based corrections is quite large. Some biases might affect the correction models leading to overestima-
tion. Furthermore the spatial resolution of GRACE is limited, the icefields are isolated using very coarse
user-defined regions (known as “mascons”) but mass changes from areas surrounding the actual ice-
fields may also be also included (“leakage”). The problems linked to the gravimetric mass balance are
discussed by Zwally & Giovinetto (2011) in the case of Antarctica, where strong variability between
different mass balance studies has emerged.
In conclusion, the geodetic net mass balance derived in this study for NPI and SPI is often in
disagreement with results presented in the literature for the same region for overlapping or adjacent
observation periods. Gravimetry results are proved to overestimate significantly ice mass losses in
Patagonia, the results are generally more sensible at the lower end of the stated error range. Since these
methods have been applied to quantify mass losses at a global scale (Jacob et al., 2012; Gardner et al.,
2013), caution is suggested when using and interpreting these results, for instance for climatological
research.
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The comparison of the obtained mass balance with other geodetic results led to diversified conclu-
sions. The smaller NPI tends have better agreement, although some significant overestimation can be
caused by wrong systematic correction of non-existent biases. The vast SPI is subject to a much larger
variability of the results. Literature results tend to overestimate the mass balance, even significantly.
The 1968 - 2000 result of Rignot et al. (2003) is reasonable but a possibility of overestimation cannot
be excluded when compared to the results obtained here. Their results for 1995 - 2000 are overes-
timated beyond any physical or logical explanation. The SPI mass balance of Willis et al. (2012a) has
been proved to be highly overestimated.
The results presented here will hopefully provide an accurate estimate of a fundamental para-
meter such as the mass balance for this climate-sensitive region, often used within global climatolo-
gical studies. Furthermore the results will help reassess estimates found in the literature allowing an
improvement of the methods for geodetic mass balance derivation. The results will also contribute to
the assessment and tuning of the gravimetry inversions and allow to improve the correction models
involved.
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Chapter 10
Multitemporal geodetic mass balance of
the Jorge Montt Glacier
This short chapter reports in a concise manner the results of a multitemporal geodetic mass balance
computation performed on the Jorge Montt glacier, the most rapidly thinning glacier of the Patagonian
icefields. The applied procedure is the one described extensively in Chapter 7 and 9. Three bistatic
interferometric DEMs were available:
• SRTM C-band at 1 arcsec (~30 m) with reference date: 17.02.2000. In contrast to the DEM used
for the entire icefields which was the 3 arcsec version (Section 6.1.2) the recently available full-
resolution SRTM C-band DEM version 31 was used (cell: S49E074). The original DEM values
have been converted to the WGS84 ellipsoidal height and oversampled to 0.2 arcsec in x and y
to fit the TanDEM-X Raw DEMs. This elevation source is here referred to as h2000.
• TanDEM-X Raw DEM of 9.5.2011. This experimental acquisition was also used to cover the
Jorge Montt Glacier in the SPI mosaic (Table 7.5). The raw data was processed again with the
newest ITP release obtaining a new version of the Raw DEM at 0.2 arcsec, its parameters are
summarized in Table 10.1. This elevation source is here referred to as h2011.
• TanDEM-X Raw DEM of 21.4.2014. A new experimental acquisition processed with the newest
ITP release obtaining a Raw DEM at 0.2 arcsec, its parameters are summarized in Table 10.1.
This elevation source is here referred to as h2014.
The two TanDEM-X acquisitions were processed with single baseline phase unwrapping which gave
good results on most of the glacier surface and on surrounding off-glacier regions. Although it was
not strictly necessary, dual baseline phase unwrapping was tested, but it encountered problems on the
glacier snout because the strong thinning between the master and the supporting acquisition. The
single baseline version of both Raw DEMs was hence chosen and the phase unwrapping errors were
masked out following the procedure described in Section 7.1. A small sector in the south-western part
of the glacier basin is not covered by the two TanDEM-X Raw DEMs (see Figure 10.1a and 10.1b). In
order to have a reference elevation for year 2011 to obtain the hypsometry of the glacier, the voids
were filled with the calibrated SPI TanDEM-X mosaic (Table 7.5) which relies on additional Raw DEMs
in this region.
A careful DEM calibration phase was conducted according to the procedure described in Section
7.2 by using the SRTM DEM as reference to coregister vertically and horizontally the two TanDEM-X
Raw DEMs. Eight calibration regions (CRs) were selected on the three DEMs with a total area of 9.55
km2. Four further CRs with a total area of 7.87 km2 were selected on the SRTM and the 2014 Raw
DEM only, since they were affected by phase unwrapping errors in the 2011 Raw DEM. The statistics
extracted on each CR are not reported here for brevity, the final correction δhbias amounted to −1.2 m
for the 2011 Raw DEM (confirming the correction found in Table 7.3) and +2.7 m for the 2014 Raw
DEM.
1DOI: 10.5067/MEaSUREs/SRTM/SRTMGL1.003
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Table 10.1 – Newly processed TanDEM-X Raw DEMs over Jorge Montt Glacier.
DT AID 1203015* 1027766*
DT scene index 01 01
PU method 1B 1B
Acquisition date 2014.04.21 2011.05.09
Scene start time (UTC) 23:45:46.3 23:45:31.3
Scene length [sec.] 8.4 7.8
Rel. orbit / direction 89 / A 89 / A
Beam A1 020 A1 020
Look angle [°] 33.81 33.71
Effective baseline [m] 78.60 44.33
HoA [m] -69.64 121.93
Average coherence 0.69 0.67
Posting (x/y) [arcsec] 0.2 / 0.2 0.2 / 0.2
All three possible combinations of elevation change maps were derived and the corresponding mass
balances computed. For the sake of brevity only the subsequent differences∆h2011−2000 = h2011−h2000
and ∆h2014−2011 = h2014 − h2011 are discussed here in order to appreciate the trends of thinning and
mass loss. The corresponding elevation change rate maps ∆h/∆t were obtained using ∆t of 11.2 and
3.0 years, respectively, and are shown in Figure 10.1.
A much higher thinning rate can be observed in the (∆h/∆t)2014−2011 map compared to the
(∆h/∆t)2011−2000 map on the terminus of Jorge Montt Glacier and on its lateral branches indicat-
ing a clear acceleration in thinning between the two epochs. Thinning appears to be accelerating even
in the upper part of the glacier basin in a wide channel between approximately 600 m and 1500 m.
To aid the interpretation of the elevation difference maps a longitudinal profile of ∆h/∆t is plotted in
Figure 10.1c along the footprints shown in Figure 10.1a and 10.1b. The acceleration on the thinning
between the two observation periods is clear, a difference of ~7 ma−1 is found on the entire main
terminus between the two profiles, the trend is less pronounced but still significant at higher altitudes
on the plateau.
The glacier outlines were adapted manually to the maximum glacier extension for each of the two
epochs (corresponding to year 2000 and 2011). For year 2000 the total glacier area AGL amounts to
489.6 km2 of which the surveyed area AAV amounts to 463.6 (94.69% of AGL). For year 2011 the total
glacier area AGL amounts to 470.9 km2 of which the surveyed area AAV amounts to 435.3 (92.44% of
AGL). A frontal retreat of 2.6 km (surface loss 5.8 km2) was registered between February 2000 and
May 2011 and of 1.1 km (surface loss 1.9 km2) between May 2011 and April 2014.
The mass balance of the glacier was derived following the procedure described in Section 9.2. The
reference surface was chosen to correspond to the older of the two DEMs within each observation
period (cf. Section 3.5), the derived hypsometry plots AGLb are shown in Figure 10.2a. A shift in the
area elevation distribution towards lower altitudes is noticeable between the AGLb of 2000 and A
GL
b of
2011. The elevation change rate µ
∆h
∆t
b behaviour with respect to altitude is also shown in Figure 10.2a
for both observation periods. A very high increase in thinning can be noticed al all elevations. The
resulting volume change rate µ
∆V
∆t
b and mass change rate µ
∆M
∆t
b behaviour with respect to altitude are
shown in Figure 10.2b. An increased ice loss is measured in the 2011 - 2014 period with respect to
the 2000 - 2011 period. The volume loss at altitudes ranging between 730 m and 1060 m is higher
in the 2000 - 2011 observation period because the reference surface is not the same, h2011 shifted
significantly towards lower elevations in 11 years because of the thinning phenomenon.
The results of the geodetic mass balance of Jorge Montt glacier for all three observation periods are
reported in Table 10.2. In the 2011 - 2014 observation period a mass balance of −2.6 Gta−1 is found,
with an extreme increase of about 50% compared to the 2000 - 2011 period. The error budget of these
mass balances is not reported here, nevertheless the increased accuracy of the DEM coregistration step
allows to reduce the related systematic error SEregd with respect to the scene S1 of the mass balance
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Figure 10.1 – Multitemporal elevation change rate maps of Jorge Montt Glacier (SPI) and extracted
longitudinal profile.
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Figure 10.2 – Jorge Montt Glacier (SPI): estimated mass balance parameters with respect to elevation
(height above ellipsoid), binned at at 20 m for two observation periods: 2000 - 2011 and 2011 - 2014.
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Table 10.2 – Geodetic mass balance results for Jorge Montt Glacier for three observation periods: 2000
- 2011, 2011 - 2014 and 2000 - 2014. The values do not include subaqueous ice volume losses.
Period AGL

km2

µ
∆V
∆t

km3 a−1
 µ∆M∆t Gt a−1 /
km3 w.e. a−1
 µ∆h∆t ma−1 and
mw.e. a−1
 SLR µm a−1
2000 - 2011 489.59 −1.9140 −1.7226 −3.9094−3.5185 4.7586
2011 - 2014 470.90 −2.8766 −2.5889 −6.1087−5.4978 7.1517
2000 - 2014 489.59 −2.0925 −1.8833 −4.2741−3.8467 5.2025
of SPI (Table 7.3). This is particularly true for the 2011 - 2014 period because of the higher spatial
resolution and relative height accuracy of the TanDEM-X DEMs. However for this period all ∆h errors
are divided by a ∆t of 3.0 years instead of 11.2 years. The analysis of the backscattering coefficient
for all three DEMs appears do discard the possibility of radar signal penetration and consequent height
bias. Thus the other systematic error "spd , describing seasonal variations and signal penetration is the
same given for S1 in Table 9.4 for the 2000 - 2011 period. For the 2011 - 2014 period it must be scaled
to ∆t = 3.0 years.
A comparison with the geodetic mass balance results of the entire Patagonian icefields (Table 9.7)
highlights the tremendous contribution of the Jorge Montt Glacier (Table 10.2) to the mass balance of
SPI (13.1%) for the same observation period (2000 - 2011). The estimated mass change rate of this
glacier alone was equal to 47.5% of that of the entire NPI (which is eight times larger) for the same
observation period (2000 - 2014).
The availability of two recently acquired TanDEM-X DEMs allows to derive an up-to-date mass
balance and to derive a temporal trend. This information is crucial for the study of such a dynamic
glacier and of the Patagonian icefields. The mass balance of Jorge Montt Glacier for the period 2011 -
2014 shows how fast can the thinning trend vary and renders obsolete the 2000 - 2011 mass balance
values. It must be pointed out that the Jorge Montt Glacier represents a particularly extreme case,
displaying already in the period 2000 - 2011 much higher thinning rates than the other glaciers of SPI
and NPI (Section 7.4). Its accelerating frontal retreat has also been recently documented by Rivera
et al. (2012). The thinning and mass balance trends found here for Jorge Montt Glacier cannot cer-
tainly be extrapolated to other glaciers of the Patagonian icefields, nevertheless they suggests that an
acceleration of the elevation change rates in recent years is possible and even on other glaciers. The
results unequivocally highlight the need for repeated and updated observations of dynamic glaciers.
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Glacier surface velocity
This chapter describes the processing chain set up at DLR IMF to compute glacier surface velocities from
a large amount of high resolution TerraSAR-X repeat pass images allowing to cover wide regions or long
time series of acquisitions. Section 11.1 presents the literature concerning the derivation of surface
velocities with remote sensing data, with particular focus on SAR data. Section 11.2 outlines the
objectives of the processing chain, describes the different TerraSAR-X acquisition modes and datasets
and offers an evaluation of their suitability for the objective at hand. In Section 11.3 the processing
chain is described. Section 11.4 deals with the criticalities and the accuracy of the estimated surface
velocity. Finally surface velocity maps are presented in Section 11.5, with scope restricted to the
Patagonian icefields and Antarctica where most of the investigations were conducted.
11.1 State of the art
Over the last two decades repeat pass SAR interferometry (InSAR) has provided spatially extensive
measurement of glacier flow velocity. The principles of InSAR are discussed in Section 2.2: this tech-
nique allows to retrieve the displacement in the radar line of sight with very high accuracy using the
phase of the signal. To separate the topographic phase from the phase due to the displacement an
external DEM can be used.
Some limitations affect the repeat pass InSAR technique for glacier flow velocity estimation. (1)
The measurements have a relative nature, a reference point with known displacement must be used
as reference. (2) Only the displacement in the line of sight (slant range) is measured, to obtain a
bi-dimensional flow field interferograms from crossing orbits must be combined. (3) The interfero-
gram phase is affected by secondary phenomena which couple with the ice motion, for instance ice
floatation on water or atmospheric perturbations. (4) The measurements are sensitive to temporal
decorrelation of the interferometric phase (cf. Section 2.2.2), which can be caused by changes on
the ground between acquisitions leading to a redistribution of the elementary scatterers within the
resolution cell. Volumetric decorrelation in dry ice and snow is also possible.
The InSAR technique has been applied extensively to measure glacier flow velocities in different
regions and with data from different sensors at varying wavelengths, among others by Goldstein et al.
(1993); Joughin et al. (1995); Kwok & Fahnestock (1996); Rignot & Macayeal (1998); Lang et al.
(2004); Rignot (2008). It has been applied to some glaciers of the NPI and SPI using data from the
Spaceborne Imaging radar C (SIR-C) at both C-band and L-band by Rignot et al. (1996); Rott et al.
(1998); Michel & Rignot (1999); Forster et al. (1999) .
The combination of more interferograms from ascending and descending orbits allows the retrieval
of the two-dimensional motion field which can be projected on the surface of a DEM to obtain an
estimate of the 3D velocity, as has been shown by Mohr et al. (1998); Joughin et al. (1998); Mattar
et al. (1998). This estimate can be erroneous in case of dynamic instabilities, at least three observations
with different line of sight are needed for a true 3D motion field. High resolution SAR data, from
sensors such as TerraSAR-X and the airborne Experimental SAR (E-SAR), have also recently been used,
among others by Vasile et al. (2008); Prats et al. (2009). Stacking of interferograms for the reduction
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of rapidly varying signals such as tides, atmosphere and noise has been explored by McMillan et al.
(2012), leading to an uncertainty on the velocity estimate of ~6 cmd−1.
In order to overcome the stringent InSAR limitation of measuring only the movement parallel to the
line of sight a technique developed for interferometric coregistration (Scheiber & Moreira, 2000) can
be used, this is known as spectral diversity, split-bandwidth interferometry, delta-k or multiple aperture
interferometry (MAI). This technique allows to retrieve the shifts in azimuth and range directions by
comparing interferograms generated with different sub-bands (looks). It can hence substitute the usual
cross-correlation-based coregistration, being generally more accurate and computationally efficient
(Bamler & Eineder, 2005) since it does not require interpolation. Like InSAR it requires high coherence
of the signal. It is less accurate than InSAR, being the uncertainty linked to the resolution of the
sensor and not to the wavelength. Since the flow field is measured in two directions it is possible
to estimate a three-dimensional displacement field using a single pair of SAR images and a parallel
flow assumption (using an external DEM) or retrieve a true 3D velocity using two pairs of images
from different geometries (Bechor & Zebker, 2006; Jung et al., 2009; Erten et al., 2010). Multiple
aperture interferometry has been applied for the estimation of glacier surface velocity among others
by Gourmelen et al. (2011).
The offset tracking technique allows to obtain the two dimensional displacements from a pair of
SAR or optical images by computing the cross-correlation function between patches on the master and
slave images. For SAR data, the offset tracking method can be based on the coherent cross-correlation
(often defined speckle tracking), which offers higher accuracy but higher sensitivity to decorrelation or
on the incoherent cross-correlation, which ignores the phase, leading to lower accuracy but increased
robustness (Bamler & Eineder, 2005). In this case this technique is also known as amplitude or intens-
ity tracking or feature tracking. The incoherent speckle pattern in the amplitude image can also be
tracked with this technique allowing to measure 2D absolute shifts even where speckle coherence is
not preserved (for instance because of flow, snowfall, wind-induced snow redistribution), at the cost
of lower accuracy (especially for incoherent cross-correlation) compared to multiple aperture inter-
ferometry, and clearly to InSAR. The new generation of SAR sensors (such as TerraSAR-X, COSMO-
SkyMed) offering high spatial resolution and operating at small wavelength with short repeat pass
cycles augmented the applicability of the offset tracking method to slow moving glaciers particularly
on the ice sheets where the speckle pattern remains stable between two acquisitions. Nevertheless for
slow moving glaciers and short temporal baselines the uncertainty of the incoherent cross-correlation,
which depends on the samples used, might be in the order of the estimated velocity.
The offset tracking method was initially applied to optical satellite images from different sensors,
for instance Landsat, SPOT and ASTER. The definition of the method and further developments, the
accuracy assessment and results on different glaciers can be found, among others, in Scambos et al.
(1992); Berthier et al. (2005); Scherler et al. (2008); Stearns & Hamilton (2005); Stearns et al. (2008).
The feature tracking method was applied on time-lapse fixed camera images by Evans (2000).
Offset tracking was applied to SAR data later than InSAR, when the spatial resolution of the new
sensors started to increase. Gray et al. (2001) applied the method to RADARSAT data on the Filchner
Ice Shelf and its tributaries, including Recovery Glacier on the grounding zone. A formalization of the
method and some accuracy assessments can be found in de Lange et al. (2007); Strozzi et al. (2002,
2008); Erten et al. (2007); Gray et al. (1999); Werner et al. (2005). The method has been widely
applied on several glaciers and with several sensors, among others by: Luckman et al. (2003); Giles
et al. (2009).
A comparison of offset tracking with InSAR on the Himalayan glaciers is given by Luckman et al.
(2007), while a combination of the results obtained with the two methods is explored by Joughin
(2002); Liu et al. (2007, 2008). The velocity of Perito Moreno Glacier (SPI) was obtained from a time
series of high resolution COSMO-SkyMed images at time intervals of 8 and 16 days by Ciappa et al.
(2010). The speckle tracking technique, partially combined InSAR (Mouginot et al., 2012), was used
to derive the surface velocity of the entire Antarctica and Greenland from data acquired by different
SAR missions (mainly RADARSAT-2, ENVISAT, ALOS PALSAR, RADARSAT-1), within the International
Polar Year initiative between 2007 and 2009. The results are reported in Rignot et al. (2011a) and in
Rignot & Mouginot (2012) for Antarctica and Greenland, respectively. The procedure was also applied
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by Mouginot & Rignot (2015) to the Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields using SIR-C, ERS-
1/2, RADARSAT-1, ALOS PALSAR and feature tracking on optical Landsat images. Nagler et al. (2015)
applied the offset tracking method to ~900 SAR scenes acquired in interferometric wide swath mode
by Sentinel-1a obtaining a comprehensive velocity mosaic of Greenland.
Other approaches to offset tracking have been explored in the literature, for instance for the con-
ventional image registration problem (Brown, 1992; Zitova & Flusser, 2003). The normalized cross-
correlation (NCC) has the advantage of being insensitive to changes in brightness and contrast, but on
the other hand it is not optimum for feature tracking since it is not invariant with respect to scaling,
rotation and distortions of the image patch (Lewis, 1995). These issues might affect fast moving gla-
ciers particularly when matching images with large temporal baseline and low resolution. In Schubert
et al. (2013) a matching algorithm based on complex wavelet decomposition was compared to the
traditional cross-correlation-based method, but the latter was found preferable. Erten et al. (2009)
proposed an intensity tracking algorithm based on maximum likelihood estimation. Tested on EN-
VISAT ASAR data, it proved to be more accurate and more robust to speckle decorrelation than the
classical intensity tracking.
The least squares matching (LSM) method minimizes the sum of the squares of the pixel value
differences between the master and slave images. The geometric mapping between the coordinates of
the master and the slave is carried out through a transformation model (e.g. affine transformation).
LSM can determine not only the magnitude and direction of the ice surface displacements (like the
amplitude cross-correlation technique) but also rotation and shearing, and moreover can assess the
magnitude of the error (McGlone, 2013). Debella-Gilo & Kääb (2012) apply least squares matching
to optical remote sensing images of glaciers. The method allows to include models for geometric and
radiometric distortions and determine their parameters using a least squares adjustment, allowing to
achieve matching with sub-pixel accuracy.
Erten (2013) proposed a polarimetric tracking method based on mutual information, the statistical
dependence between images is measured and used to determine the best match and the correspond-
ing shift with subpixel accuracy (without oversampling). The method is tested on fully polarimetric
L-band E-SAR data and single-polarization ENVISAR ASAR C-band data. Maksymiuk et al. (2016)
recently proposed a workflow for the extraction of glacier surfaces and their velocity. The initial es-
timation is based on intensity tracking of SAR image pairs, these results are corrected with a spatial
regularization based on a fluid mechanics model. The surface velocity is approximated by the two-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluids. Their method is sensor independent,
they tested it on the Taku Glacier in the Juneau Icefield (Alaska) using TerraSAR-X geocoded images.
11.2 Objectives and data
The high resolution SAR images produced by the TerraSAR-X mission are particularly well suited for the
retrieval of glacier surface velocities. Radar imaging is independent of night and weather conditions,
an important advantage in glaciated regions. SAR images offer a distinctive speckle pattern even on
smooth snow surfaces where no contrast is found in optical images. Even on very rough surfaces, such
as crevassed areas, the contrast is much stronger than in optical images because of the radar cross
section of such features and the scattering mechanisms involved (cf. Section 2.1). A big advantage is
given by the recent high spatial resolution SAR sensors. High resolution images allow having within
each tracking window (patch) a distinct backscattering pattern (due to surface features or speckle).
These features are well suited for the estimation of surface velocities through amplitude tracking,
which allows to measure two-dimensional absolute shifts from two repeat pass acquisitions.
A processing chain for the retrieval of glacier surface velocity from TerraSAR-X high resolution
data over glaciers was set up at DLR IMF. Shift estimation is performed by applying offset tracking on
SAR backscattering images: the normalized incoherent cross-correlation is computed between pairs of
repeat pass TerraSAR-X geocoded images. The system fulfils the following objectives:
• full processing chain: visualization-ready results are obtained automatically from a generic pool
of L1b products;
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• reliability and adaptability: results are obtained in most cases without operator interaction and
parameter selection. For difficult scenarios and fine tuning of the results, full control of the
processing parameters is granted through parameter files;
• speed: a large number of high resolution repeat pass pairs can be processed within reasonably
short time and mosaicked to achieve large spatial coverage.
11.2.1 TerraSAR-X data
The TerraSAR-X mission is composed of two identical SAR instruments on board of the TSX-1 and
TDX-1 satellites. Some of the common features of these satellites were presented in Section 6.2.1,
while their radiometric performance was discussed in Section 8.3.1. Their nominal orbit is set at 514
km of altitude at the equator with an 11 day repeat pass cycle. The 4.8 m long phased array antenna
operates at 9.65 GHz (X-band) in all four linear polarizations. The satellites can be turned in order to
look to the left, this capability is necessary to image areas at high southern latitudes (below ~80°S).
The TerraSAR-X system is capable of acquiring images in different operational imaging modes:
Stripmap (SM), ScanSAR (SC), Spotlight (SL), High Resolution Spotlight (HS) and Staring Spotlight
(ST) described in detail in DLR-CAF (2013). For the estimation of glacier surface velocities the basic
Stripmap mode was chosen since it provides high resolution and a relatively good coverage of 30 ×
50 km in single polarization. The antenna can be electronically steered to acquire 12 different full
performance beams (27 in total) with incidence angle ranging from 19.7° to 45.5° (look angle: 18.2°
- 41.3°) (DLR-CAF, 2013). The TerraSAR-X Multi Mode SAR Processor (TMSP) (Breit et al., 2010a),
developed at DLR IMF, is responsible of processing the SAR raw data into various L1b products with
different geometric and radiometric resolution and different geometric projections (DLR-CAF, 2013).
The theoretical maximum slant range resolution in single polarization is 0.89 m with a range
bandwidth of 150 MHz. Both the range and azimuth spectrum are weighted with a Hamming window
(α coefficient of 0.6) to suppress the side lobes of the point target response (PTR) to less than−0.25 dB
(DLR-CAF, 2013). This reduces the slant range resolution to 1.2 m, which scales to ground range by
1/ sinθi , where θi is the incidence angle. Far range beams (θi >∼ 40.5°) are operated with a reduced
range bandwidth of 100 MHz. Typical SSC ground range resolutions are hence 3.5 m at θi = 20°
and 2.4 m at θi = 45°. The Stripmap SSC azimuth resolution, after bandwidth reduction and spectral
shaping, is equal to 3.3 m and 6.6 m in single and dual polarization, respectively. The radiometric
accuracy is discussed in Section 8.3.1. Two variants of detected products can be generated by the
TMSP:
1. Spatially Enhanced (SE) products maximise spatial resolution, the largest value of ground range
and azimuth resolution is fixed and the smaller one is adjusted to it. The corresponding reduction
of bandwidth is used for speckle reduction.
2. Radiometrically Enhanced (RE) products optimize radiometry by averaging 5 to 7 looks in order
to reduce speckle, obtaining a radiometric resolution of 1.5 dB (compared to the ~3 dB of SE
products).
The TMSP provides four different product types in terms of geometric projection (DLR-CAF, 2013):
• Single Look Slant Range Complex (SSC): the basic (zero-Doppler) focused radar signal in azi-
muth - slant range geometry. Pixel spacing is determined by the PRF and range sampling fre-
quency (cf. Section 2.1).
• Multi Look Ground Range Detected (MGD): detected (real valued) multilooked amplitude-only
SAR image in azimuth - ground range projection. This is achieved through a simple polyno-
mial slant to ground range projection to the WGS84 ellipsoid using a constant terrain height.
Square ground resolution cells and pixel spacing are achieved through multilooking. Interpola-
tion artefacts caused by rotation are avoided but pixel localization is less accurate than geocoded
products.
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• Geocoded Ellipsoid Corrected (GEC): the detected multi look image is projected and resampled
to the WGS84 reference ellipsoid using an average terrain height. Since terrain is not corrected
pixel location varies with topography. SAR distortions are not corrected leading to high spatial
error especially in areas of strong relief and with steep incidence angles.
• Enhanced Ellipsoid Corrected (EEC): the detected multi look image is projected and resampled
to the WGS84 reference ellipsoid. The SAR distortions are corrected using an external DEM,
therefore the pixel localization is highly accurate. This still depends on the terrain type, on
the DEM quality and resolution and on the incidence angle. The DEM used is compiled from
different sources among which: SRTM X-band, SRTM C-band, ERS-tandem, DTED-1 and DTED-
2 height data. Remaining gaps, including the Antarctic continent are filled with the GLOBE1
DEM. A geocoded local incidence angle map (GIM) is optionally provided.
Both geocoded products (GEC and EEC) use WGS84 as geodetic datum. The UTM and UPS map
projections are chosen in order to preserve angular relations (conformal). The UPS projection is used
for polar regions between 84°N and 90°N and between 80°S and 90°S. Horizontally the products refer
to the WGS84 ellipsoid, and grid formats are UTM or UPS. The pixel spacing of detected products is
dynamically adjusted to satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion to multiples of 25 cm. The MGD, GEC
and EEC SE products feature a pixel spacing of 1.25 m in easting and northing for most of the incidence
angle range and 1.5 m at very steep incidence angles.
11.2.2 Approach
Given the available data types, two main approaches can be undertaken for the retrieval of the two-
dimensional glacier surface movement from a pair of repeat pass SAR acquisitions. (1) Use the SSC
amplitude images to retrieve the relative displacement in radar geometry (after proper coregistration)
and subsequently geocode the obtained shift matrix to a certain map projection using an external
DEM. (2) Use the precisely geocoded EEC SE products to retrieve the horizontal shifts directly in map
coordinates (east - north). Both approaches have their advantages and drawbacks.
In order to meet the objectives of the glacier motion processing chain, the second approach was
undertaken. The EEC products allow to simplify significantly the processing steps. The SAR image
is already map projected, an interferometric pair is hence intrinsically coregistered with an accuracy
which proved to be very high for TerraSAR-X products. This is due to the accurate orbit determination
and to the precise processing performed by the TMSP. By using EEC products the coregistration and
the subsequent geocoding phases are avoided. The estimated shifts obtained through the normalized
cross-correlation function are already map projected and can be directly used. Furthermore the map
projected images simplify coverage selection and image combination and visualization.
The Spatially Enhanced (SE) product is the natural choice as it features higher spatial resolution
and smaller pixel spacing. This is particularly relevant when tracking speckle on featureless slow-
moving glacier surface since the strong multilooking applied on RE products would reduce the speckle
signature. The light degree of multilooking applied on SE products allows to improve the tracking of
physical glacier features but also provided good results with speckle.
The advantage of using SSC products is the higher degree of flexibility at the cost of an increased
system complexity. This approach allows a direct access to the SAR signal and to the acquisition and
processing parameters. Since no multilooking is applied, higher resolution is available and the full
speckle spectrum is preserved. The radar geometry avoids any interpolation distortions and artefacts
possibly caused by the rotation of the image and terrain correction during geocoding. It furthermore
simplifies the error estimation. The availability of the full complex signal allows attempting coherent
cross-correlation. Finally, full control is given over the geocoding of the displacements, allowing the
choice of the DEM. This aspect was not yet critical when the processing chain was set up but became
more relevant with the increasing availability of TanDEM-X Raw DEMs (cf. Section 6.2).
1Global Land One-km Base Elevation Project
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11.3 Methodology
In this section the main steps of the glacier surface velocity processing chain will be described with
focus on the algorithm and the theory behind it. The practical use of the processing chain has been
detailed in a user manual. The processing parameters can be easily changed through a parameter
pool in the form of an ASCII file. The system has been tested extensively with TerraSAR-X geocoded
products over glaciers of different size, velocity and surface type. The knowledge gained allowed to
determine the default values of the processing parameters, which tend to to provide good results under
most common circumstances.
11.3.1 Data selection and cropping
The input to the chain is a folder containing TerraSAR-X geocoded products. The system works with
EEC and GEC, both SE and RE variants, but EEC SE was used in most cases. The Stripmap mode
was usually used, but ScanSAR was tested as well. The available repeat pass scenes forming an in-
terferometric pair are selected according to their temporal baseline ∆t. Good surface velocity results
have been obtained with one TerraSAR-X repeat cycle ∆t of 11 days, but also with 22 and 33 days
over slow-moving glaciers, when the features and the speckle pattern are preserved. Some geomet-
rical parameters of the interferometric pair, in particular the effective baseline B⊥ and the height of
ambiguity hamb are computed as well. The user is prompted to select the pairs to be processed.
For each selected interferometric pair the coordinates of the overlapping surface are determined
and used to crop the master (older) and slave (newer) TerraSAR-X images to the same coverage. The
precise pixel localization provided by the geocoding allows to avoid any further coregistration step.
The TerraSAR-X original product images are provided in a 16 bit geotiff file while the cropped images
are saved in the Sun Raster File (SRF) format. Parallel to cropping an option to downscale the image
by averaging is implemented for feature tracking of heavily crevassed glaciers: the noise is reduced at
the cost of spatial resolution, which is acceptable for large features. This option has been tested but
seldom used, as the full resolution images generally lead to better results. Different classical speckle
reduction filters (Shi & Fung, 1994) were also tested for feature-rich glacier surfaces.
11.3.2 Shift estimation through incoherent cross-correlation
Given two stationary random processes X (t) and Y (t), their statistical cross-correlation function is
given by:
Rx y (τ) = E [X
∗ (t)Y (t +τ)] (11.1)
where E [·] denotes the statistical average and * the complex conjugate. τ is called lag or delay. The
autocorrelation function Rx x (τ) of X (t) is defined by substituting Y with X in Eq. (11.1). Assuming
the two stationary random processes are ergodic in the first and second moments (mean and autocor-
relation function) the statistical cross-correlation (and auto-correlations) can be estimated from two
single realizations x (t) and y (t) of the processes through the time-average cross-correlation function
(CFF) rx y (τ):
Rx y (τ) = limT0→∞
rx y (τ) = limT0→∞
1
2T0
∫ T0
−T0
x∗ (t) y (t +τ) d t (11.2)
where 2T0 is the observation interval. In the discrete domain, assuming the two realizations are
sampled respecting the Nyquist criterion, two finite-duration sequences x (n) and y (n), with 0 ≤
n ≤ N − 1 can be obtained. Their time-average cross-correlation sequence (and equivalently the two
autocorrelation functions) can be obtained as the following estimate (Proakis & Manolakis, 2007):
rˆx y (m) =
1
N −m
N−m−1∑
n=0
x∗ (n) y (n+ m) , m = 0,1, ..., N − 1 (11.3)
with rˆx y (m) =

rˆx y (−m)
∗
for negative values of m. This estimate is unbiased since its mean value is
equal to the true statistical cross-correlation sequence E

rˆx y (m)

= Rx y (m) of x (n) and y (n). The
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(a) (b)
Figure 11.1 – Cross-correlation function for a 256×256 patch of (a) a smooth slow section and (b) of
a faster and rough section of Nimrod Glacier (Antarctica). The upper left inset is an RGB composition
of the master and slave images (Red: m, Green: s, Blue: (m+s)/2). The lower right inset representsp|CCF| in 2D. Upper right and lower left: the CCF profiles in correspondence of the peak along the
easting and northing directions, respectively.
variance of rˆx y (n) tends to zero as N tends to infinity (making the estimate consistent), but it tends
to be large for large values of the lag m. An alternative estimate characterized by smaller variance is
the following:
r˜x y (m) =
¨
1
N
∑N−m−1
n=0 x
∗ (n) y (n+ m) ,
1
N
∑N−1
n=|m| x∗ (n) y (n+ m) ,
m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
m = −1,−2, ..., 1− N (11.4)
This estimate is still consistent but biased since its mean value is E

r˜x y (m)

= N−|m|N Rx y (m), the bias is
equal to |m|N Rx y (m). In practice since scaling is unimportant, the autocorrelation and cross-correlation
functions are normalized between −1 and 1 as:
Rx xnorm (τ) =
Rx x (τ)
Rx x (0)
(11.5)
Rx ynorm (τ) =
Rx y (τ)Æ
Rx x (0)R y y (0)
(11.6)
The lag τˆ for which the cross-correlation rx y (τ) is maximum represents the differential shift between
the two realizations x (t) and y (t):
τˆ= argmax
τ

rx y (τ)
	
(11.7)
The shifts in the east and north directions between the master and the slave are estimated on a
regular grid of patches covering the entire common area. The process is done for all the selected pairs.
For each patch the 2D incoherent normalized cross-correlation function (CCF) of the master and slave
patch is computed. The shift (from 0) of the peak of the CCF in each direction corresponds to the
displacement in that direction. The CCF of a smooth featureless patch presents a well defined peak as
shown in Figure 11.1a. On the other hand for a rough surface the CCF presents a shape resembling
the features of the surface, the main peak is wide and secondary peaks are present (Figure 11.1b).
The computation of the displacements is performed using a modified version of the coregistration
module of ITP (see Section 6.2.2.2) optimized for fast multithread processing. The C++ code was mod-
ified to accept geocoded images as input: for instance the coherent cross-correlation step is skipped
and only the incoherent one is performed. The normalized CCF is obtained by implementing the 2D
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unbiased CFF estimate of Eq. (11.3) in the frequency domain. A test on the amplitude of the normal-
ized CCF is performed: if the difference between the peak and average is below a certain threshold
the patch is discarded. The threshold can be specified in the parameter pool and is kept loose (usually
between 0.02 and 0.05) in order to accommodate CCFs with large secondary peaks when performing
feature tracking (Figure 11.1b) and because an outlier rejection step is performed afterwards. The
CCF around the peak is oversampled and interpolated in order to determine the position of the peak
with sub-pixel precision (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010b). The correlation coefficient (or coherence, cf.
Section 2.2.2) is also computed. The ITP coregistration module foresees the possibility of having in
input coarse shifts in order to extract the patch from the slave image on a different position than on
the master, improving the overlap of the signal between master and slave and hence coherence and
accuracy.
The main output of this module are two matrices containing the displacements in the east and
north directions. Since both spatial resolution and pixel spacing are equal in east and north, square
patches with customizable size are used. The distance between patches in east and north can also be
selected. In order to increase the robustness of the system against outliers, an overlap between patches
is often used, generally corresponding to half the patch size, thus doubling the number of patches in
each direction.
The patch size is a particularly critical parameter for the derivation of the displacement matrices.
Larger patches increase the accuracy of the shift estimation (cf. Section 11.4) but decrease the spatial
resolution of the estimated shifts since displacement gradients within the patches are smoothed out.
Glacier velocities do not usually change abruptly, except at the margins of the glacier. The high spatial
resolution of TerraSAR-X thus generally allows to have patches with limited or no velocity variation
and similar surface pattern. With this respect only for small mountain glaciers the patch size must be
reduced. Increasing the degree of overlap between patches allows to improve the tracking of glacier
velocity variations even if the information used is partially redundant. Patches of 64, 128, 256 and
512 pixels per side have been tested (corresponding to 80, 160, 320 and 640 m in the EEC SE products
with 1.25 m pixel spacing). Patch sizes of 128 and 256 pixels proved to be the most suitable for most
scenarios. Patches of 64 pixels per side are generally too small to obtain a reasonable cross-correlation
function estimate, while patches of 512 pixels per side are usable on wide glaciers (e.g. ice streams
and ice shelves) where less resolution is needed to track variations of velocity but are too large for
many outlet glaciers. Furthermore larger patches have a significant impact on computational time:
patches of 512 pixel lead to long processing times even on performing machines.
When the tracked feature pattern moves considerably during the observation period (this is gener-
ally not an issue with speckle) large patches are needed in order to increase the overlapping portion of
the signal between the stacked master and slave patches, and hence the accuracy. In order to improve
accuracy and keep a reasonable patch size, a-priori coarse shifts can be provided in input to the core-
gistration module. The displacement estimation step is run iteratively (generally two times) and the
displacement matrices of the first run (usually obtained with larger patch size) are provided in input as
coarse shifts to the second run. Alternatively for the final termini of extremely very fast glaciers where
no clear CCF peak is found even with large patches a synthetic coarse shift map can be provided as
input. The latter approach proved to be unnecessary even on fast flowing glaciers, like the Jakobshavn
Isbræ Glacier in Greenland, known to be the fastest non-surging glacier in the world with velocities
up to 35 md−1 at its front, although here patches of 512 pixels were necessary. The computationally
costly match search step performed by traditional methods was avoided in this processing chain.
Some secondary output files produced in this step are the following.
• Matrices containing the position of the patches in image and map coordinates.
• Matrices containing the correlation coefficient, the maximum and mean value of the CCF, and
the ratio between the two, which is used as a signal to clutter index.
• The east and north velocity matrices in md−1.
• The matrices containing the absolute velocity (v) in md−1 and its direction (α).
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• A “shift estimation annotation mask” bearing a code for each patch: (0) patch not computed
(e.g. borders), (1) incoherent cross-correlation shift computed, (2) reserved code, (3) peak test
not passed (discarded patch), (4) reserved code.
11.3.3 Outliers rejection and interpolation
The displacement matrices can be affected by outliers. To obtain more accurate surface velocity maps
an outlier rejection step was developed. This precedes an interpolation step over small areas with
missing or discarded data.
The outlier rejection step evaluates sequentially all patches of the measurement matrices obtained
in the previous stage according to a series of rejection criteria, composed by one or more rules. The
patches discarded are annotated in an “outlier mask” according to the rule which triggered their re-
jection. The outlier mask is initialized as the shift estimation annotation mask and its values are
sequentially updated when a patch is discarded by a certain criterion. Rules of the same criterion are
evaluated in parallel. After extensive testing, the following criteria were implemented and are applied
in the following order:
• Patches with a very high absolute velocity v are discarded, according to v > kvmax · vmax. Where
vmax is a generic maximum expected velocity set by the user and kvmax > 1 a tolerance parameter.
Discarded patches are annotated with value 5 in the outlier mask.
• Patches with low correlation coefficient are discarded if ρ < ρth, where ρth is a threshold set by
the user. Discarded patches are annotated with value 6 in the outlier mask.
• Taking advantage of the relatively slow variation of glacier velocity and direction, a first neigh-
bourhood criterion evaluates each valid patch with respect to the n1 patches in its square neigh-
bourhood of patches. The neighbourhood size can be set according to the patch distance, the
patch size and the variability of the velocity (n1 was often set to 9 or 25). If the number of
valid patches in the neighbourhood satisfies nvalid ≥ k1 · n1, with k1 a constant between 0 and
1 (usually between 0.2 and 0.4), statistics are computed among its valid members and used to
evaluate the following rules:
– the patch is discarded if v /∈ ]v˜1 − vth; v˜1 + vth[. Where v˜1 is the median velocity of the
nvalid valid patches in the neighbourhood and vth defines a velocity range and is obtained
as vth = kv · v˜1, with kv a tolerance parameter set by the user (often 0.5). Discarded patches
are annotated with value 7 in the outlier mask.
– the patch is discarded if α /∈ ]α¯1 −αth; α¯1 +αth[. Where α¯1 is the mean direction of the
nvalid valid patches in the neighbourhood and αth defines a direction interval (αth is often
set to 30°). This rule eliminates shifts which diverge too much in direction compared to the
neighbouring ones. It often eliminates also patches on stable terrain which have v ≈ 0 and
relatively random α. Discarded patches are annotated with value 8 in the outlier mask.
– the patch is discarded if nvalid < k1 · n1, whether it is reliable or not. Discarded patches are
annotated with value 9 in the outlier mask.
• A second neighbourhood criteria is implemented to further clean the results by discarding isol-
ated patches. For each patch the remaining valid patches nvalid in its square neighbourhood of
size n2 are counted, where n2 is thought to be larger, or equal to n1 (and often set to 49). If
nvalid < k2 · n2, with k2 a constant between 0 and 1 (usually between 0.1 and 0.4), the patch
(if still valid) is discarded (whether it is reliable or not) and annotated with value 10 in the
outlier mask. All patches meeting the criterion are furthermore annotated (with code 3) in an
“interpolation mask”.
The neighbourhood rules (optionally) discard isolated patches (whether they are reliable or not) to
avoid them disrupting the interpolation procedure and to provide cleaner results. The patches which
remained after outlier rejection are used to drive the interpolation of the discarded patches, they are
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Figure 11.2 – Glacier velocity magnitude (a, c) and direction (b, d) matrices before and after outlier
rejection. Patch size: 256× 256 pixels. Patch distance: 128 pixels. Region: S. Rafael and S. Quintin
glaciers (Northern Patagonian Icefield).
marked with code 1 in the interpolation mask and their value remains unchanged after interpolation.
Bilinear interpolation is used to obtain the shifts in the east and north directions. All patches meeting
the last criterion (whether previously valid or not) are (optionally) masked out since they belong to
large outlier-rich areas where shifts are likely not desired (ice-free surface or large glacier area with
unreliable results). The interpolated patches which are not masked out have code 2 in the interpolation
mask. Interpolation can optionally be avoided and only remaining patches are used to generate the
results.
The parameters affecting the criteria are fully customizable by the user in the parameter pool,
allowing to tune or disable each rule. Being the outlier elimination, interpolation and visualization
steps built as a separate module, they can be run independently of the computationally heavy shift
estimation allowing to improve the final results by adjusting different parameters linked to these pro-
cedures. Nevertheless the procedure was tested on different types of glaciers leading to the definition
of a default parameter set which lead to good results in the majority of cases. Figure 11.2 shows the
effects of the outlier rejection procedure on the absolute velocity and direction matrices.
Finally graphical files visualizing the obtained surface velocities in different styles are generated.
The preferences can be set by the user in the parameter pool. A header file containing geographic
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Figure 11.3 – Surface velocity field of a section of the Nimrod Glacier (Antarctica). The patch size of
256× 256 pixels and the overlap between neighbouring patches is highlighted in red.
annotations is generated for the various images allowing them to be opened by the remote sensing
software ENVI™ and by common GIS software such as QGIS™. As an example, the velocity field for a
section of the Nimrod Glacier is shown in Figure 11.3, where the patch size and overlap are appreciable
with respect to the dimension of the surface features.
11.4 Accuracy
11.4.1 Accuracy of the differential shift estimation through cross-correlation
The lag τˆ (Eq. (11.7)) corresponding to the maximum of the cross-correlation function is the objective
of the estimation. Thus in τˆ the first derivative r ′x y (τ) of the CCF is equal to zero. A zero mean noise
contribution affecting r ′x y (τˆ) and characterized by a certain variance Var
¦
r ′x y (τˆ)
©
causes a shift of
the zero-crossing position of r ′x y (τ) which scales with the average slope (first derivative) of r ′x y (τ) at
τˆ. This is the curvature of the cross-correlation peak. The resulting uncertainty of the estimated τˆ, is
hence given by the variance of the zero-crossing position of r ′x y (τ) (Bamler, 2000; De Zan, 2014):
σ2τˆ = Var {τˆ}=
Var
¦
r ′x y (τˆ)
©
E
¦
r ′′x y (τˆ)
©2 (11.8)
This equation represents a generic expression strictly related to the cross-correlation function and is
applicable to both complex and real valued processes characterized by different distributions.
The optimum estimator (MLE) of mutual shifts of partially correlated stationary circular Gaussian
signals (such as smooth featureless surfaces) is the coherent cross-correlation. Nevertheless this es-
timator loses quickly robustness as the coherence drops. To maintain high values of coherence (Eq.
(2.21)), temporal decorrelation (Eq. (2.22)) must be minimized between acquisitions: hence only
very small shifts must be present in order to maintain the phase of each resolution cell. The accuracy
achievable by the coherent cross-correlation represents the Cramér-Rao lower bound and was obtained
in analytical form by Bamler (2000) by deriving the terms of Eq. (11.8) and is reported in Equation
(6.1).
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As described in Section 11.2, the present method for glacier surface velocity estimation is based on
the incoherent cross-correlation applied to geocoded SAR amplitude images. In the case of featureless
surface, the samples of the homogeneous patches of fully-developed speckle can be modelled as inde-
pendent and circular Gaussian. For this type of signals the accuracy of the differential shift estimation
was obtained analytically by De Zan (2014) for intensity images and large number of samples and is
given by (also in Eq. (6.2)):
στˆST =
√√ 3
10Ns
p
2+ 5γ2 − 7γ4
piγ2
(11.9)
where στˆST is normalized to the resolution element, the number of independent samples Ns refers to
the original complex signals. It must be noted that the complex images must be oversampled by a factor
of two before computing the intensities. De Zan (2014) further shows that the analytical expression
of Eq. (11.9) matches very well with simulations. Furthermore the simulated cross-correlation of
amplitude signals has worse performance compared to intensity signals at low coherence (within 1 dB
with γ= 0.3), converging as γ increases and becoming almost indistinguishable for γ > 0.6. According
to the simulations, performances within 1 dB from Eq. (11.9) can be obtained with approximately 1000
samples for γ= 0.3, 200 samples for γ= 0.5, and 50 samples for γ= 0.7. The homogeneity hypothesis
might lose validity for larger patches, making Eq. (11.9) invalid.
A coarse computation assuming a heading angle ψ = 30° (angle between the north and the
ground track) and azimuth and range resolutions of ~3.0 m will lead to a map projected resolu-
tion element of ~4.0 m in east and north. The number of independent samples are roughly equal
to Ns = Apatch/Ares.elem.: approximately 6400 with patches of 2562 pixels, 1600 with patches of 1282
pixels, and 400 with patches of 642 pixels. Typical values of correlation coefficient range with speckle
tracking range between ~0.2 and ~0.6. Patches of 642 pixels are usually avoided to increase accuracy
for areas of lower coherence, in fact Eq. (11.9) would not be valid in this scenario. Assuming a typical
patch of 2562 pixels, Eq. (11.9) gives a differential shift accuracy in east and north of 0.33 m for
γ = 0.2, 0.09 m for γ = 0.4 , and 0.04 m for γ = 0.6. Since amplitude signals are used, the actual ac-
curacies are larger for γ < 0.6 but an analytical quantification is not possible. Based on the simulated
amplitude results of De Zan (2014), the previously given accuracies become 0.45 m for γ= 0.22, 0.11
m for γ = 0.4, and 0.04 m for γ = 0.6. The accuracy of the velocity estimate is obtained dividing the
standard deviation by the time interval ∆t.
The lower parts of the glaciers are usually characterized by pronounced surface structure, for in-
stance crevasses (cf. Section 3.4), furthermore these areas generally move more rapidly compared
to upstream regions. In this case signal coherence is generally lost: the speckle pattern is no longer
correlated but the differential shifts can be nevertheless retrieved by tracking the features of the amp-
litude images where present, similarly to optical images (feature tracking). The accuracy of feature
tracking is not computable analytically and Eq. (11.8) is difficult to estimate empirically. The accuracy
depends on the autocorrelation function of the texture, the sharper the feature and the more accurate
is the shift estimation (Eineder et al., 2011b). Based on Monte Carlo simulations applied to synthes-
ized data Villano & Papathanassiou (2011) confirm that the standard deviation still depends on 1/
p
Ns
assuming homogeneous shifts within the patch. It must be noted that this assumption might not be
applicable in the shear zones of fast flowing glaciers where significant gradients can be present within
the tracking patch.
11.4.2 Pixel localization accuracy
The pixel localization (or geolocation) accuracy defines how well can a pixel be positioned with respect
to a reference system. For SSC the definition of such an accuracy is more straightforward as no pro-
jection is performed and only system errors are relevant. Geocoded images, such as the EEC products
are further subject to errors caused by the geocoding procedure, and particularly to the quality of the
DEM used. In this application the relative (differential) shifts between two images are retrieved, these
are affected by differences in the geolocation errors affecting the master and slave images.
2Amplitude simulated accuracy for γ= 0.2 communicated personally by De Zan.
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The localization accuracy of an image is affected in the first place by the accuracy with which the
position of the satellite is known. In TerraSAR-X the orbit determination is performed with the on-
board dual-frequency GPS receiver and subsequent processing, leading to a very high accuracy. The
science (SCIE) orbit product specification states a nominal 1-σ accuracy of 20 cm in 3D, with aim to
10 cm. In fact the achieved orbit accuracies are often better: the rapid (RAPD) orbit product, rated
at a nominal 1-σ accuracy of 2 m in 3D is often found to be below 20 cm (DLR-CAF, 2013), while
the science product has an accuracy of better than 10 cm, and it can reach up to 3 cm with low solar
activity (Yoon et al., 2009). Orbital auxiliary data are operationally available within less than 10 hours
from acquisition as RAPD product and within 5 days as SCIE product (Breit et al., 2010a). For the
processing of the L1b EEC SE data used for the estimation of the glacier surface velocities the SCIE
orbit product was selected.
Residual azimuth timing errors are still present after the correction of the stop-and-go approx-
imation during processing. Furthermore an instrument time tagging delay is annotated and must be
corrected. Finally the quantization of the SAR instrument corresponds to an azimuth position accuracy
of 6.5 cm (Breit et al., 2010a).
A major contribution to the localization accuracy is caused by unaccounted delays along the signal
paths due to the different refractive index of the atmosphere compared to vacuum, leading to a 2 -
4 m error in slant range. The signal path is corrected in the TerraSAR-X products using basic models
with constant values applied to the entire image, reducing the error to 0.5 m, representing half of the
total specified accuracy of 1 m (DLR-CAF, 2013). This error source is discussed in Section 11.4.2.1.
The specified absolute pixel localization accuracy, determined during the commissioning phase is
1 m for nominal imaging modes with science orbits, and includes all residual uncertainties on the
signal path and azimuth errors. This makes repeat pass images intrinsically coregistered at a sub pixel
level (DLR-CAF, 2013). This value does not include localization errors in geocoded products caused
by errors in the DEM, which are discussed in Section 11.4.2.2.
Eineder et al. (2011b) and Cong et al. (2012) assessed the geolocation potential of TerraSAR-X
by precisely compensating shifts due to atmospheric delays, earth deformation and continental drift
between GPS reference systems for a series of images containing a corner reflector with well known
coordinates. They obtain an absolute pixel localization accuracy of 3.8 cm in range and 5.5 cm in
azimuth. For the residual offset affecting all images, they find a mean value equal to 28.2 cm in range
and 7.9 cm in azimuth. Similarly Schubert et al. (2012) obtain a mean range error of +13.0 cm with
a standard deviation of 3.3 cm and a mean azimuth error of −8.3 cm with a standard deviation of 4.4
cm. The range offset in the order of 30 cm is caused by a residual electronic delay, mainly due to the
original instrument calibration constants. These were determined during the commissioning phase
using simplified models for the atmospheric signal path delay and therefore still contain atmospheric
information. Corrected calibration constants allow to eliminate this offset (Balss et al., 2014b). Cor-
rections of the timing system proposed by Balss et al. (2014a) allow to further reduce the offset and the
accuracy in azimuth and the offset in range. In particular a technique is presented for the estimation
of the deviation of the true ADC sampling rate from the nominal value and for the mitigation of the
quantization error of the instrument fine time (IFT). The main improvement of the first correction is
an offset reduction of approximately 7 cm in range, while the second correction eliminates the residual
azimuth offset and halves the azimuth standard deviation. With the described corrections, Balss et al.
(2014b,a) report pixel location accuracies of 0±15 mm in azimuth and 0±12 mm in range based on
52 HS datatakes at a 1.5 m trihedral corner reflector located in Wettzell (Germany). Values of −7±19
mm in azimuth and −9± 13 mm in range were obtained from 19 HS datatakes at a 1.5 m trihedral
corner reflector located in Metsähovi (Finland).
11.4.2.1 Error due to the propagation in the atmosphere
The atmosphere, through which the radar signal travels for a range between 550 km and 730 km, is
composed by a mixture of gases which cause the signal to propagate slower than in vacuum, causing
refraction (cf. Section 4.2.1). The increase in travel time in the atmosphere compared to the vacuum is
defined path delay. The effects of the different layers of the atmosphere on the SAR signal propagation
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are discussed below.
The ionosphere ranges between 60 km and 1000 km of altitude, here the atmosphere is ionized
by the solar radiation. It acts like a dispersive (frequency dependent) medium causing a group delay
which depends on the VTEC, the total number of electrons in a vertical cylinder (measured in TECU,
i.e. units of 106 electrons per square meter). The slant range delay in meters is given by (Breit et al.,
2010b; Eineder et al., 2011b):
δiono =
40.28 · VTEC
f 2 · cosθ (11.10)
where f is the carrier frequency. Typical VTEC values are 5 - 10 TECU with values up to 100 TECU
during strong solar activity. Equation (11.10) assumes that the signals travel through the complete
atmosphere, but the TSX-1 and TDX-1 satellites orbit the Earth at a nominal altitude of 514 km, mak-
ing the actual delay lower. According to Eq. (11.10) the zenith path delay (i.e. the path delay at an
incidence angle of 0°, abbreviated ZPD) due to ionosphere is equal to 2.16 cm at X-band ( f = 9.65
GHz) with a moderate value of VTEC = 5 TECU. The constant value δTSXiono =
2.16·10−2
cosθ is assumed for
all TerraSAR-X scenes, it is simply annotated in SSC products and corrected in geocoded products.
Actual VTEC values for a given time and location can be derived from ground-based GNSS networks
or from space-based radio occultation measurements, a method for operational correction of this delay
is proposed in Gomba et al. (2016). The typical ionospheric path delay δiono is lower than the orbit ac-
curacy, temporal variations between acquisitions from the corrected values can generally be neglected
at X-band.
The troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere, with thickness between 7 km at the poles
and 17 km at the equator. The weather develops in this layer which contains about 3/4 of the at-
mospheric mass, it hence has a strong rapidly varying effect on the signal propagation time which
cannot be neglected. The troposphere imposes a non-dispersive path delay which can be divided in
the following three main components (Eineder et al., 2011b; Cong et al., 2012).
• The hydrostatic (dry) component, caused by dry gases, is the the largest contribution (around 2.3
m at sea level, with standard deviation of a few centimetres over one year) and can be modelled
precisely (within ~1 mm) by knowing the altitude and the surface pressure.
• The wet component depends on the precipitable water vapour content and hence is weather
dependent and can amount up to 40 cm or more. Absolute values are larger as latitude decreases.
• The liquid component is due to the droplets of liquid water within clouds and its effect is negli-
gible compared to the other components.
Tropospheric path delay values are higher at lower latitudes and during summer. They decrease with
altitude because of the decreased pressure. In the TerraSAR-X products a simple model of tropospheric
path delay is assumed (Breit et al., 2010b):
δTSXtropo =
ZPD
cosθ
· e− hh0 (11.11)
where h0 is a reference height of 6000 m and where a constant ZPD = 2.3 m, and a single average
height value h for the entire scene are used. The resulting tropospheric value for the scene is only
annotated in SSC products and corrected in geocoded products. This simple model is often not accurate
enough, as it does not consider wet delay variations, besides assuming a single height may lead to errors
where variations of topography are present.
A precise estimate of the actual tropospheric path delay can be obtained via GNSS measurements.
Unfortunately the coverage of the GNSS network remains too sparse. In Cong et al. (2012); Cong
(2014) a method for the estimation of the tropospheric path delay based on the integration of numer-
ical weather model data is presented. This technique allows to estimate the tropospheric delay with
global coverage with a spatial resolution below 10 km and an accuracy of 3.2 cm, compared to the 3.8
cm of the GNSS measurements (Cong et al., 2012).
Figure 11.4 shows one year sequences of tropospheric zenith path delay measured at three stations
of the IGS3 permanent network:
3International GNSS Service
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Figure 11.4 – Topospheric ZPD of year 2015 measured at three IGS GNSS stations: BZRG (Alps), KELY
(Greenland), MCM4 (Antarctica). Plotted values are 6 hour averages of the original measurements
reported every 300 seconds. Standard deviations (not shown) are between 1.2 mm and 4.5 mm for
BZRG, between 1.0 mm and 4.0 mm for KELY, and between 0.9 mm and 3.5 mm for MCM4.
• BZRG (46°30’N, 11°20’E) located near the Alps in the city of Bolzano Bozen (Italy) at an elevation
of 328 m.
• KELY (66°59’N, 50°56’W) located in Kangerlussuaq, western Greenland at an elevation of 229
m.
• MCM4 (77°50’S, 166°40’E) located at the McMurdo U.S. station on the Ross Island in Antarctica
at an elevation of 98 m.
As shown in Figure 11.4, tropospheric zenith path delay variations up to 20 cm can occur within days.
Much faster (even hourly) variations occur at lower latitudes, mostly caused by the wet component (see
BZRG) which reaches here up to 40 cm in summer. On the other hand in Antarctica (MCM4) variations
are slower (days) and mainly linked to the dry component, while the wet component is practically null
all year round. Greenland (KELY) represents an intermediate scenario with wet component up to 15
cm in summer and almost null in winter.
A variation of the actual path delay, with respect to the corrected value (Eq. (11.10) for the iono-
spheric part and Eq. (11.11) for the tropospheric part) represents an unaccounted path delay in slant
range and causes a localization shift in ground range in the geocoded image. The relative localization
error between the master and the slave represents an offset in ground range in the cross-correlation
shifts, given by:
∆gratmo =

δtropo1 −δTSXtropo

+
 
δiono1 −δTSXiono

sinθ1
−

δtropo2 −δTSXtropo

+
 
δiono2 −δTSXiono

sinθ2
(11.12)
where δtropo =
ZPD
cosθ is the actual tropospheric path delay in slant range and δiono is the actual iono-
spheric path delay in slant range. The subscripts 1 and 2 indicate master and slave acquisitions, re-
spectively. The ionospheric correction can be generally neglected at X-band, since it is usually small
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Figure 11.5 – Pixel localization errors (δgrDEM1,2) and shift error (∆grDEM) in geocoded images due
to a DEM error.
and the corrected value δTSXiono is good enough. Nevertheless its must be taken into account for lower
radar frequencies and periods of strong solar activity. This relative localization offset must be projected
on the east and north directions, and divided by ∆t to obtain the error on the velocity.
11.4.2.2 Error due to geocoding
The main contribution to the pixel localization accuracy of a geocoded image is linked to the height ac-
curacy of the DEM used for geocoding. A DEM error could be represented by a lack of resolution, hence
the inability to follow rapid variations of topography, interpolation errors, residual phase-unwrapping
errors in case of an InSAR DEM, mosaicking inconsistencies, and obsolescence due to changes of the to-
pography in time, a relevant issue for glaciers as discussed in this thesis. The TerraSAR-X EEC products
are mainly geocoded with the following DEMs in the areas of interest to this thesis:
1. STRM X-band DEM (1 arcsec posting) and C-band DEM (3 arcsec posting) between 60°N and
56°S. The absolute and relative vertical accuracies are approximately 16 m and 8 m (although it
might be higher on steeper terrain), respectively (DLR-CAF, 2013). The accuracy of the SRTM
DEM is discussed in detail in Section 6.1.1.
2. GLOBE DEM for the rest of the planet. It features a 30 arcsec posting and poor quality, with
relative and absolute accuracies varying between tens and hundreds of meters (DLR-CAF, 2013).
As depicted by the scheme in Figure 11.5, a local DEM error δhDEM causes in the geocoded image a
pixel localization error in ground range equal to:
δgrDEM = δhDEM · cotθi (11.13)
steeper incidence angles θi are hence more strongly affected by a DEM error. δhDEM is assumed to be
positive when the DEM is higher than the real terrain elevation, leading to a positive δgrDEM away
from the sensor.
Although repeat pass images are acquired from the same orbit and using the same beam, a certain
baseline B might be present between the satellite positions in subsequent passes. This introduces a
small difference in incidence angle which leads to a different pixel localization error δgrDEM in the
master and the slave images. The differential shift estimation will hence be locally affected by a
spurious shift given by the difference:
∆grDEM = δgrDEM1 −δgrDEM2 = δhDEM (cotθ1 − cotθ2) (11.14)
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by applying simple trigonometry and B⊥ = R2 sin∆θ (with ∆θ = θ1 − θ2) and sinθ1 ≈ sinθ2 in a
repeat pass configuration, one can obtain that:
∆grDEM = δhDEM
− sin∆θ
sinθ1 sinθ2
= −δhDEM B⊥R2 sinθ1 sinθ2 ≈
−δhDEMB⊥
R2 (sinθ2)
2 (11.15)
where ∆grDEM is positive away from the sensor. Typical values of B⊥ for TerraSAR-X repeat pass
pairs range between 0 and 300 m, and full performance incidence angles lie between 19.7° and 45.5°,
corresponding to ranges between ~550 and ~730 km. For instance the shift error in ground range for
B⊥ = 50 m, θi = 35°, will be approximately −0.24 · δhDEM. This error must be projected on the east
and north directions and divided by ∆t to obtain the error on the velocity. This error can be corrected
if a more accurate DEM is available.
The SRTM DEM generally represents a reliable elevation source, but may be affected by significant
elevation error at the termini of the glaciers as shown in Chapter 7. The GLOBE DEM (Hastings
& Dunbar, 1999), used in polar regions, has very poor quality. Antarctica is of particular interest
for this thesis since many glacier velocity results were obtained in this continent. The GLOBE DEM
for Antarctica is based on topographic contour maps from eleven nations digitized and collected in
the Antarctic Digital Database (ADD) by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) and
published in 1993 (Hastings & Dunbar, 1999).
For Antarctica a more reliable DEM with 1 km posting was obtained using ICESat GLAS laser
altimeter data and satellite radar altimetry from ERS-1 by Bamber et al. (2009); Griggs & Bamber
(2009). Recently an improved dataset containing ice bed and surface height for Antarctica and called
Bedmap2 has been released based on multiple sources (Fretwell et al., 2013). In order to roughly
map the accuracy of the GLOBE DEM and highlight the most critical areas, the Bedmap2 surface
elevation was taken as reference to compute the difference ∆h = hGLOBE − hBedmap2, shown in Figure
11.6. Numerous large areas particularly at the margins of the continent are characterized by strong
elevation differences, in the interior a better agreement is found.
The TanDEM-X mission (cf. Section 6.2) covered operationally Antarctica in left looking mode with
two dedicated campaigns during the Austral winter of 2013 and 2014. At the time of writing the final
DEM of Antarctica was not yet finalized. In order to coarsely assess the quality of the GLOBE DEM, 5
TanDEM-X Raw DEMs of approximately 20 seconds of length covering a section of Recovery Glacier
(81°S; 26°W, black outline in Figure 11.6) were processed using the ITP. The absolute calibration of
the DEMs is particularly challenging in this region due to variable signal penetration of the radar
signal in ice and snow, making the comparison with optical altimetric data less reliable. Nevertheless
a manual calibration was performed using ATM laser altimetry data acquired within NASA’s Operation
IceBridge over stable terrain, with an expected absolute elevation accuracy within±3 m. The TanDEM-
X and corresponding GLOBE DEMs are shown in Figure 11.7 along with the difference image ∆h =
hGLOBE − hTDM. Large offsets exceeding 250 m, already observable in Figure 11.6, affect vast parts of
the Recovery Glacier in the GLOBE DEM. The mountainous area to the north appears also problematic.
Furthermore the GLOBE DEM suffers from interpolation artefacts (see Figure 11.7a at 81°20’S between
24°W and 26°W), scaling artefacts (scalloping effect, not visible in the image) and mosaicking artefacts.
11.4.3 Error due to the deformation of the Earth
The solid Earth is not static, it deforms as an elastic body under the effect of external forces and
loading effects, each characterized by different orders of magnitude and time scales. For a specific loc-
ation the difference in horizontal and vertical Earth shift between the master and the slave acquisition
couple with the glacier surface movements affecting the shift measurements, although by relatively
small magnitudes. These geodynamic effects can be modelled with high accuracy according to the
International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) conventions. The main deformation contributions are the
following (Eineder et al., 2011b).
• The main contribution comes from the solid Earth tides: deformations due to gravitational pull
exercised by the Sun and the Moon. The radial (vertical) component can reach up to ~40
cm peak-to-peak, the east and north components up to ~12 cm peak-to-peak. The period is
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Figure 11.6 – DEM difference ∆h = hGLOBE−hBedmap2. The area of the comparison with the TanDEM-X
DEM of Figure 11.7 is marked in black.
(a) GLOBE DEM: hGLOBE (b) TanDEM-X DEM: hTDM
(c) ∆h = hGLOBE − hTDM
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Figure 11.7 – Comparison of GLOBE and TanDEM-X DEMs over a section of the Recovery Glacier
marked in black in Figure 11.6.
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Figure 11.8 – Solid earth tides for the Recovery Glacier (81°S; 26°W) in Antarctica and for the Southern
Patagonian Icefield (50°S; 73°W) on 1.6.2016 and 11.6.2016.
approximately 12 hours. A sample deformation for two locations of interest and two dates is
shown in Figure 11.8.
• The polar tides are deformations of the Earth induced by changes in the Earth’s rotational axis
caused by polar motion. They reach 25 mm in the radial and 7 mm in the horizontal components.
• The oceanic tidal loading causes deformations of the earth near the coast and in areas with large
tidal range, here several centimetres of radial displacement can happen, while it is less than 1
cm for continental sites.
• Atmospheric pressure loading is the reaction of the Earth to changes of the weight of the at-
mosphere column due to variations of pressure. These deformations are in the order of 10 mm
peak-to-peak in the vertical component (but can reach up to 40 mm in some regions) and 0.5 mm
in the horizontal component. They are higher on continental regions distant from the oceans.
• Hydrological loading has usually a peak-to-peak contribution of 3-10 mm vertically (but can
reach 30 mm) and only a few millimetres horizontally. It is usually very seasonal and most
significant in South America, Southern Africa and Asia. This effect cannot be modelled, but
estimated through GNSS measurements. Given the small contributions and the large time scale
of the variations this issue does not affect the glacier surface shift measurements.
The horizontal component of the described Earth deformations is strongly dominated by the solid
Earth tides, but their contribution remains small. The vertical component is also dominated by the
solid Earth tides, oceanic loading can nevertheless contribute up to some centimetres. A vertical shift
of the earth surface δvEarth with respect to the reference surface will contribute in a single geocoded
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image to a shift in ground range of δgrEarth = δvEarth ·cotθi , similarly to the DEM induced geolocation
error computed in Eq. (11.13). The corresponding shift in ground range between a target in the
master and slave image is given by:
∆grEarth = δgrEarth1 −δgrEarth2 ≈
 
δvEarth1 −δvEarth2
 · cotθ2 (11.16)
Assuming a worst case scenario with a vertical earth displacement difference of 20 cm between repeat
pass acquisitions,∆grEarth will amount to 0.54 m at θi = 20° and 0.2 m at θi = 45°. This offset must be
projected on the east and north directions, summed to the horizontal Earth deformation components
(δeEarth and δnEarth) and divided by ∆t to obtain the error on the velocity.
11.5 Results
This section provides an overview of the most relevant surface velocity results obtained with the pro-
cessing chain described in Section 11.3. The description is kept short and the investigated regions
reported here are restricted to the Patagonian icefields and Antarctica, although glaciers in other re-
gions have been monitored. For each investigated glacier, a table reporting the main acquisition and
processing parameters and a figure with the derived glacier surface velocity fields are given. The lat-
ter reports the colour coded velocity overlapped on the amplitude image of the master acquisition as
obtained in output to the processing chain (only annotations are added manually), the direction of the
flow is omitted to avoid overloading the representation.
11.5.1 NPI and SPI
The Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields have been investigated extensively in this thesis. A
comprehensive description of this region is given in Chapter 5. The strong glacier surface thinning
affecting the icefields is quantified in Chapter 7 while the geodetic mass balance is derived in Chapter
9. The outlet glaciers of SPI and NPI have also been monitored with respect to their surface velocity.
The Perito Moreno and Ameghino glaciers have been monitored with a sequence of 6 image pairs
acquired in different seasons between 2008 and 2011 (cf. Table 11.1). The surface velocity measured
in January 2008 is shown in Figure 11.9. The velocity of these glaciers proved to be relatively stable
during the observation period (Abdel Jaber et al., 2012), small seasonal variability was observed, but
annual average values proved to be in agreement with measurements from GPS and D-InSAR applied
to L-band SIR-C data from October 1994 reported in Stuefer et al. (2007).
The surface velocity of the terminus of Pio XI Glacier, characterized by the largest basin in SPI, was
derived from one data pair acquired in October 2010 (cf. Table 11.2) and is shown in Figure 11.10. A
fast moving area with velocity up to ~5 md−1 is found on the bend.
The results in Figure 11.9 and 11.10 highlight a criticality of the velocity derivation by means
of offset tracking for temperate glaciers. As discussed in Section 5.3, the weather conditions on the
icefields are extremely variable: snowfalls can occur even in summer and rapid changes of temperature
are possible. This leads to variations of the smooth snow and firn surface of the plateau and consequent
loss of coherence. The reliance on the speckle pattern, due to the absent texture, makes the method
unreliable due to fast flow, abundant snowfall or variations in the liquid water content. The latter
aspect is discussed in Chapter 4, while an analysis of the backscattering of the NPI and SPI, including
seasonal variations is reported in Chapter 8.
The velocity field of the S. Rafael and S. Quintin glaciers (NPI) has been derived from a pair of
Stripmap TerraSAR-X images acquired in May 2012 (Table 11.3) and is shown in Figure 11.11 (see
also Abdel Jaber et al. (2014)). The S. Rafael Glacier is the lowest latitude tidewater glacier of the
Earth and is characterized by a narrow terminus featuring glacier flow up to 16 md−1 at the snout,
making it the fastest glacier in Patagonia. It is hence a challenging test site for the processing chain,
and the resulting flow field confirms the robustness of the algorithm. The S. Quintin to the south has a
larger terminus and is much slower (different colour scales are used in Figure 11.11) with maximum
speed of 2.7 md−1 at the bend.
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Figure 11.9 – Surface velocity of Perito
Moreno and Ameghino glaciers (SPI).
Figure 11.10 – Surface velocity of Pio XI
Glacier (SPI).
Table 11.1 – Processing parameters for
Perito Moreno and Ameghino glaciers (SPI).
No. of image pairs 6 (time series)
Acquisition date range (master) 20.01.2008 - 03.05.2011
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_012
Orbit / look direction ascending / right
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 27.83 - 270.83
Table 11.2 – Processing parameters for Pio
XI Glacier (SPI).
No. of image pairs 1
Acquisition date (master) 05.07.2010
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_006
Orbit / look direction ascending / right
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 96.78
The Upsala Glacier (SPI) was monitored with a time series of 10 TerraSAR-X image pairs between
December 2007 and October 2011 (Table 11.4). Eight of the obtained surface velocity fields are shown
in Figure 11.12. The terminus of Upsala Glacier has undergone strong velocity changes and surface
loss during the 4 year observation period. Its main terminus accelerated near the glacier front from
around 5 m d−1 in 2008 to 10 md−1 in October 2009. The glacier maintained its velocity at least
till mid-2010 along with strong calving rates, it then underwent a deceleration phase with the front
stabilizing at the level of the Bertacchi Glacier. The main front retreated 2.1 km between January 2008
and October 2011. The accelerated flow might trigger dynamic thinning (cf. Section 3.4) and explain
the elevation change at the terminus reported in Section 7.4 and specifically in Figure 7.9b.
11.5.2 Antarctica
Great effort was put in the processing of large datasets in the Antarctic continent allowing to retrieve
high resolution velocity results of glaciers which are scarcely imaged by appropriate sensors. The
stability of the weather conditions in the interior of the continent provides high reliability of the offset
tracking method, particularly for slow moving parts where speckle coherence is preserved even after
three repeat pass cycles (33 days). In the figures below, where no TerraSAR-X coverage is available, the
background is the RADARSAT-1 amplitude mosaic acquired during the RADARSAT Antarctic Mapping
Project (RAMP) of 1997, when the Continent was mapped in high resolution for the first time. The
grounding line (marked in pink) originates from the Antarctic Surface Accumulation and Ice Discharge
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Figure 11.11 – Surface velocity of S. Rafael and S. Quintin glaciers (NPI).
Table 11.3 – Processing parameters for S.
Rafael and S. Quintin glaciers (NPI).
No. of image pairs 1
Acquisition date (master) 14.05.2012
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_012
Orbit / look direction descending / right
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 55.74
Table 11.4 – Processing parameters for Up-
sala Glacier (SPI).
No. of image pairs 10 (time series)
Acquisition date range (master) 27.12.2007 - 04.10.2011
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_012 d., 013 a.
Orbit / look direction asc. (3) + desc. (7) / right
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 80
B⊥ [m] 16.37 - 152.94
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Figure 11.12 – Surface velocity of Upsala Glacier (SPI).
(ASAID) project and was obtained using a combination of Landsat-7 and ICESat laser altimetry mainly
collected between 1999 and 2003 (Bindschadler et al., 2011). The outlines of the active subglacial
lakes (marked in red) have been derived by Smith et al. (2009) using ICESat laser altimetry data.
11.5.2.1 Drygalski Glacier
The Drygalski Glacier is located in the northern section of the Antarctic Peninsula, it is about 32 km
long and 24 km wide at its head, calving on the east coast of the Graham land into the Weddell Sea
at the Solari Bay. The glacier was the largest discharging into the Larsen A Ice Shelf, which collapsed
in January 1995. Drygalski Glacier, as well as the other glaciers previously draining into the ice shelf,
started to accelerate due to stress perturbation at the front after the ice shelf disintegrated. The analysis
of ERS tandem InSAR data showed that in 1999 the signal of acceleration reached far upstream, with
maximum acceleration near the calving front (Rott et al., 2002). Here the glacier velocity was 2.6
m d−1 in November 1995, 7.1 m d−1 in 1999, 5.7 md−1 in 2008, 5.5 md−1 in 2010 and 7.4 m d−1 in
2013 (Rott et al., 2011, 2014b).
A one year long time series starting October 2007 and composed by 29 Stripmap TerraSAR-X images
and three additional pairs acquired two years later (cf. Table 11.5) were used to retrieve the surface
velocity with a very high temporal and spatial resolution (Eineder et al., 2011a).
The velocity matrices in output to the processing chain (thus after outlier elimination) are analysed
along the temporal axis. The mean velocity field of the the 29+3 image pairs is shown in Figure
11.13, where the velocity in front of the glacier has been masked out for clarity although displaying
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Figure 11.13 – Mean surface velocity of Drygalski Gla-
cier over the period 2007 - 2010.
Figure 11.14 – Temporal velo-
city behaviour and linear fit at
points A, B, C.
Table 11.5 – Processing parameters for Drygalski Glacier.
No. of image pairs 29 + 3 (time series)
Acquisition date range (master)
08.10.2007 - 24.09.2008
18.08.2010 - 09.09.2010
∆t [days] 11 (28), 22 (4)
Beam strip_010
Orbit / look direction ascending / right
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 8.98 - 247.29
relatively good coherence due to the continuous calving of icebergs. The mean correlation coefficient
(not shown) is higher on the glacier where a rougher surface pattern is present, particularly at the
snout (where points A and B are selected) and in the middle of the glacier (where point C is selected).
A linear fit is performed on each measurement patch, both on the one-year time series (29 pairs) and
on the entire time series (29+3 pairs). The coefficient of each fitted line is assumed as acceleration
value obtaining two acceleration images, one for 2007 - 2008 and one for 2007 - 2010 (not shown
here, see Eineder et al. (2011a)).
The temporal behaviour of the velocity measurements for three patches located at points A, B and
C is plotted in blue in Figure 11.14. Here the line fitted to the entire 2007 - 2010 series is shown in
red, corresponding to a negative acceleration trend of −45.59 · 10−5 md−2, −25.48 · 10−5 m d−2 and
−2.71·10−5 m d−2 for points A, B and C, respectively. A certain seasonal variation pattern is detectable,
particularly at points A and B. At point C the measurement error has a larger impact given the lower
amplitude of the shifts.
The TerraSAR-X analysis shows that the fast flow reported in Rott et al. (2002) and Rott et al.
(2011) was maintained in 2010 at a similar level as in 1999, pointing out that the glacier is still far
from an equilibrium state. In fact Rott et al. (2014b) reported further acceleration also in 2013. The
consideration of mass continuity requires significant dynamic thinning along the glacier terminus over
the years, which is still ongoing. The estimates of mass deficit imply that at least the lower section
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of the terminus is floating. The temporal variation of velocity in 2007/2008 near the front shows a
maximum in late summer (Figure 11.13). This could be due to different levels of stability of the ice
melange floating in the bay. A similar seasonal behaviour has been observed by Rott et al. (2011) for
Larsen-B outlet glaciers. The weak trend of velocity decrease measured near the front (points A, B)
may be the response to a minor decrease in driving stress associated with thinning.
11.5.2.2 Nimrod and Byrd glaciers
Nimrod and Byrd are two main outlet glaciers located in the central Transantarctic Mountains (at the
Shackleton and Hillary Coasts) draining ice from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet into the Ross Ice Shelf.
The behaviour of these outlet glaciers and their neighbours is influenced by the upstream catchment
area, by shearing across the rocky walls and along the glacier bed, where lubrication by subglacial
water is possible, and the reaction of the floating ice shelf to the intrusion of upstream ice. The
dynamical behaviour of these glaciers has been relatively steady over the past thousand of years, as
evidenced by consistency between the modern ice shelf velocity field and flow stripes originating at
the mouth of these outlet glaciers (Jezek, 1984). However important upstream changes in glacier
flow of Byrd Glacier have been recently attributed to changes in subglacial water flow (Stearns et al.,
2008), leading to a 10% increase in ice discharge between December 2005 and February 2007 (Van
Der Veen et al., 2014) and highlighting the importance of up-to-date surface velocity measurements in
this region. Consequently a vast acquisition plan of TerraSAR-X data in left looking direction was set
up at DLR - IMF in order to cover interferometrically most of the outlet glaciers flowing into the Ross
Ice Shelf.
The Byrd Glacier is one of the largest glaciers in East Antarctica (catchment basin area 1.07 · 106
km2) with an estimated ice discharge into the Ross Ice Shelf is about 21 Gta−1 (Rignot & Thomas,
2002), while Nimrod Glacier has a discharge of only 0.88 Gta−1 (Stearns, 2011). The flow velocity
of the Nimrod and Byrd glaciers were previously derived from ASTER imagery in Stearns & Hamilton
(2005); Stearns et al. (2008); Stearns (2011) and by means of InSAR in Rignot et al. (2011a).
Two mosaics of surface velocity fields were obtained from TerraSAR-X Stripmap repeat pass pairs
acquired in October 2009 for Nimrod Glacier (cf. Table 11.6) and between November 2010 and Janu-
ary 2011 for Byrd Glacier (cf. Table 11.7) and are shown in Figure 11.15 and 11.17, respectively (see
also Jezek et al. (2011)). In order to support the analysis of the velocity fields, some transverse and
longitudinal profiles have been extracted. The transverse profiles allow to determine the type of flow
at a certain location, more specifically the prevalent driving force (whether basal motion or internal
deformation) and resisting forces (e.g. basal or lateral drag). These concepts are explained in more de-
tail in Section 3.4. The longitudinal velocity profile, retrieved along the flow direction approximately
at the centreline of the glacier allows the estimation of the longitudinal strain rate. This is obtained
according to (Forster et al., 1999):
"˙l =
∆vl
∆dl
(11.17)
where ∆vl is the velocity variation between two points on the longitudinal profile and ∆dl is their
distance. The strain rate expresses the degree of compression and extension the ice is subject to along
a specific direction. Positive values correspond to expansion with the possibility of crevasse formation
while negative values correspond to compression. The transverse and longitudinal velocity profiles
and the longitudinal strain rate extracted are shown in Figure 11.16 and 11.18 for Nimrod and Byrd
glaciers, respectively.
The velocity of Nimrod Glacier increases slowly upstream of the Kon-Tiki Nunatak where the strain
rate plot shows an equilibrium status. As the nunatak approaches, the flow becomes constrained and
increases in velocity, here strain rates around 0.02 a−1 are recorded. As the two channels merge again
the velocity displays a peak of about 2.2 m d−1 and a strain rate of 0.1 a−1 is recorded, furthermore
crevasses appear in this area. It must be noted that the position of the grounding line shown in Figure
11.15 (pink line) does not agree with other sources. The grounding line position was recently obtained
by means of D-InSAR applied to TerraSAR-X data in Floricioiu et al. (2012), who place it further
downstream, slightly above the transverse profile T. The transverse velocity profile T shows a central
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Figure 11.15 – Surface velocity of Nimrod Glacier.
Figure 11.16 – Velocity profiles
and longitudinal strain rate.
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Figure 11.17 – Surface velocity of Byrd Glacier.
Figure 11.18 – Velocity profiles
and longitudinal strain rate.
Table 11.6 – Processing parameters for
Nimrod Glacier.
No. of image pairs 23
Acquisition date range (master) 06.10.2009 - 18.10.2009
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_014
Orbit / look direction descending / left
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 23.00 - 112.43
Table 11.7 – Processing parameters for Byrd
Glacier.
No. of image pairs 29
Acquisition date range (master) 10.11.2010 - 22.01.2011
∆t [days] 11 (22), 22 (7)
Beam strip_013 (6), 014 (23)
Orbit / look direction descending / left
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 16.01 - 109.06
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band of approximately 12 km with nearly constant velocity of ~0.65 m d−1 and lateral band with
abrupt velocity reduction. This plug-like shape, coupled with shear at the margins suggests that the
flow is mostly affected by side drag.
Byrd Glacier displays a different flow pattern than Nimrod Glacier as highlighted by the longitud-
inal profile in Figure 11.18. Flow velocity increases gradually as the ice starts to converge towards the
narrow fjord (~ 22 km wide). The peak is reached approximately in correspondence of the grounding
zone, afterwards the velocity decreases gradually as the ice streams into the Ross Ice Shelf. Here the
position of the grounding line roughly agrees with the one found in Floricioiu et al. (2012), whose
outline is defined with much higher precision and resolution. It must be noted that in Figure 11.17
and in the longitudinal profile, a thin transverse band of slower velocity is found downstream of the
grounding zone. This artefact is caused by a jump in the DEM used to geocode the TerraSAR-X EEC
images, likely caused by bad mosaicking of different sources in the GLOBE DEM. The longitudinal
strain rate shows expansive behaviour (although with strong oscillations) up to the grounding line
and it drops into compression zone as the velocity decreases.
An overall good agreement is found between the TerraSAR-X longitudinal profile and the profiles
based on ASTER optical data from December 2005 to January 2008 published in Stearns et al. (2008).
Two TerraSAR-X transverse velocity profiles are shown in Figure 11.18. The upstream profile T1 dis-
plays a parabolic shape indicating the prevalence of basal drag. The downstream profile T2, located
in the grounding zone, starts to develop a plug-like shape suggesting a well lubricated bed and the
prevalence of side drag. The transition from the upstream parabolic velocity profile to the plug-flow
profile near the grounding line may be attributable to the weakening of the basal drag, causing the
transfer of the flow resistance to side drag, and resulting in a transverse velocity profile similar to
those observed on West Antarctic Ice streams by Stearns et al. (2005). Van Der Veen et al. (2014)
apply force-balance calculations on the main trunk of Byrd Glacier. On a large scale they find that flow
resistance is partitioned between ~80% of basal drag and ~20% of lateral drag. They further report
that ice flow is mostly driven by basal sliding and concentrated vertical shear in the lower ice layers,
indicating that the bed is at or close to pressure-melting temperature.
11.5.2.3 Glaciers of the Gould and Amundsen Coast
The surface velocity processing chain was used to map the glacier flow of many glaciers of the Central
Transantarctic Mountains. The Beardmore Glacier is a large glacier south-west of the Nimrod Glacier,
flowing into the Ross Ice Shelf at the Shackleton Coast. The glacier was covered with 17 repeat pass
images (26.11.2009 - 16.12.2009). Its flow is fastest across the grounding line where it reaches ap-
proximately 0.95 md−1. The velocity map is not reported here but part of the doctoral thesis by Marsh
(2013).
Surface velocities were derived for a vast area including the glaciers of the Central Transantarctic
Mountains in correspondence of the Amundsen Coast (Liv, Amundsen, Scott, Leverett, Reedy) and for
the wide ice streams flowing into the Ross Ice Shelf at the Gould Coast (Shimuzu, Horlick, Mercer,
Van Der Veen, Whillans). The processing is based on 113 TerraSAR-X Stripmap image pairs (Table
11.8) and the resulting mosaic is shown in Figure 11.19. This result is part of the Master thesis by
Amaro García (2012), where a detailed analysis is provided.
11.5.2.4 Thwaites Glacier
The Thwaites Glacier is located on the Walgreen Coast of Marie Byrd Land (West Antarctica) and flows
into the Amundsen Sea at the Pine Island Bay. It is particularly broad and relatively fast. A mosaic of
TerraSAR-X surface velocities was computed based on Stripmap data of late 2011 (Table 11.9) and is
reported in Figure 11.20. The velocity fields and some TanDEM-X Raw DEM have been processed as
a contribution to the DFG4 project “The Antarctic ice sheet mass balance from satellite geodesy and
modelling”, which results are reported in Groh et al. (2014). Velocities up to ~9 m d−1 are measured
near the grounding line.
4Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
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Figure 11.19 – Surface velocity of the Gould and Amundsen Coast glaciers.
Table 11.8 – Processing parameters for the Gould and Amundsen Coast glaciers.
No. of image pairs 113
Acquisition date range (master) 18.12.2009 - 05.12.2010
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_014
Orbit / look direction ascending + descending / left
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
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Figure 11.20 – Surface velocity of Thwaites Glacier.
Table 11.9 – Processing parameters for Thwaites Glacier.
No. of image pairs 14
Acquisition date range (master) 24.09.2011 - 18.11.2011
∆t [days] 11
Beam strip_010, 011, 012
Orbit / look direction ascending / right
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
B⊥ [m] 3.42 - 139.96
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Table 11.10 – Processing parameters for the Recovery Glacier.
No. of image pairs 150
Acquisition date range (master)
30.10.2008 - 04.01.2009 (RAMP Gl.)
23.04.2011 - 05.02.2013
01.11.2013 - 20.11.2013 (Lakes A, B, C)
∆t [days] 11 (135), 22 (13), 33 (2)
Beam strip_012, 013, 014
Orbit / look direction ascending / left
Polarization HH
Patch size / overlap [m] (side) 320 / 160
11.5.2.5 Recovery Glacier
The Recovery Glacier is located in Coates Land and flows west along the southern side of the Shackleton
Range and ends into the Filchner Ice Shelf. The Recovery Glacier system is of considerable scientific
interest because of its role in discharging ice from East Antarctica into the sea and because it has been
subsequently learned that the flow of the glacier is likely controlled by the presence of subglacial lakes
near the onset of faster glacier flow. A total of 150 Stripmap TerraSAR-X image pairs were processed
to cover the main trunk and the two main tributaries, RAMP and Blackwall Glacier (Table 11.10). The
resulting mosaic of surface velocity is reported in Figure 11.21, where the positions of the subglacial
lakes are also marked (see also Floricioiu et al. (2014)). The surface velocity within the main trunk of
Recovery as well as of the two tributaries increases slowly in the flow direction. In the upper part of
the streams the ice speed is about 0.2 md−1 for all three glaciers. The onset of faster flow at the heads
of the two tributaries is remarkably abrupt. In the grounding zone the Recovery Glacier is confined
in a narrow channel and maximum flow speeds of ~2.5 m d−1 are reached. General good agreement
is found with the ice flow velocities provided by Rignot et al. (2011a). The result, along with a large
mosaic of TanDEM-X Raw DEMs, contributed to the HGF5 project “Remote Sensing and Earth System
Dynamics”.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
12.1 Discussion and conclusion
As mentioned in the introductory chapter of this thesis, all the elements of the cryosphere, and partic-
ularly glaciers and ice sheets, are fundamental components of the global climate system and are thus
very sensitive to climate change. Detailed knowledge of the properties of land ice masses and precise
observation of their temporal changes are hence pivotal scientific and societal priorities.
Traditional glaciology, based on in situ observations, has been revolutionised in the last decades
by the advent of remote sensing, allowing to monitor the often inaccessible glaciers at a much larger
spatial and temporal scale and at lower cost. Spaceborne and airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
imaging systems represent one of the most adequate remote sensing observation tools for glaciers,
offering significant advantages over optical sensors, among which the ability to operate under any
illumination and weather condition and to “perceive” features on and below the ice and snow surface
otherwise invisible to optical systems. Since its introduction, the development of the SAR technology
has been consistent and ongoing, nevertheless its potential for glaciological studies remains somehow
underexploited. This dissertation aims at taking advantage of the data provided by multiple SAR
systems, among which the recent high resolution products of DLR’s TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X missions
and focuses on their applications in glaciology.
A significant and progressive ice mass loss trend has been registered worldwide in the last decades.
To improve the currently uncertain global glacier loss projections, and consequently climate change
models, a good understanding of the driving mechanisms governing mass balance and glacier flow are
needed. To this end the improved estimation of both parameters based on high resolution SAR data is
the general goal of this dissertation.
An up-to-date and accurate mass balance and its temporal trend for a wide pool of glaciers is hence
fundamental, but of complex derivation. The traditional input-output method relies on field measure-
ments and models to retrieve the surface mass balance. Furthermore to derive the loss due to glacier
calving the cross-section and ice flow velocity at the calving gate are needed, and velocities are deriv-
able on a large scale only by remote sensing. Since 2003 the GRACE satellite mission provides monthly
gravity anomalies from which the mass balance of large ice covered areas can be monitored. The grav-
ity field solutions offer coarse spatial resolution and necessitate models to isolate other mass change
contributions leading to large uncertainty. The geodetic method is based on repeated measurements of
glacier surface elevation and area allowing to retrieve volume changes which can be converted to mass
changes if the ice density is known, but it cannot distinguish the contributions due to accumulation
and ablation.
The geodetic mass balance has been applied by many authors relying on the most diverse elev-
ation datasets. These can be inaccurate or incomplete: old cartographic maps obtained from aerial
photographs and optical DEMs both suffer from the lack of features on smooth snow, laser and radar
altimetry is more precise but lacks in spatial coverage. In this thesis the recent availability of TanDEM-
X high resolution DEMs is exploited together with the proven reliability of the SRTM C-band DEM:
these datasets acquired both by means of bistatic InSAR offer a considerable potential for the geodetic
mass balance of glaciers with regards to spatial coverage, spatial resolution and height accuracy. The
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combination of high resolution multitemporal TanDEM-X DEMs is also explored for the derivation of
up-to-date elevation change maps and mass balances and the derivation of their temporal trends.
The geodetic mass balance results presented in the literature, partly because of the use of variegate
and sometimes less accurate data, often lack a complete characterization of the error. Relevant aspects
are neglected or summarily modelled, leading to both under and overestimation of the error. In this
thesis a framework for the estimation of the uncertainty of the elevation change maps and the geodetic
mass balance is defined by taking into account all relevant error sources, with particular regard to
bistatic InSAR data.
Glacier surface velocities, besides being necessary to estimate the loss due to calving are important
in assessing the stability of icefields and ice sheets and their responses to climate change. Detailed
velocity maps are essential to ice dynamics, allowing to map the ice transport from accumulation to
ablation regions and to estimate strain rates and other geophysical parameters. Taking advantage of
large amounts of high resolution TerraSAR-X amplitude data to map surface velocity at a large spatial
or temporal scale is one of the main goals of this dissertation.
The following are the main research contributions of this thesis:
• Detailed and extended elevation change maps (Figure 7.6 and 7.8) were derived over the vast
Northern and Southern Patagonian icefields (area ~16700 km2) by selecting and processing a
large number of TanDEM-X Raw DEMs (from 2011/’12 for SPI and 2014 for NPI) which were
precisely coregistered to the SRTM C-band DEM of 2000 before performing their subtraction.
Despite the difficult topography a significant coverage of the icefields was obtained (NPI: 87%
SPI: 93%), reducing the reliance on extrapolation. The results are dominated by significant
thinning (up to −26 ma−1 on Jorge Montt Glacier) and display variable behaviour across the
icefields. They are crucial for the glaciological community working on these very dynamic re-
gions.
• The elevation change maps are used to derive the geodetic mass balance of NPI and SPI with
a high degree of confidence (Table 9.7) and the elevation, volume and mass change rate with
respect to altitude (Figures 9.16 and 9.17). Total mass change rates of −3.96± 0.14 Gt a−1 and
−13.14 ± 0.42 Gta−1 have been obtained for NPI (2000 - 2014) and SPI (2000 - 2011/’12),
respectively (excluding subaqueous changes). The average thinning is found to be consistent
between the two icefields. The total estimated mass loss of NPI and SPI amounts to −17.1±0.44
Gta−1.
• Mass change rates of the region available in the literature were updated and corrected. The
geodetic mass balance obtained for the same observation period by Willis et al. (2012a) appears
to be higher, even significantly for SPI, they found a mass loss rate of −4.9 ± 0.3 Gta−1 and
−21.2 ± 0.5 Gta−1 for NPI and SPI, respectively. The geodetic mass balance by Rignot et al.
(2003) obtained for the period 1995 - 2000 also appears to be significantly overestimated. Gra-
vimetric mass balances for NPI and SPI also overestimate significantly mass loss compared with
the results found in this thesis. They report: −25.1±9.9 Gta−1 (2001 - 2006) (Chen et al., 2007),
−26±6 Gt a−1 (2003 - 2009) (Ivins et al., 2011) and −23±9 Gt a−1 (2003 - 2010) (Jacob et al.,
2012).
• A framework for the accuracy estimation of the geodetic mass balance has been developed.
Relevant error sources, with particular focus on InSAR bistatic DEMs have been investigated and
quantified. Among these are:
– coregistration error acting as a systematic error on the elevation change rate samples;
– uncertainty of the elevation difference sample: being of random nature it decreases with
the square root of the number independent samples, which has been determined through
a semivariogram analysis;
– the variability of the interferometric error between glaciated and ice-free terrain has been
assessed;
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– error due to seasonal elevation changes and SAR signal penetration into ice and snow;
– crustal uplift due to glacial isostatic adjustment;
– error of the glacier area;
– error linked to the assumption of a certain ice density;
– elevation bias due to different spatial resolution of the DEMs.
• A detailed analysis of the backscattering coefficient of both the SRTM (through recently released
data) and the TanDEM-X has been performed through a review of the theory and published
experiments regarding the backscattering of snow, a summary of which has been condensed
in this dissertation (Chapter 4). The goal of such an analysis, which was also supported by
meteorological data, was to assess the liquid water content of the snow and the consequent risk
of signal penetration into snow and ice, a phenomenon producing an elevation bias in the InSAR
DEM thus affecting the geodetic mass balance as a systematic height error on the interested
areas.
• The disjoint geodetic mass balance of the Jorge Montt Glacier has been obtained for the observa-
tion period 2000 - 2011, when the glacier lost ice at an appalling rate of −26 ma−1 at the snout
and resulted in a mass balance of −1.72 Gta−1. To provide an updated value and to extract a
temporal trend, a recent elevation change rate map and mass balance were obtained from two
TanDEM-X Raw DEMs (2011 - 2014). Thinning rates up to −33 ma−1 are found at the snout
with a mass change rate of −2.59 Gta−1 (+50% compared to 2000 - 2011).
• A processing chain was developed for the derivation of glacier surface velocity maps from high
resolution TerraSAR-X EEC SE amplitude images based on offset tracking based on the normal-
ized cross-correlation function. It allows fast processing of a large number of data pairs with
limited operator intervention providing reliable results under different glacier scenarios.
• The error sources and criticalities of the surface velocity estimation have been assessed.
• Spatially detailed surface velocity maps with wide coverage and multitemporal observations
have been obtained for scientifically relevant glaciers worldwide (Section 11.5), with particular
focus on remote regions such as the interior of Antarctica where measurements are still scarce
(e.g. Recovery, Thwaites, Ross Ice Shelf glaciers). The results have been interpreted critically
and additional parameters such as acceleration and strain rates have been derived.
12.2 Outlook
The approaches applied and the results obtained in this thesis for glaciology applications based on
high resolution SAR data can be further improved, extended and used. Some recommendations for
future work are the following:
• The elevation change results of NPI and SPI should be used to derive disjoint glacier parameters
and mass balances for each glacier basin, following the procedure applied here for Jorge Montt
Glacier.
• The presented approach for mass balance derivation can be applied on other glaciated regions
of the Earth covered by the SRTM DEM (between 60°N and 56°S) or by other older DEMs.
• The TanDEM-X mission, initiated in June 2010, is still operating in bistatic mode at the time of
writing. This mission provides to the glaciological community an invaluable elevation dataset
based on bistatic InSAR with a temporal baseline up to at least 6.5 years. The TanDEM-X data
should be exploited by applying the approaches and the guidelines proposed in this thesis for
the derivation of updated elevation change maps, geodetic mass balances and the correspondent
error budget as performed here on the Jorge Montt Glacier. This is potentially applicable on all
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glaciers of the world where sufficient data has been acquired, but it is recommended on glaciers
displaying strong variability, for instance the calving glaciers of Patagonia, Alaska, Greenland and
the Antarctic Peninsula. In fact this is the goal of the recently started ESA Third Party Mission
project “SAMBA - High Resolution SAR Algorithms for Mass Balance and Dynamics of Calving
Glaciers”.
• The glacier surface velocity processing chain should be further exploited to cover vast regions in
Antarctica and globally where TerraSAR-X data have been already acquired and archived and by
acquiring new data taking advantage of the good state of health of the TSX-1 and TDX-1 satellites
and their ability to cover latitudes south of 80°S by looking to the left of the flight path. These
results are keenly requested by the glaciological community.
• The processing chain should be further developed in many aspects, including the use of Sentinel-
1 data, the use of SSC products and the geocoding of the displacement measurements by means
of the upcoming TanDEM-X global DEM (particularly in Antarctica), the correction of earth de-
formation and tropospheric effects, the estimation of the uncertainty of each displacement meas-
urement, and a general improvement of the mosaicking and visualization algorithms.
• The glacier surface velocity results should be used as input to automated algorithms for the
derivation of flow lines and calving flux and rates, parameters of crucial importance in glaciology,
for instance for the derivation of mass balance of glaciers with the input-output method.
• For calving glaciers the calving flux derived from the glacier surface velocities (and the calving
cross-section) can be subtracted from the net mass balance obtained with the geodetic method
allowing a validation and a calibration of the surface mass balance (accumulation + ablation)
estimates which feature a large uncertainty since they rely on climatic models. This is another
objective of the SAMBA project.
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